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“Science means constantly walking a tightrope between blind faith and curiosity;
between expertise and creativity; between bias and openness; between experience
and epiphany; between ambition and passion; and between arrogance and
conviction - in short, between an old today and a new tomorrow.”
Heinrich Rohrer
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Abstract
Open data is increasingly becoming an essential asset for many organizations. Large
numbers of new start-ups are emerging to benefit from the potential of this asset for a
wide range of new products and services. However, despite of significant advances in
open data technical and infrastructure capabilities, large numbers of organizations fall
short when it comes to utilizing open data effectively. Consequently, they fail to fully
leverage the potential of open data. There are ample evidences that this shortcoming is
attributable to the poor understanding of what types of capabilities are required to
successfully conduct data related activities. At the same time, research on open data
capabilities and how they relate to one another remains sparse.
The thesis addresses this knowledge gap by investigating capability areas and specific
capabilities that are important for generating value from open data, enabling and
improving agility and competitive advantage of organizations using open data as one of
their key resources to meet their mission goals. In addition, the thesis explores the
relationships among the capability areas and the structure of the dependencies among
these areas.
We adopt a Design Science Research Approach with a theoretical foundation
constructed from the integration of Capability-based Theory and Dynamic Capability
Theory. Guided by extant literature, data from a global survey of open data
organizations and in-depth interviews of leadership of these organizations were
analyzed based on the developed theoretical model to identify specific capabilities
associated with each capability areas and how these capability areas impact one another.
Structural modelling technique was employed to refine these relationships into a layered
architecture specifying the dependencies among the capability areas. The structural
analysis performed also enables the determination of the nature of these capability
areas.
Findings from the thesis do not only help validate and refine Capability-based Theory
and Dynamic Capability Theory in the open data organization; they reveal hitherto
unknown knowledge regarding how the capability areas affect one another in these
organizations. From the practical standpoint, the resulting architecture has the potential
to transform capability management practices in open data organizations towards
greater competitiveness through more flexibility and increased value generation.
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1.

Introduction

In an era of increasing competition, uncertainty and turbulence as well as the
complexity and globalization, organization must constantly adapt and improve its
products and services for competitive advantage [1]. In the age of market globalization
and internationalization, organizations survive that, have the ability to compete and
know how to exploit their organizational capabilities well [2].
To date, the majority of scholars and practitioners call for increasing the availability of
good quality open data to drive economic growth [29]. During the last few years, we
have seen an expansion of activities around open data including the two flagship
initiatives: data.gov and data.gov.uk. According to the OpenDataSoft platform [4],
there are now nearly around 2,600 open data portals worldwide. Availability of large
amounts of both government and business data provides a creative and yet
competitive environment for organizations to effectively use open data for achieving
business goals and competitive advantage. Organizations use other data and open up
their data to revolutionize the way they compete. Availability of high volume of data
delivers benefits to data utilizing organizations. Benefits such as improving public
services, sell data-driven products and services, inspiring customer engagement with
the organization, cost reduction, improve understanding of potential utility of
organizational data, improve collaboration with local government and other
organizations, provide insight into investment and innovation, build trust and improve
reputation and etc. [5][6]. The potentials and opportunities that open data provides
make organizations using it to grow in number and the market challenging, dynamic
and very competitive [29][20].
As the field of open data evolves towards maturity and data volumes grow
exponentially and becoming the lifeblood of many organizations and, flows behind
almost every decision, organizations must know how they can manage this complex
mass of data in a way that it can directly benefit the organizations in terms of their
business and mission goals, products and services, improving agility to face the fast
changing business environment and, also to generate and improve competitive
advantage [1]. As suggested by [2], organizations can increase the chance to compete
if they understand, plan, and develop open data capabilities and be able to exploit
these capabilities very well.

1.1. Research Motivation
Open data is contributing to economic growth and the creation of new businesses
[8][9]. It holds much promise and value therefore, it is considered as an essential
resource and raw material for a wide range of new products and services. Release of
more and more data, in more formats, produces growing use [10]. As a result, large
1

numbers of start-ups are emerging to benefit from the potential of this resource [11].
In addition, many governments’ open data mission is also to stimulate business
application of open data. For example, in 2017, Irish Government developed an Open
Data Strategy 2017-2022 in which one of its strategic goals is to improve exploitation
of open data potentials by organizations [6]. Therefore, more effective use of open
data by organizations is essential if the global open data movement is to succeed [12].
Despite of shortage of empirical research, few research show that, many organizations
fall short when it comes to utilizing open data effectively [13][14]. Only a small
percentage of organizations benefit from using open data and very few organizations
can attribute a value [13] and, more concerning, many do not yet know how to
conduct data related activities more effectively [15]. Taking into account the
significance of this problem, very limited studies exist that investigated and developed
a better understanding of how organizations can effectively use open data to meet
their mission goals. As a result, we lack literature and detailed study of how
organizations that use open data can use this resource and maximize its benefit to
succeed and compete in the market.

1.2. Research Gap
While open data is becoming the lifeblood of many organizations and is considered as
an important organizational asset and, in spite of high investment in developing open
data technical and infrastructure capabilities, large numbers of these organizations fail
to effectively use open data and fully leverage the potential of it [16]. According to
[15], organizations often do not know and have the capability to conduct data related
activities. Many studies such as the Open Data for Business report of The World Bank
[12], UK’s Data Strategy study [17], and a study of Dynamic Capabilities [18], strongly
suggest further research into open data capabilities.
In 2015, PwC surveyed 1,800 organizations globally. The result shows that only 4% of
these organizations are set up for success, 23% derive no benefit whatsoever, 43%
obtain little tangible benefit, and 75% of them lack the capabilities to use open data
for business [13]. In 2016, an exploratory research of 33 Open Data Organizations
(ODOs) in UK [19] concludes that the studied ODOs are highly motivated to publish
open data and investing in it however, related capabilities and activities remain vague
and not clear to these organizations. In 2016, Higher Education Data and Information
Improvement Program in UK has published the result of their Data Capability project
which was commissioned in December 2014 [14]. The aim of the project was to
improve the standards of the data management and governance capability through
the developed toolkit which aim was to guide organizations to assess and improve data
management and governance capabilities. According to the project findings based on
the 122 responses to the Data Capability questionnaire, majority of the organizations
are at the Reactive level - capability is emerging however through informal roles and
2

very simple processes and activities and the value of data is unlikely to be well
understood and a lack of understanding and capabilities still puts the organization at
risk, and a lack of analysis capabilities continue to make maintaining quality
problematic. The project calls for further action in terms of providing a model for data
capabilities that can support organizations regarding improving data capabilities for
competitive advantage. The Open Data Means Business Study developed by Open Data
Institute in 2015 (https://theodi.org/open-data-means-business) demonstrated that
nearly 10% of all the companies using open data identified in this study fit into the
category of ‘big businesses’ (>250 employees). Interestingly, in 2015, 99.9% of UK
companies were small businesses [19], which suggests that a greater number of big
businesses are engaging with open data than smaller ones. This could potentially be
due to lower development and exploitation of open data capabilities and skills among
small businesses [19].
Research-based knowledge on open data capabilities and how they relate to each
other remains sparse, however, with most of the open data literature focusing on
social and economic value of open data, not capabilities required. To our knowledge,
there has been no scholarly work that has attempted to study and investigate open
data capabilities through an appropriate theoretical lens and developing constructs
and a theoretical model for understanding if/how existing related theories are
applicable in the open data context. Similarly, no scholarly work has attempted to
articulate a capability architecture for Open Data Organizations (ODOs). Therefore, the
increasing number of ODOs and their centrality in the new data economy; calls for
scholarly work on the open data capabilities for value generation, agility, and
competitive advantage of these entities.
Therefore, based on the above theoretical and practical research gaps, we have
decided to study and investigate open data capabilities due to its enduring nature
which can provide future research directions. In addition to its enduring nature,
capabilities are abstraction of business activities and provide concrete information for
improving ability of organizations to effectively use open data to achieve a specific
business goal.

1.3. Research Questions
This research aims to answer to the following research question:
1. What are the main elements of the Open Data Capability Architecture?
2. What is the relationship between the elements of the Open Data Capability
Architecture?

3

1.4. Research Goal
This thesis ties to address the research gap and problem presented above. The goal of
this thesis is to show how ODOs – both existing and emerging - can effectively harness
open data to meet their mission goals. This research goal can be achieved by
developing an Open Data Capability Architecture (a blueprint) for generating value
from open data, enabling and improving agility and competitive advantage in ODOs.
The architecture covers open data capabilities at three levels: 1) Value Creation, 2)
Agility and 3) Competitive Advantage. The architecture developed in this thesis can be
used to guide ODOs to develop and implement open data capabilities in order to
effectively harness open data.

1.5. Concepts
In this section, we present the concepts used in this thesis. We define Organizational
Capability, ODOs, Open Data Value Capabilities, Open Data Dynamic Capabilities, Open
Data Competitive Capabilities, and Open Data Capability Architecture.
1.5.1. Organizational Capability
Bhatt and Grover [20] and Brits et. al. [21] highlight the importance of organizational
capabilities for competitive advantage of the organization. Many organizations today
wonder what exactly organizational capability means and why it is so important [21].
There are different definitions and conceptualizations for the concept of business
capability in the research literature. Experience from practice indicates that the
concept represents the organization’s capacity to perform commercial activities
successfully [21]. Amit and Schoemaker [22] define capability as the firm’s capacity to
deploy resources, usually in combination, using organizational processes, to effect a
desired end. Brits [23] defines capability as a type of a resource whose function
improves the productivity of other resources. Fleischer et. al. [24] define capability as
the ability of an organization, system or process to generate a defined output. Ulrich
and Rosen [39] define organizational capability as the ability or capacity of an
organization to achieve a specific purpose or outcome. In this thesis, we adopt the
definition presented by Ulrich and Rosen [39]. Therefore, we define Organizational
Capability as the ability or capacity of an organization to achieve a specific purpose or
outcome.
1.5.2. Open Data Organizations
Open data promotes innovation and growth by empowering organizations to unlock
customer value from massive data volumes. Large numbers of organizations at the
forefront of the data economy have put open data at the centre of their operations,
serving as the testament to the long-term and stable benefits that being open datadriven can bring [25]. According to [9] and [10], in ODOs, data plays a critical role and is
considered to be one of the main resource in making new products and services. In
4

addition, [19] refers to organizations using open data as ‘open data means businesses’
or ‘open data companies’ where open data is used in private sector. By utilizing open
data, organizations can find market niche, identify business opportunities, capitalize on
the opportunity and create new value for themselves, their customers, and their
partners, and develop new business models [28]. In this research, we define ODOs as
both non-profit and for-profit organizations that use, produce, or otherwise invest in
open data as a key aspect of their operation for generating customer value and
achieving organization’s mission goals. These organizations could be data publishers
providing open data for others to use or they could be users of open data involved in
creating data products and services. In addition, these organizations could be enablers
providing training or advisory services to other organizations on how to effectively
work with open data [27].
1.5.3. Open Data Value Capabilities
Value and perceived value have received considerable attention in the organizational
science literature. However, the actual definition and assessment of value is seen as a
complex task due to the problem in identifying and measuring both monetary and
nonmonetary benefits and sacrifices. Accordingly, while some researchers define value
primarily in monetary terms others define it in nonmonetary terms to include
competitive gains, competencies, social relationships, knowledge, managerial time
spent, etc. [29]. In this thesis, ‘value’ is both monetary and nonmonetary. However, the
value created is bound to vary between ODOs due to the differences in the value
proposition generated in the open data products and services, the market they
operate in and customer and customer relationship [29].
To generate and realize value, ODOs are required to develop and possess different
types of capabilities. According to [20] and [30], value capabilities are those
capabilities that are necessary to produce a value which was promised by the
organization and it includes all capabilities which assist an organization to deliver the
organization value to the customers.
In this thesis, we adapt the definition given above and therefore, we define open data
value capability as the organization’s capabilities that are the source of value
(monetary and non-monetary) and when developed and implemented can create value
proposition. Open data value capabilities allow ODOs to add value to open data
products and services and therefore achieve specific output.
1.5.4. Open Data Dynamic Capabilities
The original definition is based on the Teece et al.’s (1997) contribution [31]. Since
then, different authors define dynamic capabilities by adapting the definition given by
Teece et al. Teece et al.’s original definition defines dynamic capabilities as ‘the firm’s
ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competences to
address rapidly changing environments’. A few examples are as follows.
5

o Firm’s behavioural orientation constantly to integrate, reconfigure, renew and
recreate its resources and capabilities and, most importantly, upgrade and
reconstruct its core capabilities in response to the changing environment to
attain and sustain competitive advantage [32].
o The firm’s processes that use resources—specifically the processes to integrate,
reconfigure, gain and release resources—to match and even create market
change. Dynamic capabilities thus are the organizational and strategic routines
by which firms achieve new resource configurations as markets emerge, collide,
split, evolve, and die [33].
o Dynamic capabilities ‘are those that operate to extend, modify or create
ordinary capabilities’ [34].
In this thesis, to define dynamic capabilities in the context of open data, we primarily
adapt definition given by Teece et al.’s (1997)[31] and integrate it with some aspects of
the definitions given by the other scholars. Therefore, we define open data dynamic
capability as the organization’s ability to constantly sense, seize, and adopt (integrate,
build, and reconfigure) internal and external open data related capabilities in order to
response in a timely manner to the fast changing open data ecosystem to attain and
increase organization’s agility and help sustain competitive advantage.
1.5.5. Open Data Competitive Capabilities
The origin of organizational competitive advantage and competitive strategies is traced
back to the study developed by Porter in 1985 [35] where Porter claims that
competition and competitive strategies define success or failure of an organization.
Since Porter’s study, different authors define competitive capabilities or strategic
capabilities by adapting the definition given by him.
o According to Porter [35], competitive capability is defined as the organization’s
activities that can contribute to the overall performance that can create a
defensible position over the competitors and lead to achieving favourable
competitive position in the industry.
o According to [36], competitive capabilities improve competitive advantage and
create significant difficulties for others to imitate, which results in a long- term
or sustainable competitive advantage.
o According to [37], the concept of competitive capability is related to the
survival and success of an organization.
In this thesis, to define competitive capability in the context of open data, we based
our definition on the definition given by Porter 1985 [35] and combine it with the
definition given in [36] and [37]. Therefore, we define open data competitive capability
as a set of organization’s open data strategic capabilities or activities that the open
data organization can perform better than its competitors and if developed and
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implemented can heavily contribute to survivability and success of these organizations
and help generate long-term competitive advantage.
1.5.6. Open Data Capability Architecture
In this thesis, the word “architecture” is chosen because it is a general term or concept
that describes structure of development of open data capabilities in ODOs. In addition,
this structure includes dependent and independent layers or development stages
which link different capability areas.
There exist different definitions of Architecture in different disciplines. For example,
one very well-known and heavily studied type of architecture is the Enterprise
Architecture. There are other types such as Business Architecture, Capability
Architecture, Data Architecture, Application Architecture, Technology Architecture and
etc. However, Enterprise Architecture is different from other architecture disciplines in
that the enterprise itself should exist first before any activity is started. Below, we
present definitions to some existing architectures.
o IEEE-1471 definition of architecture [38]: “The fundamental organization of a
system embodied in its components, their relationships to each other, and to
the environment, and the principles guiding its design and evolution.”
o In [39], authors adopted the IEEE-1471 definition of architecture and defined
enterprise architecture as “The fundamental organization of an enterprise
embodied in its components, their relationships to each other, and to the
environment, and the principles guiding its design and evolution.”
o The capability architecture defines organizational capabilities that are required
to support the business goals and provides a common language and framework
that is understood by both business and technical people, as both discuss
‘capabilities’, to understand and describe how to do things in the organization
[40].
o The business architecture defines the business strategy, governance,
organization, and key business processes [39].
o The data architecture describes the structure of an organization’s logical and
physical data assets and data management resources [39].
o The application architecture provides a blueprint for the individual application
systems to be deployed, their interactions, and their relationships to the core
business processes of the organization [39].
o The technology architecture describes the logical software and hardware
capabilities that are required to support the deployment of business, data, and
application services. This includes IT infrastructure, middleware, networks,
communications, processing, standards, and so on [39].
In this thesis, we adopt the IEEE-1471 definition of architecture and the capability
architecture definition given by [40] and define open data capability architecture as:
7

Open data capability architecture identifies open data capabilities that are required to
support the business goals and provides a common language and framework to
understand how to do things in the open data organization. The open data capability
architecture identifies open data capability areas and their relationships to each other.

1.6. Thesis Outline
The reminder of this thesis document is divided into seven sections: Section 2 –
Theoretical Foundations, Section 3 – Analytical Model, Section 4 – Methodology,
Section 5 – Analysis, Section 6 – Findings, Section 7 – Discussion, and Section 8 –
Conclusion.
Section 2: Theoretical Foundations
In section 2 of this thesis, we describe the related theories, the three general business
capability types (Value, Dynamic, and Competitive), capability areas associated with
each type, and lastly, we present a top-level capability model that consists of three
capability types and capability areas associated with each type.
Section 3: Analytical Model
In section 3 of this thesis, we present the conceptualization of each capability area in
the context of open data and present a separate model for each. Later in this chapter,
we present and describe our theoretical model.
Section 4: Methodology
This section involves the approach and methods used to answer to the research
questions and to construct the Open Data Capability Architecture.
Section 5: Analysis
In section 5, we present the analysis which is based on the theoretical model and data
collected from ODOs.
Section 6: Findings, Evaluation and Verification
In section 6, we present the answers to the research questions and the findings which
are based on the analysis of the data. In addition to presenting the findings, we also
evaluate our resulting research model and verify the synthesized open data capability
architecture.
Section 7: Discussion
In section 7, we discuss the findings in light of what were already known, present
implications of the findings, present unexpected findings, and provide
recommendations.
Section 8: Conclusion
The last section contains the conclusion of the work and reiterating the contributions.
Moreover, we present the impacts of our study and future work.
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2.

Theoretical Foundation

The theoretical background of this paper is created by conducting an extensive review
of extant literature on organizational capabilities and related theories. We elaborate
on the two theories including the Capability-based View and Dynamic Capability
Theory. The two theories help us explain the competitive advantage of the
organizations from the capability-based perspective. Organizations generate value for
their customers or clients, respond to the changing environment and compete and,
outperform competitors when they develop or acquire a set of organizational
capabilities [41], therefore, in addition to the related theories, we also elaborate on
the three organizational capability types and areas associated with each type. In Figure
1, we shows the literature review structure in this thesis.
Capability-Based Theory

Related
Theories

Dynamic Capability Theory

Literature
Review

Value Capability Type

Organizational
Capability
Types

Dynamic Capability Type
Competitive Capability Type

Figure 1. Literature Review Structure
In the following sections, we present the related theories and the three organizational
capability types and, capability areas.

2.1. Related Theories
2.1.1 Capability-Based View
In the area of firm competitive advantage, the Capability-based View (CBV) has been
an influential theoretical model for understanding how competitive advantage within
an organization is achieved and how that advantage might be sustained over time [41].
This view suggests that capabilities are the source of competitive advantage while
resources are the source of capabilities and that organizations can gain competitive
advantage from its ability to apply its capabilities to perform important activities
within the organization [42]. According to [22], organizational capabilities are the
source of competitive advantage, but not the organizational resources. In the CBV of
the organization, an organization’s performance is affected by organization-specific
capabilities such as specific physical (e.g., specialized equipment and infrastructure),
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human (e.g., expertise), and organizational (e.g., superior sales force) capabilities [43],
that can be used to implement value-creating activities [44] and, are fundamental to
the competitive advantage of an organization [33][45].
2.1.2 Dynamic Capability Theory
CBV is not able to provide explanations as to how organizations respond in a timely
manner to the market changes and, product and process innovation, along with the
management capability to effectively coordinate and redeploy internal and external
competences [46]. Therefore, CBV has been criticized for conceptual vagueness and for
its adequacy in a context characterised by unpredictable change [33][47], termed highvelocity or dynamic markets [43]. As a result, the organizational capability literature
provides another major capability-based perspective named Dynamic Capability
Theory (DCT) to address how organizational capabilities can be created and refreshed
in changing environments [48][46]. If an organization possesses processes, resources,
and competencies but, lacks dynamic capabilities, it has a chance to make a
competitive return for a short period, but superior returns cannot be sustained. The
possession and deployment of dynamic capabilities provide the business enterprise
with a chance to generate superior profitability over the longer run. When
organizations are dynamic, management will be active at sensing and seizing
opportunities [49]. According to [50], dynamic capabilities allow organizations to
renew and leverage their internal and external capabilities which in turn enhance its
power in its global relationships, thereby enabling it to coordinate inter-organizational
activities and respond rapidly, in a flexible manner, to global competitors' strategies.
Therefore, the organization has to be continuously alert and in a process of identifying
and exploiting new opportunities in order to transform its capabilities effectively into
new competitive advantages [45].
In the following sections, we present the three organizational capability types and
areas associated with each type.

2.2. Organizational Capability Types
In the literature [20], three types of organizational capabilities are identified and
described based on the well-known edicts of Capability-based View and Dynamic
Capability Theory. The three capability types are 1) Value Capability, 2) Dynamic
Capability, and 3) Competitive Capability. The three capability types do not overlap in
terms of concept, content, and objective as each capability type aims at covering
different organizational capability areas [51]. Below, we further present each capability
type and capability areas associated with each type.
2.2.1. Value Capability Type
This type of organizational capability includes capabilities that are characterized by
value, heterogeneity, and imperfect mobility. Value capabilities are necessary for the
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organization to produce and deliver value to the customers and clients. According to
[20], value capabilities are necessary but not sufficient for achieving competitive
advantage. For example, Information Technologies (IT) and infrastructure capability fall
into this type of capability. However, heterogeneous IT infrastructure capability is
identified to be a source of value for organizations while, homogeneous IT
infrastructure capability which is developed following the implementation of the
competitive capability can contribute to competitive advantage of the organization
[20][52][27].
Value capability type includes six value capability areas related to Individual
Competences [53], Business Processes [54][55], Organization [46], IT Infrastructure
[20][56], Technological Infrastructure [57][58] and Management and Governance [46].
Each of the six areas is valuable and necessary for an organization and they collectively
provide a more holistic approach to building and managing the value chain of the
organization [59]. Below, we describe the six value capability areas.
Individual Competences
In [53], the authors define the concept as the extent and complexity of the context
within which an individual can operate. For example, the specific employee skills
required for performing a specific task.
Business Processes
Business process is a collection of related, structured activities or tasks that produce a
specific service or product for a particular customer or customers. For example,
Standardization and harmonization process, validation and visualization process [54],
[55].
IT Infrastructure
IT infrastructure provides an organization the ability to share information across the
organization [20]. IT infrastructure is the technological foundation of equipment,
computer, communications, data and basic systems used in common across an
organization. It includes software, internal and external network resources (servers
and switches) and services (software setup, help desk and computer administration)
[20], [56], [60] [61] [58].
Technological Infrastructure
Technological Infrastructure is a technological innovation of an organization [62]. This
includes capabilities to effectively implement the technological aspects of the
organization. Understanding of the nature of the IT infrastructure is required before
any technological change in the organization. Therefore, technological infrastructure
capabilities should continuously interact with the IT infrastructure capabilities [63].
Organization
This refers to the way systems and people in the organization work together to get
things done. For example culture, cooperative teams, communication and
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collaboration mechanisms, organization’s vision and mission goals, employees
motivation, adaptability, flexibility, creativity and innovation [64].
Management and Governance
Management and governance is about controlling things (people and resources) and
action of governing the organization [52]. Different managerial skills or actions might
be required for different stages of the value chain. For example, staffing, training
programs, compensation, a quick response accepting additional data for advanced
features, technical management expertise and managing risks [46].
2.2.2. Dynamic Capability Type
This type of organizational capability includes capabilities that are involved in dynamic
nature of the competitive environment. The concept of dynamic capability is
essentially change-oriented and it reflects the ability of the organization to
reconfigure, renew, and redeploy capabilities (integrate, build, and reconfigure
internal and external competences) to address rapidly changing environments and to
meet evolving customer demands and competitor strategies [64][65]. Dynamic
capabilities are shaped by enabling and inhibiting variables within and outside the
organization, including the perceptions, mind-set and motivations of managers [46].
Moreover, dynamic capabilities capture the ability to search, explore, acquire,
assimilate, and apply knowledge about resources, capabilities, opportunities, and how
resources and capabilities can be configured to exploit opportunities [20]. According to
[23], differential performance of organisations over time is because of their capacity in
the 1) accumulation, 2) deployment, 3) renewal, 4) reconfiguration of resources and
capabilities in response to changes in the internal and external environment, 5)
Attempts to explain the process of how capabilities are created, 6) Emphasises the
strategic value of higher order resources because of its dynamic nature, and 7)
Renewal of core competencies and competitive advantage. For example, Research and
Development capability falls into this type of capability [65].
Dynamic capability type includes five capability areas related to Process Innovation
[27][33][66], Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning [27][33][67][68],
Manufacturing or Production Performance [27][33][69], Supply Chain Performance
[27][70], and Management (decision making [33]) [71][49][45]. Below, we describe the
five dynamic capability areas.
Process Innovation
This capability is required to allow organizations to improve or change the existing
processes – specifically the processes to integrate, reconfigure, gain and release new
resources [1], [30] to match and even create market change [43] [33].
The three constructs of Process Innovation are: reconfiguration which is the
transformation and recombination of existing processes; leveraging which is the
extension of existing processes by deploying it into a new domain; and integration
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which is the integration and coordination of different processes [33][27]. Capabilities
associated with the above three constructs of Process Innovation are: external
integration and sourcing, integration of external activities and technologies,
reconfiguration of resources [26], combine the exploration of new opportunities with
exploitation and renewal [7], constant surveillance of markets and technologies, and
the willingness to adopt best practices [26].
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
This capability is also referred to as the ‘intensity of organizational learning’ [6].
Knowledge Management is concerned with how organizations create and/or access
new knowledge (internal and external knowledge) [6][8][15]. Internally focused
learning capability captures all the experimental learning of the organization including
technological learning and non-technological learning that engenders innovation and
enables the organization to respond to evolving conditions in its external environment
[34][28].
This capability enables the organization to search, explore, acquire, assimilate, and
apply acquired knowledge in the organization [15][31]. Knowledge Management
capability can also help organization to explore opportunities and find out how
resource and capabilities should be configured to help exploit opportunities [7].
Organization can also rely on this type of capability to make smarter and more
informed investment decisions and achieve necessary business model and
organizational transformation. Knowledge acquisition is one major knowledge
acquiring capability of an organization. Through knowledge acquisition, the
organization can acquire knowledge from other sources that can assist the
organization in developing innovative products and services. In addition, market-based
learning can also enable the organization to learn about the market and its needs and
demands [34]. However, both knowledge acquisition and market-based learning
capabilities depend on organization’s internal knowledge and its internally focused
learning activities [34].
Manufacturing or Production Performance
This is technological and non-technological capabilities and know-how used in all
phases of value chain for producing or manufacturing of products and services.
Efficiency in manufacturing performance capabilities will result in increased efficiency
and flexibility in design and development of products and services [1][16].
Organizations that emphasize technological and non-technological capabilities
generate knowledge in greater amounts for more efficient retrieval that they can apply
to address internal and external environmental challenges [74].
Supply Chain Performance
This capability allows organizations to assess, identify, and create supply partners to
share information and activities in order to meet customer’s demands and
requirements [1][24]. Mature and efficient relationship with the supplier network
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plays an important role in agility of the organization as proper supply chain
performance capabilities can help to enhance the supplier network, sensing and
seizing opportunities, knowledge creation, resource configuration and integration and
know-how exchange [15][7][28].
Management (decision making)
Once an organization is established, continuing to succeed in an agile and competitive
economy requires high management skills with capacities to combine and integrate
[71][49][45]. In particular, managers must think strategically and execute flawlessly
[49] to assess and access niche markets [74] if they want to succeed [49]. They must
also assess capabilities and figure out how to harness resources, competences [43],
and the skills of highly skilled employees to be able to address the market changes.
Therefore, heterogeneity in managerial actions and decisions [48] contribute to
dynamic capability development in which managers pool their various business,
functional, and personal expertise to make the choices that shape the major moves
towards agility of the organization [33].
Drawing on past research on dynamic capabilities, it is possible to disaggregate
dynamic capabilities into three managerial function classes [7]: the capability to sense
opportunities, to seize opportunities, and the capability to manage threats and to
combine knowledge. Such capabilities, if built, allow managers to strategically
recombine and reconfigure assets, resources, and capabilities inside and outside of the
organization [7]. Not many managers have the necessary managerial skills and agile
mind-set to develop such capabilities and yet very few still succeed in building them
into their businesses [7], [26].
2.2.3. Competitive Capability Type
This type of organizational capability includes capabilities that foster the organization’s
competitive advantage and allow organizations to outperform competitors and sustain
the competitive advantage of the organization. Competitive capability reflects the
organization’s ability to generate competitive advantage [37] and therefore, it is a
major source for competition [20] and, with no competitive capabilities, organizations
do not thrive in a longer period of time [77][78]. Competitive capabilities are
subsequent strategic decisions and actions and they are labeled as strategic in nature.
Competitive or strategic capabilities are first and foremost about how to compete,
survive and grow [79]. The organization seeks to capture a vacant competitive
capability opportunity [41] to rethink how their organization should compete [80] so as
to secure a competitive advantage against its rivals [41]. According to Porter,
organization’s strategic capability can create a defensible position over the
competitors [37]. These capabilities also impact the future competitive capabilities
because of the dynamic and long-term effect [20][47]. For example, IT strategic
capability choices fall into this type of capability. IT strategic choices are a source of
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competitive advantage because they develop through years of experience by learning
by doing [47]. IT experience allows the organization the ability to integrate IT strategy
and business strategy, develop reliable and cost-effective systems for the organization
and anticipate organization needs sooner than the competitors [20].
Competitive capability type includes four capability areas related to IT strategic
capabilities [58], Production or Manufacturing strategic capabilities [69][37][81],
Business strategic capabilities [81][82], and Relational Rent [41]. Below, we describe
the four competitive or strategic capability areas.
IT Competitive Capabilities
Evidence show that effective and efficient use of IT is a key factor differentiating
successful organizations from their less successful counterparts [61]. However, along
with the IT infrastructure and technological capabilities (value capability type), it is
strongly recommended that organizations develop IT strategic capabilities [83]. IT
strategic capability aligns IT with the business strategic capability and confirms the
money being spent on IT by the organization is being used to the best outcomes to
meet business goals [84]. IT strategic capabilities cannot be readily purchased or
reproduced by other organizations but, created and enhanced through organizational
experiences which provide competitive advantage precisely because they are not
easily imitated [83]. Adopting Gartner’s classification scheme for IT strategic
capabilities, organization’s IT strategic capabilities are classified in the following order:
1) Infrastructure, 2) Service, 3) Applications, 4) Integration, and 5) Sourcing [79]. These
are explained below:
Infrastructure: Infrastructure is the technology component, representing all hardware,
the software and operating systems to run on it, the networks that connect everything
and, possibly, the amortized cost of development. Infrastructure strategic capabilities
enable an organization to more effectively recommend and deploy appropriate
infrastructure [79].
Service: An organization provides a certain level of service out of its operation. This
service is provided not only to internal users, but also to external parties such as
customers, vendors and third-party-sourced processes [79]. Service strategic
capabilities help organization to know what service to push into the market and how.
In addition, service strategic capabilities define the portfolio of services to be offered
and the customers to be supported [85].
Application: A business runs on its processes and most business processes are driven
by applications. This strategic element covers the rate and extent of change to the
application portfolio over a defined future period. Application strategic capabilities
allow organization bent on transforming itself into a new business model, changing
most of its applications in the process [84] [79].
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Integration: This represents the degree to which the organization’s activities and
processes operate as a single unit. For an organization in transition, this element
defines how much the transformation is destined to integrate the applications that
underlie business processes into a seamless, organization-wide whole. This strategic
capability suggests that to increase productivity and performance it is better to reduce
the number of direct linkages between systems [79].
Sourcing: This element addresses the source of all the people who perform the work
needed to execute the strategy, whether internal or external personnel from business
partners [79].
Production or Manufacturing Competitive Capabilities
According to [37] and [86], production or manufacturing performance supported by
strategic capabilities is the organization’s strength for a better and competitive future.
It is widely accepted that a company requires a manufacturing strategic capabilities to
provide direction and guide choices in the design and operation of its manufacturing
systems. A manufacturing strategy is defined by a pattern of decisions which
determine the capability of a manufacturing system and specify how it will operate, in
order to meet a set of manufacturing objectives which are consistent with the overall
business objectives [87][88]. Production or Manufacturing strategic capabilities
address the issue of competitive priorities, which according to scholars are divided
into four factors namely 1) Quality [37][86][87][88], 2) Delivery [37][86][87][88], 3)
Flexibility [37][86][87][88], and 4) Response or Delivery Lead Time [87][88]. These are
explained below:
Quality: Producing a product and service that performs well to specifications defined
and accepted by the customer.
Delivery (channel and speed): Delivery refers to achieving delivery targets, i.e. reacting
quickly to customer orders to deliver fast.
Flexibility: Flexibility refers to the ability to cope with change or uncertainty and
variety, i.e. reacting to changes in product, changes in product mix, modifications to
design, fluctuations in materials, changes in sequence and volume.
Response or Delivery Lead Time: Delivering the product within a short lead time.
Business Development Competitive Capabilities
Business development strategic capabilities refer to how organizations as one entity
compete in a market [89] and how organization grows. Business development strategic
capabilities set the organization’s direction and scope and guides business decisions
[84]. There are two dominant frameworks of business strategy which are 1) the Miles
and Snow typology [90], which focuses on intended rate of product-market change,
and 2) the Porter typology [89], which viewed business strategy as a product of how
the organization creates customer value compared with its competitors and how it
defines its scope of market coverage [91][89]. In this thesis, we adopt the typology
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presented by Porter. This includes three business strategic capabilities areas: 1)
Pricing, 2) Differentiation, 3) Focused which includes growth and commercialization,
market and management. These are explained below:
Pricing: This strategic capabilities allow organizations to develop a competitive price
through which organization build market share and consequently profitability
[35][92][37].
Differentiation: This strategic capabilities allow organizations to differentiate their
offerings [35] that is perceived as being unique based on brand image, technology,
features, customer service and etc. [93][85]. Differentiation can assume many forms
in which two of the most common and effective forms are through quality and delivery
[35].
Growth: Growth strategic capabilities can address many different aspects while the
aim is to provide an avenue for an organization to generate more and sustainable
revenue [94].
Commercialization: An important strategic capability choice that organizations have to
make on how to commercialize and monetize products and services developed by the
organization [95].
Market: This strategic capabilities allow organizations to identify ways to go to a new
market or staying competitive and sustain in the existing market [96][81].
Management: This strategic capability enables coordination of activities associated
with the successful implementation of other capabilities [52]. Management strategic
capability involves the formation of partnerships or alliances across organizations that
represent collective, joint activity; the formulation of a collaborative strategic plan;
and the implementation tactics employed, at both the collaborative and organizational
levels [97].
Relational Competitive Capabilities
Relational rent happens when organization’s critical resources extend beyond the
organization boundaries [41]. Empirical work shows that value comes largely from
connecting the resources and the network effects between them [98]. According to
[41], relational rent is “a supernormal profit jointly generated in an exchange
relationship that cannot be generated by either firm in isolation and can only be
created through the joint idiosyncratic contributions of the specific alliance partners”.
There are two perspectives to it: 1) the dynamic capabilities view (relational
capabilities as the capacity of an organization to purposefully create, extend, or modify
its resource or capabilities through alliances) and 2) the network management view
(willingness and ability of an organization to partner) [99]. In this thesis, we adopt
both views as listed below. These are explained below:
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Intra-firm collaboration strategy: This strategy ensures that knowledge, results, and
capabilities are shared inside the organization and between employees of an
organization to create new knowledge and projects in cooperative settings [99][100].
Business interactions strategy: Business interaction strategy makes it possible for
organizations to maintain effective business interactions. A good strategy may lead to
network formulation [101].
Customer relationship strategy: This strategy allows organizations to manage and
maintain interaction with current and potential customers and be able to give more
value to their customers and gain prominent positions in competition with other
companies [36].
Network strategy: This strategy allows organizations to increase and strengthen
organization’s relationship with its partners to share, exchange, and combine their
unique and valuable capabilities and improve their performance [102].

2.3. Organizational Capability Model
In Table 1, the three capability types and capability areas associated with each type are
shown.
Table 1. Organizational capability types and areas
Value Capability
 Individual Competences
 Business Processes
 Organization
 IT Infrastructure
 Technological
Infrastructure
 Management/ Governance







Innovative/Dynamic
Capability
Process Innovation
Knowledge Mgt.
Manufacturing
Performance
Supply Chain
Performance
Management






Competitive
Capability
IT Strategies
Manufacturing
Strategies
Business Strategies
Relational Rents
Strategies

In classifying capabilities, it is important to distinguish between those that are sources
of value creation and those that can be sources of competitive advantage. Although
value capabilities are important for value generation, we also need to recognize the
importance of dynamic capabilities to address the dynamic nature of the competitive
environment. Therefore, value capabilities are necessary for dynamic capabilities and
dynamic capabilities are necessary for the competitive advantage to occur. However,
value capabilities alone do not lead to competitive advantage [20]. Bhatt and Grover
[20] argue that competitive capabilities are not only valuable but heterogeneously
distributed and difficult to transfer. Further, Bhatt and Grover [20] argue that
competitive capability is a major source of competitive advantage of an organization.
On the same page, [103] claims that an organization is said to have a competitive
advantage when it is deploying its dynamic capabilities sufficiently. For example, an
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organization has competitive advantage if it is formulating and implementing strategic
capabilities, which are not simultaneously implemented by many other organizations
and where these other organizations face significant disadvantages in acquiring the
resources necessary to implement this capability.
Although value and dynamic capabilities are important, we also need to recognize the
fact that with no competitive capabilities organizations do not thrive in a longer term.
Competitive capabilities compare a firm’s ability to meet customer expectations to its
competitor’s ability to do the same [77][78]. Competitive capabilities are all about
strategic capabilities and therefore, these capabilities are subsequent strategic
decisions and actions taken by members of the organization, and as such these
decisions and actions are to be labeled as strategic in nature. Strategic capabilities are
first and foremost about how to survive — and for more aggressive organizations, how
to grow. Survival may be an extremely basic aspect of strategy, but this doesn't mean
it's a trivial or simple one [79]. At its essence, competitive capabilities are about trying
to figure out why certain organizations thrive and others implode. To survive, an
organization must beat their competitors, and to beat their competitors, an
organization must have and implement strategic capabilities to hold a competitive
advantage position. Competitive or strategic capabilities can also be seen as the set of
attempts aimed at establishing and sustaining competitive advantage of an
organization. The organization seeks to capture a competitive opportunity [41] to
rethink how their organization should compete [80] so as to secure a competitive
advantage against its rivals [41].
Dynamic Capability
Competitive Capability
Value Capability
Figure 2. Organizational capability model
As can be seen in Figure 2, literature argues for three types of organizational
capabilities – Value, Dynamic and Competitive – as antecedents to the competitive
advantage of the organization. As elaborated earlier, Bhatt and Grover [20] argue that
value capabilities are necessary for dynamic capabilities but, value capabilities alone
do not contribute to competitive advantage of the organization. Moreover, according
to Leiblein [48], since dynamic capabilities affect how the organization adapt and
create heterogeneous capability positions in the dynamic environment, they can
significantly contribute to development and implementation of competitive
capabilities. Leiblein [48] also claims that organizational strategic capability choices
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and decisions affect the manner in which dynamic capabilities are articulated or
modified and this may affect how an organization achieve competitive advantage.
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3.

Analytical Model

In this section of the thesis we develop and explain capability models for 1) value
generation from open data (section 3.1), 2) agility (section 3.2) and 3) competitive
advantage (section 3.3) of the organization. Using the developed models as a basis, we
here attempt to propose an analytical model for this study.

3.1. Value Capability Model for Open Data
To create and capture value for open data, ODOs are required to employ emerging set
of capabilities to catalyze positive change in their organizations [104]. Value
capabilities enable ODOs to generate value from open data and to achieve a specific
purpose [105][106].
This section contributes to better understanding of the open data value capability
model by integrating 1) open government data value chain, 2) open data value
capability areas, and the 3) six value capability areas (presented in section 2). Relying
on existing literature on data capabilities, we have framed this convergence
phenomenon as a form of alignment in which the value chain phases allow us to group
the identified specific open data value capabilities from the literature based on the
open data value capability areas.
Part of the work described in this section have been published in [30].
3.1.1. Open data value chain
For a better understanding of the activities through which an organization creates and
develops value for shareholders, it is useful to separate organization systems into a
series of value-generating activities known as the value chain [21]. Value chain consists
of stages of the process of creating value for stakeholders [107]. Three well-known
value chain frameworks are found in the literature including: 1) Porter’s Value Chain
which relies on the concept of physical value chain of the organization [108][35], 2)
Rayport and Sviokla’s Value Chain which relies on the concept of virtual value chain of
the organization [107], and the 3) Open Government Data Value Chain which is based
on the concept of Public Sector Information [109][106]. To construct the open data
value capability model, we adopt open government data value chain as the focus of
the model is to help ODOs to identify, plan, and develop value capabilities to capture
and generate value from open data. Open government data value chain includes four
stages: Data Generation; Data Collection, Aggregation and Processing; Data
Distribution and Delivery; and Final Data Use [109]. These phases are described in
[109] as follows:
Phase 1: Data Generation – The value chain starts with the generation of data. Data
generation refers to different ways to create a set of data. This phase includes
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capabilities related to ‘generating data,' for example, technologies to collect a
substantial amount of data [110].
Phase 2: Data collection, aggregation, and processing - Raw data may not have enough
quality and meaning to be used. Thus data often need to be aggregated, linked, and/or
manipulated to reveal its innovation potentials. This phase requires capabilities related
to ’data processing’ and ‘data storage and computing facilities'; such as data cleansing,
mashing-up, analysis, invalid or duplicate data deletion and standardization. Moreover,
data storage and computing facilities are necessary to be pooled together for the
efficiency of data aggregating and processing [111].
Phase 3: Data distribution and delivery - data processed need to be distributed to
enable access and re-use. Public sector entities and other organizations are obliged to
define precise publishing solutions, providing access to data and APIs and ultimately
release data. This phase requires capabilities related to ‘publishing solution,' ‘providing
access to data and APIs’ and ‘data release,' for example, publishing as linked data, data
exposure via APIs and proactively releasing data [112][113].
Phase 4: Final data use - data previously distributed need to be re-used by different
users to sustain public value creation. This phase includes capabilities related to ‘data
retrieval’ and ‘data usage,' for example, guidelines on how to use data and supporting
data intermediaries [114][115].
3.1.2. Open data value capability areas
As stated earlier, value chain includes series of inter-related value-generating activities
[21]. Therefore, each stage of the open government data value chain contains number
of interrelated capabilities related to generating value from open data. As a result, a
number of open data value capability areas have been identified from open data
literature. They include: open data value capability areas related to Data Generation,
Data Processing, Data Storage and Computing Facilities, Data Release, Providing Access
to Data and APIs, Publishing Solution, Data Retrieval, and Data Usage. These are
explained below:
Data generation: This capability is associated with generating new sets of data from
existing information, text and other raw data or from any device or software collecting
data. This can include data generation from sensors or smart grids [116][106][11].
Data Processing: This capability is associated with processing the generated or the
original data to meet its intended purpose of use. Examples in this vein include utilizing
processing software to mash up enterprise data with other sources of information,
harmonization of data with a specific application and cataloging data to suit the need
and to the fruitful use of such data to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the
organization [116].
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Data storage and computing facilities: Data storage is recording and/or storing data in
a storage medium. This capability enables organizations to archive, maintain, and
manage data to be used for further analysis and processing [117].
Data release: This capability is associated with the release of processed data to its
users to enable data reuse. This includes capabilities such as data structuring,
classification, and regular update [118].
Providing access to data and APIs: This capability is associated with availability and
accessibility of APIs to external users such as developers. This includes capabilities such
as API development, data exposure via graphical user interface and APIs and testing
and bug fixing[17].
Publishing solution: This capability is related to the use of different tools and
techniques for publication of data [119]. This capability is associated with publishing
data in compelling formats which require methods and mechanisms. For example,
publishing as Linked Data is one publishing solution.
Data retrieval: This capability is associated with data query. This includes extracting the
requested data from data storage or datasets. This process requires sophisticated
querying and appropriate planning for data retrieval.
Data usage: This capability is associated with enabling and supporting data users such
as data intermediaries and developers to be able to use data. Data re-use will enrich
the value of data.
Open data value capability areas and the specific capabilities associated with each of
these areas are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Open data value capability areas
Open data value capability areas and capabilities associated
with each area
Data Generation
Efficient design and features to collect massive data
Technology and Infrastructures
Reuse of public sector information
Linking information from different sources
Data Processing
Cleaned data to fill gaps, eliminate invalid records or duplicates,
standardize attribute values
Harmonizing data regarding format
Format transformations to allow effective machine reading
Create mash-up
Data reform and refine
Data Analysis, Visualization and Visual analytics
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Sources

[116],
[106],
[120], [11]
[17], [11]
[121],[17], [106]
[121]
[122], [120], [11]
[123], [120]
[122]
[122],[116]
[122],[116]
[123],[122],[11],
[116],[104], [120]

Data Validation
[123],[122]
Data Quality
[123],[122],[106]
Cataloguing data
[122]
Usage of platforms capable of converting datasets into data [123]
streams
Data geo-referencing
[116]
Provision of computing capacity
[116],[124]
Standardizing Linked Data to allow joining to other datasets
[122]
Data Storage and Computing Facilities
Data storage
[116]
Computing capacity
[116], [11]
Data Release
Proactively release data
[123]
Data structuring
[122],[116]
Data classification
[122],[116]
Support data with metadata
[123]
Data update and maintenance
[123],[122]
Providing Access to Data and APIs
Guarantee on data availability
[123],[122]
Commoditization and democratization of data
[116]
Data distribution channel quality
[125],[122], [116]
Data exposure via GUI
[116]
Data exposure via APIs
[123],[116]
Freeing data
[122]
API development
[123]
Using APIs
[123]
Testing and Bug Fixing
[123]
Data change feed
[123]
Publishing Solution
Publishing as Linked Data
[122]
Sustainable Publishing Solution
[116]
Publishing in different format; machine-readable data
[123],[122],
[104],[109]
Publishing on the web as API to be queried or data dump to be [122]
downloaded as a whole
Development of software tools to visualize and create API [122]
services on the web
Data Retrieval
Sophisticated Querying
[123]
Data Usage
Help and guideline on accessing, using and adding data, [123],[122], [104]
information or knowledge to the original data source
Available data on the Web to the public and in formats that [121], [106]
citizens can reuse
Support data intermediaries
[104]
A general search engine helping to locate data
[122], [11]
Dedicated service searching purely for datasets and providing [122]
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useful categorization and tagging
In the following section, we present the synthesis of the open data value capability
model based on the integration of the 1) value chain phases, 2) open data value
capability areas and the 3) six value capability areas.
3.1.3. The synthesis of open data value capability model
The synthesis of the open data value capability model allow us to better undrestand
open data value capabilities and the stages and areas where ODOs are required to
develop capabilities for. Moreover, this synthesis is done in a way that the model is
able to inform ODOs of different capability stages and areas where they are require to
develop capabilities for generating value from open data. Open data value capability
model (Figure 3) is based on the value capability areas (Section 2), open data value
capability areas, and the open government data value chain.

Figure 3. Open data value capability model
According to the open data value capability model presented in Figure 3, ODOs are
required to identify specific Individual Competences, Processes, Organization, IT
Infrastructure, Technological Infrastructure, and Management/Governance capabilities
for all value chain phases. This is initiated by identifying what capabilities are required
for each open data value capability areas correlated with each stage of the value chain.
For example, the first stage of the value chain is Data Generation, and this includes
data value capability area related to Generating Data. ODOs should identify what
Individual Competences, Processes, Organizational capabilities, IT Infrastructure,
Technological Infrastructure, and Management/Governance capabilities are required
for Generating Data in the organization. Likewise, for the second stage of the value
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chain (Data Collection, Aggregation, and Processing) that includes data value capability
areas related to Data Processing and Data Storage and Computing Facilities, ODOs
should again identify what Individual Competences, Processes, Organizational
capabilities,
IT
Infrastructure,
Technological
Infrastructure,
and
Management/Governance capabilities are required for each Data Processing and Data
Storage and Computing Facilities. Management and Governance capability is necessary
throughout the value chain to monitor capability development and implementation in
the organization.
Open data value capability model provides step-by-step guide and facilitates ODOs to
specify, plan, and develop their value generating capabilities required to achieve the
goal of each stage as well as that of the whole value chain. As different organizations
have a different business model, specific open data capabilities for ODOs need to be
specified.

3.2. Dynamic Capability Model for Open Data
In fast-changing markets, organizations must reconfigure capabilities and resources to
meet the demands of a shifting market [4] and maintain the source of competitive
advantage [26]. This has led to the concept of dynamic capabilities [4][8] which
facilitate ODOs to adapt, integrate and reconfigure capabilities and resources to match
opportunities in the marketplace [15]. If an organization possesses value capabilities
but lacks dynamic capabilities, it has a chance to make a competitive return for a short
period, but a chance to generate superior profitability over the longer run is lost.
When organizations are dynamically competitive, management will be active at
sensing, seizing, and adopting capabilities to realize market opportunities [7].
This section contributes to better understanding of the open data dynamic capability
model by integrating 1) dynamic capability constructs, 2) stages of dynamic capability
development, and the 3) five dynamic capability areas (presented in section 2). Relying
on existing literature on building blocks and stages of dynamic capabilities, we have
framed this convergence phenomenon as a form of alignment in which dynamic
capability stages and building blocks would directly impact defining and help in shaping
the dynamic capabilities for open data which should increase agility in ODOs.
Part of the work described in this section have been published in [126].
3.2.1. Constructs of dynamic capability
A study by [73] advances the argument that the capabilities of an organization rest on
three main constructs: organizational position, processes, and the path/strategies
available to it and these capabilities can provide competitive advantage. Teece [72]
also identified the core building blocks of dynamic capabilities under the tripartite
rubrics of positions, processes, and path/strategies. These three main constructs are
described below:
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Position: Position refers to the current endowment of technology and intellectual
property and organization’s customer base and upstream relations with its suppliers
[73] and is enhanced if the resources meet the RBV criteria. The way in which
resources need to be deployed is likely to be dynamic [31] as in globally competitive
environments, positions alone are generally of fleeting value [73]. According to Teece
at al. [127], Position may include: Technological assets (technologies and know-how
available to the organiztaion), Complementary assets (technological related assets to
produce and deliver new products and services), Financial assets (cash position and
degree of leverage), Reputational assets (good deal of information about the
organiztaion and shape the responses of customers, suppliers, and competitors),
Structural assets (formal and informal structure of organizations and their external
linkages), Institutional assets (regulatory systems), Market assets (fundamental
position of the organiztaion in its external environment), and finally Organiztaional
boundaries (the location of a firm's boundaries or the degree of integration (vertical,
lateral, and horizontal)).
Process: The organizational process is referred to as the way things are done in the
organization or what is called the organization’s ‘routines’ or ‘patterns’ of the practices
being performed in the organization [73]. According to Teece at al. [127], Process may
include: Coordination/Integration (internal coordination or integration) and
Reconfiguration and transformation (reconfigure new processes and accomplish the
necessary internal and external transformation).
Path/ Strategy: Path or strategy is referred to as the strategic alternatives available to
the organization [73]. Authors of [50] highlight both internal (RBV) and external
(Market Based View) resources which provide the power basis necessary for
developing strategies. According to Teece at al. [127], Path/Strategy may include:
Path/strategy dependency (organization's position is dependent to the path/strategy it
has traveled), and finally Technological opportunities (path/strategy is dependent to
the industry's technological opportunities).
Positions and processes collectively encompass capabilities. However, paths/strategies
are the assets of strategic interests in which determine management’s decision making
towards developing and implementing dynamic capabilities [127].
3.2.2. Stages of dynamic capabilities
In addition to the constructs of dynamic capability, drawing on existing empirical
findings [32], there are three main stages for development of dynamic capabilities: 1)
Adaptive, 2) Absorptive and 3) Innovative.
Adaptive (Search/ Variations/ External Observation): Dynamic capabilities which
monitor the environment, to discover external knowledge [128] and new possibilities.
Searching for new ideas in this manner can provide insights into how existing problems
or new challenges may be managed and solved. To reveal the potentials in the
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environment may be said to be the core of all entrepreneurial and innovative
activities. ODOs must have the ability to appraise the environment so as to constantly
develop new ideas and business opportunities. This adaptive ability to appraise
markets and technologies, and the willingness to adopt best practice, are therefore
important [45].
Absorptive capability (Selection/ Evaluation/ Acquisition): Dynamic capabilities which
recognize the value of new, external information, assimilate it, and apply it to
commercial ends [32]. Knowledge may be acquired through external contacts and
connections. However, the acquisition of new knowledge is very time consuming and
challenging as there may be considerable risks involved in investing in newly acquired
knowledge [45]. Yet, the expectations of advantages derived from new ideas may be
achieved by analysis and debate concerning the values and risks. The ideas are
evaluated on the basis of previous experience, expertise, and capabilities [45].
Stronger ability to learn from partners, integrating external information and
transforming it into organization-embedded knowledge are the outcome of
organizations with higher absorptive capability [32].
Innovative capability (Routinization/ Implementation/ Reconfiguration and Renewal):
Dynamic capabilities comprise product development routines, development and
launch of new profitable products and services, strategic decision-making, introduce,
combine or modify resources, and integrate new resources [45] with innovative
behaviours and processes [32]. This includes implementing newly approved initiatives
to change within the organization and provides the opportunity to reorganize the
organization’s resources and the possibility to experiment with new ideas [45]. In this
stage, ODOs put the ideas from the selection phase into place in a competitive
business platform. Thus, the process ends in a form of utilization through the
implementation of the ideas [45]. Authors of [32] suggest a range of possible
innovative alternatives, such as developing new products or services, developing new
methods of production, identifying new markets, discovering new sources of supply
and developing new organizational forms.
In the following section, we present the synthesis of the open data value capability
model. To synthesis the model, we integrate the 1) dynamic capability constructs, 2)
stages of dynamic capability development and the 3) five dynamic capability areas.
3.2.3. The synthesis of open data dynamic capability model
The synthesis of the open data dynamic capability model allow us to better undrestand
open data dynamic capabilities and the stages and areas where ODOs are required to
develop capabilities for. Moreover, this synthesis is done in a way that the model is
able to inform ODOs of different stages and areas where they are require to develop
capabilities for enabling and improving agility in the organization. Open data dynamic
capability model (figure 3 and 4) is based on the dynamic capability areas (section 2),
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constructs of dynamic capabilities, and stages for developing dynamic capabilities.
Below, we present the model in the context of open data.
Adaptive Capabilities for Positioning (Sense and Search) – Open data dynamic
capabilities used to monitor the environment, discover external knowledge [10] and
new possibilities for positioning the organization in the market. Capabilities in this
category include: Search for knowledge; Strength of the organization’s learning
capabilities; Intellectual Property related to the open data products and services;
Network analysis of open data actors; Learn and understanding the open data market
structure and knowledge about the level of engagement of the organization with other
stakeholders.
Adaptive Capabilities for Processes (Sense and Search) – This category of capability
monitors the market and the ecosystem to discover new knowledge [10] about
existing open data processes which are used to generate value from open data.
Capabilities in this category can include: Sense and search for new knowledge about
the compatible licenses; Sense and search knowledge on the stakeholders using open
data.
Adaptive Capabilities for Strategies (Sense and Search) – This category of capability
monitors the market and the ecosystem to discover new knowledge [10] for
formulating new and reformulating existing open data strategies. This capability
includes: Sense and searching for new knowledge on open data marketplaces; Sense
and searching for new knowledge on the actors using open data and those who are
entering in the market; Knowledge about the types of datasets most published and
used; Sense and searching for new knowledge on types of actors most involved and
influential in the ecosystem and types of outputs most produced from open data.
Absorptive Capabilities for Positioning (Seize and Select) – This category of capability
helps realize and recognize the value of new knowledge captured from the adaptive
stage and aim to assimilate it and apply it [32] in the organization for increasing agility
in positioning in the open data industry. This capability includes: Seize open (linked)
data technological opportunities, open data product/service acquisition; Measure of
the centrality in openness in policy; Measure of the centrality of technology and data
to government policy and Discovering new sources of open data supply and
investment in open (linked) data technology.
Absorptive Capabilities for Processes (Seize and Select) – This category of capability
helps realize and recognize the value of new knowledge captured from the adaptive
stage and aim to assimilate and apply it [32] in the organization for increasing agility in
open data processes. This capability includes: Seize the appropriate license/s;
Organization-level technology absorption; measuring how and why open data is being
used and analyze the open data related applications and tools.
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Absorptive Capabilities for Strategies (Seize and Select) – This category of capability
helps realize and recognize the value of the new knowledge captured from the
adaptive stage and aim to assimilate it and apply it [32] to develop new or reformulate
existing open data strategies. This capability includes: Identifying new strategic open
data product/service and market for open data products and services; Identify the
right/strategic
marketplace;
User’s
affordability
of
services
and
products/infrastructure; Increase value; Lowered cost; improve experience; Focus on
specific types of projects (business/social/environmental...); Focus on the scale of
output (local, national, international) and focus on the types of project output (report,
data, software...).
Innovative Capabilities for Positioning (Reconfigure and Implement) – This category of
capability helps to implement the absorbed knowledge and opportunities in a form of
innovative solutions [32] in the organization which aim is to increase agility for
positioning the organization in the open data industry. This capability includes:
Integrating and adapting open data; Extending, generating and releasing open data by
deploying open data into a new domain; Leveraging critical co-specialized open data
(datasets); open data transformation, open data (dataset) recombination, and
reconfiguration of open data; Jettison un-necessary open data (datasets); open data
alignment, orchestration and continuous development; Deploying open data (datasets)
to support market needs and positive relationship and quick response to open data
customers to upstream open data suppliers.
Innovative Capabilities for Processes (Reconfigure and Implement) – This category of
capability helps to implement the absorbed knowledge and opportunities in a form of
innovative solutions [32] in the organization which aim is to increase agility of open
data processes. This capability includes: Developing new open data value-added
process in order to add value to open data; Extent of adoption of open data legal and
regulatory standards; validating how and why open data is being used and improve
existing activities around open data.
Innovative Capabilities for Strategies (Reconfigure and Implement) – This category of
capability helps to implement the absorbed knowledge and opportunities in a form of
innovative solutions [32] in the organization which aim is to increase agility of open
data strategies. This capability includes: Combine the exploration of new opportunities
with exploitation and strategic renewal; Quick response to strategic renewal;
Constance surveillance of open data market, ecosystem and open (linked) data
technologies; Adopt best practices around open data; Benchmarking strategy for open
data; Develop new open data products and/or markets, through aligning strategic
innovative orientation with innovative behaviors and value-added processes; Ease of
reuse.
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Figure 4. Dynamic capability model

Figure 5. Open data dynamic capability model - Definition
According to the open data dynamic capability model presented in Figure 4 and 5,
ODOs are required to develop dynamic capabilities related to the Position of the
organization in the open data ecosystem, dynamic capabilities for Processes and
dynamic capabilities related to Path/Strategy. For each of the three constructs
(Position, Process, Path/Strategy), ODOs are required to follow the dynamic capability
development stages – Adaptive, Absorptive, and Innovative. In addition to the
development stages, each construct targets specific dynamic capability areas
(presented in Section 2). As can be seen in Figure 4 and 5, developing dynamic
capabilities for Position requires ODOs to Adapt, Absorb, and Innovate capabilities
related to Value Chain Performance (in Section 2, we refer to this as Manufacturing or
Production Performance) and Relationship Infrastructure (in Section 2, we refer to this
as Supply Chain), developing dynamic capabilities for Processes requires ODOs to
Adapt, Absorb, and Innovate capabilities related to Process Innovation, Knowledge
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Management and Organizational Learning, and developing dynamic capabilities for
Path/Strategy requires ODOs to Adapt, Absorb, and Innovate capabilities related to
Managerial Functions.
Open data dynamic capability model facilitates ODOs to specify, plan, develop, and
structure capabilities to enable and increase agility in the organization to respond to
the demand of the rapidly changing open data ecosystem. The importance of dynamic
capabilities differs in different organizations due to their nature, business scope, and
business model. For example, new businesses or start-ups start from Positioning while,
organizations at upstream may focus on strengthening dynamic capabilities related to
Processes and Path/Strategy [126].

3.3. Competitive Capability Model for Open Data
A comparison between data leaders and laggards can show that open data competitive
capability is a key competitive weapon [129]. An exploratory research of 33 companies
in UK [19] also shows that competitive capabilities play significant role in the success
and profitability of these organizations. Therefore, an ODOs is required to possess data
competitive capabilities that demonstrate relative strength of an open data
organization against its competitors [27][78]. Open data competitive strategies, being
a part of strategic undertaking, has a determining impact on the development of open
data competitive capabilities [78][130]. It takes time and effort to develop competitive
capabilities as these capabilities depend on strategic decisions made by the
organization [131].
By performing content analysis and adopting Delphi technique, we developed an open
data competitive capability model which consists of four open data competitive
capability areas where ODOs can build and develop strategic capabilities that can
accelerate the competitive process and competitive advantage in these organizations.
The areas are: Enterprise Infrastructure, Products and Services, Business Development,
and Relational Rent. Below, we present each strategic area and the specific open data
strategic capabilities associated with it.
Part of the work described in this section have been published in [132].
3.3.1. Open data competitive/strategic capability areas
In this section, we elaborate on the different open data competitive capabilities. These
capabilities offers ways to improve and implement open data strategic decisions in the
areas related to 1) Enterprise Infrastructure, 2) Product and Service, 3) Business
Development, and 4) Relational Rent [133] [30].
Open Data Enterprise Infrastructure Strategic Capability
This capability area includes all the decisions ODOs make to plan technical
infrastructure, applications, integration tasks, services, and people performing tasks
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for producing and handling open data products and services and guides the
organization’s overall objectives. Five strategic capability areas are associated with
Enterprise Infrastructure Strategic Capability.
Infrastructure - This capability guides the organization to decide what technology
components to use that connect everything and, possibly, the amortized cost of the
development of open data products and services. This strategic capability assists ODOs
to decide and put in place necessary open data IT infrastructure to be used for data
storage specifically the storage system such as Hadoop, access methods such as APIs
and applications, and transformation of datasets to Linked Data [134][135]. ODOs are
increasingly looking to simplify their data architecture - while focusing on modern big
data architecture - and decease the time to value from data. However, this is a
challenging process. To overcome the challenges, these organizations need to invest in
data, IT, and data analytics infrastructures [136][137][138] and expand agility in
adopting and utilizing data platforms [139], data visualization tools [140][138], and
data management infrastructure [133][136]. ODOs need to understand and exploit
open data platform and data visualization tools effects throughout all aspects of their
businesses [141].
Service - This capability supports what the IT components and the organization’s units
can offer. One of the simplest ways to begin experimenting with new value from data
is through cloud services which treat data per se as a service (Data-as-a-Service) [135].
DaaS enables ODOs to access shared data within an existing data centres, help
generate new data [142] and new open data services and products such as APIs that
are associated with IT facilities faster and can quickly put developed services and
products to use regardless of organizational or geographical barriers [139].
Application - This capability supports all what is running on top of infrastructure to
allow organization run its business. ODOs should invest in new and powerful analytic
applications that can handle analysing large data and making sense of it. Today’s and
tomorrow’s approach is to embed analytics in applications so that it encourages users
toward desired outcomes [135]. There is one commonly accepted strategic capability
for ODOs which is to embed analytic functionality to their applications which is “build,
borrow, or buy” strategy which prescribes 1) Build and integrate analytics functions
using in‐house development resources, 2) Borrow analytic functionality by leveraging
and integrating available open source code, and 3) Buy a commercially available
integrated solution or components. Depending on the available resources, capabilities,
and relationship with other organizations, open data organization can come up with
the right strategy among these three [143].
Integration - This capability supports the effort required for integrating new source of
data into applications, services and infrastructure. It allows ODOs to explore the
potential value of all their datasets [135] by adopting and integrating tools to
consolidate and integrate data from different data platforms [129][139]. This capability
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area includes capabilities related to 1) simplifying the process of reshaping diverse
data for a variety of endpoint algorithms, analytics, and applications [135], 2)
increasing ability to integrate performance analytics [138] with risk analytics [129], 3)
creating data warehouses to integrate multiple databases and sources into a “single
version of the truth” [129], 4) using of APIs and REST to connect applications with
variety of data sources [139], and 5) creating ways for applications to grab data on
demand [135]. In addition, extracting data from the legacy system is proven to be
beneficial as it can for example be the resource for management to evaluate
organizational performance before and after the new systems are in place.
Source - This capability supports acquiring the right human knowledge and skills for
handling the task of IT from infrastructure level to the integration level. People
working in an organization should be equipped with the skills needed to be data
literate [144] to be able to work with the data for example data cleaning, data analysis,
data integration, and data visualization [139]. The aim is to use data to solve real-world
problems [144]. Therefore, employees and the data management team needs to
implement a broad portfolio of data related tools to accelerate and automate data and
data management tasks to solve problems [139].
Open Data Product and Service Strategic Capability
This strategic capability allows ODOs to ensure that the data that is being used and
transformed from one form to another, to produce innovative products and services is
in its best form and can be with the customer in a short lead time. Five strategic
capability areas are associated with Product and Service Strategic Capability is
discussed below.
Quality - This capability makes sure that the produced open data products and services
are of the quality the consumer expects; that is, the producing ‘data that is fit for use’.
Poor quality data reduce the profitability of ODOs. This competitive capability area is
divided into two: capabilities for improving quality and capabilities for sustaining the
quality. For improving the quality, defining the right data quality framework is a crucial
step towards an organisation wide data quality strategy that aligns with the sectors
existing strategies and policies. In addition, to improve quality, ODOs are required to
develop and update the organization’s action plan for quality development [145],
manage data quality functions including: evaluating source data, defining data quality
rules, defining data latency requirements, identifying, standardizing and consolidating
duplicate records, matching records from identical households, implement data quality
dashboards with data quality metrics, monitoring and reporting data quality metrics
[139], defining data quality attributes [145][140] and measurements [130], identifying
data quality priorities [140] [145], and assessment tool with good characteristics [145]
which are all aligned with business value [139] [140]. However, to sustain the quality,
an organization is required to actively re-measure quality at a regular basis [145],
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evaluate existing data quality levels [140] [145] [130], and monitor ongoing
effectiveness of data quality process [145] [130]. In general, metadata standards and
licensing issues remain the most problematic areas in most countries, while nearly all
countries are making meaningful progress in improving the quality and quantity of
datasets released on national data portals [130]. This is another unique area if
considered and fully implemented can improve competitive advantage of an
organization [133].
Delivery - This capability makes sure that the open data products and services are
delivered with a sufficient delivery method. ODOs should put in use required data
management tools and techniques to ensure the delivery of consistent, high-quality
data that’s aligned with business strategies and initiatives. In addition, the delivery
team should identify what is the best delivery channel for a particular product or
service that can reach large volume of consumers. If the right channel is not selected,
the product and service may not reach to the potential consumers [139] [146][147]
[148].
Fee/Price - This capability makes sure that the open data products and services are
priced competitively –if price or fee applies. Pricing can be very complicated as it
reveals many aspects of the product and service.
Flexibility & Volume - This capability allows ODOs to cope with change or uncertainty
and variety in design and having the ability to supply fluctuating volumes without
compromising lead time. ODOs should be prepared to accept new data and expand the
stock of data capital in the big data management system by using data integration
technologies [135], expand the volume of data products and services
[149][129][140][130], and expand the cross-functional project to other initiatives
[139]. However, to develop the above capabilities, ODOs need to increase flexibility in
data infrastructure that can keep pace with evolving client needs and new regulations
[129].
Response Time - This capability supports that the open data products and services are
delivered within a short lead time after being requested by the users. Clients want to
have access to and view the latest data and want to see that the product they use fully
incorporates up to date data. Therefore, the delivery within a short lead time is very
essential. Here, the goal is to shorten the organization’s response time to the requests
and needs of the consumers. Strategic capabilities such as 1) Data products and service
being available in the market in reasonable amount of time [139], 2) Schedule a
release and meet the release time [139], 3) Focus on more timely data products and
services [129] [139], 4) On-demand and on near-real time delivery and timeliness data
[139][148][140], and 5) Collect data once and use numerous times to reduce the cost
of business processes, decrease service times and increase accuracy [133][140] and
could help ODOs to improve the response-time.
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Open Data Business Development Strategic Capability
Open data business development strategic capability is concerned with matching
customers or consumer’s needs, wants, desires, preferences, and buying patterns to
the capabilities of the organization, based on the skills and resources available to the
organization, leading to the issue of core competence [150]. It can simply be described
as a long-term business planning. The following five strategic capability areas are
associated with Business Development Strategic Capability.
Differentiation - This strategy allows ODOs to be unique at some factor that is valuable
for the customers. One best strategic capability for differentiation is that ODOs
develop a product or service that is based on core competencies that define the
organization’s value proposition in each target market. On advantage is that they can
better understand the relationship between the organization’s internal strengths and
weaknesses, as well as the potential effects on their organization’s competitive
advantage. Open data differentiation strategic capability involves the ODOs to collect
and use the right data with the right method and technique of analysis to create an
open data product and service, which is considered unique in some aspect and can
satisfy consumers. Differentiation capability includes capabilities related to: developing
leading-edge data [129] and analytics for creating something unique [101] [129],
knowledge of relationships between data [151] as this can help ODOs to know what
datasets should be integrated to make a unique meaning, network effects, low
distribution costs, and data learning curves to grow digital services [135]. Moreover, in
ODOs, having access to large volume of data is very vital as it allows ODOs to tap into
the potential of larger amount of data for innovation. However, data should be used
for the purposes allowed to create trust [152]. Trust allow them to increase the
amount of data they can access by at least five to ten times in most countries [101]
[152].
Pricing Method - This capability allows ODOs to employ the right method for pricing
data products and services. According to the article 4.1.2 of the EU PSI Re-Use
Guidelines [153], “charging itself comes at a cost (invoice management, monitoring
and policing payments, etc.)”. Therefore, the directive recommends that public sector
bodies regularly assess the potential costs and benefits of a zero-cost policy and a
marginal cost policy. The directive allows the marginal cost method to be used to
ensure recovery of expenditure relating to the additional reproduction and physical
distribution of non-digital documents [153]. ODOs should remember that the higher
the price to access open data, the lower the demand. According to the cost avoidance
business model [28], ODOs are required to reduce the cost of publishing data.
However, the marginal cost can be covered from the amount raised from the initial
demand. For any extra demand –since open data is free- ODOs should not charge
more, since the cost has already been recovered based on the initial demand
[153][154][135].
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Growth and Commercialization - This capability allows ODOs to grow locally and
globally. Through implementation of commercialization strategic capabilities, ODOs
will find out where the commercial interest of the developed open data products and
services is and therefore can move push them to the marketplace. ODOs should first
identify what are the data sources that truly have an influence on the organization’s
decision in making open data products and services [101]. The right strategy should
allow commercializing open data products and services that are usable by all [130]. If
not, the opportunity to communicate with the market is lost and no real innovation
can emerge. ODOs should strategically decide what type of innovation suits the
existing market. According to [135], to increase chances, ODOs should use data to
introduce disruptive innovation so that the new commercialized product and service
can introduce a new market and value network. Introducing new innovation is risky as
it can also cause bad reputation if the expected outcome is not generated. Building
models that predicts and optimize outcomes [139] can help reduce the risks. Such
decisions if made accordingly can be so beneficial to the organization as it can allow
them to take over the market and implement new growth strategies such as 1)
producing large volume of data by allowing business partners access and use the
commercialized and innovative products and services [142], following number one,
organization can then 2) identify strategic partners that can help unlock new economic
opportunities [136], 3) moving from local data ownership towards shared data and
stewardship [133], 4) colonizing new data lands by providing other organizations with
tools, applications, products and services that can generate data when used [142], 5)
packaged and sell data to partners and suppliers to create new revenue streams [147],
and 6) open up discrete data resources and challenge customers or the wider public to
submit ideas or develop solutions in exchange for financial rewards [5]. Moreover,
[139][138] highlight that to grow the business, ODOs should consider mergers and
acquisitions. For this, strategic capabilities such as improving social capability [102] and
creating an open culture to support partnering and the sharing of data [136] are very
essential.
Market - This capability allows ODOs to effectively utilize internal and external
resources and capabilities to deliver value to customers, suppliers, and partners. This
capability also allows ODOs to enhance and maintain its position in the open data
ecosystem. Authors of [133], [139] and [140] highlight the importance of publishing
relevant and critical data in the market. In addition, [139] includes the importance of
availability of data products and services with specific characteristics that meets the
market niche. However, the above two strategic capabilities require publishing openly
to the market and supporting the published data with data quality dashboards with
quality metrics [139]. Whenever implementing market strategy requires acquiring data
and data assets, the organization must first identify the best data resources from the
market (fragmented vs. Internally controlled) [139] and whenever implementing
market strategic capability requires outsourcing data and data assets, the organization
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must plan, sponsor, and oversee the market for data related projects and needs [133].
ODOs must assemble a market dynamics analysis for the open data industry as
highlighted by the theory of economics. ODOs need to improve ability to adapt to
changing market needs and to tightening customer expectations [102], harvesting new
market demands by creating products and services that leverage data relationships
[102], work with variety of suppliers focusing on technology and market niche [139],
and packaged and sell data to partners and suppliers [147]. According to [155], ODOs
that wish to obtain expected normal returns from implementing open data market
strategic capability must be consistently better informed concerning the future of the
industry and the value of those strategies.
Management - Effective management requires an understanding of organizational
resources and competencies as well as how each contributes to the formation of
organizational strengths and ultimately to the development of a competitive
advantage [156]. Management capability includes capabilities such as: increase
dependency of organizational goals to processes [139], careful management of
linkages [146], identify and align available data resources, toolset, and infrastructure
around organizational objectives and performance [147][157] and with projects needs
and articulate different strategic activities that occur under data management strategy
[139]. Strategic capabilities such as: increase operational efficiencies [139], follow and
manage legal framework [133] and data protection acts [140], and managing data
resource strategy [139][129]. [139] further highlights that the management team
needs to decide on what level –central vs. department– data assets should be
managed. To ensure quality, all the decision making must be based around a common
set of KPIs [147], data requirements, administration, and metadata must be well
managed [139][145] [129][140], and roles and responsibilities [139][146] including
appointing data stewards [133] need to be well identified. To increase efficiency,
managers must monitor productivity, and expanding observations about these
activities [142]. Also, management team needs to enable smarter and faster
investment decisions [129][148][137] for example investment in managerial
knowledge acquisition and training for affiliated firms without or with R&D units
[102][137][138] and investing and outsourcing data related technological capabilities,
R&D, and human capital [102][137]. A good open data business model can effectively
support the investment decisions and gaining integrated view of and managing risks
across multi-asset portfolios [129].
Relational Rent Strategic Capability
Open data relational rent strategic capabilities treat open data business groups as a
form of inter-organizational network that generates relational rents among affiliated
organizations as compared to independent organization [102]. The following four
strategic capability areas are associated with Relational Rent Strategic Capability.
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Intra-firm Collaboration - This capability allows ODOs to enhance collaboration at the
intra level and ensures that open data resources, capabilities and knowledge
generated within the organization are exchanged and communicated inside the
organization. It is fairly cheaper to acquire, transfer and use knowledge and
capabilities generated within the organization than outside [158] therefore, it is critical
to plan and create strong links, frequent dialogue and ongoing collaboration between
professionals within the organization [136] and develop virtual collaborative
environment, data sharing and communication programs between departments and
individuals to transform from a “need to know” to a “responsibility to provide”
mindset [133][138]. Another potential area is to create internal data marketplace to
exploring the potential value of organizational data capital [142] and to create internal
data warehouse for key decision-making activities [140]. However, to increase the
value of the collaboration, building trust of the information and data sources available
within the organisation should be the priority of the management team [147].
Business Interaction - This capability allows ODOs to build and maintain effective
business interaction with other organizations. Strategic capabilities implemented can
interest other organizations to interact with the implementing organization. [139]
highlights the importance of interacting and working with organization of all streams.
Furthermore, [135] claims that ODOs need to strategically pick those organizations to
exchange data with that their data is highly valuable for enhancing and optimizing the
organization’s offerings. However, this requires ODOs to develop and maintain data
sharing [133], to open up and update organizational data warehouse to others [140],
to increase volume of data (foregone data) from interaction activities [142], and to
commit/use vast amounts of data to/from data brokers [140]. By sharing best practices
internationally [130] and participating in a ecosystem [136][138], an organization can
access to the vast resources of data from other organizations [101]. This can provide
managers an opportunity to alter the way other organizations use data to create
information and knowledge [101]. According to [142], another smart and strategic
move is to be a party to an activity between organizations so when an activity
happens, your chance to capture its data is not lost.
Customer Relationship - This capability strengthens and enhances positive relationship
between ODOs and their open data products and service customers. The “customer
analytics” is vital to ODOs because, it enables the organization to better segment
existing and prospective customers, allowing for more precise targeting of advertising,
pricing, and discount offers [159]. In the same vein, another report by [5] includes that
ODOs can use open data to inspire customer engagement. ODOs can establish a virtual
collaboration environment to facilitate better collaboration and sharing between
customers [133]. ODOs can then articulate the benefits of the data use by customers
to enhance features, improve products, useful advertising, and so on [136]. Another
strategic capability is that ODOs can tap into the resources of the crowd to find out
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which of the organization’s many datasets has more value to the customers [5]. Data
related to customers should be packaged for further analytics and developing
customer relation innovation. Customer data analytics and analysing the right data can
aid the organization to positively change customer behaviour, reduce customer churn
and increase loyalty, increase satisfaction, and provide transparency into new uses of
customer’s personal data [152].
Partner Network – This capability allows ODOs to expand the network of partners and
provide knowledge and resource exchange within the network. In the emerged
network of partners, ODOs can achieve a data advantage by outsourcing aspects of
data management to specialist partners [129]. ODOs can also scale up data capabilities
across their network of partner organizations. For example, by participating in data
analytics capabilities, partner organizations from across multiple organization units can
contribute to decisions on analytics tool development. Through this engagement,
partner organizations become actively involved in making the vision a reality.
Managers in the network do not simply push their ideas down, but bring all the partner
organizations into the effort [160].
In the following section, we present the open data competitive capability model. The
model is developed based on the competitive capability areas (presented in section 2)
and specific capabilities associated with each area.
3.3.2. Open data competitive capability model
The open data competitive capability model is developed to improve our
understanding of the different areas where ODOs are required to develop competitive
or strategic capabilities for. In Figure 6, we present the open data competitive
capability model that shows different competitive capability areas required to create,
improve and maintain competitive advantage in ODOs. In Figure 7, we present a more
detailed model which includes specific open data competitive capabilities that are
associated with each area of the open data competitive capability model.

Figure 6. Open data competitive capability model – 2 levels
Open data competitive or strategic capability model (Figure 6 and 7) specifies areas
where the organization must plan and develop a comprehensive vision and actionable
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Figure 7. Open data competitive capability model – 3 levels
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foundation for the organization to successfully harness and exploit open data to
increase competitive advantage. Competitive capabilities are first and foremost about
how to survive — and for more aggressive organizations, how to grow. Therefore, the
two foremost impact of the model is on profitability and survivability of ODOs.

3.4. The Resulting Theoretical Model
Relying on our foundation research presented in sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, this section
contributes to development of a theoretical model for this thesis. Open data capability
architecture as defined in section 1, includes open data capability areas and
relationships between them. Our foundation research presented in the previous
sections provides the capability areas but, no relationships between the capability
areas were found. Therefore, to develop a theoretical model that includes
relationships, we follow qualitative research method where we 1) performed review of
the literature in business and organization domains to identify possible relationships or
links between the three main capability types and capability areas associated with
each type, and 2) surveyed 49 ODOs (out of 222 organizations contacted - giving us a
response rate of 22%) located around the world to collect data about what capability
areas are most important to the participating ODOs. The survey data was used to
eliminate relationships between any two capability areas that are less important to the
participating ODOs.
First, through detailed review of extant literature, we identified a total of 32
relationships between the capability areas. From the identified relationships, we
selected those that have been mentioned by two or more articles. We also eliminate
another relationship - IT and Technological Infrastructure capability impacting
Enterprise Infrastructure Strategic capability - as this relationship is the result of
‘alignment theory’ or ‘strategic fit’. Alignment refers to the “appropriateness of the
various elements to one another” [161]. Essentially, in this relationship, ‘strategic fit’
considers that the alignment exists between IT and Technological Infrastructure
capability and, Enterprise Infrastructure Strategic capability. The resulting number of
the relationships between the capability areas is 20.
Second, we used the data collected from the survey to identify those capabilities and
relationships that are more important to participating ODOs. Out of the 20
relationships left from the first stage, we identified and finalized 16 relationships
between the capability areas which reported to be important to the surveyed ODOs.
This helped us to develop a theoretical model that better captures the facts gathered
from ODOs.
By investigating the existing literature and linking the findings to the empirical
evidence collected through the survey, we developed a theoretical model for this
thesis as shown in Figure 8. The theoretical model incorporates the three main
capability types, capability areas, and relationships between the capability areas.
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The contextual relationship identified and included in the framework is presented in
the Methodology section.
DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES

VALUE CAPABILITIES
Individual Competences

Process Innovation

Open Data Processes

Knowledge Mngt./Org Learning

Organization

Value Chain Performance

IT Infrastructure and
Technological Infrastructure

Relationship Infrastructure
Management Functions

Management/Data Governance

COMPETITIVECAPABILITIES
Enterprise Infrastructure
Product and Service
Business Development
Relational Rent
Figure 8. The resulting theoretical model relating different capability areas
Some of the presented concepts in Section 2 (Table 1) are more general and can be
used to represent capability areas in a general business domain but not specific to
ODOs and therefore, they do not realize the nature of ODOs (e.g. Manufacturing or
Production Performance Capabilities). Therefore, in addition to finalizing the
relationships by using the data from the 49 participating ODOs, we have also modified
some of the concepts used in the theoretical model. Following suggestions and
comments received from the respondents, we proposed new concepts that can better
represent capability areas for ODOs. These changes are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Refining the Concepts
Concepts Applicable to Business
Context

Concepts Applicable to Open Data
Context

Business Processes
Management and Governance
Manufacturing Performance
IT/Technological Strategies
Manufacturing Strategies
Supply Chain

Open Data Processes
Management and Data Governance
Open Data Value Chain Performance
Enterprise Infrastructure Strategies
Open Data Product and Service Strategies
Relationship Infrastructure

Part of the work described in this section have been published in [162].
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4.

Methodology

4.1. Research Questions
This research aims to answer to the following research questions:
1. What are the main elements of the Open Data Capability Architecture?
Answering this question will help us identify and understand open data capability
areas that are required for generating value from open data, improving agility and
competitive advantage in the ODOs.
2. What are the relationships among the elements of the Open Data Capability
Architecture?
Answering this question will help us identify relationships between open data
capability areas and improve our understanding on how these areas are related to
each other and, what are the dependencies between them.

4.2. Research Approach and Framework
This thesis is a deductive qualitative study. According to Trochim (2006)[163] and Hyde
(2000)[164], deduction begins with the general and ends with the specific in which
established theories and existing related works are primarily used to seek to see if the
adopted theories apply to a specific context. In this thesis, we build upon the two
established theories (Section 2), related literature (Section 2 and 3) and data collected
from ODOs to add to the existing body of knowledge and to see whether or not the
adopted theories are applicable in open data context. Moreover, as this is a qualitative
study to better understand open data capabilities based on the first hand perspective
and experiences of the ODOs (raw data from interviews are transformed into concepts
and categories), no variables were considered in conducting this research because,
variables are defined in hypothesis-testing research (seeking correlation, relationships,
causality) using the grounded theory method and based on the theoretical sampling
[165][166]. Therefore, in qualitative research, no hypotheses of variables are tested
and measured numerically using statistical methods, as measurement is not the focus
of qualitative study [167]. However, from this study, it is possible to extract variables
for more concrete measurements (e.g. strength of relationships).
To investigate the above two research questions, we adopt a Design Science Research
Approach which is centred on building and validating artefacts in order to solve
organisational problems [168]. Consequently, we employ the Design Science Research
Framework proposed in [169] to develop Open Data Capability Architecture. In Figure
9, we show the study’s Design Science Research Framework. Design science creates
and verifies artefacts that define ideas, practices, technical capabilities and products
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through which the analysis, design, implementation and use of information systems
can be effectively accomplished [169]. However, in this thesis, we did not adopt
Requirements-Driven Design Science Research as the goal of this thesis is not to
achieve requirements specification that represents a particular need of ODOs but, to
provide a complete and better understanding of open data capabilities and how they
relate to each other architecturally. The adapted Design Science Research Framework
in this thesis includes three main building blocks: Environment, Knowledge Base, and
Research.
The environment block composed of people, organizations and their existing or
planned technologies [169]. Environment block aims at specifying the problem space
where the research aims to address. Therefore, this block helps to develop the
research questions where the approach provides solutions to address the problem.
The knowledge base provides rigor to the research. Rigor is achieved by using and
applying existing foundations (e.g. theories, constructs and models) and research
methodologies (e.g. data collection and empirical analysis). The design of the artefact
should build on prior research foundations [169][170]. The artefact is built during the
research process, as shown in Figure 9 [171].
According to the adopted framework [169], the contextual environment for this thesis
is the ODOs and capabilities these entities possess for making value from open data,
enabling and increasing organizational agility and competitive advantage. The
knowledge base in this thesis consists of the well-known Capability-based Theory and
Dynamic Capability Theory, the foundations research (the three open data capability
models) and, the data collected from the eleven ODOs. The research block aims to
build open data capability architecture from the data analysis and, evaluate and verify
the research.
Environmen
t
Open Data
Organizations

Validate
Refine

Open Data Capabilities
 Value Cap
 Dynamic Cap
 Strategic Cap

Open Data Capability
Architecture for Open
Data Organizations

Knowledge base

Research

Open Data
Capability
Model and
Architecture
Organizations

Open Data Capability
Model
Open Data Capability
Architecture

Grounding

Criteria-based
Evaluation
Verification of the final
output (Synthesized
open data capability
architecture)

Needs

Open Data
Capability
Model and
Architecture

Foundations:
Theory – Capabilitybased Theory and
Dynamic Capability
Theory
Models - OD Value
Capability Model, OD
Dynamic Capability
Model, OD Competitive
Capability Model

Application Methodologies:
Knowledge Data Collection Method
Data Analysis Methods
and Techniques

Addition to the Knowledge
Base

Application in the Environment

Figure 9. The research framework design [169]
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The approach is characterised by the following three notable categories (as shown in
Figure 9) and fourteen steps:
Category 1 – Foundation research (Knowledge Base)
Through foundation research activities we establish in-depth understanding of the
domain knowledge and provide foundation for our empirical work.
Step 1 – Extensive review and structuring of the state-of-the-art for
organizational capabilities (Section 2)
This step involved understanding different organizational capability types and
areas and developing a top-level organizational capability model for value
creation, agility, and competitive advantage of the organization. The model
developed includes the three main capability types and capability areas
associated with each type (Table 1).
Step 2 – Development of a value capability model for open data (Section 3.1)
Based on the state-of-the-art analysis, in this step, we developed a model for
value capability for open data combining organizational capabilities for value
creation (step 1), data value chain stages, and data value capability areas
(Figure 3).
Step 3 – Development of a dynamic capability model for open data (Section 3.2)
Based on the state-of-the-art analysis, in this step, we develop an integrated
model for dynamic capability for open data combining organizational
capabilities for agility (step 1), dynamic capability stages, and dynamic
capability constructs (Figures 4 and 5).
Step 4 – Development of a competitive capability model for open data (Section
3.3)
Based on the state-of-the-art analysis, in this step, we develop a competitive
capability model for ODOs. The model combined organizational capabilities for
competitive advantage (step 1) with sub-capability areas identified from the
literature (Figures 6 and 7).
Step 5 – Synthesis and development of the theoretical model (Section 3.4)
Based on the developed models in steps 2, 3, and 4, we developed an
integrated theoretical model for this thesis that includes the three capability
areas, types, and relationships between the capability areas (Figure 8). The
relationships between the different capability areas are identified in the articles
on related domains and are supported by the data received through the survey
of 49 ODOs.
Category 2 – Empirical research (Environment)
Through the empirical research activities, we aim at understanding the domain and the
problem space (open data capabilities and ODOs) using the theoretical model (step 5).
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To achieve this, we collected empirical data from ODOs to support and used the results
from the analysis of the data to guide the development of the capability architecture
for ODOs.
Step 6 – Design of the interview protocol (Section 4.4)
In this stage, we used the theoretical model developed in stage 5 to design and
develop our semi-structured interview protocol.
Step 7 – Conducting the interviews (Section 4.4)
The interview protocol developed in Step 6 was used to conduct the interviews.
Prior to conducting the interview, we identified the potential organizations and
developed number of activities that can guide us in the interview process.
Interviews are voice recorded following the consent of the interviewees.
Step 8 – Transcription of the recorded files (Section 4.4)
Each of the recorded files has been carefully transcribed into a separate text
document.
Category 3 – Synthesis and Model Refinement (Research)
Through the synthesis we synthesize and construct our Open Data Capability
Architecture.
Step 9 – Development of concept hierarchy (Section 4.5)
In this step, we develop coded and analyzed the interview data. The analysis
included building concept hierarchy [172] based on the theoretical model and
the three capability models for open data. The hierarchy is aligned with the two
research questions of this thesis (Figures 10 and 11).
Step 10 – Coding (Section 4.6)
We have coded each transcripts using NVivo – a software platform for
qualitative data analysis. NVivo is a strong and comprehensive qualitative data
analysis tool which can be used to organize and analyze any types of qualitative
data [173][174] and to “obtain rigor in dealing with such data” [174]. Among
other tools such as Atlas-ti, Ethnograph and WinMax, NVivo is chosen as the
best tool to analyze qualitative data [175]. Therefore, we chose this tool to
analyze our qualitative data. In addition, the set of capabilities offered by the
solution corresponds well with the qualitative form of our investigation. The
coding procedure involves 1) selection of the particular phrase, sentence,
paragraph or whole section of the text and 2) assignment of this fragment to a
specific concept investigated in the analysis. The selected text acts as a
reference or evidence for the issues considered (Figure 14). Codes (nodes and
sub-nodes) are established following the developed concept hierarchy in step 9
(Figures 11 and 12). All the steps we undergo to analyze our data in NVivo are
the standard steps to qualitative data analysis [173][174][175][176]. Moreover,
to increase rigor and prevent bias during coding, we conducted coding three
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times. Using NVivo enables the theoretical model to be refined as the coding
progresses [176].
Step 11 – Analysis (Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2)
In this stage, following the coding based on the concept hierarchy, we analyze
the data. We used methodological triangulation which involves using more
than one data collection method to study and investigate open data
capabilities. It is specifically useful in providing confirmation of findings (briefly
discussed in the Section 6) [177][178]. The three data sources are: survey of
ODOs (Section 3.4), existing theoretical works (the resulting theoretical model
in Section 3.4), and in-depth interviews of ODOs (Capability Model in section
5.1.3). For data analysis of the interviews data, we adopted a commonly used
and well known ‘qualitative data analysis method’. According to [179], this is a
well known method for interpretation of the content of text through coding
and its goal is “to provide knowledge and understanding of the phenomenon
under study”. We adopt Data Analysis Triangulation through adopting the
three data analysis techniques: Classical Content Analysis, Taxonomic Analysis
and Frequency Check [180]. Particularly, we follow directed approach to
Classical Content Analysis. Directed approach is also referred to as the
deductive use of theory [179] or previous research [176] to analyze qualitative
data for better understanding of a phenomena. Therefore, in directed
approach, the initial concept hierarchy for data analysis is established before
coding [179][176]. Thus, the analysis of our qualitative data is done based on
related theories or relevant research findings as guidance for initial codes.
Therefore, following this approach and based on our theoretical model, we
identify key concepts or variables as our initial coding categories [179] (we
refer to this as nodes) and then we read the transcript and highlight all relevant
text and code it to (or associate with) the related node [179]. Depending on the
transcripts and type of a node, we might need to identify sub-nodes so that
codes can be better grouped and represent a capability area. To increase
trustworthiness, we make sure that we capture all possible variables or
concepts from the transcripts and code them to the appropriate coding nodes
or sub-nodes. Any text that could not be placed to any existing node with the
coding scheme would be given a new node to be code to [179], this is how we
adopt the Taxonomic Analysis. Taxonomic analysis is a set of categories
organized on the basis of a single semantic relationship. This allows us to
extend our theoretical model. The reason why the model may expand or
change is as a result of the ODOs (interviewees) indicating new aspects, areas,
and relationships, not anticipated in the theoretical consideration. Despite the
changes applied, the core elements of the model have been preserved.
Therefore, the theoretical model captures the experiences of ODOs
(interviewees). Moreover, we are confident that the concept hierarchy (step 9)
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does not bias the identification of new text to be coded as new node or
category (Taxonomic Analysis). To complement our data analysis, we also take
note of the number of times each specific node is being coded (Frequency
Check). This allows us to identify more important and significant nodes or
categories and, obtain more meaning by obtaining frequency check in addition
to other two data analysis techniques.
Step 12 – Development of the Open Data Capability Model (Section 5.1.3)
Based on the analyzed data, we developed an open data capability model. The
model captures the main capability areas and relationships between the
capability areas.
Step 13 – Refinement of the open data capability model and constructing the
open data capability architecture based on Total Interpretive Structural
Modeling (TISM) methodology and its related technique, termed MICMAC (The
Cross Impact Matrix Multiplication Applied to Classification) (Sections 5.2 and
5.3)
Based on the data analyzed (codes, nodes, sub-nodes, and relationships in
NVivo), and following the TISM methodology process and MICMAC technique,
we refine the theoretical model and construct our open data capability
architecture. The architecture includes open data capability areas and
relationships between them. The TISM process and MICMAC technique
adopted in this study is described in more detail in the following section.
Step 14 – Evaluation and Verification (Section 6.2)
We evaluate our research by adopting a set of criteria employed for qualitative
research. We also verify our design output (open data capability architecture)
to ensure that architecture accurately refines and preserves the open data
capability model developed in Step 12.

4.3. Total Interpretive Structural Modelling and MICMAC
TISM and MICMAC are the two data analysis techniques we adopted in this thesis.
Both are described below.
4.3.1. TISM Methodology and Steps
Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM) technique has been one of the most popular
techniques for identifying and understanding mutual relationship among the elements
or variables of a particular context, which have become very popular in the last one
decade [181]. It represents complex system in a visual hierarchical structure [182]. But
according to Suchil [183], ISM does not provide an explanation on interpreting the
structure links and it does not include experts opinion and therefore, it can be used
only by persons who are knowledgeable about it and are trained to interpret the data.
To overcome the ISM methodology limitations, TISM has been developed which is an
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innovative version of ISM [181][184], which may have higher applicability in real life
situations [183]. Below, the process of TISM is presented in a step-by-step manner
with indicative directions for scaling-up this process.
Step 1: Identify Elements and Establishing a Contextual Relationships
A structural model is a collection of elements and their relationships. Clearly, a set of
elements affecting the system must first be identified before any analysis and
structuring begins. These elements can be generated by using previous literature,
brainstorming, interviews, or other research methods [185]. In this thesis, open data
capability areas and the relationships between them are the elements of interest,
which were identified based on the literature review and in-depth interview of ODOs.
The contextual relationship is this study is “impacts” which is identified from the
literature review. The resulting elements and their contextual relationships are
reflected in the theoretical model developed and presented in section 3.
Step 2: Interpretation of Relationship
This is the main step forward over the traditional ISM. In order to interpret the ISM
further to make it TISM, it is advisable to provide the interpretation of the relationship.
To do that, it is essential to find out how or in what way the relationship between
elements really works. In TISM description, how the elements enhance or influence (or
any other identified contextual relationship) with each other or in what way they
enhance or influence each other is considered.
Step 3: Structural Self-Interaction Matrix (SSIM) – Pairwise Comparison
Keeping in view the contextual relationships in each element, the existence of a
relation between any two elements (i and j) and the associated direction of relation R
is questioned by a group of experts concerned with the program. Four symbols are
used for the type of relation that exists between the two elements under
consideration. The symbols are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

V for the relation from element i to element j only (i -> j);
A for the relation from element j to element i only (j -> i);
X for both the direction relations from element i to j and j to i (i <-> j);
0 (zero), if the relation between the elements does not exist.

SSIM for the element under consideration is then prepared by filling in the responses
of the group on each pair-wise interaction between the elements.
Step 4: Adjacency Matrix or First Reachability Matrix
The Reachability Matrix (RM) indicates whether a column element can be “reached”
from a row element along a continuous, directed path [185]. To determine this, we
first need to convert the SSIM format into a binary matrix, called Adjacency Matrix by
transforming V, A, X, and O with 1 or 0, accordingly. The rules for substitution are as
follows:
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i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

If the symbol in (i, j) position within the SSIM is O, then the corresponding
(i, j) value in the reachability matrix is entered as a 0 and the value in (j, i)
also becomes a 0.
If the symbol in (i, j) position within the SSIM is X, then the corresponding
(i, j) value in the reachability matrix is entered as a 1 and the value in (j, i)
also becomes a 1.
If the symbol in (i, j) position within the SSIM is A (j -> i), then the
corresponding (i, j) value in the reachability matrix is entered as a 0 and the
value in (j, i) becomes a 1.
If the symbol in (i, j) position within the SSIM is V (i -> j), then the
corresponding (i, j) value in the reachability matrix is entered as a 1 and the
value in (j, i) becomes a 0.

Following these rules, the adjacency matrix or first reachability matrix for the elements
is prepared.
Step 5: Transitivity Check and Final Reachability Matrix (FRM)
The reachability matrix as obtained from the SSIM is checked for the transitivity rule,
i.e. for any elements A, B, and C and set S, given that A is related to B and B is related
to C, it necessarily follows that A is related to C. The transitive links are checked and
final reachability matrix is developed which meets the requirements of the transitivity
rule. ISM or TISM software is available to generate final Reachability Matrices as its
complexity inhibits manual calculation.
Step 6: Partitions on the Reachability Matrix
Level partition is conducted on the RM, to determine and extract the TISM hierarchy of
all variables or what is referred to as Diagraph. From the FRM, the reachability and
antecedent set for each element is found. The elements of the reachability set are, the
element itself and the other elements which it may help achieve, whereas the
antecedent set comprises of the element itself and the other elements which may help
in achieving it [186]. Intersection of the reachability and antecedent sets is found out.
The elements for whom the reachability set and intersection set remain the same,
occupy the top level in TISM hierarchy or diagraph. The top level elements satisfying
the above condition should be removed from the table and repeat the iteration till all
the levels are determined [184].
Step 7: Diagraph for TISM
Diagraph is a graphical representation of the interdependencies of the elements.
Having identified the levels of the elements, the relationship between the elements is
drawn indicating the serial number of the elements and the direction of relation with
the help of an arrow. The digraphs thus drawn are quite complex and are examined
interactively to eliminate transitive relationships. After eliminating the transitive
relationships, the digraph is finalized for the TISM. The digraphs give information about
hierarchy among the elements.
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Step 8: Interaction Matrix
The final diagraph is translated into a Binary Interaction Matrix (BIM) form depicting all
the interactions by 1 entries. The cells with 1 entry are interpreted by picking the
relevant interpretation from the knowledge base in the form of Interpretive Matrix.
Step 8: TISM
The structural model is derived from the connective information contained in the
digraph. The details of elements are indicated in the respective boxes with indicated
relations as worked out in the digraph, thus obtaining the interpretive structural model
for the element. The interpretive structural model depicts the elements and their
reachability to the higher level elements and provides a clear picture with an
understanding of the inter-relationships among the elements. The strongly connected
elements at the same level may be represented in the same box as separate bullets for
a simplified presentation.
Step 9: Analysis of TISM
TISM can be further analyzed to derive meaningful conclusions about the model. One
possible and very common TISM analysis technique is the MICMAC technique.
4.3.2. MICMAC Technique and Interpreting Paths
TISM can be analyzed for both driver power and dependence of various elements in
the model. The analysis can be done for direct relationships as well as indirect
relationships as is done in case of ISM. Important paths in TISM can be identified from
the driver to dependent elements. MICMAC technique was developed and widely used
to cluster or categorize elements based on hidden and indirect relationships, as well as
for assessing the extent to which they influence each other. Therefore, it allows
analyzing the driver power and dependence of each variable. Driver power refers to
the degree of influence that one variable has over another, and Dependence is defined
as the extent to which one variable is influenced by others [185]. The driver power and
dependence of each element can be obtained from the reachability matrix by the
summation of 1s in the corresponding rows and columns, respectively. Next, based on
driver power and dependence, we can create a two dimensional graph, called a driverdependence diagram or plot, with the horizontal axis representing the extent of
dependence and the vertical axis representing the extent of driver power. The means
of the driver power and dependence can then be used to divide the driver-dependence
diagram into four clusters or quadrants for variable classification into Independent,
Linkage, Dependent, and Autonomous elements [187][186].
o Autonomous elements are variables with low driver power and low
dependence. They have relatively few connections to the system. They are
usually excluded from the system, since they are highly autonomous and may
develop in their own way. Moreover, they do not determine the future of the
system; thus, they receive limited focus.
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o Dependent elements are variables that have low driver power and high
dependence, and are considered “dependent” or “end/result” variables, since
they are the final product of the influence of other variables in the system.
o Linkage elements are variables with higher driver power and dependence and
are considered as “linkage” variables because they are the strong linkage
elements in the hierarchy. These variables, by nature, are factors of instability,
since any action towards them has consequences not only on them but also on
other variables.
o Independent elements are variables with high driver power, but low
dependence, and are considered “independent” or “influencing” variables.
They have an important influence on the variables above them in the hierarchy.
Therefore, most systems are dictated by them. These “entry variables” are
crucial, since they seem to explain, or affect, system behaviour. Independent
variables often behave as non-negotiable inputs to the systems, because they
are exogenous to the system and, thus, cannot be easily manipulated.

4.4. Data Collection
4.4.1. Selection of Respondents and Profiles of organizations
In this section, we first present how the selection of organizations was done and latter
we briefly describe each organization and in Table 4, we present an overview of the
organizations.
Selection of Respondents
For the selection of ODOs, we request to access the third party’s dataset of 685
organizations around the world that use open data in some form. The dataset includes
metadata related to the organization’s name, founding year, size, URL, region, country,
sector (non-profit and for-profit), organization type (data domain the organization
operates in, e.g. governance, transportation, health and etc.), application (the use of
open data, e.g. for new product and service, research, and etc.), entry base, and
confidence rate. Entry base and confidence rate are the two elements developed by
the third party organizations to study the reported data. Entry base can have two
values: ‘Researched’ and ‘Ongoing’. Entry base can get a ‘Researched’ value when the
efficiency and sufficiency of the data provided by the reported open data organization
is approved and it gets ‘Ongoing’ value when the entry is not yet approved. The
confidence rate is assigned a numeric value from a scale of 1 to 5.
o Scale 1 indicates that the reported organization does not use open data at all
and data sources/sets disclosed do not include open data;
o Scale 2 indicates that little is disclosed about data use, low probability of open
data use;
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o Scale 3 indicates that no evidence of open data use is found, but open data is
likely given context;
o Scale 4 indicates that evidence of open data use is found, but data sources/sets
are not disclosed; and
o Scale 5 indicates that in the reported organization, evidence of open data,
including specific data use is provided.
We studied the dataset of 685 organizations aiming at developing a shortlist of
organizations that we can consider for interview. The selection of the shortlisted
organizations was based on the following three criteria:
o The organization received a score of 4 or 5 for its confidence rate, this means
that the organization is an open data organization and the organization relies
on open data as one of its key resource to achieve its mission goals;
o The entry provided by the organization is being researched and data provided is
approved;
o The application of open data is primarily in developing new products and
services; and
o The organization is profiting from use of open data.
Taking into consideration the above criteria, we identified 68 organizations meeting
the criteria. Initial invitation email was sent to all 68 organizations informing them
about the purpose of the interview and the aim of the study. A follow up email was
sent to all in two rounds, each within two weeks period. Seventeen organizations
showed interest to participate in the interview. We have sent them via email, a
document containing the cover letter, purpose of the interview and expected timing,
interview structure, pattern of the interview questions, and the definition of concepts
used in the interview. Interested organizations were asked to provide their availability
for the interview. Fourteen organizations reverted with their availability. Google
calendar invitation was sent to each, corresponding their available time. Two
organizations have cancelled the invitation due to an unexpected incident. We started
to interview twelve ODOs via Skype and GoToMeeting based on their preferences.
Unfortunately, one interviewee had to leave during the interview therefore, we
eliminated the incomplete interview from analysis. As a result, we completed
interview of eleven ODOs successfully. The interviewed organizations are
representatives as we considered both non-profit and for-profit ODOs which are
representing all streams of organizations – up-stream, mid-stream, and down-stream.
Profile of the participated organizations
To present the profile of the organizations, we divided the organizations by their type
– for-profit organizations and non-profit organizations. First we list and briefly describe
the seven for-profit organizations and then we continue describing the other four nonprofit organizations.
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 A (for-profit) Mid-stream
A is Ireland's foremost Linked & Open Data Company, driving decision-making and
providing insights within the public-sector. A provides high-quality Linked & Open
Data solutions that drive decision-making and inspire change. A’s customers include
the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform, U.S. based Natural Resources
Governance Institute, the Environmental Protection Agency and the Central Statistics
Office.
 B (for-profit) Mid-stream
B is based in Fremond California. Led by a team of leaders from various fortune
companies, B is poised to meet the demands of a rapidly growing industry. B is a
private and more of a service provider that uses IoT data to provide end-to-end
solutions. B’s development team designs and creates applications for all major
platforms. B develops product for customer and help support and maintain it. B uses
IoT data, smart city open data, consumer data, governance data, and business data for
creating new products and services and also to architecture the product.
 C (for-profit) Down-stream
C is based in London and is an independent consultancy firm that tries to provide
services that are between data science, crowd engagement and sourcing, and security.
C works with clients in different open data projects owned by clients. C works with
clients from any sector in particular transportation, health, creative industries,
manufacturing, and consulting services. C works based on client’s needs. C helps
clients in creating new open data products and services and for optimizing their
processes and advocacy. In addition, C also re-implement best practices for clients and
advice them on how to manage projects and data.
 D (for-profit) Mid-stream
D is a linked open data dedicated company based in Belgium. D offers a complete
range of services for both creating and consuming linked open data. D provides
consultancy and services to bring client's data into the Linked Data Cloud or to
consume open data available on the web to be integrated in client's own applications.
D emphasizes two important issues: data quality and link density. D developed its own
Linked Open Data server based on NetKernel and have implementation experience
with most of the triple stores. D develops the following solutions: doing large scale
data integration of different data silos using semantic technologies, combining
semantic technologies with data analytics, applying NLP to extract structured data
from unstructured text to build knowledge graphs, building several knowledge graphs
using SKOS to enable semantic search.
 E (for-profit) Mid-stream
E is designed specially to link public sector data to the world. E’s suite of tools help
clients get their data into a well-defined, interconnected, machine-accessible, clearly
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structured and documented form, ready for analysis and application. E is a complete
end-to-end solution: polished end-user site, powerful management interface,
performance-tuned graph store, programming interfaces, on-demand software
updates and world-leading data modeling consultancy. E is the favorite linked data
publishing software of the UK public sector, powering the Department for
Communities and Local Government, The Scottish Government, Office for National
Statistics and trusted by councils across England and Scotland.
 F (for-profit) Mid-stream
F is located in Belgium and it supports connected businesses to leverage the
opportunities new technologies offer, to build added value products and services
based on aggregated data (across the boundaries of an organization). Additionally, F
develops data-driven digital solutions to harvest and connect business critical data
from multiple sources (internal, open or acquired data), to unify and continuously
enrich the linked information and to publish and visualize ecosystem information in a
meaningful way. F focuses its activities on aggregating data, enabling individual as well
as connected organizations to develop added value products and services leveraging
their data assets by connecting data from multiple heterogeneous sources (internal,
acquired and/or open data). F supports data-driven organizations, business
ecosystems, dynamic and co-evolving communities of diverse actors to co-create and
capture new value through increasingly sophisticated models of both collaboration and
competition.
 G (for-profit) Down-stream
G is a company based in Germany with a very innovative product. G is a new way to
track food and determine nutrients, making it easier for those with dietary
requirements to keep track. It translates food into nutrients. 25% of 415 million
diabetics have to know the contained carbohydrates of each meal and most of the
others have to lose weight. The G System is able to determine the nutritional values of
ready-to-eat meals with a precision of 80%, by providing a fast but safe process. G
scale/app solution replaces human weakness of guessing and supports diabetics in
everyday life and overweight and obese people to change their behavior.
 H (non-profit) Up-stream
The government of the H exists to promote and sustain a superior quality of life in H. In
partnership with our community, our goal is to deliver cost-effective services in a
personal, responsive and innovative manner. H launched Open Data Portal in 2012,
includes over 100 datasets and they are adding more all the time. For example, data
users can find information about how the H spends money; the status of development
permits; geospatial data; historic library information; Utilities data; and current
infrastructure issues. H encourages all to explore these datasets and more.
 I (non-profit) Mid-stream
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I is a leading text and data mining company, with headquarters in Cambridge, England.
I is specialize in building open source tools to enable clients to find facts hidden in
information. I is now established as a leading supplier of text and data mining tools to
both Higher Education and Knowledge based organizations, with a broad portfolio of
clients. I’s values include: the liberation of scientific knowledge from public documents
to make it useful for everybody, to support an open community that uses and
promotes content mining, to create an Open toolbox of software, protocols and
resources for mining, to work with partners to create better tools and support their
knowledge extraction.
 J (non-profit) Mid-stream
J is a non-profit research and innovation centre based in Spain which promotes
mission-oriented activities on advanced Internet architectures, applications and
services. The centre stands up for a new open innovation framework, fostering the
collaboration between companies, public administration, the academic environment
and end-users. J’s goal is to develop advanced Internet technologies to the benefit of
government, companies and citizens of Catalonia and the rest of the world. J’s
research and innovation units want to produce technologies and solutions with the
aim of converting Catalonia into a leading global smart region in a Smart Europe, with
a flourishing added-value economy and an innovative society.
 K (non-profit) Up-stream
K with over 10 years of experience in data cataloguing is a State agency responsible for
marine research, technology development and innovation in Ireland. K carries out
environmental, fisheries, and aquaculture surveys and monitoring programmes to
meet Ireland’s national and international legal requirements. K provides scientific and
technical advice to Government to help inform policy and to support the sustainable
development of Ireland’s marine resource. K aims to safeguard Ireland’s unique marine
heritage through research and environmental monitoring. K’s research, strategic
funding programmes, and national marine research platforms support the
development of Ireland’s maritime economy. K provides the following data products
and service: ERDDAP - a data server that gives users a simple, consistent way to
download subsets of scientific datasets in common file formats and make graphs and
maps; Irish Spatial Data Exchange (Bootstrap); GeoNetwork (CSW, ISO 19139); Esri
REST Services; Irelands Marine Atlas; and Marine Data Online (Bootstrap).
In Table 4, we present an overview of the organizations. For each organization we
specify, the location, size, sector of operation, data domain, type of data used,
application of data in the organization, open data business model, revenue streams,
and the potential clients of the organization. We employed taxonomy used in the
survey of two well-known related studies – Open Data 500 and Open Data Business
studies. However, for identifying business models, we followed operationalization
developed and presented in our work [28].
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Table 4. Organization’s brief profile
Location

Size

Sector

Data Domain

Data Type

Data Application

Business Model

Revenue Stream

Clients

A

Ireland

1-10

B

USA

1-10

UK

1-10

All (Client’s
Need)
IoT, Consumer,
Smart City
All (Client’s
Need)

Linked
Open Data
Open Data

C

Profit
Midstream
Profit
Midstream
Profit
Downstream

Support and
Services
Support and
Services
Support and
Services

Selling of Products
and Services
Selling of Products
and Services
Consulting

Public Sector or
B2G
Public Sector or
B2G
Private Sector or
B2B

D

Belgium

1-10

Governance

E

UK

1-10

Link Open
Data
Open Data

Support and
Services
License Fee

F

Belgium

1-10

Profit
Midstream
Profit
Midstream
Profit
Midstream

New Product, Service, and
Application
New Product, Service, and
Application
New Product, Service, and
Application, Optimization,
Advocacy, Strategic
Strategic

Selling of Products
and Services
Selling of Products
and Services
Selling of Products
and Services

Public Sector or
B2G
Public Sector or
B2G
Private Sector or
B2B

G

Germany

1-10

H

USA

1150

I

UK

1-10

Non- Profit
Midstream

J

Spain

51200

Non- Profit
Midstream

K

Ireland

51200

Non- Profit
Upstream

Profit
Downstream
Non- Profit
Upstream

Open Data

All (Client’s
Need)
Business,
Research, and
Consulting
Health

Proprietary
Data and
Open Data
Open Data

All

New Product, Service, and
Application
Organization Optimization

Premium

Open Data

New Product, Service, and
Application
New Product, Service, and
Application, Optimization,
Advocacy, Strategic

Support and
Services
Increasing Quality
through
Participation

Selling of Products
and Services
Government and
Public Fund

Business,
Research, and
Consulting
Data Research
and Innovation

Open Data

Advocacy

Open Source

Government and
Public Fund

Open Data

New Product, Service, and
Application

Supporting
Primary Business

Government and
Public Fund

Private Sector or
B2B
Private and Public
Sector,
Researchers,
Developers,
Citizens
Developers,
Researchers,
Citizens
Public Sector or
B2G

Environment

Open Data,
Linked Data

New Product, Service, and
Application, Optimization,
Advocacy, Strategic

Supporting
Primary Business

Government and
Public Fund

Public Sector or
B2G
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4.4.2. Administration
The choice of semi-structured interviews has been determined by the lack of existing
work on open data capabilities which arises the need to explore and dig into the
interviewee’s perspectives on the topic under investigation [188]. Therefore, this
qualitative research technique was selected so that we can collect detailed information
from the interviewees in order to offer solution to our research problem [188]. The
respondents that the interviews were directed to were CEOs and decision-makers. This
type of stakeholders is characterized by very limited time for the interview as well as
limited availability followed by a unique experience of each of the respondents.
The interview was conducted with two major sectors of stakeholders: 1) ODOs in the
for-profit sector and 2) ODOs in the non-profit sector. Specifically, the organizations
who agreed to take part in the interviews included CEOs and decision-makers of eleven
organizations in which seven of them belong to the for-profit sector and four of which
belong to the non-profit sector. Nine of the interviewed organizations are located in
Europe and the other two organizations are based in the United States. Participants
from different locations are considered in this study because they each bring different
perspective which enriches our understanding and model of open data capability
architecture. The interview was designed to take no more than 1 hour and 15 minutes
(75 minutes). During the interview, the participants were allowed to speak freely
without interruption to express their opinion on particular matters. However, using
our interview guide or protocol, we made sure that interviewees are addressing the
questions while expressing their opinion freely. The identity of the participants is kept
confidential (accordingly to the agreement with the interviewed) and only relevant
identifiers are used throughout the results analysis for the research purposes.
4.1.1. Interview Protocol and questions
Here we focus on explaining the interview protocol and questions we used in this
thesis to gain in depth information from the selected ODOs. The interview protocol
lists the questions or issues that we wanted to explore in the course of an interview.
We prepared the interview protocol to ensure that the same basic lines of inquiry are
pursued with each person interviewed. The protocol served as a checklist during the
interview to make sure that all relevant questions or issues are covered within the
limited time of the interviewees as well as allowing individual perspectives to emerge
[188]. The interview protocol was developed based on the theoretical model of this
thesis. Before the interview begins, permission was granted from interviewees and all
interviews have been recorded.
To prepare the interview protocol, we followed number of guides as listed below:
o Using scripts at the beginning and end of the interview
The starting script provides details about the study such as what and why we
are studying the topic of the interview. As we aimed to voice record the
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interview, we also asked consent form the participant whether we are allowed
to record the interview. The script also asked and addressed for any concerns
the participant might have about confidentiality. The starting script reminded
us to tell the interviewee a little about the interviewer in order to begin
building rapport. For the ending script, we asked the interviewees if they would
like to add something relevant to the interview, we also provided our contact
information and reminded the interviewees that there may be a subsequent
contact if there is a need for us to clarify information and ask additional
questions.
o Having open ended questions and free discussions
We wanted the interview to include open-ended questions as it allows the
interviewees to offer any additional information. This is a qualitative research
and the goal of qualitative research is to uncover as much about the
participants as possible and yes or no questions stop the interviewees before
getting to the “good stuff”.
o Starting with basics and a more easy to answer questions
We first start with asking the interviewees with more basic and general
questions as a way of warming up your participant for the main questions. We
looked into the existing related studies to look for the basic and background
questions to ask. Studies such as the ‘Open Data 500’ in the United States and
the ‘Open Data Business Study’ in the United Kingdom. In addition, to prepare
the interviewees for the main questions, we first asked them to speak freely
about the capabilities they have in their organizations. Questions such as “tell
me about your organization?” or “tell me about capabilities you possess in your
organization?” without asking for specific capability area because at the
beginning it might be difficult for them to classify capabilities. During this time,
they get to know the topic and capability areas better and they can relate to
more specific questions coming up.
o Use prompts
We created prompts for each major question that can help keep us on track.
Directly under each major question, we designed bullet points that reminded
us of specific capability areas that have emerged from the literature or our case
studies. For example, “tell me your data related technological infrastructure?”,
the prompts could include things like, sensors, Geo Information Systems,
Stream Processing Technologies, Drupol, and etc.
o Prepare for ‘on the spot’ revision of the questions/protocol
We were prepared to go off book from the interview protocol if we happen to
find something interesting that we did not expect. We were prepared to add a
new question to the remainder of the interviews if we find that the information
we uncovered is useful and provide meaningful context.
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The interview protocol developed series of questions categorized in three main parts.
o Part 1 – Organizational Background
In part one of the interview, we aimed to develop understanding about the
organization. Questions such as ‘business model’, ‘type of organization’, and
‘sector of operation’ are asked. Questions in this part help us understand the
organizational context better. Development of questions in this part is
triggered by two related studies: Open data 500 in the United States and Open
Data Business in the United Kingdom.
o Part 2 – Use of Open Data in the Organization
In part one of the interview, we aimed to develop understanding about how
open data is used in the organization. Questions such as ‘the type of data used’,
and ‘the application of open data’ are asked.
o Part 3 – Open Data Capabilities in the Organization
This is the main part which includes questions regarding the relationships
between the capability areas and specific capabilities in the organization.
Questions in this part are developed and guided by the theoretical model of
this thesis. The theoretical model includes the three main capability types
(Value, Dynamic, and Competitive), capability areas related to each type, and
17 relationships between different capability areas. Following the purpose of
this thesis and guided by the theoretical model, we developed questions to
investigate whether the relationships between different capability areas are
applicable to ODOs and to discover open data capability areas in this type of
organizations.
In Table 5, we present the three parts and interview questions used in the interview
protocol and provide quick explanation and triggered areas for each of the questions.
Table 5. Interview questions
Questions

Descriptions

Triggered by

Part 1. Organizational Background
This part includes brief introduction to the organization. Questions such as
‘business model’, ‘type of organization’, and ‘sector of operation’ are asked.
1.1. Can you please
state what is your
official job title and
description?

This question provides contextual
information about the interviewee key to
understanding the specific perspective
presented in the interview.
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Open data
500 survey

1.2. Can you please
state the business
name, location,
size, and founding
year of your
organization?

This question provides contextual
information about the organization itself.

Open data
500 survey,
Open Data
Business
survey

1.3. Can you please
state what is the
type of your
organization?

This question provides contextual
Open data
information about the type of the
500 survey
organization selected for the interview.
This provides if the organization is a public
sector organization or a private sector
organization.

1.4. Can you please
give a short
description of your
organizational
business model and
revenue streams?

This question refers to the designed and
implemented business model and
revenue stream model in the
organization. It is essential to understand
how the organization makes revenue
directly from the use of open data or from
the application of open data in the
organization and what are the sources of
revenue.

Open data
500 survey,
Open Data
Business
survey

Part 2. Use of Open Data in the Organization
This part includes questions regarding the use of open data in the
organization. Questions such as ‘the type of data used’, and ‘the application
of open data’ are asked.
2.1. Can you please
state what sector of
the open data
industry your
organization
belongs to?

This question refers to all the sector of
open data industry the organization is
operating in. Examples of such sector
include: Consumer, Health, Governance,
IT and Geospatial, Transportation and
Logistics, Education, and etc.
Organizations are asked to select all that
apply.

Open data
500 survey,
Open Data
Business
survey

2.2. Can you please
state whether or
not your
organization relies
on open data as
one of the key

This question intends to understand and
ensure that open data is one of the key
resources for generating revenue in the
selected organization. The interviewees
are asked to answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to this
question. In particular, this question helps

Open Data
Business
survey
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resources to
generate profit?

us assess the selected organization one
more time before proceeding to the next
part of the interview. The interview
continues if the interviewee answers ‘yes’
to this question.

2.3. Can you please
identify how your
organization use
open data? What
for?

This question attempts to investigate
Open Data
what the organization uses open data for. Business
The question implicitly looks for the
survey
application/s of open data in the
organization. The selected organizations
are asked to select all that apply from the
followings: 1) Advocacy, 2) New products,
services, and applications, 3)
Organizational optimization (e.g.
benchmarking, market analysis, improving
efficiency, enhancing existing products
and services, consultation), 4) Research,
and 5) Other.

2.4. Can you please
identify the type/s
of open data your
organization rely on
to achieve
organizational
mission goal?

This question aimed at better
understanding the different types of data
or datasets the organization uses to meet
the purposes identified in question 2.3.
Organizations can use data or datasets
from a range of different data domain
such as: Environmental data, Education
data, Energy data, Business data, IoT data,
Agriculture data, Financial Data,
Government and public sector data,
Healthcare data, and etc.

Open data
500 survey,
Open Data
Business
survey

Part 3. Open Data Capabilities in the Organization – Value, Dynamic, and
Competitive
This is the main part which includes questions regarding the relationships
between the capability areas and specific capabilities in the organization.
3.1. Do you think
that capabilities
play a significant
role in continuity
and profitability of
your organizations?

This specific question attempts to
investigate whether the interviewees
agree and feel confident about the need
and importance of different capabilities in
their organization and whether
capabilities are critical for the profitability
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Theoretical
model of this
thesis

and continuity of the organization.
3.2. Can you please
specify open data
value capabilities in
your organization?

This question relates explicitly to the
capabilities which are the source of value
in the organizations. Interviewees are
asked to openly state capabilities they
have in the organization that are related
to the six areas of value capability which
are: 1) Open data processes, 2) IT
infrastructure, 3) Technological
Infrastructure, 4) Individual competences,
5) Organization, and 6) Management and
data governance. In particular, this
question allows the interviewees to speak
freely about all the available open data
value capabilities to the organization.
Therefore, answers to this question
addresses the capabilities related to the
open data value capability model
developed in this thesis.

Theoretical
model of this
thesis

3.3. Can you please
specify open data
dynamic
capabilities in your
organization?

This question relates explicitly to the
capabilities which facilitate and support
agility in the organizations. Interviewees
are asked to openly state capabilities they
have in the organization that are related
to the five areas of dynamic capability
which are: 1) Process innovation, 2)
Knowledge management and
organizational learning, 3) Value chain
performance, 4) Relationship
Infrastructure, and 5) Management
functions. In particular, this question
allows the interviewees to speak freely
about all the available open data
capabilities to the organization that are
related to the agility of the organization.
Therefore, answers to this question
addresses the capabilities related to the
open data dynamic capability model
developed in this thesis.

Theoretical
model of this
thesis
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3.4. Can you please
specify open data
competitive
capabilities in your
organization?

This question relates explicitly to
strategies or strategic capabilities that
allow the organization to compete and
outperform rivals. Interviewees are asked
to openly state capabilities they have in
the organization that are related to the
four strategic areas: 1) Business
development strategies, 2) Enterprise
infrastructure strategies, 3) Product and
service strategies, and 4) Relational rent.
In particular, this question allows the
interviewees to speak freely about all the
strategic decisions they make and
strategic capabilities available to the
organization that help them compete in
the open data industry. Therefore,
answers to this question addresses the
capabilities related to the open data
competitive capability model developed
in this thesis.

Theoretical
model of this
thesis

Relationships between the capability areas – The following pattern was used for the
questions related to the relationships between the two capability areas (e.g.
capability X and capability Y)
3.5. Does capability
X impact on
capability Y?

This question investigates all the
relationships shown in the theoretical
model of this thesis. The question looks
for answer to each link between each two
capability areas shown in the theoretical
model.

Theoretical
model of the
thesis and
research
question 2

3.6.

If the answer to question 3.5 is yes, then
this question investigates all the specific
open data capabilities associated with the
confirmed relationship. For example, if X
does impact Y, this questions captures
specific open data capabilities associated
with X.

Theoretical
model of the
thesis and
research
question 1

What are those
capabilities
(associated with
X )?
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4.2. Concept Hierarchy
A qualitative research approach was employed in analyzing the data collected through
interviews. The concept hierarchy was developed based on the theoretical model and
the three capability models for open data developed in section 3 of this dissertation.
Specifically, we elicit key aspects of organizational capabilities (tackled by the research
questions) outlined in our theoretical model and aligned and mapped them to
corresponding elements of the three open data capability models. This is presented in
Figures 10 and 11.
For the first research question, we mapped and aligned the 1) elements of the Open
Data Value Capability Model to the five areas of value capabilities, 2) dynamic
capability stages (Open Data Dynamic Capability Model) to the five capability areas for
agility of the organization, and 3) elements of the Open Data Competitive capability
Model to the four capability areas for competitive advantage of the organization. This
hierarchy captures and categorizes open data capabilities. This alignment is shown in
Figure 10.
For the second research question, we identify relationships between each two
capability areas presented in the theoretical model of this thesis. The model presented
in Figure 11 develops a logic that allows analysis of the interview data related to the
relationships between the capability areas. Participants develop three common
answers to the relationships. They could be ‘agreed’, ‘disagreed’, and ‘not sure’ about
the contextual relationships between the capability areas. This is represented in the
hierarchy as ‘Impacts-Agree’, ‘Impacts-Disagree’, and ‘Impacts-Maybe’.
The alignments presented in Figures 10 and 11, provides theoretical base for
developing our concept hierarchy for analysis of the interview data in Nvivo and a
guide for constructing the Open Data Capability Architecture.
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Figure 10. Concept hierarchy – research question one
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Figure 11. Relating Capabilities – research question two
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4.3. NVivo Concept Hierarchy
In Figures 12 and 13, we show the concept hierarchy implemented in NVivo. Figures
present the top-level concepts or nodes and the relationships between nodes
corresponding to the first and second research question and the theoretical model of
this thesis.
In Figure 12, we show all the three main capability types (Value, Dynamic, and
Competitive) representing the main nodes and areas associated with each type
representing sub-nodes. Every node and sub-node is supported by a specific number
of references by ODOs (indicated by the References column). The Sources column
indicates how many documents (data source files generated from transcripts) are
associated with each capability type and areas. Some Source numbers exceed the
actual number of interviews (11 interviewees). This is due to other additional files that
can be generated by the coder in NVivo to better understand the data (e.g. Memos).

Figure 12. Top-level nodes implemented in NVivo
In Figure 13, we show all possible relationships between the capability areas.
Following the concept hierarchy presented in Figure 11, each relationships identified in
our theoretical model can get one of the three relationship type: Agree, Disagree, Not
Sure. The three answers are coded in NVivo as ‘Impacts-Agree’, ‘Impacts-Disagree’,
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and ‘Impacts-Maybe’. Depending on the response received from the ODOs
(interviewees), each relationship was coded. Every relationship coded is supported by
a specific number of references by ODOs (indicated by the References column). The
Sources column indicates how many of the interviewees mentioned a specific
relationship type between each two open data capabilities.

Figure 13. Relationships between nodes implemented in NVivo
Now we present one NVivo interface as an example of the coding of the transcripts to
the nodes. In Figure 14, we show the transcripts of two ODOs that are coded to subnode ‘Differentiation Strategies’ as part of ‘Business Development Strategy’ node. This
means that each text represents an open data competitive or strategic capabilities
related to differentiation and business development strategic capability.
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Figure 14. An example of coded interview transcripts in NVivo
Moreover, to capture specific open data capabilities which are associated with each
contextual relationship, we code the relevant text from the transcripts to the related
node. In Figure 15, we show specific open data capabilities which are associated with
the relationship ‘Knowledge Management and Organizational Capability Impacts
Process Innovation’ (node name in NVivo: R6 Source-Cap). Figure 15 shows that the 12
listed open data capabilities related to Knowledge Management and Organizational
Capability are impacting the Process Innovation.

Figure 15. An example of relationship-specific capabilities coded from the transcripts in
NVivo
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5.

Analysis

In this section, we present the analysis of the interviews data based on the Theoretical
Model and the Concept Hierarchy as the two instruments to study open data
capabilities as well as the relationship between capability areas.
During the analysis of the data, we found large numbers of open data capabilities
which were reported by interviewed ODOs. A list of all these capabilities is presented
in Appendix I. However, in this part, we only present open data capabilities that are
associated with each relationship. For example, if capability area “A” impacts
(conceptual relationship defined in this thesis) capability area “B”, and capability area
“A” consists of capability “a”, “b”, “c”, and “d”, in this part, we are interested to
investigate and report those capabilities, for instance “a”, “b”, that are found to
explicitly impact capability area “B”. Other words, capability area “A” is impacting
capability area “B” if there exist specific capabilities associated with “A” that are
impacting “B”.
In section 5.1, we present the qualitative analysis of the data representing the
relationships between each two open data capability areas and open data capabilities
associated with each relationship. To present open data capabilities, we separate
capabilities that were already reported in the literature (Section 2 and 3) from the new
capabilities that were discovered from the analysis by allowing new codes to
materialize. This is shown in section 5.1.1. In section 5.1.2, we present the analysis of
the data representing the relationships between pairs of the open data capability areas
and open data capabilities associated with each relationship. When presenting the
analysis of each relationship, we only present one example interview quotes. In
Appendix II, we present all other interviewees quotes to support our analysis. We
summarize this analysis by presenting open data capability model that accurately
reflects the analyzed data. The model is presented in section 5.1.3.
In section 5.2, we present the TISM analysis. Following TISM data analysis method, we
further analyzed our data by performing pair comparison of all the open data
capability areas to evolve hierarchical relationships among a set of areas. This well
known and widely used method allows us to construct well-articulated open data
capability architecture. In addition to the TISM, we conduct MICMAC analysis to
develop a better understanding of the dependencies between capability areas. This is
presented in section 5.3.

5.1. Open Data Capabilities and Relating Capability Areas
In this section, we present the data representing the specific open data capabilities
and relationships between each two open data capability areas.
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5.1.1. Open Data Capabilities
Our analysis revealed numbers of open data capabilities in which some have already
been reported in the literature on open data. We separate the existing open data
capabilities in the literature from the open data capabilities emerged in this study. To
separate the existing capabilities from the discovered capabilities, we first list down all
the capabilities found during the analysis and then, we identified and separate all the
existing capabilities from the discovered ones. In this thesis, discovered capabilities are
marked with asterisk (*). In the following parts, we present and explain the existing
and discovered open data capabilities. Lastly, we present the summary table of the
open data capabilities found from the analysis.
Existing Open Data Capabilities
In this part, we present open data capabilities which were found during the data
analysis. These capabilities were already established in extant literature. Open data
capabilities are presented based on the capability areas where they belong to.
IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities
IT and technological infrastructures is the mandatory capability area for generating
value from open data. This category of capabilities is often Internet-based
mechanisms for the coordinated discovery, generation, and use of open data to
develop data products and services. Two IT and Technological Infrastructure
capabilities that have been already reported in the literature were found during our
analyses. The two capabilities are Data Store and Computing Power, and APIs and
Channels. The first capability is associated with data storage and back-ups such as
storage capacity and computing facilities. These results suggest that it is essential for
ODOs to estimate data storage and data computing capacity appropriately. To
generate value from open data, capabilities such as Data and Big Data Technologies,
Data Management Systems, Geographic Information System, and Mainstream Cloud
Services are important in this capability area. In case of data product being the data
itself, it should be reachable by data users. Therefore, capabilities related to APIs and
Channel which is associated with availability and accessibility of APIs to external users
such as developers and other data users play a critical role. API development and
availability to expose data to data customers and users, APIs testing and bug fixing
[17], and making data APIs open to public [189] are reported to be important to ODOs.
Management and Data Governance Capabilities
This category of capabilities is about controlling things (people and data resources) and
action of management team to achieve data management and data governance
objectives. Governance refers to who holds the decision rights and is held accountable
for an organization’s decision-making about its data assets. Management capabilities
involves in making and implementing these decisions [190]. According to our analysis
and literature on open data, Open Data Standards is one essential capability for data
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governance. Our analysis revealed that, on the one hand, it is important to determine
the right standards for data quality and on the other hand, the management team
should be capable of understanding existing open data standards and also able to
determine the actual metrics employed for data quality in the organization. Moreover,
it was reported in the literature and confirmed by the interviewees that employing
existing best practices for data standards such as W3C best practices can help identify
ideal solution and stable development of data products and services.
Process Innovation Capabilities
Process innovation capabilities help build new or re-build resource configuration and
routines in order to adjust to changing environment as well as shaping the
organizational routines to enable strategy development and implementation. There
are two open data capabilities associated with this capability area. Both Assess and
Adopt Data Process Best Practices and Assess and Adopt New Data Processes and Tools
have been addressed by scholars and confirmed in this thesis. Literature and our
analysis suggest that these capabilities are necessary for reconfiguration of data
processes. Literature [126] and this study suggest that ODOs need to be able to
monitor the market to identify best practices around adding value to data processes
and assessing them in order to adopt the potential practice that suits the data product
and service of the organization. In addition to adopting best practices around data
processes, literature and our study suggest that, ODOs can reconfigure and improve
data processes by adopting new tools and processes [126]. Furthermore, literature and
our analysis revealed number of capabilities that can help ODOs in identifying and
adopting new tools and processes. Capabilities such as, using knowledge management
and organizational learning capabilities to identify new tools and processes;
familiarizing with the existing tools and processes in the data market; using business
data to understand how other businesses processes work; leverage organizational data
to identify new areas that requires reconfiguration rather than changing the whole
process or tool; close and mutual relationship with business partners; and focusing on
new reconfiguration that help ease and streamline the existing new data processes. To
add, literature and our analysis also revealed some of these new tools and processes,
for example, identifying and adopting new data management tools and processes;
adopting new data scrubbing processes; adopting new process to transform research
data to semantic syntax; identifying and adopting new visualization tool and processes
that can enable better communication with the data users; and adopting more steady
publishing process.
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
This open data capability area is concerned with how ODOs create, access [71][20][50],
search, explore, acquire, assimilate, and apply new knowledge that can be used to
explore and exploit opportunities [49]. This capability area encompasses identifying
and mapping knowledge created within the organization as well as outside the
organization. One open data related knowledge management and organizational
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learning capability has been reported in the literature and confirmed in this study.
Assess and Adopt Data Best Practices refers to the ability of the ODOs to evaluate
captured knowledge about data best practices such as W3C best practices around data
quality, data publication, data re-use, and data standards to identify and adopt the
best suitable practice for the organization. In addition to the literature, our analysis
also suggests that, business partners may bring good practices that were tested and
proven to be efficient in a particular context. Accordingly, our analysis also suggests
that, ODOs should not neglect this opportunity and therefore, should assess and adopt
practices that are appropriate to its use.
Value Chain Performance
This capability area is concerned with how ODOs apply changes in the value chain in
response to addressing internal and external environmental changes [74] in order to
optimize and increase performance of the produced data products and services. Assess
and Increase Data Domain and Feedback Loop and Data Request are the two
capabilities reported in literature and confirmed in our analysis. According to our
analysis and [32], organizations need to discover new sources of supply and developing
new organizational forms. Literature and analysis suggests that, in the context of open
data, organizations should be capable of assessing new data sources in order to
expand and increase the data domain in the organization. Improving the data domain
can improve the value chain performance as there is more data available to the
organization for use and integration. According to the analysis, increasing data
domains allow organizations to enhance and offer complete data products and
services. Moreover, according to our analysis and [32], ODOs are advised to use and
deploy open data to support positive customer relationship and quickly respond to
data customers. Based on our analysis as well as the literature, ODOs are required to
implement a feedback loop system where data consumers can submit their feedback
and comments about the data and its generated products and services. Systematic
feedback collection system should be implemented in priority to address customers’
needs. Feedback can help organizations to evaluate the performance of the data itself
and the data product and service and plan for improvement. Moreover, as part of this
capability, our analysis further suggests that, ODOs can also develop a prototype of the
product or service to collect feedback in which can help the organization to improve its
value chain and the solution. Another important practice for the systematic feedback
loop reported is to implement an automated data request service where data
consumers can register their data (dataset) request.
Management Functions
This capability area is concerned with the management capabilities in dealing with the
agility in the open data market and its competitive landscape. According to our
analysis and based on the literature on open data, management should be capable of
understanding and assessing organizations capability and resources as well as the
condition of the open data market to make smart decisions. Management function
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capability emphasized in the literature and confirmed in our analysis indicates that
managers should perform Market and Clients Assessment, in particular, managers
must think strategically and execute flawlessly [49] to access the data markets and for
building market positioning [74] if they want to succeed [49]. Analysis further revealed
that, they must also figure out how to harness and respond to client’s need and
request by identifying potential clients and assessing their preferences and needs.
Product and Service Strategic Capabilities
This strategic capability area is concerned with the data products and services. This
area allows ODOs to ensure that the data being used and transformed from one form
to another, to produce innovative products and services, is in its best form and can be
with the customer in a short lead time. There are five capabilities identified in the
literature and confirmed in our study that were considered to be essential for this
capability area. Three capabilities are devoted to data quality and the other two are
related to flexibility and delivery of the data products and services. Strategic
capabilities that help achieve data quality are Data Quality Continuous Monitoring,
Data Quality Attribute and Measurement, and Data Quality Evaluation. As suggested
by our study and the literature on open data, ODOs should monitor the quality of the
open data [139] and effectiveness of data quality processes [145] at all times and
develop and update quality attributes [145][140] and measurement [130] which are all
aligned with business value and the customer’s expectations. In terms of data quality
attributes and measurement, our analysis revealed that measurement attributes
choices or KPIs are very important as an incorrect measure may result in misplaced and
inappropriate product and service decisions. However, analysis suggests that, to
sustain the data quality, ODOs are advised to actively re-measure or evaluate existing
data quality levels at a regular basis [145]. Our analysis also revealed that, Data Quality
Check System plays a vital role in data quality as it continually check and validate the
data. The analysis of the data suggests that, to evaluate and validate the real time
data, ODOs can apply machine learning and probability models, and evaluation
algorithm to improve data quality.
Furthermore, as suggested in literature and our analysis, strategic capabilities that help
achieve flexibility and fast delivery of the data products and services are Fast and
Efficient Delivery through APIs, and Flexible Design for Data Service Expansion. To
outperform competitors, ODOs are advised to be fast in delivering offerings to their
clients otherwise, the opportunity will be lost to the rivals. In this regard, being capable
of delivering data via APIs reported to be a very efficient competitive solution for
faster delivery. In addition, analysis and literature suggest that, ODOs should be
prepared to accept new data and expand the stock of data capital in the big data
management system by using big data integration technologies [135], expand the
volume of data products and services [149] [129] [140] [130], and expand the crossfunctional project to other initiatives [139].
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Business Development Strategic Capabilities
Open data business development strategic capability is concerned with matching
consumer’s needs, wants, desires, preferences, and buying patterns to the capabilities
of the organization, based on the skills and resources available to the organization,
leading to the issue of core competence [150]. It can simply be described as a longterm business planning. In relation to this area, numbers of capabilities have been
identified in the literature and confirmed in our analysis. To develop competitive data
product and service, it is important to expose and understand relationships between
different data (Data Relationship Discovery) [151]. Data holds considerable value and
when connections between different datasets are discovered, organizations can
execute data combination and integration more intelligently. Open Data Market
Oversight to identify potentials and harvest new market demands [133][102] and
Moving from Close Data Ownership towards Shared Data [133] truly have an influence
on the organization’s business development decisions. According to [155] and based
on our analysis, ODOs that wish to obtain expected normal returns from the market
must be consistently better informed concerning the open data market and future of
the industry. By opening up the data to the market, organization can seize the
opportunity to communicate with the market and data consumers and this allow new
market and growth opportunities to emerge. However, [136] highlights and our
analysis revealed that in order to obtain market opportunity to grow the business, the
management team and decision makers in the organization should be able to
Understand and Develop Open Data and Big Data Capabilities in particular improving
social capabilities that can support and enable forming New Contracts and Agreements
with Data Users to work with variety of data suppliers focusing on technology and
market niche [139]. Nevertheless, as part of this capability area, this study and the
literature on open data suggest that, management should be capable of Understanding
and Following the Legal Framework within each Sector [133] and data protection acts
[140].
Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities
Relational rent strategic capabilities treat ODOs business groups as a form of interorganizational network that generates rents among affiliated organizations as
compared to independent organization [102].
According to [158], it is fairly cheaper to acquire, transfer and use knowledge and
capabilities generated within the organization than outside. Our analysis and the
literature advise that, it is critical to plan and create Team Collaboration and Sharing
which would provide strong links, frequent dialogue and ongoing collaboration
between professionals within the organization [136]. It is also potential to develop
virtual collaborative environment, data sharing and communication programs between
departments and individuals to transform from a “need to know” to a “responsibility
to provide” mindset [133][138]. Another potential area reported in the literature and
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confirmed in this anslysis is to create Internal Data Warehouse to explore the potential
value of organizational data capital [142] and for key decision-making activities [140].
In terms of generating rent from external organizations, literature [133][140] and our
analysis report that ODOs should be flexible and prepared to Open their Data to Other
Companies and promote the culture of opening more data than the culture of
receiving data. This will establish trust and unleash opportunities. Our analysis
suggests that, to do that, ODOs can open up updated organizational External Data
Warehouse to others [140] to increase volume of data (foregone data) from
interaction activities [142] and to commit/use vast amounts of data to/from data
brokers [140].
Rent can also be generated from data product and service customers or data
consumers. Reported in literature and confirmed in this study that, ODOs can open
their Data and Tools to Customers to Investigate Value and Needs. By this, the
organization can articulate the benefits of the data and tools use by customers to
enhance features, improve data products and services [136] and to tap into the
resources of the crowd to find out which of the organization’s many datasets has more
value to the customers [5].
Emergent Open Data Capabilities
In this part, we present all the emerging capabilities for ODOs that were identified
during the data analysis. Open data capabilities are presented based on the capability
areas where they belong to.
Individual Competences and Expertise
Our analysis revealed two new capabilities for this area: Regular Reports and Prior
Open Data Learning and Experiences. Regular Report refers to the ability of the
working individuals in the organization to generate smart report indicating project,
experiments, and task related learning and recommendations. Insights from working
individuals in the organization should be valued as employees are one of the potential
sources of knowledge. For example, if employees are engaged with clients, they have
the ability to generate knowledge about new customer’s demand and, know for
example, what kind of data they look for or what services they need. Reports
generated are very valuable as the knowledge and information it holds can help the
organization to improve customer satisfaction. In addition, our analysis suggests that,
prior working individual’s experiences with open data is considerably important as
experienced individuals can identify problems faster, share learning with others,
engage in training other employees, and etc.
IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities
Six new capabilities have emerged for developing and implementing IT and
Technological Infrastructure capability in ODOs. Data Collection Infrastructure
capability collects runtime application performance data from hosts in a distributed
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environment where the organization can view and analyze the collected data. One
example of data collection infrastructure that has been repeatedly mentioned by
interviewed ODOs is Sensors which is a real-time data infrastructure that collects
specific data to provide the data required for the previously defined analysis scenarios.
ODOs reported that, performance of these infrastructures needs to be monitored to
ensure the data collected are of expected quality and usable for the purpose.
Therefore, our analysis revealed that ODOs are advised to adopt Data Infrastructure
Performance Monitoring System. This system, graph, analyze, correlate and compare
data infrastructure performance metrics that facilities ODOs to know how well their
data infrastructure works and what is the validity ratio of the data collected. This
specific system collects series of data around infrastructure efficiency and
performance so if there is any problem and issues, organizations are notified right
away so that the organization can effectively maintain the health of its data
infrastructure.
Another capability reported is Data and Big Data Technologies consist of all the
technical capabilities including capabilities for storing and querying data and big data
as well as analysis of the data. Some examples from the interviewed organizations are,
Hadoop, URIs, and Resource Description Framework (RDF). Our analysis suggests that,
these technologies are used for data analytics as they are the technological
underpinning of Analytics Tools. Moreover, our study revealed that, special data
analytics tools and visual analytics tools can be used by ODOs for advanced data
analytics and to query and combine datasets in a visual interface. As reported by the
interviewed ODOs, visual analytics tools are useful for less programming experienced
organization as it does not require programming language like SQL. Some of the data
analytics tools highlighted in our analysis are Tableau, Open Refine, Rapid Miner,
Trifacta, and Qlikview. However, they are used in different context and generate
different knowledge. ODOs suggest that, to maximize knowledge and learning
generated from these tools, it is essential to use dashboards that provide an overview
of the performance in a visual form.
The collected and analyzed data require storing and managing. Data Management
Systems allows ODOs to store data and create a single view of the data. MongoDB has
been reported as one of these systems that allows easy and quick implementation of
data management system.
Management and Data Governance Capabilities
In this area, numbers of capabilities were identified during our analysis. One capability
is for management team to understand the Data Concept. Analysis suggests that,
understanding the concept will enable the data management and governance team to
realize the data value and be able to perform Data Value Governance. As being
highlighted by one interviewed organization, data value governance related to the
ability of the management team to realize, maintain, and govern the value of a
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particular dataset. There are number of capabilities found during our analysis that can
facilitate the team to perform data and data value governance. Capabilities such as,
understanding and implementing Data Privacy, following Open Data Guidelines such as
Sunlight Foundation Guidelines on Data Policy, developing and implementing Data
Strategy and Data Governance Model, and understanding and following data related
EU Directive (for organizations in Europe). Furthermore, Data Modeling is also found to
be an essential capability for data management and governance as data modeling
identifies and organizes the data requirements.
Analysis also shows that another critical and significant capability is to follow Open
Data Legal Frameworks to implement data related activities specifically for publishing
the data. Following and implementing based on the legal frameworks will help sustain
legal environment for using open data.
Nevertheless, analysis suggests that, some level of management Technical Knowledge
is necessary to obtain and maintain proper data management and data governance in
the organization. Knowledge of CKAN, Drupal, Data Management Tools, Data
Publishing Pipelines, and Standardization Technologies such as RDF and URI reported
to be essential but not mandatory. However, the capability of the management team
in inspiring and promoting Data Cultural Shift or change is essential in order to create a
shared vision and leverage data as a potential organizational asset.
Process Innovation Capabilities
In this area, four capabilities that facilitate process innovation in ODOs were obtained
from the analysis. First of all, it was reported that, ODOs are required to Assess and
Increase Data Process Efficiency as efficient processes are faster, consistent, and more
eligible to the requirements. Furthermore, process innovation capability requires
Resource Availability and Allocation. The organization can leverage its own resources if
available to the organization otherwise, the organization is obliged to acquire
necessary resources from the business partners by Adopting 3rd Party Vendor’s Data
Processes. Additionally, ODOs can also form alliance with potential business partners
and form Alliance-Based Data Processes where part of the process is developed by the
partner organization and adopted in the organization.
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
Knowledge and learning can either be obtained at the intra-organizational level or at
the inter-organizational level. At the inter-organizational level, our analysis suggests
that Knowledge Acquisition through Open Data Market Learning, Merging with
knowledge management team of partner organizations, collecting knowledge by
Engaging and Participating in the Open Data Ecosystem and through Collaborative
Open Data Projects and Learning are those capabilities for ODOs to obtain knowledge
from outside. At the intra-organizational level, knowledge can be obtained from
individuals in the organization by Involving Individuals in the Knowledge Creation
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Process as every individual in the organization is a strong source of knowledge and
experiences from working in different projects and with data clients.
However, our analysis highlights that, obtained knowledge must be well managed and
structured in order to generate and deliver information and learning that can be used
to improve the organization’s overall objectives. This study revealed that, knowledge
Management Tools and, Research and Development capabilities play a role in
Accessing and Analyzing Acquired Knowledge from the community and Assessing and
Analyzing the Internal Knowledge. Knowledge assessment is important because it
enables other capabilities such as Identify Training Areas for the employees and
identifying Open Data Offering’s Problem Scope. Externally acquired knowledge and
internally collected knowledge can be further processed for Knowledge Clustering and
Classification which can be used for Knowledge Pattern Development that revealed
significant information about the organization.
Value Chain Performance
Two capabilities belonging to this capability area were identified from the analyzed
data; Assess Open Data Offering Performance and Requirements and Co-Creating Open
Data Offering. Both capabilities play a key role in improving value chain performance.
Analysis suggests that, the existing open data offerings must be evaluated against its
performance and requirements. The developed data product and service should meet
the requirements specified during the data modeling and product and service design.
In addition, in open data market, it is very important to engage data consumers or data
product and service customers in every stage of the value chain. Based on our data,
involving clients in the product and service development process can enable in
advance communication between the organization and the customers. This will reduce
un-necessary development time. By engaging clients and hearing what they need and
how flexible and easy they can work with the tools and features of the product; ODOs
are able to release or publish a data product and service that meets the demand.
Management Functions
Our analysis revealed several capabilities that are associated with this area that can
enable and increase agility in the ODOs. Analysis suggests that, in the dynamic open
data industry, it is the management team who decides and Identify New Areas of
Operation. This capability involves the management team to monitor activities and
demands in the market and develop a new direction around capabilities and expertise
available to the organization. To do so, analysis highlights that, the team needs to carry
out Research about the market to identify potentials. However, conducting Financial
and Investment Assessment is a prerequisite to any further decision. As suggested by
the interviewed ODOs, the management team should know how much the change
costs and if the estimated cost can be covered by the investment and finance available
to the organization. If the change is related to the technological aspects of the
organization, management team should first conduct Technical Assessment before
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making a decision for change. Our analysis suggests that, management should also
perform technical assessment for open data technological advancement in the market.
This capability entails management team to carefully assess existing data technologies,
infrastructures, tools, and technical solutions (e.g. new Cloud-based data
infrastructure) and adopt those that fit to the organization’s objectives the most.
Product and Service Strategic Capabilities
In this area, our analysis revealed numbers of capabilities for ODOs. One capability is
the Constant Increase of Data Quality. This allows ODOs to offer the right data product
and service by continuously monitoring the effectiveness and quality of the data
generated from the data infrastructure or collected via different data sources. As
mentioned by the interviewed ODOs, not addressing the poor quality of data may
result in adverse effects, such as customer attrition or severe loss in open data market
share. Our analysis revealed that, Data Quality Assessment Tools enable ODOs to
searching through every data to find data irregularities. These tools have the capability
to profile the data for the organization. Another aspect of Constant Increase of Data
Quality capability is how to prevent future "dirty data" from being entered as this kind
of data negatively affects the decision-making process. Our analysis suggests that, as
part of this capability, ODOs should identify the root causes for the data defects.
Supporting Data with Metadata is a capability to remove defects and increase the
quality of the data and data products and services. Ability to perform data verification
reported to play a role in increasing data quality. However, not all data defects are
related to procedure, processes, and data infrastructures. Many data violations can
still occur because of human error and negligence. Therefore, analysis advised ODOs to
institute data quality training to address poor and dirty data entry into the system.
Moreover, the quality data and data products and services should reach to the
consumers and customers if the organization wants to tap into the potential of the
demand. If the customers’ requests are not responded to within a specified period of
time, the organization looses the opportunity to provide as the request will be
responded by the competitors. Analysis shows that, to decrease the response time,
ODOs should be able to develop Criteria Search-based Quick Response and Updatebased Quick Response. These two capabilities allow the ODOs to respond to
customer’s particular need. Criteria search-based response allows customers and data
consumers to get response based on their proffered criteria. Update-based response
allows the customers and data consumers to get response based on the update they
requested. Both capabilities are very important as the organization can provide
customers and consumers with what being requested.
Business Development Strategic Capabilities
Analysis revealed numbers of capabilities for this area. Strategic capabilities such as
Analysis of the State of the Art around data technologies and processes and Engaging
in Various Open Data Projects can facilitate ODOs to establish awareness and collect
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knowledge that is needed to Identify Good Data Sources to Collecting large amount of
Data from the data market and partner organizations. ODOs repeatedly reported that,
being able to collect large volume of data is very central to the organization because,
the organization can develop new business model on top of the data. This strategic
capability impacts data integration and encourage ODOs to enforce Advanced
Integration. Based on our data, availability of large volume of data and advanced
integration can reveal information that can be utilized by the organization to Find,
Target, and Operate in New Open Data Sectors by using data to introduce and make
Disruptive Data Product Innovation which can be demonstrated and provided in the
market. ODOs can also use data and capabilities available to the organization to be
able to identify the Target Market in which the organization wants to serve.
Intelligently selecting the target market and target data consumers and customers can
allow the organization to uniquely craft its offering. However, to do that, analysis
provides that, ODOs are required to understand and develop more Data and Big Data
Capabilities. In addition, data shows that, Focusing on Principles of Data and Big Data
is crucial when organizations wants to target a specific sector and respond to a
particular demand because, these principles help organize large volumes of data,
achieve data permanence when the content of the data is constantly changing, and
avoid the common mistakes that endanger development of data products and
services.
To efficiently use the massive data available to the organization and make more
informed business development decisions, analysis suggests that, ODOs are required
to Allocate Resource and Budget. Data resources are critical assets to the ODOs and
distribution of resources in particular, finance and how precisely funds are to be used
can determine success or failure of the organization. Therefore, the management team
is advised to be able to Contain Cost by maintain expense levels to prevent
unnecessary spending or thoughtfully reducing expenses to improve profitability. Our
analysis revealed that, data process automation can be one way to contain cost.
Moreover, pricing data products and services can also help increase level of finance
available to the organization. Our analysis highlights three pricing mechanisms: 1)
Product-save-time Pricing which is referred to the ability of the organization to identify
how much the sold data product and service saves the time of utilizing/purchasing
company/organization because, other organizations look for cost-saving alternatives;
2) Resource-based Pricing is referred to the ability of the ODOs to price the data
products and services based on the resources spent. One way to reduce the price in
this mechanism is to reduce unnecessary human resource by increasing data process
efficiency and putting in place more automated data processes; the last mechanism is
3) Value-based Pricing which is referred to the ability of the ODOs to identify and
realize value proposition of other similar products and services in the market and
compare it with the value proposition of their offering and the amount of work and
intelligence they devoted.
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Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities
Based on our analysis, there are different ways to generate rent. Rent can be mostly
generated at the inter-organizational level which includes rent generated from partner
organizations or businesses outside the network as well as rent generated from the
customers. However, relational rent is also possible at the intra-organizational level
which is referred to the exchange of rent between individuals in the organization. Data
analysis suggests that, relational rent capabilities for businesses outside the network
can be generated by Providing as Open Source. ODOs can publish part or all of the
developed data products and services as open source. This allows organizations to
constantly collect data from the users around their experiences in working with the
product or service. The data can be used to improve the product and service or to
develop a new offering. In addition, analysis shows that, Merging with Other
Companies or organizations will increase the chance of using open data generated by
the organization. However, ODOs can tap into the vast potential of data available to
the organization by developing External Data Warehouse where data collected,
generated, or processed can be openly available to others. ODOs reported that, when
data is used by others for different purposes, organization is able to establish
understanding about how far the data can go and what kinds of data products and
services can be generated out of the data. In addition, new business interaction and
new clients may emerge. Data available through external data warehouse can also be
used by general public and developers to build apps and services that can generate
data when used.
Analysis highlights that, ODOs are required to be able to Share Resources and
Capabilities to partner organizations to generate and maintain rent. ODOs can provide
their available data resources and capabilities to their partner organizations to receive
rent from the partners. However, implementing this capability requires identifying
potential partners.
Our analysis revealed numbers of capabilities for generating rent from data consumers
and data products and service customers. These capabilities are: 1) Build Example from
your Data and Linked Data: this capability is related to the ability of the organization to
build an example of the data product and service they offer to attract potential clients.
As such, one example is to build open data portal or linked data site based on publicly
available data to inform potential clients to understand what open data and linked
data really is and how it helps solve their problems and help save considerable amount
of time in their organization. This capability can inform potential clients what the
organization is capable of and what it can do for them; 2) Develop Testable Prototype
for Customers: this would be more or less similar to the previous one however, this
capability relates to the data product such as data platforms. Developing a testable
prototype of the product can help the organization to collect user’s feedbacks and
ideas. Some of the ideas may result in enhancing the solution; and 3) to Collect Data
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User's Stories: ODOs can actively collect user’s stories around how they interact with
the data product and service. User’s stories help them identify what are the wrong and
right things the organization have done and assist the organization in finding the areas
the organization should develop.
Open Data Capabilities – A Summary Table
In Table 6, we present a summary table of all the capabilities identified in our analysis
that have associated relationships. Emergent capabilities are marked with asterisk.
Each capability area is given a capability number.
Table 6. Open data capabilities associated with the relationships – A summary table of
open data capabilities presented in this section
Open Data Value Capabilities
C1- Individual Competences and Expertise Capabilities
No.
Value Capability Areas
C1-1
C1-2
C1-3
C1-4
C1-5
C1-6
C1-7

Common Open Data Value
Capabilities to all Areas

Generating Data
Data Processing
Data Storage and Computing Facilities
Data Release
Providing Access to Data and APIs
Publishing
Data Retrieval

Regular Reports*
Prior Open Data Learning and
Experiences*

C4 - Open Data IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities
No.
Value Capability Areas
Common Open Data Open Data Value Capabilities Specific to
Value Capabilities
each Area
to all Areas
Generating Data
Data Collection Infrastructure*
C4-1
Data Infrastructure Performance
Monitoring System*
Sensors*
Data Processing
Analytics Tools*
C4-2
Data Infrastructure Performance
Data and Big Data
Monitoring System*
Technologies*
Data Storage and
Data Management Systems*
C4-3
Computing Facilities
Data Store and Computing Power
C4-4
Data Release
C4-5
Providing Access to
APIs and Channels
Data and APIs
C4-6
Publishing
C4-7
Data Retrieval
C4-8
Data Usage
Data Infrastructure Performance
Monitoring System *
C5 - Open Data Management and Data Governance Capabilities
No.

Value Capability Areas

C5-1

Generating Data

Common Open Data
Value Capabilities to all
Areas

Open Data Value Capabilities Specific
to each Area
Data Policy*
Data Value Governance*
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C5-2

Data Processing

Data Standards

C5-3

Data Storage and
Computing Facilities
Data Release
Providing Access to
Data and APIs
Publishing

Data Best Practices*

C5-4
C5-5
C5-6

Data Privacy*

Data Modeling*
Data Policy*

Data Policy*

Governance Model*
Technical Knowledge*

C5-7

Data Retrieval

Data Privacy*

C5-8

Data Usage

Data Strategy*
Technical Knowledge*

Data Concept*
Open Data Guidelines*
Data Policy*
Data Value Governance*
EU Directives*
Legal Frameworks*
Data Standards
Governance Model*
Data Best Practices*
Data Cultural Shift*
Data Policy*

Open Data Dynamic Capabilities
C6 - Process Innovation Capabilities
No.
Open Data Dynamic Capabilities
rd
C6-1
Adopting 3 Party Vendor’s Data Processes*
C6-2
Alliance-Based Data Processes*
C6-3
Assess and Adopt Data Process Best Practices
C6-4
Assess and Adopt New Data Processes and Tools
C6-5
Assess and Increase Data Process Efficiency*
C6-6
Open Data Related Resource Availability and Allocation*
C7 - Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities
No.
Open Data Dynamic Capabilities
C7-1
Assess and Adopt Data Best Practices
C7-2
Access and Analyze Acquired Knowledge*
C7-3
Assess and Identify Open Data Training Areas*
C7-4
Assess, Capture, and Analyze Internal Knowledge*
C7-5
Collaborative Open Data Projects and Learning*
C7-7
Engage and Participate in Data Ecosystem*
C7-8
Involve Individuals in Knowledge Creation Process*
C7-9
Knowledge Acquisition and Mergers*
C7-10 Knowledge Clustering and Classification*
Atlassian
C7-11 Knowledge Management Tools*
GitHub
Other Tools
C7-12 Open Data Market Learning*
C7-13 Knowledge Pattern Development and Use*
C7-14 Open Data Offering’s Problem Scope Identification*
C7-15 Research and Development*
C8 - Value Chain Performance Capabilities
No.
Open Data Dynamic Capabilities
C8-1
Assess and Increase Data Domain
C8-2
Assess Open Data Offering Performance and Requirements*
C8-3
Co-Creating Open Data Offering*
C8-4
Feedback Loop and Data Request
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C10 - Management Functions Capabilities
No.
Open Data Dynamic Capabilities
C10-1
Agile Mind-Set*
C10-3
Financial and Investment Assessment*
C10-4
Identify New Areas of Operation*
C10-5
Open Data Market and Clients Assessment
C10-7
Research Skills*
C10-10 Data Technical Assessment*

Open Data Competitive Capabilities
C12 - Product and Service Strategic Capability
No.
Competitive Capability Areas
Open Data Competitive Capabilities
C12-1
Quality Strategic Capability
Data Quality Continuous Monitoring
Constantly Increase Data Quality*
Data Quality Attribute and Measurement
Support Data with Metadata*
Data Quality Evaluation
Using Data Quality Assessment Tools*
C12-2
Delivery Strategic Capability
Fast and Efficient Delivery through APIs
C12-3
Flexibility Strategic Capability
Flexible Design for Data Service Expansion
C12-4
Response Time Strategic
Criteria Search-based Quick Response*
Capability
Update-based Quick Response*
C13 - Business Development Strategic Capabilities
No.
Competitive Capability Areas
Open Data Competitive Capabilities
C13-1 Differentiation Strategic Capability
Advanced Integration*
Analysis of the State of the Art*
Collecting Large amount of Data*
Data Relationship Discovery
Disruptive Data Product Innovation*
Identify Good Data Sources*
C13-2 Growth and Commercialization
Engaging in Various Projects*
Strategic Capability
Focus on Principles of Big Data*
Move from Close Data to Shared Data
Targeting New Sectors*
Understand and Develop Open Data and Big Data
Capabilities*
C13-3 Management Strategic Capability
Cost Containing*
Resource and Budget Allocation*
Understanding Legal Framework within each Sector
C13-4 Market Strategic Capability
Find and Provide to a Related Open Data Market*
New Contracts and Agreements with Data Users
Operate in a New Open Data Sector*
Oversee Data Market
Targeted Market*
C13-5 Pricing Strategic Capability
Product-save-time Pricing*
Resource-based Pricing*
Value-based Pricing*
C14 - Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities
No.
Competitive Capability Areas
C14-1
Business Strategic Capability

Open Data Competitive Capabilities
Provide as Open Source*
Open your Data to Other Companies
Merging with Other Companies*
External Data Warehouse
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C14-2
C14-3

Partner Strategic Capability
Customer Strategic Capability

C14-4

Intra-Firm Strategic Capability

Share of Resources and Capabilities*
External Data Warehouse*
Build Example from your Data and Linked Data*
Develop Testable Prototype for Customers*
Open your Data and Tools to Customers to Investigate
Value and Needs
Collect Data User's Stories*
Team Collaboration and Sharing
Internal Data Warehouse

In the following section, we present the analysis of the relationships found during the
data analysis. A detailed data is presented in the Appendix II.
5.1.2. Relating Capability Areas
In this section, we present the analysis of the data related to the relationships
between each two open data capability areas. A total number of 27 relationships were
identified and are presented in this section. We also present a set of capability that has
association with each relationship. Another word, capability area “A” is impacting
capability area “B” if there exist specific capabilities associated with “A” that are
impacting “B”.
5.1.2.1. (R1) Management and Data Governance Capabilities Impacting IT
and Technological Infrastructure
This relationship depicts that Management and Data Governance capabilities are
impacting the IT and Technological Infrastructure of the ODOs. Seven (63%) ODOs
confirmed that there is an impact from the source capability areas to the target area.
As an example, I highlights the importance of the technical knowledge of the
management team.
“I should know the existing data infrastructure, tools, techniques so that I can decide
what to invest, select, and implement in my company.”- I
Table below summarizes the Management and Data Governance capabilities
developed and implemented in these organizations. These capabilities directly impact
IT and Technological Infrastructure of the organization.
Table 7. Open Data Management and Data Governance Capabilities Associated with R1
C5 - Open Data Management and Data Governance Capabilities
5-1
Data Policy
Data Value Governance
Data Standards
C5-2
Data Modelling
Data Policy
Data
Best
Practices
C5-3
C5-4
Data Policy
Data Privacy
C5-5
C5-6
Data Concept
Governance Model
Open Data Guidelines
Data Policy
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Technical Knowledge

C5-7

Data Privacy

C5-8

Data Strategy
Technical Knowledge

Data Value Governance
EU Directives
Legal Frameworks
Data Standards
Governance Model
Data Best Practices
Data Cultural Shift
Data Policy

5.1.2.2. (R2) IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities Impacting
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
This relationship depicts that IT and Technological Infrastructure capabilities are
impacting the Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning of the ODOs. Ten
(90%) ODOs confirmed that there is an impact from the source capability area to the
target area. As an example, J stresses that large amount of information and data is
created form data infrastructure and technologies used in the organization which is a
rich source of knowledge.
“This is so obvious as data and information developed through implementation and
maintaining data infrastructure can be used by knowledge management team for
resource and capability planning.” – J
Table below summarizes the IT and Technological Infrastructure capabilities developed
and implemented in these organizations. These capabilities directly impact the
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning of the organization.
Table 8. Open Data IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities Associated with R2
C4 - Open Data IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities
Data Collection Infrastructure*
C4-1
Data Infrastructure Performance Monitoring System*
Sensors*
Analytics Tools*
C4-2 Data and Big Data
Data Infrastructure Performance Monitoring System*
Technologies*
Data Management Systems*
C4-3
Data Store and Computing Power
C4-4
C4-5
APIs and Channels
C4-6
C4-7
C4-8
Data Infrastructure Performance Monitoring System*

5.1.2.3. (R3) Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
Capabilities Impacting IT and Technological Infrastructure
This relationship depicts that Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
capabilities are impacting the IT and Technological infrastructure of the ODOs. Ten
(90%) ODOs confirmed that there is an impact from the source capability area to the
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target area. As an example, H stresses that knowledge is a critical asset to their
organization. Knowledge collected from different sources is used to improve existing
data infrastructure and technologies.
“Knowledge is the driver in our department. Knowledge and learning collected about
different public sector organizations and the kind of data they produce will help us
understand how and with what technologies or data infrastructure we can use, publish,
and make their data available to the public. Knowledge of the environment, other
departments, and other public sector organizations can assist us to identify the best
possible technological infrastructure for collecting more data and publishing more.” – H
Table below summarizes the Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
capabilities developed and implemented in these organizations. These capabilities
directly impact the IT and Technological Infrastructure of the organization.
Table 9. Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Associated with R3
C7 - Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
C7-1
Assess and Adopt Data Best Practices
C7-2
Access and Analyze Acquired Knowledge
C7-4
Assess, Capture, and Analyse Internal Knowledge
C7-5
Collaborative Open Data Projects and Learning
C7-7
Engage and Participate in Data Ecosystem
C7-9
Knowledge Acquisition and Mergers
C7-10 Knowledge Clustering and Classification
Atlassian
GitHub
Other Tools

C7-11

Knowledge Management Tools

C7-12
C7-14

Open Data Market Learning
Open Data Offering’s Problem Scope Identification

5.1.2.4. (R4) Process Innovation Capabilities Impacting Value Chain
Performance
This relationship depicts that Process Innovation Capabilities are impacting the Value
Chain Performance of the ODOs. All (100%) ODOs confirmed that there is an impact
from the source capability area to the target area. As an example, I claimed that open
data value chain consists of phases in which each phase is completed with number of
processes. Therefore, the quality and efficiency of the processes influence the
performance of the value chain.
“Changing a process will definitely change the value chain performance. The value
chain is a process with multiple processes. If there is an improvement in one process
there is definitely a change in value chain performance. In I, if we improve our process
of scientific data collection/extraction and data processing, we can definitely improve
the value of our data we offer to our clients through our software. With a more
effective and efficient processes, we can even identify new client’s need therefore we
can design new product that can address the needs.” - I
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Table below summarizes the Process Innovation capabilities developed and
implemented in these organizations. These capabilities directly impact the Value Chain
Performance of the organization.
Table 10. Process Innovation Capabilities Associated with R4
C6 - Process Innovation Capabilities
rd
C6-1
Adopting 3 Party Vendor’s Data Processes*
C6-2
Alliance-Based Data Processes*
C6-3
Assess and Adopt Data Process Best Practices*
C6-4
Assess and Adopt New Data Processes and Tools
C6-5
Assess and Increase Data Process Efficiency
C6-6
Open Data Related Resource Availability and Allocation*

5.1.2.5. (R5) Value Chain Performance Capabilities Impacting Process
Innovation
This relationship depicts that Value Chain Performance Capabilities are impacting the
Process Innovation of the ODOs. All (100%) ODOs confirmed that there is an impact
from the source capability area to the target area. As an example, I confirms that the
overall performance of the value chain can inform how well the organization is doing
in terms of its data processes.
“Capabilities around value chain performance can define how well the product and
service works. If these capabilities are not sufficient, the performance of product and
service and their value chain is affected negatively and one main reason why this
happens is insufficient data processes. Feedback from our value chain can help us redevelop our processes.” – I
Table below summarizes the Value Chain Performance capabilities developed and
implemented in these organizations. These capabilities directly impact the Process
Innovation of the organization.
Table 11. Value Chain Performance Capabilities Associated with R5
C8 - Value Chain Performance Capabilities
C8-1
Assess and Increase Data Domain
C8-2
Assess Open Data Offering Performance and Requirements
C8-3
Co-Creating Open Data Offering
C8-4
Feedback Loop and Data Request

5.1.2.6. (R6) Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
Capabilities Impacting Process Innovation
This relationship depicts that Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
Capabilities are impacting the Process Innovation of the ODOs. All (100%) ODOs
confirmed that there is an impact from the source capability area to the target area. As
an example, I recognizes and emphasis on the significant role of the knowledge
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management capabilities and tools on the process innovation. Knowledge collected
from various sources enable the organization in identifying and adopting new and
innovative data related processes.
“Good knowledge management and organizational learning capabilities can deliver
new ways of doing our business. If we acquire knowledge from our partners around for
example their publication process or around data analysis and visualization process, we
would be able to innovate our own whenever we think it is necessary.” - I
Table below summarizes the Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
capabilities developed and implemented in these organizations. These capabilities
directly impact the Process Innovation of the organization.
Table 12. Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities Associated
with R6
C7 - Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities
C7-1
Assess and Adopt Data Best Practices
C7-2
Assess and Analyze Acquired Knowledge
C7-4
Assess, Capture, and Analyse Internal Knowledge
C7-5
Collaborative Open Data Projects and Learning
C7-7
Engage and Participate in Data Ecosystem
C7-9
Knowledge Acquisition and Mergers
C7-10 Knowledge Clustering and Classification
C7-11 Knowledge Management Tools
Atlassian
GitHub
Other Tools
C7-12
C7-13
C7-14
C7-15

Open Data Market Learning
Knowledge Pattern Development and Use
Open Data Offering’s Problem Scope Identification
Research and Development

5.1.2.7. (R7) Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
Capabilities Indirectly Impacting Value Chain Performance
This relationship depicts that Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
Capabilities are indirectly impacting the Value Chain Performance of the ODOs. Nine
(82%) ODOs agreed with indirect relation from the source capability area to the target
area. As an example, I stresses that knowledge acquired from internal and external
sources does not directly impact the value chain performance. I sees the role of
process innovation capabilities stronger than the role knowledge management and
organizational learning capability plays in improving value chain performance. I claims
that, value chain consists of inter-related processes in which process innovation
capabilities can directly influence. As a result, respondents claim that knowledge
management and organizational learning capabilities impact value chain performance
through process innovation capabilities.
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“I believe that knowledge management capabilities link to value chain performance
capabilities is weak or indirect. Because, we believe that there is a hierarchy. We first
need resources, tools, infrastructure, models and etc. Then we use knowledge to form
them together. This is what is called a Process. So process is an inter-related activity
that at the end delivers a result specific to that process. The results of one or different
processes can then deliver a product or service. Therefore, in this case, knowledge
management capabilities impact value chain performance using process innovation.” - I
5.1.2.8. (R8) Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
Capabilities Impacting Individual Competences and Expertise
This relationship depicts that Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
Capabilities are impacting the Individual Competences and Expertise of the ODOs. All
(100%) ODOs confirmed that there is an impact from the source capability area to the
target area. As an example, I stresses the importance of knowledge collected internally
from the employees for developing expertise and skills of the employees.
“We give training to individuals. With a good knowledge management we identify
areas that people need training.” - I
Table below summarizes the Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
capabilities developed and implemented in these organizations. These capabilities
directly impact the Individual Competences of the open data organization.
Table 13. Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities Associated
with R8
C7 - Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities
C7-3
Assess and Identify Open Data Training Areas
C7-4
Assess, Capture, and Analyse Internal Knowledge
C7-5
Collaborative Open Data Projects and Learning
C7-8
Involve Individuals in Knowledge Creation Process
C7-9
Knowledge Acquisition and Mergers
C7-12 Open Data Market Learning

5.1.2.9. (R9) Individual Competences and Expertise Impacting Knowledge
Management and Organizational Learning
This relationship depicts that Individual Competences and Expertise are impacting the
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning of the ODOs. All (82%) ODOs
confirmed that there is an impact from the source capability area to the target area.
These organizations recognize that information related to for example projects and
employees’ experiences should be transferred to the knowledge management team
for optimal use in the organization. As an example, I stresses the importance of
knowledge created by each working individual in the organization on the knowledge
management and organizational learning capability.
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“Who are the providers of this knowledge; it is people, individuals in the organization. I
strongly believe that individual’s data related to their skills, experiences and
capabilities can develop better and stronger knowledge management capabilities.” - I
Table below summarizes the Individual Competences developed and implemented in
these organizations that can directly impact the Knowledge Management and
Organizational Learning of the ODOs.
Table 14. Individual Competences and Expertise Capabilities Associated with R9
C1- Individual Competences and Expertise Capabilities
C1-1
Generating Data Capabilities
C1-2
Data Processing Capabilities
C1-3
Data Storage and Computing Facilities Capabilities
C1-4
Data Release Capabilities
C1-5
Providing Access to Data and APIs Capabilities
C1-6
Publishing Capabilities
C1-7
Data Retrieval Capabilities

Regular Reports*

Prior Open Data Learning and
Experiences*

5.1.2.10. (R10) Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
Capabilities impacting the Organization
This relationship depicts that Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
capabilities are impacting the organization of the ODOs. Seven (64%) ODOs confirmed
that there is an impact from the source capability area to the target area. As an
example, J acknowledges the importance of knowledge management and
organizational learning capability in the organization. Furthermore, J admits that a
good knowledge collection and management can reveal new management structure
and setting. It can reveal how people in the team are teamed up and working together
and positive and constructive culture are shared among the individuals. Such
information can assist the management team to improve its overall organization
structure.
“Knowledge collected from all sources can help the top management to develop an
organization structure and teams that are more effective. Because if it’s not done
properly will impact the organization and people negatively.” – J
Table below summarizes the Individual Competences developed and implemented in
these organizations that can directly impact the Knowledge Management and
Organizational Learning of the open data organization.
Table 15. Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities Associated
with R10
C7 - Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities
C7-2
Assess and Analyze Acquired Knowledge
C7-4
Assess, Capture, and Analyse Internal Knowledge
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C7-11

Atlassian
GitHub
Other Tools

Knowledge Management Tools
C7-13

Knowledge Pattern Development and Use

5.1.2.11. (R11) Process Innovation Capabilities Impacting Business
Development Strategic Capabilities
This relationship depicts that Process Innovation Capabilities are impacting the
Business Development Strategic Capabilities of the ODOs. All (100%) ODOs confirmed
that there is an impact from the source capability area to the target area. As an
example, I outlines that reconfiguring existing or adopting new processes can
encourage the organization to evaluate or change business strategic capabilities so
that they could recognize the new reconfiguration.
“Yes, change in our for example data extraction, data processing, and data publication
process can impact our business development strategy for example it allow us identify
new or revise existing growth, differentiation, and market strategies. For example if we
want to change and improve our data extraction or data integration processes, we
need to be able to connect to more scientific data sources and collect larger amount of
data.” - I
Table below summarizes the Process Innovation capabilities developed and
implemented in these organizations that can directly impact the Business
Development of the open data organization.
Table 16. Process Innovation Capabilities Associated with R11
C6 - Process Innovation Capabilities
C6-2 Alliance-Based Data Processes*
C6-4 Assess and Adopt New Data Processes and Tools
C6-5 Assess and Increase Data Process Efficiency
C6-6 Open Data Related Resource Availability and Allocation*

5.1.2.12. (R12) Process Innovation Capabilities Impacting Product and
Service Strategic Capabilities
This relationship depicts that Process Innovation Capabilities are impacting the Product
and Service Strategic Capabilities of the ODOs. All (91%) ODOs confirmed that there is
an impact from the source capability area to the target area. As an example, in J,
innovative data generation and data collection processes improves fast delivery of the
data product and service because the organization has enough data to work with and
to publish.
“Yes for sure, for example our data generation and data collection processes if effective
and efficient can impact on our product and service strategies.” - J
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Table below summarizes the Individual Competences developed and implemented in
these organizations that can directly impact the Knowledge Management and
Organizational Learning of the open data organization.
Table 17. Process Innovation Capabilities Associated with R12
C6 - Process Innovation Capabilities
C6-4 Assess and Adopt New Data Processes and Tools
C6-5 Assess and Increase Data Process Efficiency
C6-6 Open Data Related Resource Availability and Allocation*

5.1.2.13. (R13) Management Function Capabilities Impacting Business
Development Strategic Capabilities
This relationship depicts that Management Function Capabilities are impacting the
Business development Strategic Capability of the ODOs. All (100%) ODOs confirmed
that there is an impact from the source capability area to the target area. According to
these organizations, the management is a decision maker in the organization and the
agile mindset of the management can encourage and accelerate strategic capability
development and implementation. As an example, I stresses the substantial role of the
management in strategic capability development.
“In general, managers play a critical role in a company. They are in the position to
make decisions. One of these decisions are making strategies and enabling strategy
implementation” - I
Table below summarizes the Management Function Capabilities developed and
implemented in these organizations that can directly impact the Business
Development Strategic Capability of the open data organization.
Table 18. Management Functions Capabilities Associated with R13
C10 - Management Functions Capabilities
C10-1
Agile Mind-Set*
C10-3
Financial and Investment Assessment*
C10-4
Identify New Areas of Operation
C10-5
Market and Clients Assessment
C10-7
Research*

5.1.2.14. (R14) Management Functions Capabilities Impacting Enterprise
Infrastructure Strategic Capabilities
This relationship depicts that Management Functions Capabilities are impacting the
Enterprise Infrastructure Strategic Capability of the ODOs. Eight (73%) ODOs confirmed
that there is an impact from the source capability area to the target area. As an
example, A stresses the significant role of management functions and decisions to
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identify strategic capabilities related to infrastructures, technologies, tools, and
techniques.
“I should know what is happening in the market, what clients need, what kind of data
and with what quality is expected, what tools, infrastructure, applications, and
technologies are out there and what is available to us and if what we have can answer
to the needs of our projects so that I can identify or renew our strategies around
infrastructure and IT.” - A
Table below summarizes the Management Functions Capabilities developed and
implemented in these organizations that can directly impact the Enterprise
Infrastructure Strategic Capability of the open data organization.
Table 19. Management Functions Capabilities Associated with R14
C10 - Management Functions Capabilities
C10-3
Financial and Investment Assessment*
C10-5
Market and Clients Assessment
C10-10 Technical Assessment

5.1.2.15. (R15) Business Development Strategic Capabilities Impacting
Process Innovation
This relationship depicts that Business Development Strategic Capabilities are
impacting the Process Innovation of the ODOs. All (100%) ODOs confirmed that there
is an impact from the source capability area to the target area. As an example, D
agrees with the relationship and confirms that business development strategic
capabilities are develop in response to market and clients need and processes are
required to address these needs.
“Yes certainly. Because whatever is planned as business strategy can directly impact
how we should do things. Business strategies can influence everything in the company
but it also influences the process innovation capabilities.” - D
Table below summarizes the Business Development Strategic Capabilities developed
and implemented in these organizations that can directly impact the Process
Innovation Capability of the open data organization.
Table 20. Business Development Strategic Capabilities Associated with R15
C13 - Business Development Strategic Capabilities
C13-1 Differentiation Strategic Capability
Advanced Integration
Analysis of the State of the Art
Collecting Large amount of Data
Data Relationship Discovery
Disruptive Data Product Innovation
Identify Good Data Sources
C13-2 Growth and Commercialization
Engaging in Various Projects
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Strategic Capability

C13-3

Management Strategic Capability

C13-4

Market Strategic Capability

C13-5

Pricing Strategic Capability

Focus on Principles of Big Data
Move from Close Data to Shared Data
Targeting New Sectors
Understand and Develop Open Data and Big Data
Capabilities
Cost Containing
Resource and Budget Allocation
Understanding Legal Framework within each Sector
Find and Provide to a Related Open Data Market
New Contracts and Agreements with Data Users
Operate in a New Open Data Sector
Oversee Data Market
Targeted Market
Product-save-time Pricing
Resource-based Pricing
Value-based Pricing

5.1.2.16. (R16) Business Development Strategic Capabilities Impacting
Enterprise Infrastructure Strategic Capabilities
This relationship depicts that Business Development Strategic Capabilities are
impacting the Enterprise Infrastructure Strategic Capabilities of the ODOs. Nine (82%)
ODOs confirmed that there is an impact from the source capability area to the target
area. As an example, J acknowledges the importance of this relationship and stresses
that business development strategic capabilities support and inform development of
infrastructure strategic capabilities.
“In our organization, they always go together because we develop our infrastructure
strategies based on the business strategies.” - J
Table below summarizes the Individual Competences developed and implemented in
these organizations that can directly impact the Knowledge Management and
Organizational Learning of the open data organization.
Table 21. Business Development Strategic Capabilities Associated with R16
C13 - Business Development Strategic Capabilities
C13-1 Differentiation Strategic Capability
Intelligent Data Models
Operational Efficiency
Products Usable by All
More Automated Data Services
Collecting Large amount of Data
C13-2 Growth and Commercialization
Open to try new Data Tools and Infrastructure
Strategic Capability
Publish all the Data
Moving into Business Intelligence and IoT
Targeting New Sectors
C13-3 Management Strategic Capability
Tailor and Fit-to-use Existing Tools
More Open Source
C13-4 Market Strategic Capability
Operate in a New Open Data Sector
Open all for all
Collect more Data and Expand the Market
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5.1.2.17. (R17) Relational Rent Capabilities Impacting Value Chain
Performance Capability
This relationship depicts that Relational Rent Capabilities are impacting the Value
Chain Performance of the ODOs. All (100%) ODOs confirmed that there is an impact
from the source capability area to the target area. As an example, K acknowledges the
importance of this relationship and adds that effective relational rents can help
improve the value chain performance. Moreover, K also points to the importance of
rents developed during collaboration with other organizations and potentials of the
generated rents for improving resources and value chain capabilities.
“Yes, there is a relationship, because whatever we do in terms of collaboration or
relational rent can make us use capabilities and resources from other organizations
that we can use to enhance our value chain performance capabilities.” – K
Table below summarizes the Individual Competences developed and implemented in
these organizations that can directly impact the Knowledge Management and
Organizational Learning of the open data organization.
Table 22. Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities Associated with R17
C14 - Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities
C14-1
Business Strategic Capability Provide as Open Source
Open your Data to Other Companies
Merging with Other Companies
External Data Warehouse
C14-2
Partner Strategic Capability
Share of Resources and Capabilities
C14-3
Customer Strategic
External Data Warehouse
Capability
Build Example from your Data and Linked Data
Develop Testable Prototype for Customers
Open your Data and Tools to Customers to Investigate Value
and Needs
Collect Data User's Stories
C14-4
Intra-Firm Strategic
Team Collaboration and Sharing
Capability
Internal Data Warehouse

5.1.2.18. (R18) IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities Impacting
Management and Data Governance Capability*
This relationship depicts that IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities are
impacting the Management and Data Governance of the ODOs. This relationship has
emerged from the codes. C claimed that there is an impact from the source capability
area to the target area and acknowledges this relationship and points to the role of IT
and technological infrastructure in the management and data governance effort.
“A good IT and data technological infrastructure enables a good management and
governance capabilities. For example, office for national statistics in UK which is a main
government body to manage statistical and research data. They are a great but a very
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old organization. Recently they understand that they are lacking flexibility. Every time
they wanted to change something it would take those months to create a new
infrastructure to manage their data and they depend a lot on the 3rd party integrators.
So the management got used to this kind of slow system that they stopped even
evaluating other options or considering other opportunities. This is a good example of
how infrastructure could impact and damage the management and governance
capabilities. Just two weeks ago, they launched a new sub-organization named data
science campus where they can do things freely and not under the umbrella of rules of
the office for national statistics. They then implement a flexible infrastructure that
could help them do things faster. They did this perhaps to show to the government and
even themselves that by being open and flexible, they can run better and more
efficiently.” - C
Table below presents the IT and Technological Infrastructure Capability developed and
implemented in C that can directly impact the Management and Data Governance of
the open data organization.
Table 23. IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities Associated with R18
C4 - IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities
C4-2
Data Processing
Analytics Tools*

5.1.2.19. (R19) Relational Rent Capabilities Impacting Process Innovation*
This relationship depicts that Relational Rent Capabilities are impacting the Process
Innovation of the ODOs. This relationship has emerged from the codes. Four (37%)
ODOs claimed that there is an impact from the source capability area to the target
area. As an example, I reports that rents generated from and for the organization can
support organizations in improving open data processes.
“Changing the process might be the result of working with project and business
partners or even the result of knowledge acquisition, in this case, we should have a
strategy to expand the network or partners and identify potential projects that can
utilize our processes and outputs.” - I
Table below summarizes the Relational Rent Capabilities developed and implemented
in these organizations that can directly impact Process Innovation of the open data
organization.
Table 24. Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities Associated with R19
C14 - Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities
C14-2 Partner Strategic Capability
Open and Provide Data to Others
C14-3 Customer Strategic Capability
Develop Open Data Site
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5.1.2.20. (R20) Product and Service Strategic Capabilities Impacting Process
Innovation*
This relationship depicts that Product and Service Strategic Capabilities are impacting
the Process Innovation of the ODOs. This relationship has emerged from the codes.
Three (28%) ODOs claimed that there is an impact from the source capability area to
the target area. As an example, I indicates that product and service strategic
capabilities can inform the organization of the current product and service situation
and help organization identify and develop innovative processes.
“Product and service strategies also impact the process innovation. Strategic
capabilities are our roadmap; it allows us to understand our product and service better
and to have a clearer path to what they want should do and how.” - I
Table below summarizes the Product and Service Strategic Capabilities developed and
implemented in these organizations that can directly impact the Process Innovation of
the open data organization.
Table 25. Product and Service Strategic Capabilities Associated with R20
C12 - Product and Service Strategic Capabilities
C12-1
Quality Strategic Capability
Data Quality Continuous Monitoring
Constantly Increase Data Quality
Data Quality Attribute and Measurement
Support Data with Metadata
Data Quality Evaluation
Using Data Quality Assessment Tools
C12-2
Delivery Strategic Capability
Fast and Efficient Delivery through APIs
C12-3
Flexibility Strategic Capability
Flexible Design for Data Service Expansion
C12-4
Response Time Strategic Capability
Criteria Search-based Quick Response
Update-based Quick Response

5.1.2.21. (R21) Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities Impacting Knowledge
Management and Organizational Learning*
This relationship depicts that Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities are impacting the
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning of the ODOs. This relationship
has emerged from the codes. A claimed that there is an impact from the source
capability area to the target area. Furthermore, A draws attention to the role of
relational rent strategic capabilities in knowledge management and organizational
learning and points to the knowledge that can be created through generating and
receiving rents.
“All these kind of strategic relations can generate knowledge and increase the amount
of knowledge we have about our data, about how our data are used, about what data
users need. Some part of this knowledge can also be transferred to the public sector
too.” - A
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Table below summarizes the Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities developed and
implemented in A that can directly impact the Knowledge Management and
Organizational Learning of the open data organization.
Table 26. Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities Associated with R21
C14 - Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities
C14-1
Business Strategic Capability
Open your Data to Other Companies
C14-3
Customer Strategic Capability
Open your Data through Open Data Portal

5.1.2.22. (R22) Process Innovation Capabilities Impacting Relational Rent*
This relationship depicts that Process Innovation Capabilities are impacting the
Relational Rent of the ODOs. This relationship has emerged from the codes. Two ODOs
claimed that there is an impact from the source capability area to the target area. As
an example, H acknowledges the impact of process innovation capabilities on creating
and receiving rents. Process innovation does not happen in isolation therefore, any
change and improvement needs to be supported by strategic relationship.
“When we should improve one or more of our processes, we may want to come up with
one or a set of partner strategy that can support this change.” - H
Table below summarizes the Process Innovation Capabilities developed and
implemented in these organizations that can directly impact the Relational Rent
Strategic Capability of the open data organization.
Table 27. Process Innovation Capabilities Associated with R22
C6 - Process Innovation Capabilities
rd
C6-1 Adopting 3 Party Vendor’s Data Processes*
C6-2 Alliance-Based Data Processes*
C6-4 Assess and Adopt New Data Processes and Tools

5.1.2.23. (R23) Business Development Strategic Capabilities Impacting
Product and Service Strategic Capability*
This relationship depicts that Business Development Strategic Capabilities are
impacting the Product and Service Strategic Capability of the ODOs. This relationship
has emerged from the codes. E claimed that there is an impact from the source
capability area to the target area. E confirms the relationship and adds that many
business development strategic capabilities such as market capability can impact the
strategic capabilities the organization develops for its products and services.
“Business development strategy can also impact product and service strategy because
we develop product and services based on the market and sector we want to operate
in. The need and value in different market and sector is different.” - E
Table below summarizes the Business Development Strategic Capability developed and
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implemented in E that can directly impact the Product and Service Strategic Capability
of the open data organization.
Table 28. Business Development Strategic Capabilities Associated with R23
C13 - Business Development Strategic Capabilities
C13-4
Market Strategic Capability
Operate in a New Open Data Sector
Targeted Market

5.1.2.24. (R24) Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
Capabilities Impacting Relationship Infrastructure*
This relationship depicts that Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
Capabilities are impacting the Relationship Infrastructure of the ODOs. This
relationship has emerged from the codes. Four ODOs claimed that there is an impact
from the source capability area to the target area.
Table below summarizes the Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
Capability developed and implemented in these four ODOs that can directly impact the
Relationship Infrastructure Capability of the open data organization.
Table 29. Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities Associated
with R24
C7 - Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities
C7-5
Collaborative Open Data Projects and Learning
C7-7
Engage and Participate in Data Ecosystem
C7-14 Open Data Offering’s Problem Scope Identification

5.1.2.25. (R25) IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities Impacting
Enterprise Infrastructure Strategic Capability*
This relationship depicts that IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities are
impacting the Enterprise Infrastructure of the ODOs. This relationship has emerged
from the codes. A highlights that there is an impact from the source capability area to
the target area.
Table below presents the IT and Technological Infrastructure Capability developed and
implemented in A that can indirectly impact the Relationship Infrastructure Capability
of the open data organization.
Table 30. Open Data IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities Associated with
R25
C4 - Open Data IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities
C4-1
C4-2 Data Infrastructure Performance Monitoring System*
C4-8
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5.1.2.26. (R26) Individual Competences and Expertise Impacting IT and
Technological Infrastructure Capability*
This relationship depicts that Individual Competences and Expertise are impacting the
IT and Technological Infrastructure of the ODOs. This relationship has emerged from
the codes. F highlights that there is an impact from the source capability area to the
target area.
Table below presents the Individual Competences and Expertise developed and
implemented in F that can indirectly impact the IT and Technological Infrastructure of
the open data organization.
Table 31. Individual Competences and Expertise Capabilities Associated with R26
C1 – Individual Competences and Expertise Capabilities
C1-1
C1-2
C1-3
C1-4 Prior Open Data Learning and Experiences*
C1-5
C1-6
C1-7

5.1.2.27. (R27) Process Innovation Impacting Open Data Processes
Capability*
This relationship depicts that Process Innovation capabilities are impacting the Open
Data Process of the ODOs. This relationship has emerged from the codes. All (100%)
ODOs confirmed that there is an impact from the source capability area to the target
area. As an example, J recognizes the need to improve efficiency of existing processes
by actively screening the market for potential processes.
“Improving process efficiency is very important. Screening and assessing the existing
sufficient processes is beneficial to improving our processes” – J
Table below summarizes the Process Innovation capabilities developed and
implemented in these organizations that can indirectly impact the Open Data
Processes of the open data organization.
Table 32. Process Innovation Capabilities Associated with R27
C6 - Process Innovation Capabilities
rd
C6-1
Adopting 3 Party Vendor’s Data Processes*
C6-2
Alliance-Based Data Processes*
C6-3
Assess and Adopt Data Process Best Practices*
C6-4
Assess and Adopt New Data Processes and Tools
C6-5
Assess and Increase Data Process Efficiency
C6-6
Open Data Related Resource Availability and Allocation*

In the following section, we will present the TISM analysis of our qualitative data. TISM
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analysis allows us to construct our open data capability architecture.
5.1.3. Summary – Open Data Capability Model
In this part, we summarize the data presented in section 5.1.2 and present the
resulting open data capability model. The open data capability model is developed
based on the analysis of the interview data. This model is a refinement of the
theoretical model presented in section 3. In Figure 16, we show the three main
capability types, 14 capability areas and the relationships between the capability areas.
In addition to the existing relationships, the model specifies the discovered
relationships during the analysis.
In the following section, we will present the TISM analysis of our data. TISM analysis
allows us to construct our open data capability architecture.
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Open Data Dynamic Capabilities

Open Data Value Capabilities
Individual Competences and Expertise

R5

R8

R9

R27

Open Data Processes

R2
R4

R10

Organization

R15

Process Innovation
Knowledge Mngt./Organizational Learning
Value Chain Performance

R17
R26 IT Infrastructure and Technological

Relationship Infrastructure

R3

Infrastructure
Management Functions
R18 Management and Data Governance

R1

Open Data Competitive Capabilities
R25

R16

Enterprise Infrastructure

R12

Product and Service

R23

Business Development
Existing Relationships
Discovered Indirect Relationship
Discovered Direct Relationships

R14

R11
R22

Relational Rent

Figure 16. Open Data Capability Model
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R13

R20
R6
R21
R7
R24

R19

5.2. Total Interpretive Structural Modelling Analysis
In this section, we present the TISM analysis of our qualitative data. TISM is used to
establish dependencies among capability areas and to develop a hierarchical structure
of the set of capability areas. In addition, this method is used to refine the open data
capability model presented above in a way that it could also capture dependencies
between areas.
5.2.1. TISM Elements, Contextual Relationship, and Interpretation
This is the first step towards TISM analysis. For ease of reference in our TISM analysis,
we use capability number to represent each capability area. Contextual relationship
used during the TISM analysis is “impacts” which was previously identified and
presented. Through TISM, the contextual relationship interprets the nature of the
relationship and how that relationship really works as illustrated in Table 33 [181].
Table 33. Elements, contextual relationship, and interpretation
Element No. Elements

Contextual Relation
Interpretation
(R)
Element C will impact What are the
element C - Y/N
C elements
that impacts C

Capability Areas

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14

Individual Competences
and Expertise
Open Data Processes
Organization
IT and Technological
Infrastructure
Management and Data
Governance
Process Innovation
Knowledge Management
and Organizational
Learning
Value Chain Performance
Relationship Infrastructure
Management Functions
Enterprise Infrastructure
Product and Service
Business Development
Relational Rent

5.2.2. Structural Self-Interaction Matrix (SSIM)
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Keeping in view the contextual relationship (“Impacts”), the existence of a relation (R)
between any two capability areas (i and j) is checked in the open data capability
model. Four symbols are used to denote the nature of possible relationship between
any two capability areas i and j:
o O: capability area i does not impact capability area j. The contextual
relationship does not hold true between the two open data capability areas;
o X: capability area i impacts capability area j and capability area j impacts
capability area i. Two-way relationships exist between i and j;
o V: capability area i impacts capability area j. One-way relationship exist from i
to j; and
o A: capability area j impacts capability area i. One way relationship exists from j
to i.
The capability areas are aligned in row and column format where elements in row are
denoted by “i” and those in column are denoted by “j”, the matrix hence obtained is
the result of each pair of capability area being analyzed separately.
The SSIM is shown in Table 34.
Table 34. Structural self-interaction matrix

i elements

SSIM
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14

C1
O
O
O
O
O
O
X
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

C2
O
O
O
O
O
V
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

C3
O
O
O
O
O
O
V
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

C4
V
O
O
O
X
O
X
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

C5
O
O
O
X
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

C6
O
O
O
O
O
O
V
X
O
O
O
X
X
X

j elements
C7 C8 C9
X
O
O
O
O
O
A
O
O
X
O
O
O
O
O
A
X
O
O
O
V
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
V
V
O

C10
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
A
O
A
O

C11
O
O
O
V
O
O
O
O
O
V
O
O
V
O

C12
O
O
O
O
O
X
O
O
O
O
O
O
V
O

C13
O
O
O
O
O
X
O
O
O
V
A
A
O
O

C14
O
O
O
O
O
X
A
A
O
O
O
O
O
O

We interpret the entries in Table 34 as shown in the examples below:
o No relationship was found to exist between C1 (Individual Competences and
Expertise) and C9 (Relationship Infrastructure), hence the alphabet “O” will be
used to denote the relationship.
o C6 (Process Innovation) and C8 (Value Chain Performance) impact each other
so the relationship is denoted by “X”.
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o C7 (Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning) would impact C3
(Organization) and this is a one-way relation from C7 to C3, therefore the
relationship is denoted by “V”.
o C6 (Process Innovation) is impacted by C7 (Knowledge Management and
Organizational Learning). The symbol “A” will be used to denote the
relationship.
5.2.3. Adjacency Matrix or Binary Direct Relationship Matrix
Adjacency Matrix (AM) [185] or Binary Direct Relationship Matrix (BDRM) [181] is
derived from SSIM matrix. BDRM is used to transform the SSIM into a binary matrix so
that we can analyze the dependencies. This is shown in Table 35.
The information in SSIM coded in V, A, X, O is transformed into 0s and 1s based on a
set of rules. The set of rules for substituting 1s and 0s are as follows:
o If the symbol in (i, j) position within the SSIM is O, then the corresponding (i, j)
value in the reachability matrix is entered as a 0 and the value in (j, i) also
becomes a 0.
o If the symbol in (i, j) position within the SSIM is X, then the corresponding (i, j)
value in the reachability matrix is entered as a 1 and the value in (j, i) also
becomes a 1.
o If the symbol in (i, j) position within the SSIM is A (j -> i), then the corresponding
(i, j) value in the reachability matrix is entered as a 0 and the value in (j, i)
becomes a 1.
o If the symbol in (i, j) position within the SSIM is V (i -> j), then the corresponding
(i, j) value in the reachability matrix is entered as a 1 and the value in (j, i)
becomes a 0.
Table 35. Binary Direct Relationship Matrix

i elements

BDRM
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14

C1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C2
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C3
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C4
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C5
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C6
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1

j elements
C7 C8 C9
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
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C10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

C11
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0

C12
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

C13
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

C14
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

For completeness, we define the (i, i) entry in the Adjacency Matrix as 1.
5.2.4. Reachability Matrix
The transitivity of the contextual relationship in TISM states that if element “A” is
related to element “B,” and “B” is related to element “C,” then “A” is necessarily
related to “C”. The Reachability Matrix (RM) indicates whether a column variable can
be “reached” from a row variable along a continuous, directed path [185]. RM is
derived from BDRM [191]. The RM is obtained by incorporating transitivity, which is an
algorithm-based process. Manual calculation of the transitive relations is complicated
however, TISM software is available to generate RM. In this study, to check the
transitivity, we used MATLAB to calculate the RM. After performing the transitivity
check, the following RM is obtained. RM is shown in Table 36.
Table 36. Reachability Matrix
RM

i elements

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
Dependent

C1 C2 C3
1
0 1*
0
1
0
0
0
1
1* 0 1*
1* 0 1*
1* 1 1*
1
0
1
1* 0 1*
0
0
0
1* 0 1*
0
0
0
1* 0 1*
1* 0 1*
1* 0 1*
10 2 11

C4
1
0
0
1
1
1*
1
1*
0
1*
0
1*
1*
1*
10

C5
1*
0
0
1
1
1*
1*
1*
0
1*
0
1*
1*
1*
10

C6
1*
0
0
1*
1*
1
1
1
0
1*
0
1
1
1
10

C7
1
0
0
1
1*
1*
1
1*
0
1*
0
1*
1*
1
10

j elements
C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 Driver
1* 0
0
1*
1*
1*
1*
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1* 0
0
1
1*
1*
1*
11
1* 0
0
1*
1*
1*
1*
11
1
0
0
1*
1
1
1
12
1* 1
0
1*
1*
1*
1*
11
1
0
0
1*
1*
1*
1*
11
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1* 0
1
1
1*
1
1*
12
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1* 0
0
1*
1
1*
1*
11
1* 0
0
1
1
1
1*
11
1
0
0
1*
1*
1*
1
11
10 1
1
11
10
10
10
116

Note: * denotes the values which are changed from “0” to “1” during transitivity check in MATLAB

The driving power and dependence for each element has also been calculated. This
shall be used for MICMAC analysis subsequently.
5.2.5. Interpretive Logic Knowledge-Base
In TISM, it is advisable to clarify the interpretation of the relationship. For example, in
case of (C5) Management and Data Governance Capability, we should bring out the
deeper understanding by interpreting the relationship as: ‘what are the open data
capabilities that impacts the Management and Data Governance of the open data
organization?’.
All the capability areas are subject to paired comparison with suitable interpretation
from the code to evolve the Interpretive Logic Knowledge-Base (ILKB). In TISM, ILKB is
also referred to as Final Interpretive Matrix (FIM) [183]. For paired comparison, the ith
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element is compared individually to all the elements from (i+1)th to the nth element. If
there are n elements, there will be in all n(n - 1)/2 paired comparisons. Since each pair
of elements (i, j) may have two possible directional links i–j or j–i, there will be in all
n(n - 1) rows in the ILKB.
Following the above rule and based on the RM, we developed the ILKB. In ILKB, for
each comparison, the entry could be ‘Yes’ (Y) or ‘No’ (N) and if it is ‘Y’, then it is to be
further interpreted. To develop the ILKB, for each i–j link, if the entry in the RM is “0”,
then the entry in the ILKB would be ‘N’ and no further interpretation is required and if
it is “1*”, in the interpretation column ‘Transitive’ is entered. If the transitive
relationship can be meaningfully explained based on the codes, then the logic is
written along with the ‘Transitive’ entry or else it is left as it is. If the entry in the RM is
“1” which indicates that there is a direct relationship, then the interpretation is
provided.
This will uncover the interpretive logic of the paired relationships in the form of ILKB as
illustrated in Table 37 and in the form of FIM as illustrated in Table 42.
Table 37. Interpretive logic—knowledge base
Row Capability Paired comparison of capability areas
no.
Areas no. (R)
C1 – Individual Competences and Expertise
1
C1-C2
Individual Competences and Expertise
impacts Open Data Processes
2
C2-C1
Open Data Processes Impacts Individual
Competences and Expertise
3
C1-C3
Individual Competences and Expertise
impacts Organization
4
C3-C1
Organization Impacts Individual
Competences and Expertise
5
C1-C4
Individual Competences and Expertise
impacts IT and Technological
Infrastructure

Relation
Y/N

6

C4-C1

Y

New R and C emerged
C1 – Individual Competences
and Expertise – Prior Open
Data Learning and
Experiences
Transitive

7

C1-C5

Y

Transitive

8

C5-C1

Y

Transitive

9

C1-C6

Y

Transitive

10

C6-C1

Y

Transitive

11

C1-C7

Y

New R and C emerged
C1- Individual Competences
and Expertise - Regular

IT and Technological Infrastructure
Impacts Individual Competences and
Expertise
Individual Competences and Expertise
impacts Management and Data
Governance
Management and Data Governance
Impacts Individual Competences and
Expertise
Individual Competences and Expertise
impacts Process Innovation
Process Innovation Impacts Individual
Competences and Expertise
Individual Competences and Expertise
impacts Knowledge Management and
Organizational Learning
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What are the source
capabilities?

N
N
Y

Transitive

N
Y

12

C7-C1

13

C1-C8

Knowledge Management and
Organizational Learning impacts
Individual Competences and Expertise

Individual Competences and Expertise
impacts Value Chain Performance
14
C8-C1
Value Chain Performance impacts
Individual Competences and Expertise
15
C1-C9
Individual Competences and Expertise
impacts Relationship Infrastructure
16
C9-C1
Relationship Infrastructure Impacts
Individual Competences and Expertise
17
C1-C10
Individual Competences and Expertise
impacts Management Functions
18
C10-C1
Management Functions Impacts
Individual Competences and Expertise
19
C1-C11
Individual Competences and Expertise
impacts Enterprise Infrastructure
20
C11-C1
Enterprise Infrastructure Impacts
Individual Competences and Expertise
21
C1-C12
Individual Competences and Expertise
impacts Product and Service
22
C12-C1
Product and Service Impacts Individual
Competences and Expertise
23
C1-C13
Individual Competences and Expertise
impacts Business Development
24
C13-C1
Business Development Impacts Individual
Competences and Expertise
25
C1-C14
Individual Competences and Expertise
impacts Relational Rent
26
C14-C1
Relational Rent Impacts Individual
Competences and Expertise
C2 – Open Data Processes
27
C2-C6
Open Data Processes impact Process
Innovation
28
C6-C2
Process Innovation impacts Open Data
Processes
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Y

Reports, Prior Open Data
Learning and Experiences
C7- Knowledge Management
and Organizational Learning Assess and Identify Open Data
Training Areas, Assess,
Capture, and Analyse Internal
Knowledge, Collaborative
Open Data Projects and
Learning, Involve Individuals
in Knowledge Creation
Process, Knowledge
Acquisition and Mergers,
Open Data Market Learning
Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

N
N
N
Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

N
Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

N
Y

New R and C emerged
C6 – Process Innovation Adopting 3rd Party Vendor’s
Data Processes, AllianceBased Data Processes, Assess
and Adopt Data Process Best
Practices, Assess and Adopt
New Data Processes and
Tools, Assess and Increase
Data Process Efficiency, Open
Data Related Resource

Availability and Allocation
C3 – Organization
29
C3-C4
Organization impacts IT and Technological
Infrastructure
30
C4-C3
IT and Technological Infrastructure
Impacts Organization
31
C3-C5
Organization impacts Management and
Data Governance
32
C5-C3
Management and Data Governance
impacts Organization
33
C3-C6
Organization impacts Process Innovation
34
C6-C3
Process Innovation impacts Organization
35

C3-C7

36

C7-C3

37

C3-C8

38

C8-C3

39

C3-C9

40

C9-C3

41

C3-C10

42

C10-C3

43

C3-C11

44

C11-C3

45
46

C3-C12
C12-C3

47

C3-C13

48

C13-C3

49
50

C3-C14
C14-C3

C5-C4

Y

Y

Transitive

N
Y

Transitive

N

Organization impacts Value Chain
Performance
Value Chain Performance impacts
Organization
Organization impacts Relationship
Infrastructure
Relationship Infrastructure impacts
Organization
Organization impacts Management
Functions
Management Functions impacts
Organization
Organization impacts Enterprise
Infrastructure
Enterprise Infrastructure impacts
Organization
Organization impacts Product and Service
Product and Service impacts Organization

N

Organization impacts Business
Development
Business Development impacts
Organization
Organization impacts Relational Rent
Relational Rent impacts Organization

N

Management and Data Governance
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Transitive

N

Organization impacts Knowledge
Management and Organizational
Knowledge Management and
Organizational impacts Organization

C4 – IT and Technological Infrastructure
51
C4-C5
IT and Technological Infrastructure
impacts Management and Data
Governance
52

N

Y

Y

C7- Knowledge Management
and Organizational Learning Assess and Analyze Acquired
Knowledge, Assess, Capture,
and Analyse Internal
Knowledge, Knowledge
Management Tools (e.g.
Atlassian, GitHub), Knowledge
Pattern Development and Use

Transitive

N
N
N
Y

Transitive

N
N
N
Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

N
Y

Transitive

Y

Y

New R and C emerged
C4 – IT and Technological
Infrastructure - Analytics
Tools
C5 – Management and Data

Impacts IT and Technological
Infrastructure

IT and Technological Infrastructure
impacts Process Innovation
Process Innovation Impacts IT and
Technological Infrastructure
IT and Technological Infrastructure
impacts Knowledge Management and
Organizational

Y

Governance - Data Standards,
Data Privacy, Governance
Model, Technical Knowledge,
Data Policy, Data Value
Governance, Data Modelling,
Data Concept, Open Data
Guidelines, EU Directives,
Legal Frameworks, Data Best
Practices, Data Cultural Shift
Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

C7-C4

Knowledge Management and
Organizational Impacts IT and
Technological Infrastructure

Y

57

C4-C8

Y

58

C8-C4

Y

Transitive

59

C4-C9

60

C9-C4

61

C4-C10

62

C10-C4

63

C4-C11

IT and Technological Infrastructure
impacts Value Chain Performance
Value Chain Performance Impacts IT and
Technological Infrastructure
IT and Technological Infrastructure
impacts Relationship Infrastructure
Relationship Infrastructure Impacts IT and
Technological Infrastructure
IT and Technological Infrastructure
impacts Management Functions
Management Functions Impacts IT and
Technological Infrastructure
IT and Technological Infrastructure
impacts Enterprise Infrastructure

C4 - IT and Technological
Infrastructure - Data and Big
Data Technologies, Data
Collection Infrastructure, Data
Infrastructure Performance
Monitoring System, Sensors,
Analytics Tools, Data
Management Systems, Data
Store and Computing Power,
APIs and Channels
C7- Knowledge Management
and Organizational Learning Assess and Adopt Data Best
Practices, Access and Analyze
Acquired Knowledge, Assess,
Capture, and Analyse Internal
Knowledge, Collaborative
Open Data Projects and
Learning, Engage and
Participate in Data Ecosystem,
Knowledge Acquisition and
Mergers, Knowledge
Clustering and Classification,
Knowledge Management
Tools (e.g. Atlassian, GitHub),
Open Data Market Learning,
Open Data Offering’s Problem
Scope Identification
Transitive

53

C4-C6

54

C6-C4

55

C4-C7

56
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N
N
N
Y

Transitive

Y

New R and C emerged
C4 – IT and Technological
Infrastructure -

Data Infrastructure
Performance Monitoring
System
64

C11-C4

Enterprise Infrastructure Impacts IT and
Technological Infrastructure
65
C4-C12
IT and Technological Infrastructure
impacts Product and Service
66
C12-C4
Product and Service Impacts IT and
Technological Infrastructure
67
C4-C13
IT and Technological Infrastructure
impacts Business Development
68
C13-C4
Business Development Impacts IT and
Technological Infrastructure
69
C4-C14
IT and Technological Infrastructure
impacts Relational Rent
70
C14-C4
Relational Rent Impacts IT and
Technological Infrastructure
C5 – Management and Data Governance
71
C5-C6
Management and Data Governance
impacts Process Innovation
72
C6-C5
Process Innovation Impacts Management
and Data Governance
73
C5-C7
Management and Data Governance
impacts Knowledge Management and
Organizational
74
C7-C5
Knowledge Management and
Organizational impacts Management and
Data Governance
75
C5-C8
Management and Data Governance
impacts Value Chain Performance
76
C8-C5
Value Chain Performance impacts
Management and Data Governance
77
C5-C9
Management and Data Governance
impacts Relationship Infrastructure
78
C9-C5
Relationship Infrastructure impacts
Management and Data Governance
79
C5-C10
Management and Data Governance
impacts Management Functions
80
C10-C5
Management Functions impacts
Management and Data Governance
81
C5-C11
Management and Data Governance
impacts Enterprise Infrastructure
82
C11-C5
Enterprise Infrastructure impacts
Management and Data Governance
83
C5-C12
Management and Data Governance
impacts Product and Service
84
C12-C5
Product and Service impacts Management
and Data Governance
85
C5-C13
Management and Data Governance
impacts Business Development
86
C13-C5
Business Development impacts
Management and Data Governance
87
C5-C14
Management and Data Governance
impacts Relational Rent
88
C14-C5
Relational Rent impacts Management and
Data Governance
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N
Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

N
N
N
Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

N
Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

C6 – Process Innovation
89
C6-C7
Process Innovation impacts Knowledge
Management and Organizational
90
C7-C6
Knowledge Management and
Organizational impacts Process
Innovation

Y

Transitive

Y

C7- Knowledge Management
and Organizational Learning Assess and Adopt Data Best
Practices, Assess and Analyze
Acquired Knowledge, Assess,
Capture, and Analyse Internal
Knowledge, Collaborative
Open Data Projects and
Learning, Engage and
Participate in Data Ecosystem,
Knowledge Acquisition and
Mergers, Knowledge
Clustering and Classification,
Knowledge Management
Tools (e.g. Atlassian, GitHub),
Open Data Market Learning,
Knowledge Pattern
Development and Use, Open
Data Offering’s Problem
Scope Identification, Research
and Development
C6 – Process Innovation Adopting 3rd Party Vendor’s
Data Processes, AllianceBased Data Processes, Assess
and Adopt Data Process Best
Practices, Assess and Adopt
New Data Processes and
Tools, Assess and Increase
Data Process Efficiency, Open
Data Related Resource
Availability and Allocation
C8 – Value Chain Performance
- Assess and Increase Data
Domain, Assess Open Data
Offering Performance and
Requirements, Co-Creating
Open Data Offering, Feedback
Loop and Data Request

91

C6-C8

Process Innovation impacts Value Chain
Performance

Y

92

C8-C6

Value Chain Performance impacts Process
Innovation

Y

93

C6-C9

N

94

C9-C6

95

C6-C10

96

C10-C6

97

C6-C11

98

C11-C6

99

C6-C12

Process Innovation impacts Relationship
Infrastructure
Relationship Infrastructure impacts
Process Innovation
Process Innovation impacts Management
Functions
Management Functions impacts Process
Innovation
Process Innovation impacts Enterprise
Infrastructure
Enterprise Infrastructure impacts Process
Innovation
Process Innovation impacts Product and
Service
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N
N
Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

N
Y

C6 – Process Innovation Assess and Adopt New Data

100

C12-C6

Product and Service impacts Process
Innovation

Y

101

C6-C13

Process Innovation impacts Business
Development

Y

102

C13-C6

Business Development impacts Process
Innovation

Y
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Processes and Tools, Assess
and Increase Data Process
Efficiency, Open Data Related
Resource Availability and
Allocation
New R and C emerged
C12 – Product and Service
Strategic - Data Quality
Continuous Monitoring,
Constantly Increase Data
Quality, Data Quality
Attribute and Measurement,
Support Data with Metadata,
Data Quality Evaluation,
Using Data Quality
Assessment Tools, Fast and
Efficient Delivery through
APIs, Flexible Design for Data
Service Expansion, Criteria
Search-based Quick Response,
Update-based Quick
Response
C6 – Process Innovation Alliance-Based Data
Processes, Assess and Adopt
New Data Processes and
Tools, Assess and Increase
Data Process Efficiency, Open
Data Related Resource
Availability and Allocation
C13 - Business Development –
Advance Integration, Analysis
of the State of the Art,
Collecting Large amount of
Data, Data Relationship
Discovery, Disruptive Data
Product Innovation, Identify
Good Data Sources, Engaging
in Various Projects, Focus on
Principles of Big Data, Move
from Close Data to Shared
Data, Targeting New Sectors,
Understand and Develop
Open Data and Big Data
Capabilities, Cost Containing,
Resource and Budget
Allocation, Understanding
Legal Framework within each
Sector, Find and Provide to a
Related Open Data Market,
New Contracts and
Agreements with Data Users,
Operate in a New Open Data
Sector, Oversee Data Market,
Targeted Market, Productsave-time Pricing, Resource-

103

C6-C14

Process Innovation impacts Relational
Rent

Y

104

C14-C6

Relational Rent impacts Process
Innovation

Y

C7 – Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
105 C7-C8
Knowledge Management and
Organizational impacts Value Chain
Performance

106

C8-C7

107

C7-C9

108

C9-C7

109

C7-C10

110

C10-C7

111

C7-C11

112

C11-C7

113

C7-C12

114

C12-C7

115

C7-C13

N

Value Chain Performance impacts
Knowledge Management and
Organizational
Knowledge Management and
Organizational impacts Relationship
Infrastructure

Y

Relationship Infrastructure impacts
Knowledge Management and
Organizational
Knowledge Management and
Organizational impacts Management
Functions
Management Functions impacts
Knowledge Management and
Organizational
Knowledge Management and
Organizational impacts Enterprise
Infrastructure
Enterprise Infrastructure impacts
Knowledge Management and
Organizational
Knowledge Management and
Organizational impacts Product and
Service
Product and Service impacts Knowledge
Management and Organizational
Knowledge Management and
Organizational impacts Business
Development

N
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Y

based Pricing, Value-based
Pricing
New R and C emerged
C6 – Process Innovation Adopting 3rd Party Vendor’s
Data Processes, AllianceBased Data Processes, Assess
and Adopt New Data
Processes and Tools
New R and C emerged
C14 - Relational Rent - Open
and Provide Data to Others,
Develop Open Data Site
Transitive
This transitive relation returns
no interpretation from the
data. However, we decided to
keep the relationship because
it is found to be different in
the open data context.
Transitive

New R and C emerged C7 –
Knowledge Management and
Organizational Learning Collaborative Open Data
Projects and Learning, Engage
and Participate in Data
Ecosystem, Open Data
Offering’s Problem Scope
Identification

N

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

N

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

116

C13-C7

117

C7-C14

118

C14-C7

Business Development impacts
Knowledge Management and
Organizational
Knowledge Management and
Organizational impacts Relational Rent
Relational Rent impacts Knowledge
Management and Organizational

C8 – Value Chain Performance
119 C8-C9
Value Chain Performance impacts
Relationship Infrastructure
120 C9-C8
Relationship Infrastructure impacts Value
Chain Performance
121 C8-C10
Value Chain Performance impacts
Management Functions
122 C10-C8
Management Functions impacts Value
Chain Performance
123 C8-C11
Value Chain Performance impacts
Enterprise Infrastructure
124 C11-C8
Enterprise Infrastructure impacts Value
Chain Performance
125 C8-C12
Value Chain Performance impacts Product
and Service
126 C12-C8
Product and Service impacts Value Chain
Performance
127 C8-C13
Value Chain Performance impacts
Business Development
128 C13-C8
Business Development impacts Value
Chain Performance
129 C8-C14
Value Chain Performance impacts
Relational Rent
130 C14-C8
Relational Rent impacts Value Chain
Performance

C9 – Relationship Infrastructure
C10 – Management Functions
131 C10-C11
Management Functions impacts
Enterprise Infrastructure

119

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

New R and C emerged
C14 – Relational Rent - Open
your Data to Other
Companies, Open your Data
through Open Data Portal

N
N
N
N
Y

Transitive

N
Y

Transitive

N
Y

Transitive

N
Y

Transitive

Y

C14 – Relational Rent - Team
Collaboration and Sharing ,
Internal Data Warehouse,
External Data Warehouse,
Build Example from your Data
and Linked Data, Develop
Testable Prototype for
Customers, Open your Data
and Tools to Customers to
Investigate Value and Needs,
Collect Data User's Stories,
Provide as Open Source, Open
your Data to Other
Companies, Merging with
Other Companies, External
Data Warehouse, Share of
Resources and Capabilities

Y

C10 – Management Functions
- Financial and Investment
Assessment, Market and
Clients Assessment, Technical

Assessment
132

C11-C10

Enterprise Infrastructure impacts
Management Functions
Management Functions impacts Product
and Service
Product and Service impacts Management
Functions
Management Functions impacts Business
Development

N

133

C10-C12

134

C12-C10

135

C10-C13

136

C13-C10

Business Development impacts
Management Functions
137 C10-C14
Management Functions impacts
Relational Rent
138 C14-C10
Relational Rent impacts Management
Functions
C11 – Enterprise Infrastructure
139 C11-C12
Enterprise Infrastructure impacts Product
and Service
140 C12-C11
Product and Service impacts Enterprise
Infrastructure
141 C11-C13
Enterprise Infrastructure impacts Business
Development
142 C13-C11
Business Development impacts Enterprise
Infrastructure

N

143

Enterprise Infrastructure impacts
Relational Rent
144 C14-C11
Relational Rent impacts Enterprise
Infrastructure
C12 – Product and Service
145 C12-C13
Product and Service impacts Business
Development
146 C13-C12
Business Development impacts Product
and Service

N

147

Y

C11-C14

C12-C14

Product and Service impacts Relational
Rent

120

Y

Transitive

N
Y

Y

C10 – Management Functions
- Agile Mind-Set, Financial and
Investment Assessment,
Identify New Areas of
Operation, Market and Clients
Assessment, Research

Transitive

N

N
Y

Transitive

N
Y

C13 – Business Development Intelligent Data Models,
Operational Efficiency,
Products Usable by All, More
Automated Data Services,
Collecting Large amount of
Data, Open to try new Data
Tools and Infrastructure,
Publish all the Data, Moving
into Business Intelligence and
IoT, Targeting New Sectors,
Tailor and Fit-to-use Existing
Tools, More Open Source,
Operate in a New Open Data
Sector, Open all for all, Collect
more Data and Expand the
Market

Y

Transitive

Y

Transitive

Y

New R and C emerged
C13 – Business Development Operate in a New Open Data
Sector, Targeted Market
Transitive

148

C14-C12

Relational Rent impacts Product and
Y
Transitive
Service
C13 – Business Development
149 C13-C14
Business Development impacts Relational Y
Transitive
Rent
150 C14-C13
Relational Rent impacts Business
Y
Transitive
Development
Note: Bold – Direct Link, Bold-Italic - Significant Transitive, Bold-Underline – New Relationship/Impact
Emerged

5.2.6. Level Partition
Level partitioning is carried out to provide levels to all the elements. TISM-based level
partitioning is obtained from the RM [184]. The RM must be processed to form
different levels. From the RM, we determine the reachability set (RS) and antecedent
set (AS) for all the elements [183][191]. The RS for a particular element consists of the
element itself and the other elements it may reach. In comparison, the AS consists of
the element itself and the other elements that may reach it. Then, the intersection of
these sets (Interaction Set (IS)), RS∩AS, is derived for all elements. The element for
which the RS and IS are the same is the top-level elements in the TISM hierarchy or
Diagraph [185]. For example, the first row of the RM shows that C1 occurs for all
variables except C2, C9, and C10, indicating that C1 can reach or impact all capability
areas except C2, C9, and C10. Therefore, in this case, the RS(C1) =
{1,3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,14}. Similarly, in the first column, C1 occurs for all variables
except C2, C3, C9, and C11, indicating that C1 can only be reached or impacted by
itself, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C10, C12, C13, and C14. Thus, the AS(C1) =
{1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14}. The IS of the RS, and the AS (the common elements in both
sets), results in RS∩AS = {1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14}.
Once the top-level element/s is/are determined, it is separated out from the other
elements. The same process is then repeated to constitute the next level [185]. This
iteration continues until the level of last remaining element is derived from the process
[191]. The elements in the top level of the hierarchy will not reach any elements above
their own level [183].
The process of iteration is summarized of all elements in Tables 38, 39, and 40.
Table 38. Iteration 1

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

Reachability Set (RS)

Antecedent Set (AS)

1,3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,14
2
3
1,3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,14
1, 3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,14
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,14
1, 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11,12,13,14
1, 3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,14

1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
2
1,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
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Intersection Set
(IS)
IS = RS∩AS
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
2
3
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14

Level
(L)
L1={C2, C3, C9, C11}

Iteration 1

Element
No.

C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14

9
1,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,11,12,13,14
11
1, 3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,14
1, 3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,14
1, 3,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,14

7,9
10
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,11,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14

9
10
11
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14

Table 39. Iteration 2

C1
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C10
C12
C13
C14

Reachability Set (RS)

Antecedent Set (AS)

Intersection Set (IS)
IS = RS∩AS

Level (L)

1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14

1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
10
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14

1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
10
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14
1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14

L2={C1, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C12,
C13, C14}

Iteration 2

Element
No.

Iteration 3

Table 40. Iteration 3
Element
No.

C10

Reachability Set (RS)

Antecedent Set (AS)

Intersection Set (IS)
IS = RS∩AS

1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14 1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14 1,4,5,6,7,8,12,13,14

Level (L)

L3={C10}

5.2.7. TISM Model or DIAGRAPH
The TISM model or Digraph (Directed Graph) is useful to interpret the dependencies
between all capability areas and hierarchies pictorially [185]. The Digraph is generated
from the level partitions, RM, and the ILKB [191]. First, the elements are arranged
graphically in levels following the steps below:
o Place the Level 1 elements at the top of the hierarchy
o Place the Level 2 elements just below the top level
o Repeat this process until all elements are placed at different levels
Second, the directed relationships are drawn as per the relationships shown in the RM
(i–j link with “1” entry). At last, transitive relationships are drawn. In regard to
transitive links (i–j link with “1*” entry), in TISM, only those transitive links that have
interpretation are retained [181][192]. According to [183], one simple way to draw the
transitive links in the initial Diagraph is by eliminating the transitive relationships stepby-step by examining their interpretation from the ILKB. Those transitive relationships
whose interpretation is provided are included in the drawing and the rest are
eliminated.
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L3 = {C10}

L2 = {C1, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C12, C13, C14}

L1 = {C2, C3,
C9, C11}

The model is generated using nodes or vertices and lines connecting the nodes. The
lines or connectivity depicts contextual relationship or dependencies [191]. Once the
transitive relations with no interpretation are removed from the Digraph the resultant
Diagraph is the initial TISM Diagraph. Figure 17 shows the TISM model for this study.
The Digraph illustrates the direct and transitive links among all capability areas, with
arrows indicating the direction of each relationship.

C11

C3

C2

C1

C4

C6

C7

C12

C13

C9

C5

C8

C14

C10
Direct Link
Transitive/Indirect Links (Interpretation exist)

Figure 17. TISM-Base Model or DIAGRAPH
5.2.8. Binary Interaction Matrix
The goal of BIM is to indicate all the direct and significant transitive links in which
interpretation exist. The Diagraph is translated into a Binary Interaction Matrix (BIM)
form depicting all the interactions by “1” entry. The cells with “1” entry in the BIM are
interpreted by picking the relevant interpretation from the ILKB in the form of FIM
[184][183]. According to [184] and [181], the entry of (i-i) link are “0” or null
(represented by “-”).
The BIM is presented in Table 41 followed by the FIM shown in Table 42.
Table 41. Binary Interaction Matrix
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i elements

BIM

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14

j elements

C1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C3
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C4
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C5
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C6
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1

C7
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

C8
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

C9
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

C10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C11
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

C12
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

C13
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

C14
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-

Notes: Bold, direct link; italic, significant transitive link

5.3. MICMAC Analysis
The goal of MICMAC is to analyze and better understand the driver power and
dependence of each element [184]. “Driver power” refers to the degree of influence
that one element has over another, and “dependence” is defined as the extent to
which one element is influenced by others [185]. The driver power and dependence of
each variable can be obtained from the RM by the summation of “1”s in the
corresponding rows and columns, respectively (As shown in Table RM).
Based on the driver power and dependence, we create a two dimensional graph, called
a driver-dependence plot of the elements, with the horizontal axis representing the
extent of dependence and the vertical axis representing the extent of driver power.
The means of the driver power and dependence can then be used to divide the driverdependence plot into four clusters for elements classification into Independent,
Linkage, Dependent, and Autonomous variables [184][185][191]. The plot is presented
in Figure 18.
Autonomous Elements - Elements with weak driver power and weak dependence. They
have relatively few connections to the system. They are usually excluded from the
system, since they are highly autonomous and may develop in their own way.
Moreover, they do not determine the future of the system; thus, they receive limited
focus. In this cluster we have two open data capability areas: C2-Open Data Processes
(Value Capability) and C9-Relationship Infrastructure (Dynamic Capability).
Dependent Elements - Elements that have weak driver power and strong dependence,
and are considered “dependent” or “end/result” elements, since they are the output
of the influence of other elements in the system. In this cluster we have two open data
capability areas: C3- Organization (Value Capability) and C11-Enterprise Infrastructure
(Competitive Capability).
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Linkage Elements - Elements with stronger driver power and dependence and are
considered as “linkage” elements because they are the strong linkage elements in the
hierarchy. These variables, by nature, are factors of instability, since any action
towards them has consequences not only on them but also on other elements. Most of
the capability areas belong to this cluster. Nine (64%) open data capability areas are in
this cluster: C1-Individual Competences and Expertise (Value Capability), C4-IT and
Technological Infrastructure (Value Capability), C5-Management and Data Governance
(Value Capability), C6-Open Data Process Innovation (Dynamic Capability), C7Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning (Dynamic Capability), C8-Value
Chain Performance (Dynamic Capability), C12-Product and Service (Competitive
Capability), C13-Business Development (Competitive Capability), C14-Relational Rent
(Competitive Capability).
Independent Elements - Elements with strong driver power and weak dependence, and
are considered “independent” or “influencing” elements. They have an important
influence on the elements above them in the hierarchy. Therefore, most systems are
dictated by them. These “entry elements” are crucial, since they seem to explain, or
affect, system behavior [185]. Independent variables often behave as non-negotiable
inputs to the systems, because they are exogenous to the system and, thus, cannot be
easily manipulated. In the independent cluster, we have C10-Management Function
(Dynamic Capability) capability which has high driver power and low dependence.

Figure 18. Driver-Dependence Plot
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Table 42. Final Interpretive Matrix
IM

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C1

-

-

-

Prior Open
Data Learning
and
Experiences

-

-

C2
C3

-

-

-

-

-

-

C4

C5

-

-

-

-

-

-

Analytics
Tools

-

-

Data
Standards,
Data Privacy,
Governance
Model,
Technical
Knowledge,
Data Policy,
Data Value
Governance,
Data
Modeling,

-

-

C7
Regular
Reports, Prior
Open Data
Learning and
Experiences
Data and Big
Data
Technologies,
Data
Collection
Infrastructure,
Data
Infrastructure
Performance
Monitoring
System,
Sensors,
Analytics
Tools, Data
Management
Systems, Data
Store and
Computing
Power, APIs
and Channels

C8

C9

C10

C11

C12

C13

C14

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Data
Infrastructure
Performance
Monitoring
System

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Data Concept,
Open Data
Guidelines,
EU Directives,
Legal
Frameworks,
Data Best
Practices,
Data Cultural
Shift

C6

-

Adopting
3rd Party
Vendor’s
Data
Processes,
AllianceBased Data
Processes,
Assess and
Adopt
Data
Process
Best
Practices,
Assess and
Adopt New
Data
Processes
and Tools,
Assess and
Increase
Data
Process
Efficiency,
Open Data
Related
Resource
Availability
and
Allocation

C7

Assess and
Identify

-

-

-

-

-

Assess and
Analyze

Assess and
Adopt Data

-

Assess and Adopt
Data Best Practices,

-

Adopting 3rd Party
Vendor’s Data
Processes, AllianceBased Data
Processes, Assess
and Adopt Data
Process Best
Practices, Assess
and Adopt New
Data Processes and
Tools, Assess and
Increase Data
Process Efficiency,
Open Data Related
Resource
Availability and
Allocation

-

-

-

This transitive
relation returns no

Open Data
Collaborative

-
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-

Assess and
Adopt
New Data
Processes
and Tools,
Assess and
Increase
Data
Process
Efficiency,
Open Data
Related
Resource
Availability
and
Allocation

AllianceBased Data
Processes,
Assess and
Adopt New
Data
Processes
and Tools,
Assess and
Increase
Data
Process
Efficiency,
Open Data
Related
Resource
Availability
and
Allocation

Adopting
3rd Party
Vendor’s
Data
Processes,
AllianceBased
Data
Processes,
Assess
and Adopt
New Open
Data
Related
Processes
and Tools

-

-

-

-

Training
Areas,
Assess,
Capture, and
Analyze
Internal
Knowledge,
Collaborative
Open Data
Projects and
Learning,
Involve
Individuals in
Knowledge
Creation
Process,
Knowledge
Acquisition
and Mergers,
Open Data
Market
Learning

C8

-

-

Acquired
Knowledge,
Assess,
Capture, and
Analyze
Internal
Knowledge,
Knowledge
Management
Tools (e.g.
Atlassian,
GitHub),
Knowledge
Pattern
Development
and Use

Best
Practices,
Access and
Analyze
Acquired
Knowledge,
Assess,
Capture, and
Analyze
Internal
Knowledge,
Collaborative
Open Data
Projects and
Learning,
Engage and
Participate in
Data
Ecosystem,
Knowledge
Acquisition
and Mergers,
Knowledge
Clustering
and
Classification,
Knowledge
Management
Tools (e.g.
Atlassian,
GitHub),
Open Data
Market
Learning,
Open Data
Offering’s
Problem
Scope
Identification

-

-

Assess and Analyze
Acquired Knowledge,
Assess, Capture, and
Analyze Internal
Knowledge,
Collaborative Open
Data Projects and
Learning, Engage and
Participate in Data
Ecosystem,
Knowledge
Acquisition and
Mergers, Knowledge
Clustering and
Classification,
Knowledge
Management Tools
(e.g. Atlassian,
GitHub), Open Data
Market Learning,
Knowledge Pattern
Development and
Use, Open Data
Offering’s Problem
Scope Identification,
Research and
Development

-

Assess and Increase
Data Domain, Assess
Open Data Offering

-
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interpretation from
the data. However,
we decided to keep
the relationship
because it is found
to be different in the
open data context.

Projects and
Learning,
Engage and
Participate in
Data
Ecosystem,
Open Data
Offering’s
Problem
Scope
Identification

-

-

-

C9

-

-

-

-

-

C10

-

-

-

-

-

C11

-

-

-

-

-

C12

-

-

-

-

-

Performance and
Requirements, CoCreating Open Data
Offering, Feedback
Loop and Data
Request
-

Data Quality
Continuous
Monitoring,
Constantly Increase
Data Quality, Data
Quality Attribute and
Measurement,
Support Data with
Metadata, Data
Quality Evaluation,
Using Data Quality
Assessment Tools,
Fast and Efficient
Delivery through APIs,
Flexible Design for
Data Service
Expansion, Criteria
Search-based Quick
Response, Updatebased Quick Response

-

-

-

-

-

Financial and
Investment
Assessment,
Market and
Clients
Assessment,
Technical
Assessment

-

-

-

-

-

-

Agile MindSet,
Financial
and
Investment
Assessment,
Identify
New Areas
of
Operation,
Market and
Clients
Assessment,
Research
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

C13

-

-

-

-

-

C14

-

-

-

-

-

Advance Integration,
Analysis of the State
of the Art, Collecting
Large amount of Data,
Data Relationship
Discovery, Disruptive
Data Product
Innovation, Identify
Good Data Sources,
Engaging in Various
Projects, Focus on
Principles of Big Data,
Move from Close Data
to Shared Data,
Targeting New
Sectors, Understand
and Develop Open
Data and Big Data
Capabilities, Cost
Containing, Resource
and Budget Allocation,
Understanding Legal
Framework within
each Sector, Find and
Provide to a Related
Open Data Market,
New Contracts and
Agreements with Data
Users, Operate in a
New Open Data
Sector, Oversee Data
Market, Targeted
Market, Product-savetime Pricing,
Resource-based
Pricing, Value-based
Pricing
Open and Provide
Data to Others,
Develop Open Data
Site

-

-

-

-

Open your
Data to Other
Companies,
Open your

Team Collaboration
and Sharing,
Internal Data
Warehouse,

-

-
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Intelligent
Data Models,
Operational
Efficiency,
Products
Usable by All,
More
Automated
Data Services,
Collecting
Large amount
of Data, Open
to try new
Data Tools and
Infrastructure,
Publish all the
Data, Moving
into Business
Intelligence
and IoT,
Targeting New
Sectors, Tailor
and Fit-to-use
Existing Tools,
More Open
Source,
Operate in a
New Open
Data Sector,
Open all for
all, Collect
more Data and
Expand the
Market

Operate in
a New
Open Data
Sector,
Targeted
Market

-

-

-

-

-

-

Data through
Open Data
Portal
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External Data
Warehouse, Build
Example from your
Data and Linked
Data, Develop
Testable Prototype
for Customers,
Open your Data and
Tools to Customers
to Investigate Value
and Needs, Collect
Data User's Stories,
Provide as Open
Source, Open
your Data to Other
Companies, Merging
with Other
Companies, External
Data Warehouse,
Share of Resources
and Capabilities

6. Findings, Evaluation, and Verification
In this part, we first present our research findings based on the two research questions
of this thesis. Next, we evaluate our resulting research model and verify the
synthesized open data capability architecture.

6.1. Findings
The main finding of this thesis is the open data capability architecture shown in Figure
19. The architecture emerged from the analysis and research model presented in
Section 5. We summarize and organize the findings based on the two research
questions of this thesis:
1. What are the elements of the Open Data Capability Architecture?
Answer to this question identifies and improves our understanding about open data
capability areas for generating value from open data, improving agility and competitive
advantage in ODOs.
2. What is the relationship between the elements of the Open Data Capability
Architecture?
Answer to this question identifies relationships between open data capability areas
and improves our understanding on how these areas influence one another and, what
are the dependencies between them.
6.1.1. Main Elements of Open Data Capability Architecture
The resulting open data capability architecture shows 14 elements. These elements are
the main capability areas in which ODOs are required to plan and develop capabilities
for. In the context of open data, there are three types of capabilities: 1) open data
value capability which includes five capability areas for value creation from open data,
2) open data dynamic capability which includes five capability areas for agility of the
ODOs and 3) open data competitive capabilities capability which includes four
capability areas for competitive advantage of the ODOs. The capability areas are
presented below.
Five capability areas that are found to be necessary for value creation from open data
are as follows:
o
o
o
o
o

Individual Competences and Expertise;
Open Data Processes;
Organisation;
IT and Technological Infrastructure; and
Management and Data Governance.
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Five capability areas that are found to be necessary for the agility of the ODOs are as
follows:
o
o
o
o
o

Process Innovation;
Knowledge Management and Organisational Learning;
Value Chain Performance;
Relationship Infrastructure; and
Management Functions.

The nature of open data competitive capability areas are strategic therefore, they can
also be referred to as ‘strategic capabilities’. Four capability areas that are found to be
necessary for competitive advantage of ODOs are as follows:
o
o
o
o

Enterprise Infrastructure;
Product and Service;
Business Development; and
Relational Rent.

In this part, five findings stand out:
Specific open data capability types, areas and capabilities identified
In addition to the main elements specified above, this thesis found specific open data
capabilities that ODOs are required to develop. For value generation from open data,
we found five value capability types, seven value capability areas and 27 specific open
data value capabilities of which 24 capabilities were new; i.e. not reported in extant
literature. For enabling and improving agility in the ODOs, we found five dynamic
capability types and 30 specific open data dynamic capabilities of which 23 capabilities
are newly discovered in this thesis. For competitive advantage of the ODOs, we found
four competitive capability types, 13 competitive capability areas and 43 specific open
data competitive capabilities of which 29 capabilities are newly discovered during our
analysis. This is shown in Table 43.
Table 43. Total number of open data capabilities found in this thesis

Value Capabilities
Dynamic Capabilities
Competitive
Capabilities

Capability Types

Capability Areas

5 (existing)
5 (existing)
4 (existing)

7 (existing)
13 (existing)

Specific
Capabilities
27 (24 new)
30 (23 new)
43 (29 new)

‘Management Functions’ capabilities are the most influential capability in ODOs, but
are relatively underdeveloped in these organization
Our finding highlights the importance of ‘Management Functions’ capabilities on open
data capability planning and development in the organization. This provides an idea
about how influential dynamic capabilities of management teams are in developing
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organizational capabilities in ODOs. While literature indicates the importance of this
capability area on the agility of the organization only [49][74], it was found that, this
capability has a very strong driver power and weak dependence power and therefore, it
is the most influencing element of the open data capability architecture.
In addition, our findings presented in Table 44 show that, compare to other capability
areas, Management Functions capabilities are underdeveloped and weak in both nonprofit and for-profit ODOs.
Many capability areas are factors of instability
Having taken a closer look at the resulting open data capability architecture, we
observe that most of the capability areas - from all the three capability types - are
placed at the middle layer of the architecture. The finding suggests that, these
capability areas are factors of instability, since any action towards them has
consequences not only on them but also on other capability areas.
Perceived degree of importance of the different capabilities
We establish the perceived degree of importance of the different capabilities based on
the frequency of the reference by both for- and not-for profit ODOs to these
capabilities. Below we present findings for the three major capability areas - open data
value capability areas, open data dynamic capability areas and open data competitive
capability areas.
Open Data Value Capability Areas
Our finding shows that the two most important open data value capability areas are
Individual Competences and Expertise, and Management and Data Governance. As can
be seen from Table 44, capabilities related to data competences and expertise of
working individuals in the organization plays a significant role in value generation from
open data. The number of references indicates that this capability is equally important
to both for-profit and non-profit ODOs. Moreover, our finding suggests that, both nonprofit ODOs and for-profit ODOs are mostly looking for developing Individual
Competences and Expertise capabilities for ‘Generating Open Data’, ‘Processing Open
Data’ and ‘Publishing Data’.
Management and Data Governance capabilities are found to be more important to forprofit ODOs. Our finding suggests that, non-profit ODOs are mostly looking for
developing Management and Data Governance capabilities for ‘Publishing Data’ while,
for-profit ODOs are mostly looking for developing Management and Data Governance
capabilities for ‘Data Processing’.
Moreover, there is a considerable difference between the importance of developing
and implementing Data Technological Infrastructure capabilities for generating value
from open data in non-profit and for-profit organizations. As can be seen in Table 44,
developing data technological infrastructure capabilities in non-profit ODOs received
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55 references, while this number is significantly lower in for-profit ODOs. Our finding
suggests that, the lack of resources and financial obstacles negatively influence
planning and implementing data infrastructure capabilities in non-profit ODOs. Nonprofit ODOs do not often own data technological infrastructure. They implement data
technological infrastructure in a very smaller scale which would be project-specific
infrastructures that are adopted from third-party organizations. In this regard, H adds:
“We do not have the data infrastructure to do everything by our own. It is very costly.
There are university and third party vendors who do that for us.” Another example is
from J who indicates that: “We also form a team with the City of Barcelona and we use
their data infrastructure and in return we help them publish their city data.”
In addition, for-profit ODOs do not often buy or develop their own data infrastructure
therefore, this number is lower. Cloud-based data infrastructures are used which help
ODOs to work from anywhere and to increase scalability, flexibility, security,
collaboration, and competitiveness. Therefore, the technical knowledge capability of
the management team plays a significant role in selecting the right data infrastructure
for data processing. According to D: “We first check our projects and their requirements
and then we match the requirements to what is available to us and for those that are
not available, we decide to hire it from the Cloud.” Another example is from F who
said: “Our data infrastructure is completely on Cloud so, we should be knowledgeable
about Cloud based infrastructure and applications and fully aware of risks associated
with Cloud based infrastructure.”
Our finding suggests that, both non-profit and for-profit ODOs are mostly looking for
developing Data Technological Infrastructure capabilities for ‘Generating Data’ and
‘Data Storage and Computing Facilities’.
Open Data Dynamic Capability Areas
For agility of the ODOs, our finding shows that the two most important open data
dynamic capability areas are Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
and, Process Innovation capabilities. As shown in Table 44, the references linked to
developing and implementing knowledge management and organizational learning
capabilities in for-profit ODOs is significantly higher than what it is for non-profit ODOs.
Our finding suggests that knowledge management and organizational learning
capabilities have revenue potentials for for-profit ODOs and can contribute to
increasing competitive advantage and profitability in these organizations because,
knowledge can contribute to better and faster problem solving than rivals. As an
example, G states that: “knowledge management capabilities such as the knowledge
we extract from datasets, knowledge we get from the incubator, our Hamburg
shareholders, and from the B2B partners can help us enhance our food data collection.
This is very critical for us specially that we want to operate in other countries and we
need massive and complete data of their food and nutrition.”
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In non-profit ODOs, this capability is underdeveloped as the goal of this type of
organization is not to generate revenue. Nevertheless, they still develop this capability
to some extent because, knowledge management and organizational learning
capabilities have other potentials for non-profits. Potentials such as 1) increasing
transparency and trust, 2) improving data management (the case of H), 3) providing
training, 4) locating affordable resources (the case of I), 5) unleash the potentials of
team members (the case of J), and 6) Identifying the right data infrastructure (the case
of K). ‘Knowledge Acquisition and Mergers’ capability is the most developed
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning capabilities in non-profit ODOs.
And, the most developed Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
capabilities in for-profit ODOs found to be ‘Assess, Capture and Analyze Internal
Knowledge’.
Regarding the Process Innovation capabilities, our finding suggests that this capability
is underdeveloped in non-profit ODOs compared to for-profit ODOs. In addition, nonprofit ODOs are mostly looking for developing process innovation capabilities for
‘Alliance-Based Processes’ and ‘Assess and Adopt New Data Process capability and
Tools’ while, for-profit ODOs are mostly looking for developing process innovation
capabilities for ‘Assess and Adopt New Data Process capability and Tools’ and ‘Assess
and Increase Data Process Efficiency’.
Taking into an account the significance of Management Functions capabilities in
planning and developing open data capabilities in the ODOs, our findings in Table 44
show low numbers for both for-profit and non-profit ODOs. Also, this capability is
slightly more developed in for-profits ODOs. In addition, our findings show that, the
two most developed Management Functions capabilities by non-profit ODOs are
‘Technical Assessment’ capability and ‘Agile Mind-Set’ of the management team. And,
the two most developed Management Functions capabilities by for-profit ODOs are
‘Market and Clients Assessment’ and ‘Technical Assessment’.
Open Data Competitive Capability Areas
For competitive advantage of the ODOs, our finding shows that the two most
important open data competitive capability areas are Business Development and
Product and Service Strategic Capabilities. As shown in Table 44, Business
Development is referred 156 times by for-profit ODOs and 147 times by non-profit
ODOs.
Even though the main aim of non-profit ODOs is not to compete but to defining goals,
missions, and objectives, our finding highlights that this type of ODOs also develops
business development strategic capabilities almost at the same speed as the for-profit
ODOs. However, it has been found that business development strategic capabilities for
non-profit ODOs are mostly defined at a higher level, whereas, in for-profit ODOs, this
capability area captures a wider spectrum of activities, stakeholders, and strategic
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planning. In addition, the two most developed Business Development Strategic
Capabilities by non-profit ODOs are ‘Growth and Commercialization’ and
‘Differentiation’. And, the two most developed Business Development Strategic
Capabilities by for-profit ODOs are ‘Management’ and ‘Differentiation’.
In relation to Product and Service strategic capabilities, our findings in Table 44
highlight that both for-profit and non-profit ODOs develop and implement this
capability to a certain extent. In relation to Product and Service strategic capabilities,
our findings show that, non-profit ODOs are mostly looking for developing Product and
Service strategic capabilities for improving ‘Quality’ and ‘Delivery’ of their offerings
while, for-profit ODOs are mostly looking for developing Product and Service strategic
capabilities for improving ‘Quality’ and ‘Flexibility’ of their offerings.
Regarding the Enterprise Infrastructure Strategic capabilities, findings in Table 44 show
that, even though this strategic capability is developed in both for-profit and non-profit
ODOs but, for-profit ODOs develop this strategic capability more in response to their
data technologies and infrastructures needs. In addition to this finding, we also found
that, in both non-profit and for-profit ODOs, the two most developed Enterprise
Infrastructure Strategic capabilities are ‘Infrastructure’ and ‘Integration’ strategic
capabilities.
Open data dynamic capabilities are underdeveloped
Having a closer look at the findings in Table 44, we can see that the least attention is
given to capability areas associated with dynamic capability type. According to [193],
organizations give little room for taking advantage of new developments and adapting
quickly to changes in the environment. This finding could suggest that ODOs do not yet
find themselves in a favorable situation to response to open data market dynamics and
therefore they cannot position themselves based on their agility strength.
6.1.2. Relationships between the elements
The resulting open data capability architecture identifies 27 relationships in which each
indicates that a relationship exists between two particular open data capability areas.
Moreover, each relationship states that, one capability area can have an impact on the
other capability area through other specific open data capabilities (see open data
capability architecture in this section).
Our analysis revealed two relationship types: ‘Direct’ and ‘Indirect’ or ‘Transitive’.
Below, we first present existing relationships in the related literature and we further
highlight which of those existing relationships have been confirmed and rejected
during our analysis. Next, we present our findings related to the newly discovered
relationships between pairs of capability areas. Last, we present our interesting finding
regarding the observed structure or dependencies in the relationships.
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Table 44. Perceived degree of importance of the different capabilities – For-profits vs. Non-profits
Capability
Types
Value
Capability

Dynamic
Capability

Competitive
Capability

Non-Profit Organizations
Top Three Capability
Ref
Most developed capabilities
Areas
Individual
218
Generating Data, Processing
Competences and
Data, Publishing Data
Expertise
151
Management and
Publishing Data
Data Governance
Technological
Generating Data, Data
55
infrastructure
Storage and Computing
Facilities
Knowledge
38
Knowledge Acquisition and
management
Mergers
Process innovation
Alliance-Based Processes,
18
Assess and Adopt New Data
Process capability and Tools
Management
Functions

25

Business development

147

Product and service

70

Enterprise
Infrastructure

47

Technical Assessment, Agile
Mind-Set
Growth and
Commercialization ,
Differentiation
Quality, Delivery
Infrastructure, Integration
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For-Profit Organizations
Top Three Capability
Ref
Most developed
Areas
capabilities
Individual
205
Generating Data,
Competences and
Processing Data, Publishing
Expertise
Data
219
Management and
Data Processing
Data Governance
Technological
Generating Data; Data
39
infrastructure
Storage and Computing
Facilities
Knowledge
121
Assess, Capture and
management
Analyze Internal Knowledge
Process innovation
Assess and Adopt New
61
Data Process capability and
Tools; Assess and Increase
Data Process Efficiency
Management
Market and Clients
Functions
Assessment, Technical
47
Assessment
Business development 156
Management,
Differentiation
Product and service

4

Enterprise
Infrastructure

68

Quality, Flexibility
Infrastructure, Integration

Sum

887

310

572

16 existing relationships in literature: 15 confirmed and 1 rejected
Out of the 27 relationships shown in our resulting open data capability architecture, 16
relationships are already reported in the related literature. The 16 relationships are
shown in the theoretical model of this thesis (see Section 3). All the 16 relationships
are of relationship type ‘direct’. It has also been found that, no transitive or indirect
relationships have been reported in the related literature.
Out of the existing relationships, our finding confirmed 15 relationships (see the
resulting theoretical model in Section 3) and rejected the other remaining relationship.
The direct relationship that exists between Knowledge Management and
Organizational Learning and, Value Chain Performance was not confirmed in our work.
However our here finding suggests that Knowledge Management and Organizational
Learning capabilities have an indirect impact on Value Chain Performance. Specifically,
it was found that, Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning capabilities
have an impact on Value Chain Performance through Process Innovation capabilities.
Knowledge and learning that is created through developing and implementing
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning capabilities are required to
improve process innovation capabilities and increase the efficiency of data processes
therefore, this can impact the value chain performance of the organization.
New relationships that emerged in this study
Our finding highlights a number of new relationships. Out of the 27 relationships
shown in our open data capability architecture, 11 direct relationships between a pair
of capability areas have emerged in this study (see open data capability model in
Section 5).
Clear dependencies and dependency structure was evident in the relationships
From our analysis, we found that capability areas are dependent on one another both
within one capability type and across types. This shows that, the three types are
related to one another and they can influence development of one another. In
addition, our findings show that, clear structure in the relationships exists. This
structure or dependencies have emerged after our analysis and synthesis. In ODOs,
capabilities can be developed as the result of these dependents relationships and the
two-ways communication among them. This communication between capability areas
enables capability implementation loop where capabilities are assessed and innovated
to improve agility in the ODOs. In addition, implementation loop generates knowledge
and improve learning within the organization which can also contribute to the agility of
the organization. As demonstrated in our architecture, Knowledge Management and
Organizational Learning capability is cantered and has many relations to other
capability areas. This can also generate and improve feedback loop where knowledge
is actively generated and used to improve open data capabilities toward achieving
organization’s
mission
goals.
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Enterprise
Infrastructure

Organization

Layer 3

Open Data Processes

Layer 2

Individual Competences
and Expertise

Process Innovation

IT and Technological
Infrastructure

Knowledge Management and

Relationship Infrastructure

Management and
Data Governance

Value Chain Performance

Organizational Learning

Layer 1

Product and
Service

Value Capability Areas
Dynamic Capability Areas
Competitive Capability Areas

Business
Development

Management Functions

Figure 19. Open Data Capability Architecture
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6.2. Evaluation and Verification
As specified in the research framework presented in the methodology section (Section
4), a design science approach must include some form of research evaluation and
verification of the research outputs. According to [194], [195], [196] and [197], tests
and measures used to evaluate and verify quantitative research cannot be applied to
qualitative research, however, there are criteria that qualitative research can use to
evaluate the research for quality [197][198]. In addition, according to [194], in
qualitative research, verification is referred to the precision in which the findings
accurately reflect the data.
In this part, we evaluate our research by adopting a set of criteria employed for
qualitative research. In addition to evaluation, we verify our design output (open data
capability architecture) to ensure that the developed open data capability architecture
accurately refines and preserves the relations in the open data capability model
presented in Section 5.
In Figure 20, we illustrate the research evaluation and verification model.
Evaluation

Verification

Foundation Research

Empirical Research

Capability-Based
Theory and Dynamic
Capability Theory

Interview Protocol
Data Analysis

TISM Analysis

Open Data
Capability Model

Open Data
Capability
Architecture

Theoretical
Model

Synthesis/ Design

Figure 20. Research evaluation and verification model
Below, we present the evaluation and verification of our research.
6.2.1. Evaluation
We have used criteria for evaluating our qualitative research. Specifically, we adopted
a qualitative model for examining the various aspects of this research work. This model
focuses on research findings, process and pragmatics. We have adopted this model
with a particular focus on the methods used most extensively in evaluation for
assessing quality in qualitative research [198]. We have selected five criteria to
evaluate the Findings. We have selected three criteria to evaluate the processes we
undergo to conduct this research. Last, we select one criterion for pragmatics to
evaluate the practical aspects of the developed architecture.
In Table 45, we present the evaluation criteria used in this thesis.
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Table 45. Quality criteria for evaluation
Quality Criteria Description
Finding

Finding refers to a particular result of the research. The result may
be a specific procedure or technique, framework, architectural,
analytic model or specific solution. In this research, the research
result is the open data value capability architecture.

Process

A development process is a series of actions and steps that are
performed to propose the new open data value capability
architecture.

Pragmatics

Pragmatics refers to practical aspects of using the constructed
open data capability architecture.

Grounded in the literature on qualitative research methods [199][198][200][201], we
have identified relevant sub assessment criteria for the above quality criteria. Table 46,
presents the qualitative model to evaluate our open data value capability architecture.

Sub
Criteria
Understandable
Credible

Finding

Criteria

Table 46. Justifications for the evaluation criteria
Assessment
Questions

Are the findings
easy to
understand?

Are the findings
credible and
supported by
evidence?

Description

The open data value capability architecture is
basically easy to understand. The findings are
revealed based on the analysis of the data presented
in this thesis. Research findings are presented based
on the research questions. The open data capability
architecture provides clear relationships between
each two open data capability areas.
The findings of this research were member checked
and consensus reached. Through member checking,
meaningful coherence and relevance of the research
findings were evaluated. As a result, findings largely
confirmed established facts in literature and shed
more light on the nature of the relationships among
capability areas.
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Expressiveness

Contribution

Have the findings
of this study
contributed to
the existing
knowledge?
Has the findings
offered guidance
to researchers
for future works?

How well have
the open data
capability
architecture
elements been
defined?

Generalisability

Can the research
output be
generalized?

Our research contribution and research findings
significantly contributed to the knowledge that exists
in the open data research area by confirming existing
theories (Capability-based Theory and Dynamic
Capability Theory), relationships and, capability types
and areas. In addition, our research findings add to
the body of knowledge by revealing new
relationships and capabilities.
Moreover, our research findings help researchers and
ODOs to better understand open data capabilities
and how they related to one other. The findings in
this research are important as they can contribute to
profitability and survivability of ODOs.
This research offers guidance for future research
(Section 8).
The open data capability architecture elements are
very well defined so that it can provide some
guidance to ODOs as well as researchers to
understand and use. Each element is defined and
presented in Section 3 of this thesis. In addition,
through a member check, each definition is evaluated
to ensure that the definition can clearly define the
elements.
According to [202], [196] and [197], generalization in
qualitative research refers to the extent to which
adopted theories are understandable and applicable
to a particular context. In this thesis, we developed a
theoretical model based on the Capability-based
Theory and Dynamic Capability Theory (Section 2).
The model was our theoretical lens to collect data
and develop open data capability model and open
data capability architecture. Therefore, the theories
used in this thesis are applicable to the open data
context. In addition, the theories could also be useful
to other individuals or researchers who want to apply
them in similar situations.
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Is methodology
useful in creating
new artefact?

To increase trustworthiness in our qualitative data
analysis process, we evaluate trustworthiness of our
research via data analysis triangulation where we
adopted three different data analysis methods [180].
We adopted frequency check to see how many times
a capability area is referred to, classical content
analysis where we generate codes, and taxonomic
analysis to find new categories and organized them
on the basis of a single semantic relationship (this is
how new codes emerged).
In addition, member checking method was also
applied to evaluate the design process to increase the
rigor and trustworthiness of the finding.

Regarding the methodology usefulness in creating the
open data capability architecture, the architecture is
constructed by following the well-known and highly
adopted design science research methodology
(Section 4). Our research framework was developed
based on this methodology. In the framework, we
outline all the elements useful for conducting this
research. Design science research methodology is
used by many researchers and practitioners to design
new artefact that can solve problems.
How the research Participants were selected based on their
participants were competency and ability to provide information about
selected?
the area under investigation.
Dose the
architecture
adhere to the
intended
problem
domain?

Referring to the research problem of this thesis
(Section 1), the open data capability architecture is
developed to address the research problem, and
helping ODOs to better understand capabilities that
are required to generate value from open data,
enable and improve agility and competitiveness in
these organizations. Our developed architecture can
also help ODOs to understand how relationships are
impacting each other.

Pragmatics

Applicability

Participant
Selection

Process

Defensible Design Methodology

How defensible
and trustworthy
is the design
process?

In the following section, we verify the open data capability architecture.
6.2.2. Verification
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According to [194] and [200], verification is referring to the precision in which the
findings accurately reflect the data. To explore the extent to which the developed
artefact – open data capability architecture – is verified, in this part, we aim to verify
the architecture and its relationships to check whether or not the architecture
accurately captured and realized the open data capability model presented in Section
5.
During the verification process, we detected two errors and we made an attempt to
fixing the problem. As a result of verification, open data capability architecture implies
the open data capability model. In Table 47, we illustrate the verification of the
developed open data capability architecture.

Level 2

Level 1

Levels

Table 47. Verification of the open data capability architecture
Open Data Capability
Architecture

Open Data Capability Model (Section 5)

Management
Functions to Business
Development

This relationship depicts that Management Functions
capabilities can directly impact the Business
Development strategic capabilities of the organization.
This relationship can be found in R13 in the model.
This relationship has emerged from the data illustrated
in section 5.1.2.13.
Business Development This relationship depicts that Business Development
to Product and Service strategic capabilities are directly impacting the Product
and Service strategic capabilities of the organization.
This relationship can be found in R23 in the model.
This relationship has emerged from the data illustrated
in section 5.1.2.23.
Product and Service to This relationship depicts that Product and Service
Process Innovation
strategic capabilities can directly impact the Process
Innovation of the ODOs. This relationship can be found
in R20 in the model. This relationship has emerged
from the data illustrated in section 5.1.2.20.
Process Innovation to This relationship depicts that capabilities related to
Product and Service
Process Innovation can directly impact the Product and
Service strategic capabilities of the ODOs. This
relationship can be found in R12 in the model. This
relationship has emerged from the data illustrated in
section 5.1.2.12.
Process Innovation to This relationship depicts that capabilities related to
Value Chain
Process Innovation are directly impacting the Value
Performance
Chain Performance of the ODOs. This relationship can
be found in R4 in the model. This relationship has
emerged from the data illustrated in section 5.1.2.4.
Value Chain
This relationship depicts that capabilities related to
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Performance to
Process Innovation

Individual
Competences and
Expertise to IT and
Technological
Infrastructure
Individual
Competences and
Expertise to
Knowledge
Management and
Organizational
Learning
Knowledge
Management and
Organizational
Learning to Individual
Competences and
Expertise
IT and Technological
Infrastructure to
Management and
Data Governance
Management and
Data Governance to IT
and Technological
Infrastructure
IT and Technological
Infrastructure to
Knowledge
Management and
Organizational
Learning
Knowledge
Management and
Organizational
Learning to IT and
Technological
Infrastructure
Knowledge
Management and

Value Chain Performance are directly impacting the
Process Innovation of the ODOs. This relationship can
be found in R5 in the model. This relationship has
emerged from the data illustrated in section 5.1.2.5.
This relationship depicts that capabilities related to
Individual Competences and Expertise can impact the
IT and Technological Infrastructure of the ODOs. This
relationship can be found in R26 in the model. This
relationship has emerged from the data illustrated in
section 5.1.2.26.
This relationship depicts that capabilities related to
Individual Competences and Expertise can impact the
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
of the ODOs. This relationship can be found in R9 in
the model. This relationship has emerged from the
data illustrated in section 5.1.2.9.
This relationship depicts that capabilities related to
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
can impact the Individual Competences and Expertise
of the ODOs. This relationship can be found in R8 in
the model. This relationship has emerged from the
data illustrated in section 5.1.2.8.
This relationship depicts that capabilities related to IT
and Technological Infrastructure are impacting the
Management and Data Governance. This relationship
can be found in R18 in the model. This relationship has
emerged from the data illustrated in section 5.1.2.18.
This relationship depicts that capabilities related to
Management and Data Governance impact the IT and
Technological Infrastructure. This relationship can be
found in R1 in the model. This relationship has
emerged from the data illustrated in section 5.1.2.1.
This relationship depicts that capabilities related to IT
and Technological Infrastructure impact the
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
of the ODOs. This relationship can be found in R2 in
the model. This relationship has emerged from the
data illustrated in section 5.1.2.2.
This relationship depicts that capabilities related to
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
impact the IT and Technological Infrastructure of the
ODOs. This relationship can be found in R3 in the
model. This relationship has emerged from the data
illustrated in section 5.1.2.3.
This relationship depicts that capabilities related to
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
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Level 3

Organizational
Learning to Process
Innovation

are directly impacting the Process Innovation of the
ODOs. This relationship can be found in R6 in the
model. This relationship has emerged from the data
illustrated in section 5.1.2.6.
Process Innovation to This relationship depicts that Process Innovation
Business Development capabilities can directly impact the Business
Development strategic capabilities of the ODOs. This
relationship can be found in R11 in the model. This
relationship has emerged from the data illustrated in
section 5.1.2.11.
Business Development This relationship depicts that Business Development
to Process Innovation strategic capabilities can directly impact the Process
Innovation of the ODOs. This relationship can be found
in R15 in the model. This relationship has emerged
from the data illustrated in section 5.1.2.15.
Process Innovation to This relationship depicts that Process Innovation
Relational Rent
capabilities can directly impact the Relational Rent.
This relationship can be found in R22 in the model.
This relationship has emerged from the data illustrated
in section 5.1.2.22.
Relational Rent to
This relationship depicts that Relational Rent
Process Innovation
capabilities can directly impact the Process Innovation
of the ODOs. This relationship can be found in R19 in
the model. This relationship has emerged from the
data illustrated in section 5.1.2.19.
Knowledge
This relationship depicts that Knowledge Management
Management and
and Organizational Learning capabilities can indirectly
Organizational
impact the Process Innovation of the ODOs. This
Learning to Value
relationship can be found in R7 in the model. This
Chain Performance
relationship has emerged from the data illustrated in
section 5.1.2.7.
Relational Rent to
This relationship depicts that capabilities related to
Knowledge
Relational Rent are directly impacting the Knowledge
Management and
Management and Organizational Learning capabilities.
Organizational
This relationship can be found in R21 in the model.
Learning
This relationship has emerged from the data illustrated
in section 5.1.2.21.
Relational Rent to
This relationship depicts that capabilities related to
Value Chain
Relational Rent are directly impacting the Value Chain
Performance
Performance capabilities. This relationship can be
found in R17 in the model. This relationship has
emerged from the data illustrated in section 5.1.2.17.
Process Innovation to This relationship depicts that capabilities related to
Open Data Processes
Process Innovation are impacting the Open Data
Processes. This relationship can be found in R27 in the
model. This relationship has emerged from the data
illustrated in section 5.1.2.27.
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Knowledge
Management and
Organizational
Learning to
Organization
IT and Technological
Infrastructure to
Enterprise
Infrastructure

This relationship depicts that capabilities related to
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
are impacting the Organization. This relationship can
be found in R10 in the model. This relationship has
emerged from the data illustrated in section 5.1.2.10.
This relationship depicts that capabilities related to IT
and Technological Infrastructure are directly impacting
the Enterprise Infrastructure of the ODOs. This
relationship can be found in R25 in the model. This
relationship has emerged from the data illustrated in
section 5.1.2.25.
Business Development This relationship depicts that Business Development
to Enterprise
strategic capabilities can directly impact the Enterprise
Infrastructure
Infrastructure strategic capabilities of the organization.
This relationship can be found in R16 in the model.
This relationship has emerged from the data illustrated
in section 5.1.2.16.
Knowledge
This relationship depicts that Knowledge Management
Management and
and Organizational Learning capabilities can directly
Organizational
impact the Relationship Infrastructure capabilities of
Learning to
the ODOs. This relationship can be found in R24 in the
Relationship
model. This relationship has emerged from the data
Infrastructure
illustrated in section 5.1.2.24.
Management
This relationship depicts that Management Functions
Functions to
capabilities can directly impact the Enterprise
Enterprise
Infrastructure strategic capabilities of the organization.
Infrastructure
This relationship can be found in R14 in the model.
This relationship has emerged from the data illustrated
in section 5.1.2.14.
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7. Discussion
In this section, we aim to discuss our research findings and their implications. We start
with going through the research problem, questions, and findings. Next, we compare
the results of this thesis with established understanding in extant literature. We
conclude by presenting the unexpected findings, implications and limitations of our
work as well as some practical recommendations based on the theoretical results.
Recapping the research problem, questions and findings
Open data is an essential organizational asset for many organizations and large
numbers of new start-ups are beginning to benefit from the potential of this asset for a
wide range of new products and services. In spite of high investment in developing
open data technical and infrastructure capabilities, large numbers of these
organizations fail to effectively use open data and fully leverage its potential. A major
reason for this is that these organizations do not clearly know what specific capabilities
are required to effectively harness open data for their business needs and
organizational goals.
Research-based knowledge on open data capabilities and how they relate to each
other remain sparse, with most of the open data literature focusing on social and
economic value and potentials of open data. Past studies on open data shows that in
order to compete and survive in the fast changing and competitive open data industry,
ODOs are required to plan and develop capabilities for generating value from open
data, increasing agility and competitive advantage of the organization [160][14].
To our knowledge, there has been no previous scholarly work that has attempted to
comprehensively identify the different open data capabilities and articulate a
capability architecture for ODOs. The thesis has attempted to robustly address this
research gap driven by two research questions: 1) what are the main elements of the
open data capability architecture and 2) how do these elements relate architecturally?
Regarding the first research question, the result from eleven ODOs reveals 14 main
open data capability areas and 100 open data capabilities of which 76 capabilities have
emerged in this thesis (Table 43). The findings suggest that ‘Management Functions’
capability area is the most influencing capability in ODOs and it has the strongest
driving power on open data capability development in ODOs. In addition, nine out of
the 14 open data capability areas are found to be linkage components of the open data
capability architecture. Linkage components are those components that are influenced
by and can influence other components of the architecture. The nine areas are
Individual Competences and Expertise, IT and Technological Infrastructure,
Management and Data Governance, Open Data Process Innovation, Knowledge
Management and Organizational Learning, Value Chain Performance, Product and
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Service, Business Development, and Relational Rent. In addition to the above, the
findings highlight that the perceived degree of importance of the different capabilities
differs in for-profit and non-profit ODOs (see Table 44). Findings also highlight that
dynamic capabilities are underdeveloped in ODOs compared to value and
competitive/strategic capabilities.
Regarding the second research question, analysis reveals 27 relationships of which 11
relationships have emerged in this thesis. In addition to the direct relationships,
findings suggest that in the context of open data, capability areas could also have
transitive or indirect relationships to each other. Clear hierarchical dependency
structure (or layers) was evident between capabilities and capability areas.
Implications of findings
The developed open data capability architecture shows that, ‘Management Functions’
agile capabilities are the most influencing capabilities in ODOs (Figure 19: Layer 1). This
essential capability area is exercised by the management team to achieve
organizational mission goals. According to [203], “we live in an era when our tools and
devices are increasingly changing”. Here, we would like to argue that, adding another
strong aspect of ‘data’ to what [203] has claimed, would certainly make the market
even more dynamic as the data is generated every second. Therefore, operating in the
dynamic open data market where open data products and services are becoming
increasingly vulnerable to the changing demands and availability of large pool of data,
would require the management team to be responsible to develop skills and
capabilities to ensure that the business is using quality data to respond to the changing
landscape of the market on time and on budget. We argue that, traditional
management approach where management power is centralized cannot adequately
tackle the open data market and its dynamism. Now, management teams in ODOs are
required to develop innovative approaches and encourage inter- and intraorganizational collaborative environment where knowledge, creative ideas and power
can be freely shared and used within the organization. Moreover, our results suggests
that, it is no longer enough for the management team to have the skills and be fluent
in existing practices or tools if, they do not have the agile mind-set to seek, assess and
adopt innovative solutions. We further argue that, management agility as a capability
has been of concern within the context of open data. We believe that as the field of
open data is fairly young, management capability in the area of agility is largely poorly
developed. As many new start-ups are emerging to tap into the vast potentials that
availability of open data offers, data collected and experience from the interviews
show that these relatively young managers may not have the adequate levels of
knowledge and understanding about management capabilities to deal with the fast
changing demands in the open data market in particular. Consequently, when the
management teams in the ODOs fail to address the required changes effectively, the
changes may turn out to be crises, which could lead to organizational failure. However,
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when decisions regarding the needed changes are made by a competent management,
they may conveniently be used to improve capabilities in the organization. We state
that, this could be one key reason why many of these start-ups fail when they are still
at their early stage. In our opinion, this research could assist managers to develop a
better understanding of management capabilities for improving agility in the
organization and what it takes to achieve their mission goals. ODOs’ management
team should be agile and be updated at all times and consider ups and downs in the
market for making more informed decisions regarding development of capabilities for
the organization. As a result, we argue that, Management Functions capabilities serve
as ‘input’ to the development of open data capabilities in the ODOs.
As highlighted in our findings section, nine open data capability areas that are located
in the Layer 2 of the architecture (Figure 19: Layer 2) are found to be the factors of
instability in the ODOs. These capability areas are often targeted at addressing the
needs of the organization. Therefore, any change towards them has consequences
beyond them to other capability areas and also on the produced open data products
and services. Hence, based on our findings, we claim that, organizational agility is
established and improved in this layer where, different capability areas are impacting
each other to enable development of valuable open data products and services.
Therefore, we have labeled this layer as the ‘interaction’ layer of the open data
capability architecture. In addition, we argue that, considering the importance of this
layer for the agility and value generation for customers, it is very vital that
management team is able to provide sufficient inputs to enable agility by adopting and
developing appropriate innovative capabilities. Based on our findings in Table 44
(Section 6), management functions capabilities are underdeveloped. Certainly, this can
negatively influence the development of the capabilities located in this layer as the
management is not able to provide sufficient input. In addition to that, our findings
also show that process innovation capabilities are also underdeveloped. As a
consequence of the above two findings, the interaction and feedback loop that is
established in this layer does not sufficiently generate valuable results for the
organization and therefore, the developed open data products and services do not
fully realize the value of open data. As a result, this will negatively impact the
competitiveness of the ODOs. In spite of insufficient management functions and
process innovation capabilities in ODOs, it appears that, ODOs recognize the
importance of knowledge management and organizational learning capabilities.
Therefore, we conjecture that, the knowledge and learning generated from this
capability should be better utilized to improve the organization’s capability
development towards achieving organizational mission goals.
Capability areas located at the top layer of the open data capability architecture
(Figure 19: Layer 3) involves combination of Value (Open Data Processes and Open
Data Organization) and Strategic (Enterprise Infrastructure and Relationship
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Infrastructure) capabilities. This layer is where the final transformation happens.
Therefore, capability areas located in this layer are the ‘outcomes’ of this effort.
However, these capability areas are highly autonomous. Taking into an account their
autonomous nature, they still get influenced by the interactions and the feedback loop
that are established in the middle layer.
In Figure 21, we illustrate our implications of findings.
Open Data Capability
Architecture: Layer 1
Capability Area

Management
Functions

Provides Input

Open Data Capability Architecture:
Layer 2 Capability Areas
Individual Competences and Expertise
IT and Technological Infrastructure
Management and Data Governance
Process Innovation
Knowledge Management &
Organizational Learning
Value Chain Performance
Product and Service
Business Development
Relational Rent

Generate Feedback Loop ->
Implementation Loop

Open Data Capability
Architecture: Layer 3
Capability Areas
Open Data
Processes
Organization
Enterprise
Infrastructure
Relationship
Infrastructure

Outcome/
Transformation

Figure 21. Communication between the three layers of the architecture
Relating findings to existing works
Below, we present number of existing related work and comparing the results of these
works to the results of this thesis.
Insights from a scenario, interviews, and a survey study [11] reveals three areas where
ODOs need to build capability: 1) IT: having access to the Internet, adopting cloud
computing to run software and applications without having to own, manage, and
operate the internal cloud resources and capabilities, and adopting tools for data
processing, linking, cleaning, and other tools; 2) Information and Data: having database
with open dataset for commercial open data use, developing company database to
obtain commercial benefits, and using data to develop new company products and
services; 3) Human: computer skills, finding and accessing open data, tool selection
and use, data and result interpretation, and stakeholder network management.
Moreover, findings from this study [11] highlight that the availability and use of all
three capability areas is necessary for every ODOs and, gaining long term competitive
advantage through open data use is not possible if one of these three types are
underdeveloped. However, for ODOs to gain competitive advantage, other significant
open data capabilities are also necessary. The resulting open data capability
architecture and findings from our study confirm the importance of the three
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capability areas and adds to it by outlining other open data capability areas that are
equally important to the competitiveness of ODOs. Comparing the two studies, we
argue that the Human capabilities are similar to Individual Competences and Expertise
capabilities, IT and Information and Data capabilities are similar to Data Technological
Infrastructure capabilities. In addition, the relationships identified in our study show
that there is a relationship between the three capability areas presented in study by
Zuiderwijk et al. [11].
Agarwal et al. (2014) [136] highlights that businesses understand that data offers
enormous potential but, they have less understanding of exactly how to realize its
promise. Authors claim that by developing three core components in which each
includes two key capabilities, organizations can put in place a framework for enabling
and succeeding with data and big data. The three capability components are: 1) Data
Usage (two capabilities: Identifying Opportunities and Building Trust), 2) Data Engine
(two capabilities: Laying the Technical Foundation and Shaping the Organization) and
3) Data Ecosystem (two capabilities: Participating in a Big-Data Ecosystem and Making
Relationships work). Comparing the capability areas identified in our study and in the
study by Agarwal et al. [136], we confirm that the reported capabilities in Agarwal et
al. [136] can contribute to realizing the potential of open and big data. In this regard,
Identifying Opportunities and Building Trust can both relate to Business Development
Strategic capabilities; laying the Technical Foundation and Shaping the Organization
can each relate to Technological Infrastructure Capabilities and Organization
capabilities; Participating in a Big-Data Ecosystem and Making Relationships Work can
each relate to Knowledge Management and Organizational capabilities and Relational
Rent Strategic capabilities in our work.
Exploratory interviews of 20 companies that have demonstrated some success in using
transaction data to improve performance and business results reveals three major
elements to build robust analytic capabilities. The elements are 1) Context, 2)
Transformation and 3) Outcomes. According to the authors the three elements
together produce value for the organization [204]. Context includes capabilities related
to Strategy, Skills and Experiences, Organization and Culture, and Technology and
Data. Transformation includes capabilities related to Analysis and Decision Making
where the data is actually analyzed and then used to support a business decision.
Outcomes which are the events that change as a result of the transformation elements
and include capabilities related to changes in Behaviors, Processes and Programs, and
Financial Conditions [204]. This study presents a hierarchy for creating value for the
organization. However, capability areas for the agility and competitive advantage of
the organization are not very well covered. We can relate some elements of the study
to the capabilities presented in this thesis. We confirm that, Skills and Experiences,
Organizational and Cultural and Technology and Data can all contribute to value
creation and are identical to value capabilities in this thesis. To some extent, Analysis
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can relate to Open Data Process Capabilities and Decision Making, where data is used
for making business decisions, can relate to Business Development Strategic
capabilities. While this study argues that Decision Making capability contributes to
producing value for the organization, according to our analysis, we argue that this
capability is required to achieve competitive advantage for the organization.
Capabilities related to Outcomes refer to our Dynamic Capabilities where data and
information are used to improve agility of the ODOs.
In addition, [205] outlines that data capability and ability to transform data into
knowledge are main part of information literacy. However, Davenport et al. [204]
claims that the problem many companies have is to turn data into knowledge that
could be used to improve the performance and business results. It was found that
while companies overemphasized important data technology and data infrastructure
capabilities, they have virtually ignored enhancement of capabilities related to
knowledge creation and usage which could enable the company to make and
implement data-driven business decisions. However, in this thesis, we found that this
is no longer a problem as for-profit ODOs are adopting and moving towards adopting
more Cloud-based data technologies and infrastructures and the Knowledge
Management and Organizational Learning capabilities are viewed as significant
capabilities for success in non-profit ODOs. However, we cannot draw same conclusion
for non-profit ODOs as according to our findings, this category of ODOs do not develop
Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning capabilities to a good degree
compared to for-profit ODOs. According to [206], there is evidence of some interest
in knowledge management in the non-profit sector, but this area does not yet
received enough attention. Considering the increasing number of for-profit
organizations tapping into the potential of open data, non-profit ODOs come under
pressure to become more “business-like,” as they are expected to deliver tailored
and high-quality data products and services. Therefore, they are called to
reengineer their core processes. To achieve this, development of more knowledge
management and organizational learning capabilities is vital. In this regard, [207]
also claims that knowledge management plays a significant role in achieving excellence
in the non-profit sector.
A review of existing literature on open government data initiatives [208] focused on
value generation from open government data through data processes. The study
reveals five value creating processes and 15 value creation techniques for open
government data. Each of the techniques serves the purpose of a particular value
creating process. Value creating processes and techniques are: 1) Data Creation
(techniques: Data Generation and Data Collection), 2) Data Harmonization (techniques:
Licensing and Format Conversion), Data Publishing (technique: Data Accessibility), 3)
Data Interlinking (techniques: Link Discovery, Data Interlinking and Data Integration),
4) Data Exploitation (techniques: Analysis, Reasoning, Visualization and Data
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Interpretation), and 5) Data Curation (techniques: Data Updating, Data Cleaning and
Metadata Enrichment). While this study identifies techniques for data processes, we
found that ODOs require capabilities to be able to realize the potential of open data
and to use open data for competitive advantage. We argue that ODOs need both
techniques and capabilities and, open data capabilities and techniques can be well
aligned.
In the UK context, data capability focuses on three overarching aspects [17]: 1) Human
Capital which is related to expertise and skills of working individuals, 2) Tools and
Infrastructure that are required to store and analyze data and 3) Data itself as an
enabler. Among these three capability areas, expertise and skills of working individuals
to manage, analyze, interpret and communicate data, in order to extract insight and
value from data is very vital in the UK context to meet future demands. The
importance of this capability is also highlighted in this thesis. According to our findings
presented in Table 47, both non-profit and for-profit ODOs develop this capability
more than any other capability areas. In addition, [17] stresses on the importance of
technical capabilities of the management team in the organization. The argument
made by [17] is confirmed in this study where we highlight the significance of
‘Management Functions’ capabilities in capability development. Data capability is
underpinned by access to the data infrastructure and tools which enable data to be
generated, stored, analyzed and managed effectively. It is vital that the UK’s data
infrastructure remains agile to changing trends and behavior and that there is
continued Research and Development (R&D) into new tools, techniques and
applications of data analytics [17]. However, our study’s findings suggest that, Data
itself is not a capability but it’s a key resource which requires capabilities so that ODOs
can tap into the real potential of this resource to respond to the demands and
changing needs of the market. Additionally, [17] claims that R&D plays a significant
role in improving agility in ODOs in terms of adopting new tools, techniques and
applications of data analytics. Our study confirms the importance of Research
however, our findings highlight that Research alone does not enable a successful agility
in ODOs as other dynamic capabilities such as Process Innovation, Knowledge
Management and Organizational Learning are also required.
In the empirical study completed by Dremel et al. (2017) [209], a capability model was
developed for big data analytics to address all relevant facets of a company that
performs big data analytics to deliver new products and services or to improve existing
ones. The model includes eight capability areas or what the authors called as
‘competence fields’. The eight areas are: 1) Customer Relationship Management, 2)
Partner Life Cycle Management, 3) Product/Service Life Cycle Management, 4)
Enterprise Risk Management, 5) Strategy Development, 6) Transformation
Competence, 7) Enterprise Architecture and 8) Process Management, and Information
Management. Authors highlighted that the capability model provides a generic library
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of capabilities that can be used to assess a company’s ability to successfully perform
big data analytics. However, the model comprises no relationship or link between the
capabilities. Despite the differences that exist in open data and big data domains, this
study [209] and our thesis develop some similarities and overlapping elements or
capabilities. Customer Relationship Management and Partner Life Cycle Management
can be interpreted as Relationship Infrastructure Capabilities; Product/Service Life
Cycle Management can be interpreted as Open Data Value Chain Performance; Both
Enterprise Risk Management and Strategy Development can fit into Open Data
Business Development Strategies and Other Strategic Capability Areas; Transformation
Competence could be similar to Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
capabilities and other capabilities associated with Dynamic Capabilities; Enterprise
Architecture can be categorized as Organizational Capabilities; and Process
Management and Information Management can fit into Open Data Process
Capabilities. The authors can use the relationships identified in this study to refine
their model.
In another big data research, a literature review study [210] uses dynamic capabilities
as its theoretical lens to bring clarity to the constituents of big data capabilities. As a
result, evidence from a cross industry study in Ghana reveals six broad categories
which make up the typology of big data capabilities. The big data capabilities identified
are 1) Technological (IT infrastructure and Acquisition of Virtualized Data Centers in
Cloud), 2) Data Management (Data Management based on the five big data
characteristics: volume, variety, velocity, veracity and value), 3) Legal and Ethical
(Privacy, Confidentiality, Transparency, Recognition that Big Data can Comprise
Identity), 4) Analytical (Data and Text Mining, Statistical Analysis, Data Modeling,
Machine Learning and Data Visualization), 5) Data Sharing (Sharing of Data with
Stakeholders and Sharing Data in a Timely Fashion) and 6) Decision Making (Using
Analyzed Data to Make more informed Decisions) capabilities. This particular study
uses the dynamic capability theory and identifies capabilities for big data. However,
based on the findings in this thesis, capability areas identified in [210] do not realize
and cannot respond to the dynamism of the big data market. For example, Analytical
capability includes capabilities for analyzing big data and generating value and insights
from big data. This capability is a value generating capability and tools and techniques
such as Data and Text Mining, Statistical Analysis, Data Modeling, Machine Learning
and Data Visualization can be used to generate value from big data.
Nevertheless, we understand that no existing study draw a clear line and distinguishes
between open data capabilities for value generation, improving agility and competitive
advantage in ODOs. In addition, no existing work developed capability architecture for
ODOs where it puts emphasis on open data capability areas with strong and weak
driving power as well as relationships between the capability areas. In Table 48, we
compare the presented work with our existing works.
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Table 48. Comparison – Open Data Capability Architecture and Existing Models
This Study
[11]
Value Capabilities
Individual
Competences and
Human
Expertise

[209]

×
Process
Management and
Information
Management

Open Data
Processes

×

IT and
Technological
Infrastructures

IT and
Information
and Data

×

Organization

×

Enterprise
Architecture

Management and
Data Governance

[136]

[204]

×

Skills and
Experiences

×

Analysis

Value
Creating
Processes

×

Technology
and Data

×

Tools and
Infrastructure

Organization
and Culture

×

×
Laying the
Technical
Foundation
Shaping the
Organization

[208]

[17]

[210]
×

×

×

×

×

×

Process Innovation

×

×

×

Process and
Programs

×

Knowledge
Management/Org
Learning

×

Transformation
Competence

Participating in
a Big-Data
Ecosystem

×

×

Human Capital
Analytical

Technological

×

×

×

Data
Management,
Legal and
Ethical

×

×

Dynamic Capabilities
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×
R&D

Value Chain
Performance
Relationship
Infrastructure

×

×

Product/Service Life
Cycle Management
Customer
Relationship
Management and
Partner Life Cycle
Management

×

×

×

Behaviours

×

×

Financial
Conditions

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

Business
Development

×

Enterprise Risk
Management and
Strategy
Development

Relational Rent

×

×

Identifying
Opportunities
and Building
Trust
Making
Relationships
Work

Management
×
Functions
Competitive Capabilities
Enterprise
×
Infrastructure
Product and Service
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Strategy,
Decision
Making

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

Data Sharing

×

×
Decision
Making

×
×

×

×

×

Data Sharing

Unexpected findings
This research returns two unexpected findings. One unexpected finding is related to
the feedback loop that can be generated as the result of developing and implementing
open data capability areas in the middle layer of the open data capability architecture.
Our findings show that, the dependencies and the dependency structure that exist in
the relationships between the capability areas can generate a learning mechanisms
which can result in development of feedback loop between the capabilities and
capability implementation loop. This can enable the organization to effectively tackle
the changes and renew its capabilities that are required to address the demands of the
shifting market and, to best utilize open data for competitive advantage.
Another unexpected finding is related to the Enterprise Infrastructure strategic
capability area. While other three open data strategic capability areas are placed at the
lowest part of Layer 2, Enterprise Infrastructure strategic capability is placed at the
top layer of the open data capability architecture (Figure 19: Layer 3). This finding
suggests that, ODOs do not yet recognize the importance of enterprise infrastructure
strategic capabilities in the organization and on the development of the right IT and
Technological Infrastructure capabilities that suits their needs. This shows that ODOs
capitalize on what is available to them which are not necessarily driven by strategic
capability efforts. Moreover, according to our findings, for-profit ODOs mostly adopt
Cloud-based technologies and infrastructures and, non-profit ODOs are trying to adopt
data technologies and infrastructures from third-party organizations as they lack
resources and sufficient funds to develop their own or acquire this capability from the
Cloud. Most of what can be learned in terms of data technologies and infrastructures is
from reports or textbooks that are written from big organizations as they have
sufficient resources and funds to adopt the most effective technologies and
infrastructures (these organizations are mature and successful therefore, they are
considered successful cases for research and reporting). According to [211], technology
adoption by small organizations differs from larger organizations and there are many
factors affecting this adoption in smaller organizations. In addition, big organizations
have long term technology strategic plan which drives their technology and
infrastructure adoption [211]. Our finding shows that, enterprise infrastructure
strategic capability is not developed in ODOs to drive their IT and infrastructure
capability development. This is very critical as replication of practices used in big
organizations may not suffice to fit the business and operation needs of smaller
organizations. Therefore, there is a need to identify enterprise infrastructure strategic
capabilities so that both non-profit and for-profit ODOs can adopt the right tools,
technologies and infrastructures for their own purpose as one prescription does not fit
all.
Implications for academia, management, and government
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The results of our research have implications for academia, practice/management
(ODOs), and government alike.
Academia
From an academic perspective, the developed open data capability architecture
embodies the Capability-Based Theory and Dynamic Capability Theory to fully leverage
the potential of open data – one of the key organizational resources – to generate
value, improve agility and competitive advantage. Although this topic appears to be of
critical importance, it hardly has been examined before this study. The findings from
this study show that, the derived Open Data Capability Architecture differs from those
that have been proposed for the open and big data domains. Even though some
aspects appear to be relevant (Table 48) but, no model or architecture was developed
that shows the main open data capability areas, relationships between the areas and
dependency structure in the relationships. In this respect, the findings of our research
endeavor
partially
corroborate
recent
findings
in
literature
[11][204][136][209][208][17][210] (Table 48). At the same time, the developed
architecture is more comprehensive and more structured than other capability models
that have been developed for open and big data domains. Accordingly, it advances the
current body of knowledge with novel findings.
Practice and management implications
This study helps ODOs to be more informed about different open data capabilities and
how they relate to each other. By being more informed, ODOs can develop and
innovate capabilities which can help to maintain the advantage over the competitors
and generate profit. The architecture helps ODOs to discover the pieces and formalize
the overall picture of the ODOs. It also helps ODOs to figure out the many capabilities
required for the organization. Moreover, through Relational Rent and Business
Development capabilities, ODOs can establish a direct and effective business
stakeholder’s relation and thus, help to increase funding chances, building
infrastructure of sustainable engagement, establish expert groups, and help to reduce
both business and technology related risks by having the chance to share risks
associated with development of products and services.
In addition, the Open Data Capability Architecture enables ODOs to generate insights
into open data which is crucial for success across all economic sectors however,
business leaders and management should be well-educated and aware of the potential
of open data. The developed architecture through its components, relationships, and
lower levels open data capabilities can assist the management team to identify which
of the existing open data business models [28] suits the organization the most. Also,
managers must be knowledgeable about data capabilities and know how to integrate
these capabilities into their business model to transform the business. To develop and
implement the architecture, managers should ensure that they have a pipeline of
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skilled workers trained to work with data. Note that the relevance of the presented
open data capabilities might vary depending on different open data business models
one organization possesses. This means that some open data capabilities may be more
important in one particular business model and less important in another.
Furthermore, the developed Open Data Capability Architecture delivers a benchmark
against which ODOs can assess their existing capabilities. In particular, the architecture
provides the semantics for organization’s internal assessments of its ability to benefit
from open data (e.g. assessing Individual Competences and Expertise and IT and
Technological Infrastructure). The Open Data Capability Architecture furthermore is a
step towards providing an instrument, which supports the development of open data
capabilities and transformation of ODOs in order to achieve competitive advantage.
There are differences in managerial expectations towards open data capabilities and
their potentials in the organization. These differences reflect 1) the way the Open Data
Capability Architecture is adopted in different organizations and 2) the uncertainty in
the competitive environments facing ODOs. For example, developing capability to
introduce disruptive innovation to disrupt an existing market can cause a new
competitive environment for ODOs. Because of the differences, some management
team’s expectations will be more accurate and feasible than others, although they will
typically not know this ahead of time how accurate and feasible their expectations are
until they see the real output generated from the implemented architecture which
requires time.
Government
Besides all the positive impacts of open data, there are potential problems affecting
sustainability of government’s open data initiatives [212]. The developed architecture
helps governments to understand capabilities that are needed to support sustaining
these initiatives. For example, initiatives require funding and increasing number of
contributors and users. Combination of Business Development Strategic capabilities
and Relational Rent Strategic capabilities can help governments improve and support
these initiatives.
On the one hand, governments ought to provide fundamentals and required data
infrastructure and government’s Cloud services for ODOs specifically in non-profit
sector. As a result, ODOs will have infrastructures that are responsive to demand, they
are able to take advantage of new technologies provided by governments and reduced
costs. On the other hand, government can use insights generated from the
development and implementation of the architecture in ODOs to increase
understanding on what data infrastructures, tools, data management services, and
capabilities are available to these organizations specifically in for-profit ODOs.
Government can then attempt to imitate or buy some of these capabilities. This help
reduce the level of effort and cost incurred by the separate departments and agencies
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that collect and manage similar assets [5]. By this, production and service
implementation will be a joint process between government and ODOs.
Moreover, governments can learn from insights generated from development and
implementation of the developed architecture in ODOs and look into key skills and
legislative needs and setting out clear next steps and actions for ODOs. Governments
can also continue to up-skill their personnel. In addition, governments can also learn
from ODOs the commercial capabilities across government. Insights generated from
the implemented architecture can be used by governments to take the measures that
are needed to stimulate commercial open data use and adoption which can contribute
to innovation, economic growth and greater participation between stakeholders.
Limitations of the study and possible bias
There are some limitations in the light of which our research findings have to be
interpreted. Most notably, the developed open data capability architecture did not
incorporate all open data capabilities found during the analysis (Appendix I). Each
relationship in the developed architecture is associated with number of open data
capabilities which are specific to a particular relationship.
Next limitation of this study is related to the relationship seven (R7) – Knowledge
Management and Organizational Learning capabilities indirectly impacting the Value
Chain Performance. This is a transitive relationship which returns no interpretation or
evidence on how Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning capabilities can
indirectly impact the Value Chain Performance (capabilities associated with the
relationship). Our theoretical model suggests that, there is a direct relationship
between the two capability areas while, our open data capability model suggests that,
in the context of open data, this relationship is of type indirect. Because the essence of
this relationship in the context of open data is different from what has been already
reported in the literature, we decided to include this transitive relationship in the
model and the architecture.
The last limitation of our study is that, given that there are clear fundamental
differences between for-profit and non-profit ODOs (e.g. difference in management
decisions, capabilities and practices), open data capability architecture did not
explicitly separate capabilities and relationships which are more relevant to for-profit
and non-profit ODOs. Future research can address these limitations.
Through triangulation and multiple data coding iterations, we avoid any bias in this
research. However, we recognize that possible bias may exist for for-profit ODOs due
to the higher number of for-profit ODOs participating in this study.
Recommendations
This thesis advances a number of recommendations for governments and managers or
decision makers in the ODOs guided by its findings.
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We recommend the followings to governments:
o Governments to provide and make available more data cloud infrastructure to
non-profit ODOs as the lack of resources and financial obstacles negatively
influence planning and implementing data infrastructure capabilities in nonprofit ODOs;
o Governments to open more data to support the day-to-day business and
activities of for-profit and non-profit ODOs as open data are a key resource in
these organizations. Availability of more data enables ODOs to exercise their
capabilities effectively.
We recommend the followings to managers:
o Strengthening the management skills, knowledge, and dynamic capabilities;
o Using the developed architecture and exploring the skills shortages in working
with open data and set out clear agenda for government and industry
collaboration;
o ODOs to improve knowledge management and organizational learning
capabilities and maximize utilizing knowledge that is generated within the
organization and acquired from the ecosystem;
o Management team of ODOs are advised to follow existing best practices;
o ODOs to utilize Relational Rent capabilities to promote openness and help
increase transparency and collaboration between different sectors. A statutory
right to data will be most effective when mindsets and behaviours in the nonprofit and for-profit ODOs are geared toward open ways of working. This is a
big ask – most organizations are geared for closed ways of working and in no
hurry to change. Leading from the front, inspiring a culture of openness and
setting the right incentives will be a far better challenge than simply
implementing the new data infrastructure and data technology required to
open up, organise, and work with open data;
o ODOs to develop more alliance-based processes and joint workforce to reduce
development and implementation risks.
The grounds for these recommendations are given in the body of this thesis.
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8. Conclusions
The increasing importance of open data as a vital organizational resource is a global
phenomenon. Although open data belongs to one of the most intensively discussed
topics today, few research efforts have investigated the capabilities required for
generating value from open data, improving agility and competitive advantage in
organizations utilizing this resource to meet their mission goals.
Building upon the holistic enterprise perspectives of the Capability-based Theory and
Dynamic Capability Theory and, the results of in-depth expert interviews, we have
developed open data capability architecture for ODOs. The architecture gives an initial,
yet unique and, empirically and theoretically grounded view of the capabilities that
ODOs require to generate value from open data, improve agility and obtain
competitive advantage. The architecture includes main open data capability areas,
relationships between the capability areas and, a set of capabilities associated with
each relationship.
By developing the architecture, we aim to help ODOs and organizations or start-ups
whose aim is to use open data to meet their business objectives to understand open
data capabilities, how different capability areas are related to one another and their
dependencies. By utilizing and implementing the open data capability architecture,
ODOs can create a solid foundation for effectively harnessing open data.
This study does not claim to be completely exhaustive. The findings are largely based
on the case analysis of the interviewed ODOs. To empirically generalize conclusions,
the research of other organizations in open data industry is needed. Therefore we are
unable to claim that factors beyond the scope of this study will not have an influence
on capability development and competitive advantage of ODOs.

8.1. Research Contribution
While, the open data capability model (areas and relationships) and the open data
capability architecture (areas, relationships and dependencies in relationships) are the
main contributions to the body of knowledge, further contributions were made in this
thesis:
1. A systematic analysis of Open Data Business Models
This contribution was aimed at studying the open data market to develop a
better understanding of how open data can be used in organizations for
generating value for the customers and revenue for the organization. Through
this work, we developed a business model conceptual framework in which we
used as our analytic framework to describe and analyze the reported business
models in both academic and practice literature for the ODOs. This helped us
understand how ODOs harness open data for their business needs and
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organizational goals. This contribution is published in [213], [28], [214] and
[26].
2. Identification of Business Capability Types and Areas associated with each type
– Initial Capability Model
This contribution was aimed at creating a baseline for this thesis. We
systematically studied literature and existing work in organizational capability
domain and identified the three main capability types (Value, Dynamic, and
Competitive) and specific capability areas associated with each type. We
consequently developed a capability model which only includes capability types
and areas. This contribution acts as the first step towards further research in
this thesis and the fundamental which enables the following contributions. This
contribution is published in [215].
3. Development of Value Capability Model for Open Data
This model was developed in order to bridge the gap that exists in the open
data space regarding the open data capabilities for value creation from open
data and how they can be structured in a more manageable manner which
could help ODOs generate value from open data more effectively. The aim of
this model is therefore to assist ODOs to identify, map, plan, structure, and
develop open data value capabilities. This contribution is a concrete step
towards enabling ODOs to more easily determine and structure capabilities to
consume and make value from open data. This contribution is published in [27]
and [30].
4. Development of Dynamic Capability Model for Open Data
This model was developed in order to bridge the gap that exists in the open
data space regarding the lack of clear understanding about the open data
capability areas and stages for developing capabilities for improving agility in
the ODOs. The stages allow ODOs to plan and structure dynamic capabilities in
a more effective way. The aim of this model is therefore to assist ODOs to
identify, plan, structure, and develop their open data dynamic capabilities. This
contribution is a concrete step towards enabling ODOs to respond to market
dynamism. This contribution is published in [126].
5. Development of Competitive Capability Model for Open Data
This model is intended to act as a baseline for identifying and developing
strategic capabilities for ODOs. The aim of this model is therefore to assist
ODOs to identify, plan, structure, and develop their open data competitive
capabilities. This contribution is a concrete step towards enabling ODOs to
outperform competitors by implementing strategic capabilities. This
contribution is published in [132].
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6. Identification of relationships between each two Open Data Capability Areas –
Developing the resulting theoretical model
This contribution focuses on identification of contextual relationships between
each two capability area. The identified relations are used to finalize our
theoretical model which we used to conduct interviews. This model is a
fundamental for developing the open data capability model. This contribution
is published in [162].
7. Development of open data capability model – Using empirical data to refine the
theoretical model
This model is the refined version of the theoretical model developed in
contribution 6. The model has emerged based on the analysis of our empirical
data. Analysis of the empirical data was used to extend or refine the theoretical
model. The result of this refinement is the open data capability model which is
our main theoretical contribution of this thesis. We intend to publish this result
shortly.
8. Development of Open Data Capability Architecture
This is another main contribution of this thesis. All the research contributions
presented above contributed to development of the open data capability
architecture. However, the main input for developing the architecture was the
open data capability model. We applied TISM data analysis technique to
develop relationship dependency structure for the open data capability model.
The developed architecture therefore assists ODOs to better understand
different open data capability areas, relationships between the areas and most
importantly, the clear dependencies and dependency structure that exist in the
relationships. In addition, the architecture helps ODOs to effectively use open
data for value generation, improving agility and competitive advantage. We
intend to publish this result shortly.

8.2. Impact of the Study
Below, we outline some of the impacts of adopting the open data capability
architecture by ODOs.
o Provide benchmarking – The developed open data capability architecture is a
management tool for capability benchmarking. Benchmarking helps ODOs
focus on open data capabilities critical for achieving business objectives. The
developed architecture can be used by both non-profit and profit ODOs to
measure and compare open data capabilities against some best-in-class
organizations across the country to improve capabilities. By adopting the
architecture as a benchmarking took, ODOs can effectively leverage the
knowledge and experience gathered from profitable ODOs worldwide to make
decisions for their own organizational and business needs. Moreover, by
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identifying and bridging any open data capability gaps, management team of
ODOs can make a direct contribution to competitive advantage and
survivability of the organization;
o Provide benchlearning - The developed open data capability architecture
provides benchlearning to ODOs. Management team of ODOs can utilize the
architecture in order to learn how open data capabilities could be developed
and which capabilities are the most influential capabilities. Therefore,
benchlearning can help ODOs to shape the future open data capabilities.
o Enable competitiveness - While the sole access to data does not provide
competitive advantage, for-profit entities can utilize this architecture to
effectively develop and implement open data capabilities so that they could
improve and sustain agility and innovate upon the available data to provide
competitive value-added data products and services;
o Contribute to economic growth – Adopting the architecture by ODOs allows
improvement in better and more effective utilization of open data and
organizational strength to develop more innovative and competitive open data
products and services which can contribute to the economic growth;
o Help increase the impact organizations are making – Adopting the architecture
by non-profit ODOs help them to drive the capability planning and
development more effectively and therefore, better use data to increase social
and economic impact that is expected from this particular sector;
o Contribute to transferring knowledge and increasing collaboration between
ODOs in the same and different sectors and, help increase in forming alliances –
The architecture’s middle layer has largely focused on improving agility. As a
result, this can encourage more knowledge transfer, capability sharing and
strengthen collaboration between different sectors;
o Increase in development of more open data initiatives – Collaboration and
openness that can be established between sectors can contribute to generation
of new initiatives and programs both within the same sector and between
different sector of the ecosystem; and
o New research endeavour – Availability of theoretical model enables further
investigating structural relationships among capabilities. In addition, we
suggest number of future research works for researchers.

8.1. Future Work
Our recommendations for the further research include the following efforts:
o Development of open data capability assessment model: Assessment of the
open data capabilities from time to time can allow ODOs to improve feedback
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and implementation loop resulting in enhancing the capabilities and to
purposefully grouping them to reduce the value gap between capabilities.
o Developing cost-effective mechanisms for developing and implementing open
data capabilities: There is cost associated with developing and implementing
open data capabilities in ODOs. It is essential to develop mechanisms that can
guide ODOs to effectively develop capabilities while the cost of development is
contained. These mechanisms need to ensure that the cost is not greater than
the revenue obtained from making the open data product and service.
o Specializing the model and architecture for different open data sector: The
application of different sectoral data such as data on transportation, data on
health, data on energy consumption, data on environment and etc. varies.
Some open data capabilities might be more relevant to one sector than the
other. In this regard, more research has to be done to identify specific open
data capabilities in a given data domain. Future research can use the Open Data
Capability Architecture developed in this thesis to identify the most critical
capabilities for different data sectors.
o Explicitly identifying open data capabilities that are more critical to for-profits
and non-profits: Similar to the previous required effort, the need, desire,
management approach and expected business outcome differ in for-profit and
non-profit ODOs. These obvious differences between the two sectors influence
the capability needs and choices these organizations make. As an example, our
analysis shows that Following European Directives is a capability area that has
emerged from non-profit ODOs. Is this true in all non-profits?. Therefore, more
research needs to be done to identify the most critical open data capabilities in
each sector. Future research can also aim at identifying patterns that might
exist in development and implementation of capabilities in the two sectors.
Eventually, this could address our inconclusive findings presented above.
Future research can use the Open Data Capability Architecture developed in
this thesis to identify the most relevant capabilities for each sector.
o Identifying best practices (guidelines, methods or techniques and tools) for
developing and implementing open data capabilities: Best practices help ODOs
to learn from and through the successful experiences of others therefore, they
generate superior results. One way of doing this is through benchmarking,
which allows ODOs to compare their open data capabilities with other
successful ODOs to highlight areas where they could improve. As a result, this
calls for further empirical study to investigate what are the existing best
practices for development and implementation of open data capabilities. In
addition, future investigation can also address specific tools or systems used to
implement open data capabilities in particular capabilities related to C4 - Open
Data IT and Technological Infrastructure Capability. For example, what systems
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could perform better for infrastructure performance monitoring?, what data
management systems are better in the context of open data? and what are the
best practices to store data? (e.g. using semantic database).
o Specializing open data capability architecture for the four open data value
disciplines: Usefulness, Process Improvement, Performance and Customer
Loyalty [28]. Value disciplines enable development of the required capabilities
to guarantee the attainment overall business objectives. Therefore, it would be
very beneficial for ODOs to be able to understand and distinguish between
open data capabilities for each of the four open data value disciplines. Future
research can address this need by developing open data capability models for
each of the four disciplines in order to capture specific open data capabilities
that can help achieve the business goal of each open data value discipline.
o Specializing open data capability architecture for different open data business
models: Open data business model is a conceptual tool that contains a set of
inter-related elements that allows ODOs to generate revenue from the
increasing availability of open data [28]. There are 15 open data business
models [28]. Each business model has its own goal and characteristics. Goal and
characteristics should be addressed by different open data capabilities.
Therefore, future research can investigate these models and identify open data
capabilities that can help to achieve the goal of each model.
o Exploring insights and knowledge that can be generated when the Open Data
Capability Architecture is used as a conceptual framework: We do not know
what insights and knowledge can be generated once the architecture is used as
a conceptual framework. It is useful to know these insights as it will be useful
for governments and ODOs to make more informed decisions about open data
use/reuse and open data initiatives.

8.2. Publications
The following publications have resulted from this thesis:
1. F. Ahmadi Zeleti and A. Ojo, “Capability Model for Open Data: An Empirical
Analysis,” in 11th International Conference on Theory and Practice of Electronic
Governance, 2018.
2. F. Ahmadi Zeleti and A. Ojo, “Competitive Capability Framework for Open
Government Data Organizations,” in Proceedings of the 18th Annual
International Conference on Digital Government Research, 2017, pp. 250–259.
3. A. Z. Fatemeh and O. Adegboyega, “An Ontology for Open Government Data
Business Model,” in Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Theory
and Practice of Electronic Governance, 2017.
4. A. Z. Fatemeh and A. Ojo, “Capability Development in Open Data-Driven
Organizations,” in Government 3.0 – Next Generation Government Technology
Infrastructure and Services, 1st ed., A. Ojo and J. Millard, Eds. Springer, Cham,
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2017.
5. A. Z. Fatemeh and A. Ojo, “The 6-Values Open Data Business Model Framework,”
in Government 3.0–Next Generation Government Technology Infrastructure and
Services, 1st ed., A. Ojo and J. Millard, Eds. Springer, Cham, 2017, pp. 219–239.
6. F. Ahmadi Zeleti and A. Ojo, “Open data value capability architecture,” Inf. Syst.
Front., 2016.
7. F. Ahmadi Zeleti and A. Ojo, “Critical Factors for Dynamic Capabilities in Open
Government Data Enabled Organizations,” in Proceedings of the 17th
International Digital Government Research Conference on Digital Government
Research, 2016, pp. 86–96.
8. F. Ahmadi Zeleti, A. Ojo, and E. Curry, “Exploring the economic value of open
government data,” Gov. Inf. Q., vol. 33, no. 3, 2016.
9. A. Z. Fatemeh, “Business models for open data businesses,” in Proceedings of the
8th International Conference on Theory and Practice of Electronic Governance,
2014.
10. F. Ahmadi Zeleti and A. Ojo, “Capability Matrix for Open Data,” in 15th IFIP
working conference on virtual enterprises, 2014.
11. F. Ahmadi Zeleti, A. Ojo, and E. Curry, “Business Models for the Open Data
Industry: Characterization and Analysis of Emerging Models,” in 15th Annual
International Conference on Digital Government Research, 2014.
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APPENDIX I
Capabilities for ODOs
Please see Exhibits 1, 2, and 3 for the full list of open data value, dynamic, and
competitive capabilities. Exhibit 1 presents the full list of capabilities for value creation
from open data. Exhibit 2 presents the full list of capabilities for agility in ODOs. Exhibit
3 presents the strategic capabilities or competitive capabilities for ODOs.
Exhibit 1. Open Data Value Capabilities
Open Data Value Capabilities
No.

Open Data Capabilities in
Common to all Areas
C1- Individual Competences and Expertise Capabilities
C1-1
Generating Data
Capabilities

C1-2

Value Capability Areas

Data Processing
Capabilities
Data and Big Data Architecture*
Data Technologies*
Data Best Practices*
Data Standards
Data Stakeholders*
Measures*
Regular Reports*

C1-3

C1-4

Data Storage and
Computing Facilities
Capabilities
Data Release Capabilities

C1-5

Providing Access to Data
and APIs Capabilities

C1-6

Publishing Capabilities

C1-7
C1-8

Data Retrieval Capabilities
Data Usage Capabilities

Research*
Prior Open Data Learning and
Experiences*

Data Best Practices*
Measures*
Regular Reports*
Research*
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Open Data Capabilities
Specific to Each Area
Data Collection
Data Literacy*
Data Sources*
Data Value Proposition*
Data Analysis*
Data Cataloguing
Data Cleansing
Data Clustering*
Data Integration*
Data Literacy*
Data Management*
Data Mining*
Data Modelling*
Data Pattern*
Data ReverseEngineering*
Data Transformation
Data Value Proposition*
Domain Knowledge*
Data Normalization*
Data Scrubbing*
Data Cataloguing
Data Privacy*
API Design and
Development
Data Referencing*
Data Formats
Data Licensing*
Data Publishing*
Data Visualization
Open Data Guidelines*
Query Languages
None

C1-9

Special Skills*

Not Applicable

C2 - Open Data Process Capabilities
C2-1
Generating Data

C2-2

Data Collection
Data Extraction*
Data Profiling*
Data Requirements*
Data Sourcing*
Data Analysis
Data Cataloguing
Data Categorization*
Data Cleansing
Data Enrichment*
Data Evaluation*
Data Integration*
Data Transformation
Data Validation

Data Processing

None

C2-3

C2-6

Data Storage and
Computing Facilities
Data Release
Providing Access to Data
and APIs
Publishing

C2-7
C2-8

Data Retrieval
Data Usage

C2-4
C2-5

Data Approval*
Data Request*
Data Standardization
Data Publishing*
Data Reformatting
Data Security*
Communication and
Feedback*

C4 - IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities
C4-1
Generating Data

Data and Big Data Technologies*
C4-2

Data Processing

C4-3

Data Storage and
Computing Facilities

C4-4
C4-5

Data Release
Providing Access to Data
and APIs
Publishing
Data Retrieval
Data Usage

C4-6
C4-7
C4-8

Information Systems*
Machine Learning*
Mathematics*
Probability Model*
Statistics*

Geographical Information System
(GIS) *

Data Collection
Infrastructure* Data
Infrastructure
Performance Monitoring
System*
Sensors*
Analytics Tools*
Mainstream Cloud
Services*
Data Infrastructure
Performance Monitoring
System*
Data Management
Systems*
Data Store and
Computing Power
Mainstream Cloud
Services*
None
APIs and Channels
None
None
Data Infrastructure
Performance Monitoring
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System*
C3 - Organization Capabilities
C3-1
Generating Data
C3-2
Data Processing
C3-3
Data Storage and
Computing Facilities
C3-4
Data Release
C3-5
Providing Access to Data
and APIs
C3-6
Publishing
C3-7
Data Retrieval
C3-8
Data Usage

Culture of Sharing and
Collaboration*
Expert Management Team*
Hire Experts*
Teamwork*
Open Communication*

Organizational Goals*
C5 - Management and Data Governance Capabilities
C5-1
Generating Data

C5-4
C5-5
C5-6

Data Storage and
Computing Facilities
Data Release
Providing Access to Data
and APIs
Publishing

Data Privacy*

Data Policy*

Data Strategy*
Technical Knowledge*
Governance Model*

C5-7

Data Retrieval

C5-8

Data Usage

None
None
None

Data Best Practices*

Data Processing
Data Standards

C5-3

None
None

Data Policy*
Data Quality Governance
Data Value Governance*
Data Modelling*
Data Policy*
Data Quality Governance
None

Data Integrity*
C5-2

None
None
None

Data Privacy*
Data Strategy*
Technical Knowledge*

Exhibit 2. Open Data Dynamic Capabilities
Open Data Dynamic Capabilities
No.
Dynamic Capability Areas
C6 - Process Innovation Capabilities
rd
C6-1
Adopting 3 Party Vendor’s Processes*
C6-2
Alliance-Based Processes*
C6-3
Assess and Adopt Data Process Best Practices
C6-4
Assess and Adopt New Processes and Tools
C6-5
Assess and Increase Data Process Efficiency*
C6-6
Resource Availability and Allocation*
C7 - Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities
C7-1
Assess and Adopt Data Best Practices
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Data Concept*
Open Data Guidelines*
Data Policy*
Data Quality Governance
Data Value Governance*
EU Directives*
Legal Frameworks*
Data Integrity*
Data Standards
Governance Model*
Data Best Practices*
Data Cultural Shift
Data Policy

C7-2
C7-3
C7-4
C7-5
C7-6
C7-7
C7-8
C7-9
C7-10
C7-11

Assess and Analyze Acquired Knowledge*
Assess and Identify Training Areas*
Assess, Capture, and Analyse Internal Knowledge*
Collaborative Projects and Learning*
Embed Knowledge Management in the Project*
Engage and Participate in Data Ecosystem*
Involve Individuals in Knowledge Creation Process*
Knowledge Acquisition and Mergers*
Knowledge Clustering and Classification*
Atlassian
Knowledge Management Tools*
GitHub
Other Tools
C7-12
Open Data Market Learning*
C7-13
Knowledge Pattern Development and Use*
C7-14
Problem Scope Identification*
C7-15
Research and Development*
C8 - Value Chain Performance Capabilities
C8-1
Assess and Increase Data Domain
C8-2
Assess Performance and Requirements*
C8-3
Co-Creation*
C8-4
Feedback Loop and Data Request
C8-5
Form New Agreements*
C9 - Relationship Infrastructure Capabilities
C9-1
Assess Business Partner*
C9-2
Identify Potential Organizations
C9-3
Meet Ups*
C9-4
Social Relationship*
C10 - Management Functions Capabilities
C10-1
Agile Mind-Set*
C10-2
Community Assessment and Engagement
C10-3
Financial and Investment Assessment*
C10-4
Identify New Areas of Operation*
C10-5
Market and Clients Assessment
C10-6
Partner Assessment*
C10-7
Research*
C10-8
Resource Assessment*
C10-9
Risk Assessment*
C10-10 Technical Assessment*

Exhibit 3. Open Data Competitive Capabilities
Open Data Competitive Capabilities
No.
Competitive Capability Areas
C13 - Business Development Strategic Capabilities
C13-1
Differentiation
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Advanced Integration
Analysis of the State of the Art
Collecting Large amount of Data
Data Relationship Discovery
Disruptive Data Product Innovation
Identify Good Data Sources
Intelligent Data Models
More Automated Data Services

C13-2

Growth and Commercialization

C13-3

Management

C13-4

Market

C13-5

Pricing

Operational Efficiency
Products Usable by All
Engaging in Various Projects
Focus on Principles of Big Data
Moving into Business Intelligence and
IoT
Open to try New Data Tools and
Infrastructure
Publish all the Data
Targeting New Sectors
Understand and Develop Open Data
and Big Data Capabilities
Cost Containing
More Open Source
Resource and Budget Allocation
Tailor and Fit-to-Use Existing Tools
Understanding Legal Framework within
Each Sector
Collect more Data and Expand Market
Find and Provide to a Related Open
Data Market
New Contracts and Agreements with
Data Users
Open all for all
Operate in a New Open Data Sector
Oversee Data Market
Targeted Market
Affordable Pricing
Competitive Pricing
Negotiation Power
Product Validation Pricing
Product-save-time Pricing
Resource-based Pricing
Value-based Pricing

C11 - Enterprise Infrastructure Strategic Capabilities
C11-1
Infrastructure

C11-2

Application

C11-3

Integration
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Aligned Infrastructure
In-house Infrastructure
Investment on the Infrastructure
Manage Infrastructure
Share Infrastructure
Third-Party Vendors Infrastructure
Embed Analytics in the Applications
Embed Data Evaluation Algorithm in
Data Applications
Expanding Application of BI
Increase Application of Linked Open
Data
Make Applications that Make use of
Aggregated Data
Integrate Data from Different Data
Sources
Integrate Data that Delivers Knowledge
and Value when Used by Users
Integrate Data from Different Data
Platforms
Discover More Open Source Data

C11-4
C11-5

Service
Sourcing

C11-6

Assessment

Integration Tools
Integrate Data in the Cloud using Cloud
Integration Platforms
Integrating the Raw Datasets to
Integrated Data and Linked Data
Developing Systems and Procedures to
Generate an Enhanced Capacity to
deliver Highly Integrated Client's Advice
Sufficient SLA
Employees Knowledge about Different
Tools and Infrastructures
Focus more on Managing the Large Pool
of Data
Put Right People who are Responsible,
Ethical, Trustworthy specifically when
Dealing with Public Sector Data
Identify and Benefit from Experts and
Developers from Outside the
Organization
Regular Tools and Infrastructure
Assessment
Assess and Support Selection and
Implementation of the Right Tools,
Platforms, Frameworks, and
Technologies

C12 - Product and Service Strategic Capabilities
C12-1
Quality

C12-2

Delivery

C12-3

Flexibility

C12-4

Response Time

C12-5
C12-6

Price or Fee
Data Security and Privacy

Data Quality Continues Monitoring
Constantly Increase Data Quality
Data Quality Attribute and
Measurement
Support Data with Metadata
Data Quality Evaluation
Using Data Quality Assessment Tools
Combine Quality and Flexibility
Data Quality Best Practices
Data Quality Dashboard
Data Quality Evaluation Algorithm
Data Quality User’s Feedback
Follow Open Data Guidelines and
Government Regulation
Up-to-Date Data
Fast and Efficient Delivery through APIs
Deliver in a Timely Manner
Fix Schedule for Release
Publish Regularly
Flexible Design for Data Service
Expansion
Availability of all Format Open Data
Combine Flexibility with Quality
Openness-based Design
Criteria-based Quick Response
Update-based Quick Response
Demand-based Quick Response
None
Data Security
Secure Publishing APIs for In-House
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C12-7

Users
Vendor Information Security
Assessment
Develop Case Study, Tutorial, and
Training

Use Case

C14 - Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities
C14-1
Business Strategies

C14-2

Partner Strategies

C14-3

Customer Strategies

C14-4

Intra-Firm Strategies

Provide as Open Source
Open Your Data to Other Companies
Merging with Other Companies
External Data Warehouse
Be a Party to a Project or Activity
Interact with Organization of All
Streams
Provide How to Publish Open Data
Make and Share Knowledge Pattern
from Data
Establishing Collaborative Strategy
Share of Resources and Capabilities
Open your Data to Other Companies
External Data Warehouse
Build Example from your Data and
Linked Data
Collect Data User’s Stories
Develop Testable Prototype for
Customers
External Data Warehouse
Open your Data and Tools to Customers
to Investigate Value and Needs
Team Collaboration and Sharing
Internal Data Warehouse
Train Individuals and Use their Expertise

APPENDIX II:
Data and Quotes for Relationships and Capabilities associated with each Relation
(R1) Management and Data Governance Capabilities Impacting IT and
Technological Infrastructure
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, I highlights the importance of the technical knowledge of
the management team.
“I should know the existing data infrastructure, tools, techniques so that I can decide
what to invest, select, and implement in my company.”- I
The above statement was corroborated by the CEO of A and E who also confirmed the
important role of the management capabilities in data technology and infrastructure
implementation.
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“I believe there is a strong impact here. I should know what the infrastructure is and
what are the data related infrastructure so I can make a smarter decision in terms of
what to apply in my company.” - A
“In E, we make many data management decisions around what infrastructure and tools
to use.” - E
However, B presents a different viewpoint and put emphasis on the role of the
management and governance model on impacting the IT and Technological
Infrastructure.
“Management and governance model keeps changing based on the objective of the
organization. It is the management role to develop these capabilities so they can
achieve the technical objectives. Also, the management capability is mainly the key in
determining the data related IT infrastructure.” – B
F raises the importance of data governance and provenance capabilities and how this
capability can facilitate the use of right data technologies and infrastructure.
“Management capabilities could impact the Data infrastructure capabilities. I would
say governance and provenance capabilities even more. But not so much on the
hardware itself but, about how to use data, how to let your IT team use data
specifically data that are not open yet.” – F
Open Data Capabilities
Below, Management and Data Governance capabilities developed and implemented in
these organizations that are directly impacting IT and Technological Infrastructure of
the organization are presented (as shown in Table 7).
Data Standards
Regarding the Data Standards capability, I stresses that the management team of the
organization are required to be knowledgeable about the existing data standards.
“I should also be fully familiar with different standards and know which tools and
infrastructure can deliver what we do following our adopted standards.” – I
The above statement was corroborated by F’s CEO who stresses that when starting a
business with open data, it is essential to understand existing standards however,
identifying and implementing the right standards become critical as soon as business is
growing.
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“At the beginning phase, I should be capable in knowing and understanding open data
standards and by moving towards maturity, I should be able to implement and follow
existing and relevant standards and adopting the efficient data infrastructure.” – F
In addition to the above claim, B highlights that customers are interested in data
products and services that are developed following existing and known standards and
identifying and following standards should assist the organization to select the right
tools and infrastructure.
“Standards are definitely good and it brings a lot of value to the production. Our
customers and consumers like to have a product that follows some certain standards.
Products and services are built out of the tools and infrastructure. If we aim to develop
a product and service that follows certain standards, we should have the appropriate
and fit-to-purpose data infrastructure.” – B
The statements presented above are complemented by the practice adopted by A and
K. The two organizations emphasis on the importance of existing practices on data
standards and found them important in identifying the right data tools and
technologies.
“I also have a good knowledge about W3C best practices and data best practices
around data standards. This is super important as we all should follow standards and
commonly accepted approaches. Standards will help us identify and used those tools
and infrastructure that are right for us.” - A
“We heavily rely on existing standards for our production. Existing standards such as
INSPIRE is used for multi-purpose usage for example, for research, governance,
maritime spatial planning and commercial development purposes.” – K
Data Best Practices
The ability of the ODOs in identifying and adopting data best practices is important
through all stages of the data life cycle. Taking into an account the importance of this
capability, changing and moving from one to another best practice on a regular base
and with no appropriate justification will result in considerable data product and
service development time lost.
“Best practices are also very important. We are familiar with best practices in the field
especially those that increase our speed in adopting effective infrastructure and
developing a new product and service. However, we should be able to identify those
that slow down the development process. For example, the existing best practices have
version numbers. If we want to stick to all of them, we have to keep changing things
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over and over which will definitely slow down the development process.” – K
Data Privacy
Data privacy deals with the ability of the ODOs to determine what data can be shared
with third party. Client and business data are the critical assets of the organization and
as A stresses, the key role of the management team is to govern access permission of
employees and third party to these data in order to ensure data privacy.
“Management can decide and can also governance around what permission and access
each of the team members has.” - A
The above statement is confirmed by B and J who have also stress that data
infrastructure can play a role in enhancing and ensuring data privacy. The management
team must make sure that the infrastructure adopted is of expected quality and can be
secure and keep data safe and secure from unauthorized parties.
“Data managers and data governance team should very well understand the level of
security and privacy involved in different data and data infrastructure. They should
know what infrastructure is better and fits to the budget. Is the infrastructure scalable,
secure, safe, can it does the job they need and etc.” – B
“Manager should also know tools to ensure security and privacy of data specially those
that are used in cloud infrastructure.” – J
Governance Model
The CEO of F highlights the significance of data governance model and its role in
assisting the organization in putting up the fit-to-use infrastructure. He further stresses
that not many ODOs seem to develop and implement data governance model.
“I think the data governance model is very important and critical to any data
organizations and how different infrastructure should be set up but, something not
many talk about and do data governance in their company.” – F
Technical Knowledge
Top management knowledge of the existing data infrastructure, tools and techniques
reported to be an important management capability. Familiarity with and
understanding different technologies such as RDF and Linked Data, tools like Drupal
and CKAN, and data infrastructures in the Cloud can all assist the management in
identifying and adopting the right tool and technology serving the purpose of the
organization. However, it was highlighted by one organization that the management
team should not necessarily be capable of for example, setting up a CKAN but, he/she
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should be knowledgeable about it. In addition, technical knowledge of the
management team can allow efficient alignment of different tools, technologies, and
infrastructure.
“I should know the existing infrastructure, tools, techniques so that I can decide to
invest, select, and decide what to implement in I. My employees in the operational
team are mostly responsible to implement and monitor and report things to me. It is
my role to make the final decision regarding when to invest and what tools and
infrastructure to use. I should also be able to analyze effectiveness of our existing
infrastructure. I should come from the same background as what I am doing in my
business so I can have an influence and I can make good and smart decisions. I also
know data cataloguing systems such as CKAN and Drupal, because we publish data, I
should also know data publication systems and techniques such as ERDDAP. I should
also know Data Graph, RDF, semantic queries and related query languages.” - I
“I should know what the infrastructure is and what are the data related infrastructure
so I can make a smarter decision in terms of what to apply in my company. The
infrastructure should be well aligned with the need of the company and its different
projects. This requires management skills in being technical at first and being
knowledgeable in existing data related infrastructure, tools, platforms and etc. in the
market. It’s the role of the management to decide what solutions to use. I should also
know about different infrastructure and how they work. I may not necessarily be able
to implement a whole project in CKAN for example but I should know about it.” - A
“Management need to understand the right tools for storing, processing, analyzing,
and publishing the data. Management’s capabilities are mainly the key in determining
the data related IT infrastructure. The management decides what infrastructure to put
in place. They also should be very capable of understanding existing tools and
infrastructure both in cloud and to buy.” - B
“Management should be knowledgeable about what infrastructures and what tools are
secure and safe, specifically in terms of data management tools and infrastructure and
databases. Data management team should also know tools for security and privacy of
data specially those that are used in CLOUD infrastructure. Especially for sensors data,
managers should know about data cleaning tools and infrastructure. Manager should
be familiar with existing technologies; we should know what technology we should
embed. Also, management team should also know how stream processing can fit into a
big data architecture with Hadoop and a data warehouse, because stream processing
generates huge amount of data so manager should know what to store and what not
to store and these kinds of things. Other technical knowledge would be knowledge of
data and big data architecture and technologies.” - J
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“Management should be capable of knowing infrastructures available to us and those
available to be rented from the CLOUD. Management should know what infrastructure
and what set of tools to use so that we can ensure quality of our services.” - E
“I should be familiar with existing tools, infrastructure, platforms, technologies, and
different data sources. I shouldn’t be necessarily able to set up a CKAN for example, but
I should be familiar with it. Our infrastructure is completely CLOUD base so we should
be knowledgably about CLOUD based infrastructure and applications and be aware of
risks associated with Cloud based infrastructure. I think, the next would be the
management capabilities in terms of being familiar with different infrastructure around
the use and reuse of open data. For example, my co-founder and me should be familiar
with different technologies and infrastructure specifically those that are related and
compatible with our platform. I would say, first we should know our product very well
because the product and the value proposition can define what infrastructure to put in
place. If we do not have the knowledge of our own product and the existing
infrastructure, we keep jumping from one tree to another and at the end of the day we
just wasted our time and resources without any value. Therefore, targeting the right
tools and infrastructure is very important. In terms of how we do it, there is no different
approach than anyone else I believe. We update our knowledge and we regularly meet
with our IT team to discuss the efficiency of the infrastructure we use.” - F
Data Policy
K raises the importance of developing data policy in the organization and that the
organization’s data policy is influencing the future development of data infrastructure
in response to fulfilling the data policy.
“We have a new data policy coming out which is K’s data policy which would be very
much influenced by our existing infrastructure and it will also influence our future data
infrastructure development.” – K
Data Value Governance
J makes a point that the management team should be capable to ensure and govern
the data value all through the value chain by adopting the right infrastructure and
tools.
“Manager should also know what infrastructure to use so that it generates more
valuable data and ensures that the data value proposition is fully considered all
throughout the value chain and which one fits to the needs of our projects.” – J
Data Modelling
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J indicates that data modelling is a form of data governance and management, and
developing the right data model is very important when working and doing business
with data. Organizations can learn from existing data models and identify the most
suitable data modelling instruments for their use.
“Data modelling is data governance and data management. Data models are one of
the most important parts of the working with open data as it needs accountability and
business aspects. We need to be knowledgeable about existing data models in our field
of data and identify and use simple yet comprehensive data modelling infrastructure
(tools and techniques).” – J
B also confirms the importance of data modelling tools and techniques when
developing data models. Management’s technical knowledge is significantly important
in selecting the right tools and techniques.
“Management should also have knowledge about different tools and techniques and
existing infrastructure for modelling the organization’s data and creating and
specifically understanding and interpreting the model or the graphical representation
of data.” – B
In addition to the above statements, A adds an interesting point that, data modelling
is a process itself that requires techniques and tools. To effectively develop a data
model, the development team should be fully aware of the kind of data the
organization is dealt with.
“Processes and formal data modelling techniques and tools should fit to different data
models so we should understand what data we deal with in the company and what
data model is most sufficient.” - A
Data Concept
Understanding the concept of the data delivers knowledge about the data and its
sensitivity. F stresses that this capability can facilitate the management team to
identify what is a private and sensitive data and what data infrastructure to adopt so
that the sensitive and private data are secure.
“I should be fully knowledgeable about the data concept and its features. I should know
what a private and sensitive data is and what is not. This knowledge will make a
difference when selecting our infrastructure specifically in Cloud based ones.” – F
Open Data Guidelines
F expresses the importance of understanding and following open data guidelines.
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“I should be capable in understanding open data guidelines and using tools and
infrastructure following the publishing guidelines.” – F
European Directives
To govern, manage, and work with the data, understanding and following related
directives is of high importance. At the European level, large number of open data and
linked data related projects are funded by European Commission in which participating
organizations are required to follow certain Directives. These directives will identify
what data tools and infrastructure can be used and in what scale. The following two
organizations stress the importance of understanding these directives.
“Knowledge of European directives is very important because we do have European
projects and we operate at the European market. Some tools and infrastructure may
not be used for some projects. We should be aware of that.” - J
“We follow European re-publishing obligation to add value to data itself and we follow
reporting obligation within Europe particularly following directives.” - K
Legal Frameworks
In addition to the European Directives, ODOs are obliged to stick to the legal
frameworks when working and doing business with open data. Legal frameworks may
be different in different countries and it is the role of the organization to study and
follow this framework. Some legal frameworks limit or do not allow use of specific
tools and infrastructure. This will reinforce infrastructural decision making.
“I should also follow legal frameworks. It is very strict in UK. This will reflect our choices
for the adaptation of different infrastructure.” - I
The statement above is corroborated by B who explained that the choices they make
around adaptation of tools and infrastructure is influenced by the legal framework.
“Legal framework in the United States is totally different than the one in Europe.
Processing and modelling some data may require extra attention and we should
implement infrastructure that are within the legal framework.” – B
K also stresses the importance of following European re-publishing obligations to add
more value to the data.
“We follow European re-publishing obligation to add value to data itself and we follow
reporting obligation within Europe particularly following directives.” – K
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Data Cultural Shift
Monitoring and motivating the positive cultural shift of re-using data that is happening
at the organizational level is very critical as it encourages employees and clients to reuse many data for good purposes. B points out that putting the right tools and
infrastructure in place can facilitate engagement and promote a positive shift.
“Monitoring the cultural shift happening around the use of data in the organization is
also important especially in terms of establishing and maintaining trust with business
partners. A good data governance model should promote a positive shift. Data tools
and collaborative infrastructure can promote this by engaging individuals.” – B
(R2) IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities Impacting Knowledge
Management and Organizational Learning
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, J stresses that large amount of information and data is
created form data infrastructure and technologies used in the organization which is a
rich source of knowledge.
“This is so obvious as data and information developed through implementation and
maintaining data infrastructure can be used by knowledge management team for
resource and capability planning.” – J
I adds to the above statement and highlights that the right choices of data
infrastructures and technologies is therefore important as they deliver valuable
knowledge and learning. Also, if the infrastructures are not well configures and
aligned, the chance to generate knowledge is wasted.
“A good data IT infrastructure can provide the knowledge and learning we need. I
product itself is in a form of knowledge, so if the infrastructure, tools, models,
frameworks and platforms are not selected properly, this will kill the opportunity for us
to generate the knowledge we and our clients need to see in our product.” – I
C also confirmed the relationship and adds that, wrong tools and infrastructure
minimizes the chance of knowledge creation and management.
“Wrong tools and infrastructure kills the opportunity of knowledge creation and
management. In my opinion, most organizations undervalue the contribution to
productivity that a good IT infrastructure gives.” - C
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This is also confirmed by other organizations who have stressed on the importance of
data infrastructure and technologies for creating new knowledge for the organization.
“Every data IT infrastructure capabilities we have in our company generates knowledge
and this knowledge is then transferred to our knowledge management system where
we combine knowledge together to be able to serve our company’s need as well as our
customer’s need.” - B
“Our technical team is in Frankfurt. The kind of data infrastructure they use will
generate different level of knowledge for us.” – G
“I believe we can learn a lot from our data infrastructure. We have city sensors and we
establish knowledge about the city just from the data collected via these sensors. We
can develop even more insightful knowledge and learning when we process the data.” H
Moreover, D presents a new viewpoint and outlines that knowledge is created from
the data infrastructure are used in the organization. This knowledge can be collected
and managed by the knowledge management team to be used for future decision
making.
“Infrastructure itself when in use generates data and information which is useful for
the knowledge management team regarding making the right decision in terms of
managing the generated knowledge for future purposes.” - D
K adds to all the above statements and stresses that the knowledge do not necessarily
is created from the infrastructures in use but, it could be created from the team
involved in the infrastructure implementation.
“The team that is involved in implementing IT infrastructure develop new knowledge
based on their experiences in working and implementing data IT infrastructure.” – K
F emphasizes on the importance of the knowledge which is created by the data
infrastructure and technologies implemented in the organization to make knowledgedriven decisions about when and how to scale up the infrastructure and technologies.
“This is the strongest link as IT infrastructure capabilities can drive the knowledge
management and organizational learning. It can be influencing knowledge
management capabilities in terms of how to maintain and up-scale our own
infrastructure. Our infrastructure generates information and knowledge and this
knowledge can be collected and used by the knowledge management team.” – F
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Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present IT and Technological Infrastructure capabilities developed and
implemented in these organizations that can directly impact the Knowledge
Management and Organizational Learning of the organization (as shown in Table 8).
Data and Big Data Technologies
H stresses the use of data and big data technologies for increasing citizen’s
engagement and knowledge created by them.
“We store city data natively in California State Plane Coordinate System, Zone 3,
NAD83, with the Open GIS fusion table data stored in WGS84. Some of those layers are
provided for public use via Google Fusion Tables. Data usage by public will generate
new knowledge about the application of the data and usage rate or deliver user’s
feedback that we can use to enhance our data.” – H
J and K also acknowledge the importance of data and big data technologies such as
real time stream processing technologies and Drupol. They claim that these
technologies generate substantial amount of data that delivers knowledge.
“Since we focus on big data we should also have infrastructure that supports big data.
We are working a lot with streams, so we need to be familiar and knowledgeable about
real time stream processing technologies. Definitely new knowledge is generated every
time these tolls are in use. They meant to generate knowledge and information which
could be used for future development.” – J
“We use Drupol, and we use our tool (ERDDAP.marine.ie) to publish data out from APIs
as open data. In addition, we also use a remotely operated vehicle which collects data
and we publish as open data. These vehicles are the main nodes to produce massive
amount of information and knowledge about the marine environment. We can use this
knowledge to propose new project or to adjust our services.” – K
Data Collection Infrastructure
Data collection infrastructure can be used to collect user’s information that can be
further processed to deliver specific knowledge. G claimed that data can be collected
from users and knowledge can be extracted from this data.
“We collect a lot of information from users via our data collection infrastructure around
glucose level during food intake and this information carries a lot of knowledge.
Knowledge is used to find new tools or APIs that can complement our product. This
knowledge can also be used by Doctors and can be further processed for more health
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related learning.” G
Data Infrastructure Performance Monitoring System
Performance monitoring systems are used to measure and monitor the data
infrastructure performance. These systems generate large amount of performance
data that holds knowledge about how well the infrastructure performs. This
knowledge can be used to make smart decisions about enhancing existing data
infrastructure or adopting new ones.
A is an example organization that uses this kind of system to monitor the performance
of their infrastructure.
“We use monitoring systems for our infrastructure because we want to see how well
and efficient our infrastructure work regarding generating value from open data. This
specific system collects series of data around infrastructure efficiency and performance
so if there is any problem and issues we are notified right away. This monitors and
track user’s behaviour and our traffic as well. As you can see, this system itself
generates a lot of data and knowledge around users and infrastructure performance
that we use from time to time to analyze in order to make decision in terms of how to
enhance our operations in terms of increasing customer’s satisfaction as well as
infrastructure performance and efficiencies.” - A
J also acknowledges the importance of this capability and further highlights that the
data generated out of the data infrastructure is validated and the knowledge delivered
is used to improve their infrastructure.
“We look at the data generated from one sensor and we see that it is not that accurate
and valid, we probably should change the location of the sensor or we should change
the sensor to something that can capture more and meaningful data. We always
capture the information or knowledge in our knowledge management system so that
we can refer to it when such situation happens.” – J
Sensors
Sensors are known as one of the main data infrastructure. Implementing sensors can
significantly increase the amount of data collected. The more sensors put in place, the
more data that is generated. This data is valuable as it holds and delivers substantial
knowledge to the organization. B stresses that being able to implement more sensors
is their critical capability.
“We have six sensors in place to collect data regarding temperature, humidity, air
quality, proximity, and trash level sensors…. In the last one, the sensor collects the
trash level and sends a signal to the cloud data architecture or model that the trash is
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full and somebody has to go and pick up. These 6 sensors provide large amount of
data. The data holds knowledge. Imaging us having more data infrastructure and tools,
how big the pool of knowledge created going to be!” – B
The above statement is corroborated by the next correspondent who emphasises on
the use of city sensors to collect massive amount of data which holds knowledge about
citizen’s experiences in the city.
“We also have sensors from Barcelona city and API to collect city data. The city data as
is does not do any good. We should extract knowledge about city problems for example
and based on that we should develop new city services.” – J
Moreover, K confirms the importance of this capability in maximizing knowledge about
the Marine environment.
“We are cataloguing sensors using sensorML to catalogue data as an input to our data
publishing process. We have very unique research vassals within IT infrastructure and a
network of sensors in marine environment which together will make us unique by
generating unique information and knowledge about the Marine environment.” – K
Analytics Tools
I acknowledges the importance of using analytics tools. The interviewee outlines that
these tools when used can be a vital source of knowledge for the organization.
“In I, we have a special data analysis tools to perform smart analytics over the research
data.” – I
C also confirmed the above statement and emphasises on the importance of using
analytics tools for generating insights and knowledge.
“There are set of tools that we usually use in our firm. Some of them like tools for data
analytics and some others are related to models and checklists. Most of the knowledge
we have is captures in these tools.” - C
Data Management Systems
Data management systems allow knowledge creation through effective management
of the data available to the organization. I indicates that identifying and implementing
a sufficient data management system is one of their critical organization’s capability
for managing data and creating knowledge from it.
“Data management systems is another important part of our IT and Technological
Infrastructure capability that allow us generate new knowledge by managing our
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massive research data. We do have automated data search engines to search for data
sources. If this is selected by mistake with surely impact our knowledge management
and org learning capabilities.” – I
Similarly, B confirms the claim highlighted by I and adds that by building organization’s
data management tools, they have a bigger chance to be focused on the purpose they
want the tool to deliver.
“We build our own data management tools that are influenced by a good knowledge
management capability. The advantage is that the tools are focused and does the exact
task we need and generates the data management knowledge we require.” – B
Data Store and Computing Power
B stresses that data should be stored in a way that it can be easily accessible and
sharable. Therefore, by developing and storing data in the data warehouse, data can
be easily found and used by data users. This will deliver knowledge about the
organization’s data back to the organization.
“We build data warehouse in the cloud to store our data. Sharing data can enable
others to get the knowledge embedded in the data. Data warehouse is a primary
source for knowledge for everyone and will help the organization manage this
knowledge in a more accessible way.” – B
F makes a point that by using the semantic database, an organization can utilize the
information and knowledge in a more interesting and effective way than just storing
the data in the data stores.
“We do have a relational database and we use elastic search for indexing querying. For
open data project itself where we help people to generate open data, we use Virtuoso
which is the semantic database. Semantic database is useful as it relates structured
data into ontologies. These capabilities help us to collect information about how we
perform activities within the project. All these information is stored and maintain for
assessment of the internal development and team work.” – F
APIs and Channels
H describes the availability and accessibility of their data via Google Fusion Tables
where citizens can access city data via this channel. The ease of access to such data
channels can increase the data user’s engagement and therefore can generate
knowledge about how city data is used.
“We store city data natively in California State Plane Coordinate System, Zone 3,
NAD83, with the Open GIS fusion table data stored in WGS84. Some of those layers are
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provided for public use via Google Fusion Tables. Data usage by public will generate
new knowledge about the application of the data and usage rate or deliver user’s
feedback that we can use to enhance our data.” – H
I adds to the above statement by raising the importance of APIs for delivering data to
data users. APIs’ performance must be monitors on a regular bases and knowledge
extracted should be used to increase its performance and availability.
“We use APIs for delivering our products to our clients. The performance and channel
responsiveness is continuously monitored and report is send to our knowledge
management system for tracking.” – I
F confirms and acknowledges the importance of APIs in getting required data for
improving the data products and services.
“We design and develop APIs to get data from business registry in Belgium. This data is
the valuable input to our business intelligence system.” – F
The above was corroborated by G who stresses the role of the APIs to facilitate
connection to other data sources that can be used to complement the G’s data.
Getting more data connected to the organization’s data will provide a complete
picture of the situation in which the organization can use to improve its products and
services.
“APIs are also considered to be our technological and data infrastructure, which we
use to connect data from other blood measurement tools to our data, which is entered
by our users into the solution. This capability allows us to acquire data and knowledge
we need for our product from other sources and tools.” - G
(R3) Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities
Impacting IT and Technological Infrastructure
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, H stresses that knowledge is a critical asset to their
organization. Knowledge collected from different sources is used to improve existing
data infrastructure and technologies.
“Knowledge is the driver in our department. Knowledge and learning collected about
different public sector organizations and the kind of data they produce will help us
understand how and with what technologies or data infrastructure we can use, publish,
and make their data available to the public. Knowledge of the environment, other
departments, and other public sector organizations can assist us to identify the best
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possible technological infrastructure for collecting more data and publishing more.” – H
The above statement is confirmed by B, K, and G who each stresses that the
knowledge collected from different sources can facilitate and inform decision making
about adopting new data infrastructure and technologies.
“The knowledge management and organizational learning capabilities in the
organization can lead to making new decisions about adopting new tools and
infrastructure or changing the way existing ones work.” – B
“There is a communication between data IT and technological infrastructure
capabilities and knowledge management and organizational learning capabilities of an
organization. The knowledge management capabilities can inform the data IT
infrastructure team with the information they need in terms of identifying and
implementing the right infrastructure.” – K
“Knowledge is a very strong resource. The knowledge and the learning we develop or
collect from many places and events are transferred to our technical team in Hamburg
and based on that they decide what to develop.” - G
I adds a point that highlights the importance of regular meetings and discussions
happening in the organization. Such conversation can result in new knowledge-based
decisions for improvement.
“There is a clear relation between these two. Because when we meet and discuss, we
could know how well or even how bad we are doing in terms of our data infrastructure
and tools. We could then use the knowledge collected from the employees and maybe
from other partners to enhance or change our data technological infrastructure.” – I
A, J, and F raise an interesting viewpoint highlighting the importance of knowledge
previously collected from the data infrastructure performance for improving the data
infrastructures and technologies.
“Knowledge management and organizational learning can impact and improve data
infrastructure. Analysis of knowledge we capture from how infrastructure works and
the efficiencies of the infrastructure help us improve our infrastructure.” - A
“The knowledge captured from data sources and from sensors can be use to decide
what and how to enhance our infrastructure.” – J
“The knowledge management team can use the knowledge created and transferred
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from the data infrastructure to help increase the effectiveness of the IT operation and
data infrastructure.” – F
D raises an interesting view point acknowledging the importance of using projectbased knowledge for identifying what tools, technologies, and infrastructure to adopt.
This more likely suits organizations operating on a project base.
“The two are related because one should decide, project wise, to go for a certain data
related infrastructure underpinning and of course we should have knowledge of new
tools and infrastructure both in Cloud and as outsourced.” - D
E points to the capability of the organization in figuring out how to do things in a more
effective way. The organization can then looks for answers from the community. The
knowledge and learning can be used to change and improve the way data technologies
and infrastructures are used in the organization.
“We constantly are reviewing if there is a better way to do stuff. The learning is used to
change data and technological infrastructure. I believe knowledge management and
organizational learning capabilities can strongly impact our technology capabilities.” E
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning capabilities
developed and implemented in these organizations that can directly impact the IT and
Technological Infrastructure of the organization (as shown in Table 9).
Assess and Adopt Data Best Practices
ODOs can take advantage of adopting practices implemented in other organizations
which are proven to be beneficial. In this regard, J highlights the importance of
searching and adopting existing open data related best practices.
“Sometimes partners come with good practices that was tested and proven to be
efficient in their organization or country, so we should listen to them and try to use and
implement same. We also keep searching and looking for other existing and good
practices around wide range of activities such as best practices around the use of data
and linked data technologies and infrastructure, data publishing, data analysis and
processes.” – J
However, D presents a new viewpoint and points to the ability of the organization to
test and generate its own best practices.
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“One more very important capability for us is our trust and ability on our own
generated best practices around data technologies and processes that are results of
our many successful projects and experiences. Because they are the result of successful
development and implementation, we can re-use them for other projects too.” - D
In addition to the above statements, K stresses the importance of organizational
capability in understanding, assessing, and adopting new best practices to facilitate the
process of scaling up the data technologies and infrastructures.
“We are doing our best to understand best practices around data collection and data
publication processes. Assessment and adaptation of new best practices result in
upgrading our technological infrastructure. We might need to use new technologies.” –
K
Assess and Analyze Acquired Knowledge
Knowledge that is acquired or collected from the community should be assessed and
analyzed. A emphasises on the importance of the knowledge assessment and analysis
to better understand what piece of information and knowledge suits the
organizational needs and can serve the technical capabilities of the organization.
“We assess knowledge we acquired from the events and from the market so that we
could see which one fits our need of different projects. Knowledge we gathered will also
impact how we deploy things so that we get maximum value out of that infrastructure
or tool. Specifically in terms of data security, it is very important to know what tools
and infrastructure to use that govern data security. In a smaller company like ours, we
can use the knowledge from outside the company to team up and distribute expertise
in a more effective way.” - A
J outlines that the knowledge they collect from their partners, research, events, and
knowledge captured from the information and data produced from the existing
infrastructure should be assessed and analyzed in order to help the management team
to identify best possible choices.
“The knowledge captured from project partners, from success and failures in different
projects, from research, from large amount of data generated from
sensors/infrastructures, from people inside the organization, as well as knowledge
collected from events and conferences all together help us to identify the best possible
data infrastructure and have them aligned with our project needs.” – J
The above statement is corroborated by another respondent from D who adds the
importance of investment on upgrading or buying new technologies and
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infrastructures for the organization. Therefore, analysing acquired technical knowledge
(what competitors and partners invest on) from different sources can result in new
investment decision.
“This knowledge gathered from outside and inside can also be used for investment
decisions in terms of if we need to get new infrastructure or our existing ones can still
address the needs of our projects.” - D
G also stresses the criticality of the knowledge collected from different datasets,
business partners, and incubators on their data collection infrastructure. This is
important because this capability serves the organization’s objective by bringing more
data to the organization.
“Because we are new, knowledge management capabilities such as the knowledge we
extract from datasets, knowledge we get from the incubator, knowledge acquired from
our Hamburg shareholders, and knowledge from the B2B partners can help us enhance
our food data collection infrastructure. This is very critical for us specially that we want
to operate in other countries and we need massive and complete data of their food and
nutrition.” - G
Assess, Capture, and Analyse Internal Knowledge
As much as externally acquired knowledge is important, knowledge created inside the
organization is also important. In this regard, A and J stress that the existing
infrastructure and the use of data technologies could be improved if the previously
collected technical knowledge from the technical team is assessed and analyzed. This
will facilitate the technical team to identify technical problems and make an attempt to
solve them.
“Analysis of knowledge we capture from how infrastructure works and the efficiencies
of the infrastructure help us improve our existing infrastructure.” - A
“The knowledge captured from data sources and from sensors can be used to help us
decide to enhance our data infrastructure. Sometimes, we look at the data generated
from one sensor and we see that it is not that accurate and valid, we probably should
change the location of the sensor or we should change the sensor to something that
can capture more and meaningful data.” – J
Another respondent representing D presents an interesting viewpoint. He emphasises
on the importance of project-based created knowledge and its value and usefulness on
other projects. D uses Confluence to manage such knowledge and make it available to
collaborators.
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“What is learned and collected as knowledge should be used for another project or
upcoming projects, so knowledge management is very important for it. We have a
Confluence system where whatever we learn within a project that is related to the IT
and technological infrastructure, product, service, tool, techniques, approach, and
customer we try to capture that to advancing our existing capabilities. Other
collaborators can also find that knowledge.” - D
In addition to the above statements, E outlines the necessity to use systematic
knowledge capture process to collect and manage knowledge at the intraorganizational level. Moreover, effectiveness of such system and process should be
monitored and measured from time to time.
“We should be able to systematically capture how things are working specifically in
terms of our products. And also try to monitor and measure things at some extent.
Having a systematic knowledge capture process can help us systematically and
incrementally improve our technological and data infrastructure. Systematic
knowledge capture should be planned accordingly.” - E
G confirms that knowledge derived from the use of technology and tools by the
customers need to be collected and further discussed and analyzed to facilitate the
management and development team to identify user’s hassles and establish
knowledge about user’s engagement rate. As a result, new technical solutions are
proposed.
“At the internal level, we trust our technical team and we maintain everyday
communication and sharing between us. One simple example is from the palate that
users need to enter some blood information manually and we could see from the data
science point of view that about 5% of the Palate test users did this only so from this
knowledge we have from the data, we know that it’s a kind of hassle for the users so
we need to implement APIs to be able to get this information directly from the blood
measurement tools. We can later compare the user’s participation rate with and
without API to see how successful and helpful our APIs are in reducing user’s hassles in
using the solution. Therefore, we extract information and valuable knowledge form the
data we collect that can help us enhance our APIs and technical infrastructure such as
data collection and integration technologies.” - G
Collaborative Open Data Projects and Learning
Being able to collaborate with other open data projects make new opportunity to
receive new knowledge from other collaborators and result in increasing the chance of
learning new ways of doing things in the organization. A responds that they collect
valuable knowledge and learn new things from collaborating with others in different
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collaborative projects.
“We get knowledge from our collaborators and from studying the open data market,
we also capture infrastructure related information and knowledge from different open
data events and conferences.” - A
D emphasises also on the importance of collaboration on the exchange of knowledge
with project partners. Such collaboration reveals new data technologies,
infrastructures, and tools that can be favourable to the organization.
“Sometimes we find exchange of knowledge with our business partners through our
projects very influential. For example, we might hear about a new tool or technology
from one of our partners during the project meeting. We investigate more and discuss
with them to figure out the relevant aspect of the new technology. All these kind of
knowledge together can help the company develop and strengthen data infrastructure
capabilities.” - D
Engage and Participate in Data Ecosystem
Engaging and participating in the open data ecosystem is a potential way of acquiring
knowledge from a bigger community. In this regard, A and J acknowledge the
importance of this capability and highlight that by participating in the ecosystem, the
organization has more chance of meeting different stakeholders and getting to know
how they work with open data in different community. Such engagement and
participation will reveal other data technologies and infrastructures that were not
previously known by the organization.
“We actively participate in different events and conference where stakeholders in the
data ecosystem can be reached out. We get knowledge from them and their technical
development. We will see what data and big data technologies they use and what are
the pros and cons. This will save a lot of time.” - A
“Also, knowledge captured from partners and during big and open data conferences
can help us in identifying new infrastructure in the Cloud with good security and privacy
level. Most of the times, European projects are disseminated in events and it’s good to
be there and get to know what tools and infrastructures are new. Maybe we can adopt
it.” – J
In addition, as G stresses, incubators such as Open Data Institute’s Incubator are
another source of knowledge for ODOs. The change to know and communicate with
other businesses is increased and more technical knowledge can be developed:
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“We also learn a lot from other entities in the incubator. So for new companies, it is
very critical to engage in open data incubators such as ODI open data incubator. By
engaging, we received many good ideas and knowledge around how to improve our
solutions and develop our technical aspects of the solution.” - G
Knowledge Acquisition and Mergers
Knowledge acquisition by merging and connecting with other organizations is reported
to a potential capability for knowledge management. Knowledge can be acquired from
talking to others, merging with other organizations, linking to researchers and public
sector bodies, strengthening the partner network, and getting into programs such as
data incubators.
I and F agree with the above statement and add to it that the acquired knowledge can
potentially influence their choice of data technology, infrastructure, and tools selection
and adoption.
“We also get new knowledge by talking to people like you, researchers, people form
public sector. With the knowledge we get from outside and inside the company, we can
then meet with our advisors and other decision makers how we want to make the
changes and we should know how much we can invest or what are the open source
tools we can use off the shelf. All these decisions are made through our knowledge
management and organizational learning capabilities.” – I
“We rely on our knowledge and the acquired knowledge from our partner networks to
pick the right tool and infrastructure to maintain or platform and our data quality.” – F
G presents a different way of knowledge acquisition. Knowledge about the product
and service can also be collected from business partners. The solution offered by G is
available to use by its partners. Knowledge around the performance of the solution
can be acquired from the partners who can propose technical advices for improving
the solution.
“We talk to business partners with those who are interested to use our solution for
their product optimization purposes; these people can provide good knowledge around
technologies and infrastructures. We also learn a lot from other entities in the
incubator. So for new companies, it is very critical to engage in open data incubators
such as ODI open data incubator. By engaging, we received many good ideas and
knowledge around how to improve our solutions and develop our technical aspects of
the solution.” - G
Knowledge Clustering and Classification
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A good knowledge management will classify and cluster knowledge to unlock valuable
knowledge embedded in the existing knowledge. The knowledge previously collected
via different sources including the knowledge collected through technical assets of the
organization should be well classified and clusters. This allows the knowledge
management team and decision makers to easily access and analyzes related
knowledge and information.
“A good knowledge management and organizational learning capabilities should be
beneficial. One good way is to classify and prioritize the knowledge created
accordingly. The knowledge previously collected regarding the IT and data
technological infrastructures are classified and prioritized based on different issues. For
example, if a certain technologies seem to be more valuable to us, we classify them
based on what they serve or if some technologies or infrastructure are problematic or
raise some security concerns, we put them in the appropriate classification. We also
put list of those technological infrastructure which we want to explore more. And then
we prioritize them based on the need of our different project settings.” - I
Knowledge Management Tools
Knowledge management tools are an important asset for the organization. They
facilitate ODOs to store, maintain, and analyze all sort of acquired knowledge both
from inside and outside the organization.
E, K, and G acknowledge the importance of these tools for planning, updating, and
supporting data infrastructures and technologies. Github reported to be a potential
tool.
“We keep technical knowledge in Github repositories and have a range of
documentations on comments and issues. This way, we can always know the issues and
plan for fixing the technical issues.” - E
“We have a knowledge management system to manage and keep track of the
knowledge created by the IT team. This system also helps us know which of our IT
infrastructure is out of date and which one is not anymore supporting our goals.
Relying on our knowledge management system and capabilities, we can quickly make
changes to our IT infrastructure capabilities that are necessary.” – K
“GitHub is another super perfect tool to help us track knowledge and issues around
development specifically that our development team is located in Hamburg and
sometimes GitHub could help us derive decisions or solutions around what technology
or infrastructure to use to increase the value proposition.” - G
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Open Data Market Learning
New and valuable knowledge can be found from the open data market. Studying the
market and learning from it is another potential capability to help ODOs make a better
and more informed decision about improving their existing infrastructure.
I and A stress the importance of this capability for improving technical asset of the
organization.
“Based on open data market learning and knowledge we acquire from our partners and
from the ecosystem, we could identify ways for improving our infrastructure.” – I
“We constantly study the open data market to find out the most feasible and efficient
infrastructure related information for our use.” - A
Open Data Offering’s Problem Scope Identification
ODOs can use knowledge management capability to identify problems or shortcomings
that exist in their offering to the clients and data consumers. Knowledge-based
problem identification is an efficient way of addressing such issues as knowledge
collected and analyzed supports the decision made to improve the offering. This
improvement may be related to existing tools, technologies, and infrastructure that
generated the offering.
F and G are the two organizations that emphasis on the importance and usefulness of
this capability to enhance the existing and develop new tools, technologies, and
infrastructure.
“The knowledge management can help us overcome risks that are associated with
cloud-base infrastructure.” – F
“The decision to have APIs is derived from the knowledge collected from our test Palate
where we noticed that user’s engagement is just 5% because they had hassle inputting
some other levels of measurements into the palate. So this knowledge helps us enhance
our infrastructure so we can get data from other tools instead of asking users to input
themselves.” - G
(R4) Process Innovation Capabilities Impacting Value Chain Performance
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, number of respondents claimed that open data value chain
consists of phases in which each phase is completed with number of processes.
Therefore, the quality and efficiency of the processes influence the performance of the
value chain.
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I, A, J, and C, all admit that value chain in a chain of activities and processes and
change in one process can impact the value chain performance.
“Changing a process will definitely change the value chain performance. The value
chain is a process with multiple processes. If there is an improvement in one process
there is definitely a change in value chain performance. In I, if we improve our process
of scientific data collection/extraction and data processing, we can definitely improve
the value of our data we offer to our clients through our software. With a more
effective and efficient processes, we can even identify new client’s need therefore we
can design new product that can address the needs.” - I
“Any process if effective and efficient can increase value chain performance. Value
chain is a collection of processes and activities. If processes are efficient and deployed
well, the whole value chain performance is affected.” - A
“Value chain is a chain of collection of processes, so definitely process innovation can
improve value chain performance capabilities.” - J
“Attempting to change a process will definitely change the value chain performance.
The value chain itself is a process with multiple processes. If there is a change in one for
good it definitely impacts the value chain performance.” - C
In addition to the above claim by number of respondents, B also confirms the
statements made by them and adds that improving value chain performance will
improve the product and service they offer.
“Capabilities that are needed to change the processes can definitely impact the value
chain performance. If we want to improve our value chain performance quickly so that
it can impact or enhance the product and service performance, we certainly need to
have the capability to change our processes.” – B
D agrees with the relationship and points that they introduce new process or change
an existing one if a need arise in the organization. Unnecessary changes may result in
unpleasant output.
“In D, we believe a more efficient, fluent, and up to need processes can increase value
chain performance because we always evaluate how our processes work and how
iterations within our processes perform.” - D
Both E and K support this relationship and stress the influence of process innovation
capabilities on the performance of the value chain.
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“This is the interesting one. And yes we do that in the company. Process innovation
capabilities tremendously impact the value chain performance.” - E
“Process innovation capabilities around open data should impact the value chain
performance capabilities. As an example, part of our process is when we deploy
examples of user’s stories for open data publication. User’s stories are impacting and
enhancing the value chain performance.” - K
G also confirms the above statements and adds that a good value chain performance
results in offering a convenient product and service to the clients or data consumers.
Lack of client’s satisfaction indicates weak process innovation capabilities.
“There are some basic things that we aim to have for example to have a convenient
data product and that we do not have it yet means that we should change our
processes.” - G
H confirms with an indirect impact and claims that knowledge management capability
is playing a role in understanding the situation before making an attempt to improve
an existing process or to adopt a new one.
“It’s kind of indirect relationship. Because knowledge should be used first before we can
see the impact on our open data portal or on the increase of transparency and trust.
The knowledge we get through feedback from our data users and from our community
can help us improve our processes of working and publishing the data in our portal.
Then through that we can improve the value chain performance capabilities and
increase transparency and trust.” – H
The respondent from F agrees with this relationship however, F presents an interesting
view point about this relationship. The CEO and Founder of F who is also a Data
Scientist claims that first, it is hard to get all the necessary processes right at the first
place and second, identifying when and how to change or improve a process is difficult
and challenging specifically for start-ups as experience, resources, time, and budget is
very limited. Lack of enough experience lead to making uncertain decisions regarding
what resources are required for such change or if the change is even necessary to be
made.
“I think this is the hard one because on one hand it would be very hard to get all the
processes right at the first place and on the other hand the change itself might be
challenging and risky because the change should happen when we are sure that it is
done in a way that they can fit and serve better than before. This may be challenging
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for us because we are start up and we have currently a kind of flat architecture and
also we have day to day challenges identifying what processes to have and what
resources each process requires. Even looking at our value chain we have in our
company it is really hard to get the right data related processes that can be useful for
our value chain performance capabilities. Our value chain performance is really
influenced by our processes. Simply because open data value chain includes set of open
data related activities and processes, processes such as data collection, integration and
aggregation, data analysis and validation and etc. All these processes together in a
systematic manner which is the value chain will deliver a product or service for the end
users. Therefore, whatever changes we make to the process if done positively will
positively impact the value chain performance capabilities and if done negatively will
impact negatively. With all that in mind, I believe having the process innovation
capabilities that help us change our processes whenever needed can surely impact our
value chain performance capabilities.” – F
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Process Innovation capabilities developed and implemented in
these organizations that can directly impact the Value Chain Performance of the
organization (as shown in Table 10).
Adopting 3rd Party Vendor’s Data Processes
H points to identifying and adopting 3rd party’s data processes that can serve the
purpose of the City.
“We also try to come up with a process that we get the data from the third party
vendors in a more effective manner and faster rather than us going there and get the
data.” – H
The above statement is also corroborated by A who stresses the importance of
identifying potential vendors and adopting part of their data processes.
“There exist number of vendors we work with in terms of merging processes and also
using some of their techniques and process as well. But we usually do not outsource or
ask for the whole process usually.” - A
Alliance-Based Data Processes
From H’s perspective, a City representative stresses on the importance of forming an
alliance with other organizations and sharing and receiving part or all of the data
processes that are required to develop data product and service.
“We do most of our data related processes internally. But, we also form alliances with
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other universities and organizations for data collection processes.” – H
Both I and A emphasises on the forming and using alliance-based processes. They both
confirm that such capability can help strengthening organization’s relationship with
other business partners.
“Innovative processes can also lead us to have new partners who are interested in
adopting our processes; we can also assess our current processes and adopt new ones
from our business partners. Yes, this is what you call as the alliance-based data related
process innovation.” – I
“Part of the process could be acquired from our business partners only those parts that
we are still making capabilities around.” - A
Assess and Adopt Data Process Best Practices
Adopting best practices related to data processes is reported to be an essential
capability in some organizations.
In this regard, K indicates that adopting best practices that can help making the data
processes to be completed faster and in a more efficient way is very important.
“Assessing and identifying series of existing best practices that can make the data
processes such as data collection, data integration, and publication speedized and
more sufficient.” – K
In addition to the above, F also stresses the importance of best practices for process
innovation. F specifically outlines that best practices related to data quality and data
formats facilitate the organization to perform data process assessment.
“Following existing best practices can also help us change and innovate. For example
the existing best practices around data quality and data format allow us to assess our
processes and to change it in a way that it can follow the best practices.” – F
Above statements are corroborated by E who adds that adopting re-usable data
upload pipelines is proved to be a practical best practice for transforming data from its
original look to a usable asset by data users.
“One supporting and proven to be our best practice for our processes is the re-usable
data upload pipelines that automatically transform and clean data before to be used by
users.” - E
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Assess and Adopt New Data Processes and Tools
Process innovation happens when the organization improve existing processes or
adopt new process for performing an activity. In this regard, I stresses on the impact of
this capability on the value chain performance. I highlights that assessing existing
processes facilitate the organization in understanding how well the existing process
performs. If the result is not satisfactory, the organization is required to adopt new
processes that are more efficient and effective.
“We are able to assess our existing data extraction and data processing processes and
tools and techniques we use in the processes, so that we can identify a new process
when we need. We also assess how we transform research data to Semantic syntax
and always try to find something new as this is one of our core services. A good and
fast visualization process, and data classification and categorization process can highly
impact our value chain performance because by this we are able to produce more
valuable scientific data, a better search mechanisms that can return as close as
possible content.” – I
The above statement is corroborated by A who claims that innovative data processes is
super important and can make a significant improvement to the value chain
performance. Innovative processes such as data cleaning process is very vital to A as
customers specifically in public sector are interested in clean data. A also emphasises
on the importance of adopting new process and tools for developing and improving
their data portal where clients can access and work with the data and submit
feedback.
“Having innovative data cleaning process is super important for us because our
consumers are public bodies and they like clean and quality data. We double-check and
assess our publication process because we want to minimize our response time and
lead time in providing data to our consumers. We are also trying to improve process
around making and providing open data portal by seeking other existing approaches
and processes so that we can identify and use the most appropriate process of creating
the portal. This will increase value chain performance capabilities because by that we
can increase the number of our potential consumers, we can receive more data
request, we can also evaluate our potential of our data by analyzing our portal and
data usage from our portal. We can receive comments and feedback from our data
consumers. The most important gain is that if we have a better and more effective
portal with large pool of data, we get more requests in terms of services public sector
wants us to make for them among their product.” - A
Another respondent from B stresses on the need of assessing and adopting data
processes specifically for data evaluation. This is mainly critical because B collects real213

time sensor data. Having a reliable and innovative data evaluation process can help
increase data quality.
“We have a data evaluation process. When we get real time data we first evaluate
before we put it in our storage for integration. If we just store whatever we get we
definitely will negatively impact our value chain performance capabilities later because
we might have stored bad data.” – B
The above statement is corroborated by another respondent from D who also stresses
on the importance of assessing and adopting new and innovative data validation
process to allow the organization provide quality data.
“Sometimes we do data validation because we want to make sure that the data
includes all the necessary information and the quality is good. If there is a need to
change any of our processes, we should do so as soon as possible because by not doing
might negatively impact the value chain and might kill the opportunity to address to
client’s need and requirements.” - D
K adds that the organization recognizes the need of assessing and adopting new tools
and processes that can be use to collect and analyze more users’ stories. Processing
more users’ stories will help improve the organization’s offering.
“We should know what tools to use to generate as much users’ stories as possible. We
should also adopt a process that gets these stories quickly.” – K
Another interesting viewpoint arises by the representative from F which refers to the
importance of assessing and adopting new processes for scaling up the data-driven
products and services as well as the projects developed in the organization.
“Our value chain contains and includes combination of processes that all together will
help us deliver certain data driven applications, feature for our platform, or even new
projects. When we have small-scale project and then we want to scale up that project,
that goes along with our value chain as well and new processes need to be introduced
and tried out and performance drives process innovation on the other way around as
well.” – F
Confirming all the above statements, G includes that adopting new data collection and
data analysis processes and tools are very critical to the organization. Such processes
facilitate collecting and analysing more data for the clients.
“One very important capability for us is to be able to get more related data to what we
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have because we aim to provide as concrete information to users as possible. The data
collection process and tools we use is very important. We want to get data from other
data sources. Therefore, identifying other existing data collection processes can help us
adopt the one that is more relevant to us. Another is the data analysis process. One
value we add to all the 2000 existing apps is our massive and complete data analysis so
we can provide a better result to our users. By understanding our data and data model,
we can perform a better data analysis. We should see what tools others use and see
what data models exist in our domain and how we can outsource or use part of
processes form other partners. Of course that will have impact on the value chain
performance capabilities.” - G
Assess and Increase Data Process Efficiency
The existing processes needs to be regularly assessed and their efficiency needs to be
increased. In this regard, J stresses on the need to constantly self-investigate and selfassess the processes in use in the organization to generate data products and services.
“Processes together form our value chain and our ability to perform effective and
efficient processes with right tools and design can definitely increase value chain
performance capabilities.” – J
According to D, things need to be done fast and in an efficient way. If D is able to
assess and increase the efficiency of its processes, there is a bigger chance to respond
to client’s needs before the competitors.
“If the process of transforming and integrating the raw datasets to integrated data and
linked data can be done faster and more fluently, we are able to deliver offering faster
to the clients. Another example is the quality assurance process which monitors and
maintains the quality of our integrated data. If this process is not up to date can result
in reducing the quality and therefore can negatively impact the value chain
performance. Sometimes client come back to us for additional features or use of
additional dataset in their service, we should be able to provide it for them in a very
short period of time. This is also depends on maturity of our processes. For example if
they need a new dataset to be added, how fast our data reuse and integration
processes work can highly impact that.” - D
E also confirms the above statements and presents another example to explain the
importance of this capability.
“One of the very important processes for us is the design of data service process where
we design steps for our data service. If the design is not sufficient, data users get
confused when using our different datasets to know something. This process is very
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critical because it helps and makes it easier for data users to manage their data better
so we moving our company to do less consultancy services and having more process
capabilities so we can give more opportunity to users to try and manage data in the
way they want and easier. Our development process should make it very easy for users
to search, browse, query, filter, and drill down to select the data they want to see.” - E
Another example is presented by K who also emphasises on the importance of this
capability.
“Part of that process we should deploy examples of users’ stories for open data
publication and users’ stories are impacting and enhancing the value chain
performance. We should improve our data cataloguing process so that we can better
and more efficiently catalogue and develop user’s stories.” – K
F stresses on the need to increase efficiency of for example data aggregation and data
validation processes to get the right data to the data users.
“On a daily bases, we assess our data aggregator and data validation process because
we want to make sure we get and aggregate the right data.” – F
Open Data Related Resource Availability and Allocation
The following organizations highlight the importance and need to develop this
capability in their organization. They all agree and confirm that to innovate and change
the way they do things in the organization required resources and availability of
resources. ODOs should develop or locate necessary resources for the changes they
plan to make. Having regular meetings to discuss the activities associated with the
value chain can be very helpful in identifying and developing involved resources. To
allocate resources, organizations can constantly monitor the market to identify and
locate resources that are of desire. Part of the needed resources can also be adopted
from the partner organizations. In addition, hiring experienced people is very
beneficial to the organization as they are aware and knowledgeable about resources.
“To innovate we should also have the resources necessary. We should know what is
needed, what are the resources that could be aligned together so they perform the
overall task. We should also be able to assess and search for new process related
resources. We should also know the source of the resource required for the change.
Some organizations have that internally and some smaller ones need to access them
through their partners.” - I
“We meet when we get a new project and we define the value chain and what
resources and we need to deliver the project. Because services we create is project
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based and each project’s need is different however we try to keep reusing existing
resources and process capabilities but if we lack behind one we decide to either
outsource it or to build it internally.” - A
“We should screen the market and our partners to seek for more sufficient processes
and tools. When we found them, we should see if they serve our need or not and then
we can adopt it in our own processes.” - J
“Sometimes processes we adopt might be more expensive and the cost goes high and
sometimes there is a possibility that we adopt open source tools, which makes the
process a bit cheaper. We can use tools and processes that are more relevant to the
goal of individual projects value chain (we can seek and see how other companies use
processes and what is their output, this helps us identify processes better).” – D
“In terms of process innovation capabilities, we try to get data scientist on board that is
coming with a good experience of new processes for data integration and data
validation. These new people may know some other tools and data models that can
help us change our processes.” - F
(R5) Value Chain Performance Capabilities Impacting Process Innovation
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, H and I confirm that the overall performance of the value
chain can inform how well the organization is doing in terms of its data processes.
“As a city, citizens should be happy with our portal and our data provided in the portal
should be reusable in different ways. Obviously, how our overall value chain performs
can influence the change or up-scaling our processes. We should have good value chain
performance capabilities so that we are informed all the time.” – H
“Capabilities around value chain performance can define how well the product and
service works. If these capabilities are not sufficient, the performance of product and
service and their value chain is affected negatively and one main reason why this
happens is insufficient data processes. Feedback from our value chain can help us redevelop our processes.” – I
A points to the main goal of the organization and the fact that having access to more
data can help achieve this goal because collecting large amount of public sector data
depends on the processes used.
“Improving performance and effectiveness of services we make around public sector’s
products are our main goal. One of the things that help us do that is having access to
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and being able to collect large amount of public sector data. Because our value chain
activities and processes are heavily dependent to this data.” - A
F also emphasizes on this relation and further adds that evaluating and assessing the
performance of the value chain can trigger making changes to the existing processes.
“Value chain performance capabilities can also impact process innovation. What
triggers change of processes is how well we perform in our value chain and how well
our product and service works for our clients because the performance is the result of
series of processes and activities.” – F
The following organizations highlight that every phase of the value chain and its overall
performance is influencing the process innovation.
“Performance capabilities can impact the process innovation capabilities for sure.” - B
“Every step of the way depends on how innovative and efficient our processes are.” - D
“The software we develop is the major output of our value chain performance. And this
is directly related to the data process innovation.” - E
“They both are related. Value chain includes a set of processes. If for example our
users’ stories are not satisfactory, we should redefine our processes.” – K
“The decision to change our processes is very much dependent on our value chain
performance capabilities and what we expect from it.” - G
However, C presents a different viewpoint and highlights that satisfactory value chain
performance can also influence process innovation.
“If we have an effective value chain with a good performance you will have for example
a flexible and good way of innovating your processes.” - C
J also confirms this relationship and emphasises on the use of users’ experience in
understanding how well the value chain perform and how effective the final product
and service works. Following users’ experience and feedback, the organization can
identify new areas for improvement.
“Yes it does, for example we build a prototype and we will have it tested by coupled of
potential users who can identify issues in the proposed solution.” – J
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Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Value Chain Performance capabilities developed and implemented
in these organizations that can directly impact the Process Innovation of the
organization (as shown in Table 11).
Assess and Increase Data Domain
A stresses on the need to assess and increase the data domain they work within the
organization for creating data services for public sector organizations.
“We should also increase the amount of data we process and publish so that there
would be more users and more services build around it.” - A
In addition, J also acknowledges the importance of expanding the data domain and
collect more data from different domains. Certainly, collecting data from different
domain facilitate in designing and developing more offering. However, more data from
different data domains require more efficient and effective processes.
“If we collect and publish more data to users this will also increase value chain
performance because increase in usage level is a very good sign of our good value
chain performance and if we get more data, we get more users, and we need more
efficient and new processes and we would also be able to have more opportunities to
enhance and complete our product by having more feedback from more users.” – J
Assess Open Data Offering Performance and Requirements
I stresses on the need to regularly assess the performance of the organization’s
offering as well as assessing if the final data product and service meets the
requirements:
“We are continuously assessing the value and performance of our software. This let us
know the weak areas. Then we can enhance our process innovation and redesign and
change our processes so that we can increase the performance. For example, if the
scientific data we deliver through our software and API raise some issues from our
clients, then we need to strengthen our data analysis and publication processes.” – I
A confirms the above statement and adds that evaluating the data used to generate
the offering and assessing the value proposition of the offering is very critical to the
organization as clients in public sector look for a product and service that offers
significant value. The assessment of the offering and its performance facilitate the
organization to spot existing problems due to lack of efficient and effective processes.
“Improving performance and effectiveness of services we make around public sector’s
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products are our main goal. One of the things that help us do that is having access to
and being able to collect large amount of public sector data. Because our value chain
activities and processes are heavily dependent on this data. So one capability for that
would be assessing our current data, assessing its reliability and quality and increasing
the value of the data we use from public sector. If we see we are not attracting
customers or data consumers we should evaluate our portal and see what went wrong.
To enhance the portal and to increase the quality of relevancy of our data we need
processes. So evaluation of the value chain performance and if the evaluation result is
not satisfactory can make us think that there might be a problem in our process and
maybe now we should enhance our processes or even change them.” - A
B, D, and F emphasis on the importance of evaluating and assessing the data they use
and data product and service they offer to understand if the offering meets the
requirement. Respondents from these three organizations believe that this capability
allows strengthening the processes involved in the development of the offering.
“When we check how well our collected data perform or how good the quality of the
data that passed the evaluation is, we can identify if we need to strengthen or change
our evaluation process or not. In this case the performance capabilities can impact the
process innovation capabilities.” – B
“We evaluate our performance of products and services, we evaluate our data quality,
and we evaluate how fast and reliable we can deliver to our clients. The result of this
evaluation will enforce further action to be done related to data processes we have.” D
“We should assess and evaluate our platform and see if it does serve what it promised.
We should measure the performance and the impact our platform and application
make. If not satisfactory, we should think twice and find ways to improve our design
and data processes.” – F
A new viewpoint is presented by C who confirms that this capability is implemented
differently in C – the consulting firm. The CEO of C acknowledges the importance of
continues communication with the clients to assess the offering and evaluate the
offering for its requirements confirmed by the clients.
“This is a bit different in my firm. I am always in touch with my clients and evaluate
how the proposed solutions work for them. If the clients are not happy, I have to go
back to my knowledge and find out solutions that can make them happy. Being in
touch with the clients and receiving valuable feedback is important in this job.” - C
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E evaluates the value chain performance by assessing the final output of the chain. E
stresses that customer’s satisfaction and continues uses of E’s offering by public
sectors are the main indicators that the value chain performs well and the offering
meets the user’s requirements.
“The software we develop is the major output of our value chain. So, we only know if
our value chain performance capabilities are good and satisfactory by knowing how
well our software is being used by our customers. How many more public sectors want
to put their data in. So, if our software tool is working absolutely fine, we should then
trust our value chain capabilities. Otherwise, there is one or series of things that are
going wrong and are not producing valuable results in our value chain. If for example
some certain datasets are not working, we can put more effort to enhance our
integration process effort so that we can make it interesting for users to use them.” - E
The above statements are corroborated by K who also adds that development of users’
stories play a significant role in assessing the offering as well as evaluating the offering
for the requirements. Users’ stories help identify problems in the development.
“Users’ stories could improve the publication of data process and capabilities. From
user’s stories, we would know what user’s need and then we can respond to their needs
and issues which ultimately improve the value chain performance capabilities. By
understanding the user’s stories we would be able to retouch our process of data
publication and look for a more effective and efficient tool and framework to collect,
catalogue and publish our data. In addition, user’s stories will give innovative ideas and
is possible to create and modify the process of creating new datasets.” – K
G also acknowledges the importance of this capability and its potential in enabling the
organization in enhancing its data processes. In addition to the users’ stories example
presented by K, G develops and uses a Test Palate for its clients. Test Palate can help
identify challenges and problems and therefore, allows the organization develop
procedures and processes to address these problems. As an example, the Test Palate
can provide information about user’s engagement rate as well as the specific areas
where clients seem to have difficulty in working with the Palate or providing data to
the Palate. If providing more data by the users is a hassle, the organization develops a
mechanism and a more comprehensive data collection process to collect required data
from other possible sources.
“Developing a test Palate was one successful capability that could help us understand
what users expect and what additional things we should develop. Development of such
a test Palates can help us identify new processes around collecting more related data
so that we can reduce user’s hassle. Same example again, our Palate returns low user’s
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engagement in providing some blood information. Based on that we thought we should
change our data collection process where we could be able to get more data from
other blood measurement tools. One solution as part of our data collection process was
to develop APIs that could enhance the data collection process. Such solution makes us
get in touch with owners of the other blood measurement tools so we can get their
data via API. This is another ability to identify other tools and form a relationship with
others so that we can enhance our processes.” - G
Co-Creating Open Data Offering
For co-creating data products and services, ODOs are required to improve and
maintain communication and engagement with the clients or users. In this regard, A
stresses on the importance of use of combination of methods that can improve clients’
engagement in the development. J, K, and F also acknowledge the value of involving
data service and product users in all stages of the value chain. F emphasises on the
importance of user’s engagement because users are in a better position to specify
what they needs and desires are.
“We use combination of methods to stay engage our clients during the development.” A
“We find involving clients in the design process very important. We are R&D
organization and co-creation is very valuable to us.” - J
“We also believe co-creation of open data products and services can help us increase
the performance and by being in touch with the service and product users, we can
quickly respond to the need.”- K
“I think one capability that can increase the performance of our value chain is to be
closely connected to our clients throughout every stage of the value chain. We engage
clients and hear what they need and what kind of value they look for in our open data
platform and web applications. Their desire will enforce upgrade of processes in our
company. We also have meetings with our clients face to face so that we can engage
them in the agile development process and tell them where we are and what is coming
up. They will be informed about the process so that they and us would know if what we
are doing is still within their boundaries and requirements. We should always be ready
to add new features. All these things require us to change our processes. This is how we
are able to know the performance.” – F
In addition to the above statements, I stresses that by co-creating data products and
services, the development team can collect from and respond to user’s feedbacks and
ideas. Moreover, organization can deliver the exact offering which will save the time
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and resources for developing unnecessary features.
“Co-creation is very important when it comes to increasing the value chain
performance. By receiving customer’s need, ideas, feedback, and wish list, we could
design a software tool that can deliver the kind of scientific facts they are interested
in.” – I
Feedback Loop and Data Request
Feedback and data request system of the organization should be well designed and
available at all times. Such systems allow data requests flow into the organization. H
stresses that it is very critical for the City to receive new data requests which can
facilitate the City in locating, collecting, and publishing more data.
“We also should make sure that our feedback loop and data request system is up and
working at all times. People who work on this information should also be
knowledgeable about our internal resources and accessibility to data from different
departments. User’s feedback/problems and data requests should also be prioritized.
We also have regular city council’s meeting where people come and voice their
concerns, and from local media.” – H
Collecting user’s or client’s feedback and comments are as important as receiving data
request from them. In this regard, I, J, D, F, and G all emphasis on the importance of
requesting and collecting feedback and comments from the users. Tools such as Github
is used to regularly receive and manage comments and feedback about the under
develop data product and service. J developed its own tool to manage user’s
comments and feedback, D prioritize the comments and feedback, F’s priority is to
speedize the process of collecting and responding to comments and feedback received
from their major clients, and G collects user’s feedback and experience about their
product and tries to address them by improving data collection and aggregation
processes. Below are the responses.
“We use user’s comments and feedback from our Github account to be able to increase
the efficiency and performance of our tools. We heavily engage with a customer in
terms of how our tools help them and how reliable and accurate our search system is in
terms of the scientific data they look for. We regularly report and analyze
client’s/user’s feedback.” - I
“Another capability here would be to always check quality of the data we offer to users
via our Symphony process and evaluate user’s comments and feedback. By doing this
we would be aware of the quality level and if the quality is bad, we should go back to
our data integration and data validation process and aim to enhance it. Sometimes,
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trying to solve an issue might result in changing the whole process.” - J
“We should always be connected to our clients and ask for their feedback and
comments. They should have a chance to test and try the data product or service
before the final delivery. We should collect and prioritize their comments. If not all,
some comments are related to our processes and the way we did develop that part. We
need to change them.” - D
“We should also constantly monitor and assess the number of users and their feedback
and comments about our applications and open data platform. Our potential clients for
our platform are the federation that supports development of start-ups and up-scaled
companies. We should always evaluate their usage and interest.” - F
“The feedback we get during the test Palate process helped us identify areas where
users have hassle and we try to update our processes and tools so we can fix the
issues.” - G
(R6) Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities
Impacting Process Innovation
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, I, B, C, J, and K recognize and emphasis on the significant
role of the knowledge management capabilities and tools on the process innovation.
Knowledge collected from various sources enable the organization in identifying and
adopting new and innovative data related processes. Below are what the
aforementioned organizations mentioned.
“Good knowledge management and organizational learning capabilities can deliver
new ways of doing our business. If we acquire knowledge from our partners around for
example their publication process or around data analysis and visualization process, we
would be able to innovate our own whenever we think it is necessary.” - I
“Knowledge management capabilities can give us unknowns that we can use to
improve our processes” - B
“If the organization has good knowledge management capabilities that will definitely
impact the process innovation or impacting someone to have an idea of changing
something.” - C
“The knowledge captured from different sources help renew or improve our processes
and to be more efficient with our processes.” - J
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“In the organization, we always tend to improve our process innovation capabilities
and this is part of our strategy. So part of our strategy is to use learning and knowledge
to assess and identify new innovative and supporting tools, platforms, and processes so
that we can continually improve our process of collecting and publishing data.” - K
In addition to the above statements, H stresses that the knowledge generated from
feedback, comments, and experiences of the users must be managed and analyzed to
facilitate the organization to identify processes that require further improvements.
“The knowledge we get through feedback from our data users and from our community
can help us improve our processes of working and publishing the data in our portal.
Then through that we can improve the value chain performance capabilities and
increase transparency and trust.” – H
A highlights that technical knowledge developed from their data validation
infrastructures and technologies is a valuable resource to make informed decision
about adopting and improving data processes.
“The information we gather around our infrastructure evaluation system and feedback
we collect from our customers can give us a better idea about what they want and how
well we are doing. Then we can see how we can address them by enhancing our
processes. Processes are the important part of every company.” - A
E confirms the relationship and stresses that any piece of information holds valuable
knowledge that can be used for better understanding of how effective the
organization’s offerings are and what can be done to improve them.
“Knowledge management and learning capabilities is very critical. Because without it
how can we know what exist and what fits us and how to change or renew something.
Knowledge and information collected form the value chain around how effective and
sufficient we do things in our value chain, how our software product works and been
seen and used by customers, and knowledge captured from the open data market
around leveraging processes and around user’s needs, all together can help us improve
the way we do things and the way we develop our software tool.” - E
F refers to knowledge and the knowledge management capability as the food that
feeds the data processes. Knowledge is an essential resource and is needed to improve
the ability of the organization to assess and enhance data processes. Moreover, F and
G agree and highlight that new organizations and startups are unlikely to develop
enough knowledge for making informed decision therefore, Knowledge acquired from
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partners and other organizations in the domain play a key role in helping the
organizations assess and adopt the right data processes.
“I think, before the process innovation capabilities, we need some sort of knowledge
management and organizational learning capabilities to feed the process innovation
capabilities. Because processes do not change out of the blue, they require resources
and one vital resource is the knowledge. Therefore, I believe that knowledge
management and organizational learning capabilities can impact process innovation.
At the beginning, we had limited knowledge management capabilities acquired
internally and externally, therefore it was challenging to select the most effective and
efficient processes for developing our platform but now that we are progressing and
expanding our network and relationship and relying and managing the knowledge
created inside the company, we can change our processes when there is a need.” – F
“Definitely, at this stage, every single of our business move is based on our knowledge
management capabilities. Smaller organizations or start-ups are unlikely to develop
and re-use massive knowledge so we rely on knowledge created by other organizations
or incubators.” - G
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning capabilities
developed and implemented in these organizations that can directly impact the
Process Innovation of the organization (as shown in Table 12).
Assess and Adopt Data Best Practices
K emphasises on the need to better understanding the existing best practices that help
improve data collection and data publication processes.
“We are doing our best to understand best practices around data collection and data
publication processes.” – K
J also stresses the importance of assessing and adopting best practices in particular
practices related to data processes. J acknowledges the importance of practices
adopted by the partner organizations in the data ecosystem as these practices are
tested and proven to be effective in the open data context.
“Sometimes partners come with good practices that was tested and proven to be
efficient in their organization or country, so we should listen to them and try to use and
implement same. We also keep searching and looking for other existing and good
practices around wide range of activities such as best practices around the use of data
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and linked data technologies and infrastructure, data publishing, data analysis and
data processes.” – J
In addition to the above statements, an open data organization itself is also in a best
position to identify practices that best fits the needs of the organization. As such, D’s
successful projects are where the best practices are extracted from. D develops its own
best practices from those implemented and successful exercises in different projects.
“One more very important capability for us is our trust and ability on our own
generated best practices around data technologies and data processes that are results
of our many successful projects and experiences. Because they are the result of
successful development and implementation, we can re-use them for other projects
too.” - D
Assess and Analyze Acquired Knowledge
As J highlights, knowledge acquisition from sources such as projects, research, and
partners are all impacting the adaptation and implementation of new data processes:.
“The knowledge captured from project partners, from success and failures in different
projects, from research, from large amount of data generated from
sensors/infrastructures, from people inside the organization, as well as knowledge
collected from events and conferences all together help us to improve our innovation
capacities and improve our processes and to be more efficient with our processes.” – J
Knowledge collected by and stored in knowledge management tools such as
Confluence should be further analysed. D claims that it is very important to collect
information about the processes that previously reported to be successful and
effective as well as those that face failure in both development and implementation
phase. Such knowledge can further be analyzed to facilitate the organization making
informed decision about what actions are necessary to improve the existing processes.
“We always measure and evaluate our processes and their performance by the
knowledge created previously. How we do it is simple, first we go back to our
Confluence system and track processes previously reported as successful / those that
come from conferences and events and our business partners, and then we assess it
and see how it fits to the need of that project. If fit, we adopt it and if not we look for
alternatives. If we have nothing in the system, we try to ask from our business partners.
Sometimes they provide for free and sometimes for exchange of a resource and
capabilities that are available to us. This also justifies the relationship between
knowledge management and process innovation. What we learned from different
projects and solutions and approaches and what tools was used for what purpose
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along with the knowledge captured from events and conferences and from our
partners, they can be used and analyzed further to make our processes more fluent and
try to increase the number of automated processes.” - D
Above statement may not be applicable to start-ups. G acknowledges the significant
importance of knowledge acquisition and analysis on the process innovation capability
however, G points that the capability of internally storing, managing, and analysing
knowledge acquired is still immature therefore, the organization relies on everyday
knowledge established from incubators and their business partners to boost their data
collection processes.
“Because we are new, knowledge management capabilities such as the knowledge we
extract from datasets, knowledge we get from the incubator, knowledge acquired from
our Hamburg shareholders, and knowledge from the B2B partners can help us boost
our food data collection process. This is very critical for us specially that we want to
operate in other countries and we need massive and complete data of their food and
nutrition.” - G
Assess, Capture, and Analyze Internal Knowledge
One of the main objectives of knowledge management is to improve processes. K, A,
H, E, and J all recognize the need and importance of internally created and analyzed
knowledge to reconfigure and improve open data processes. What varies in these
organizations is the source and use of this knowledge. For example, A collects and
manage knowledge created form clients and their linked data infrastructure to develop
understanding of processes that requires improvement. In addition, A stresses the
importance of integrating internally and externally collected data to support and
accelerate process innovation activities. Moreover, having and comparing both
internally created and externally collected knowledge can help the organization
understand where the organization stands and what process improvement needs to be
done.
In H, internal knowledge collection, assessment, and analysis enable the City to
improve its data management tools and processes. In E, regular report is generated
from the internally developed knowledge delivering information about new solutions
for improving data publishing processes. In addition, E highlights the importance of
developing and maintaining a systematic knowledge management in the organization.
In J, the major sources of internally generated knowledge are employees and projects.
This knowledge is collected and analyzed for identifying and adopting new innovative
processes for the next project.
“One of our key goals is to use the knowledge created in the organization and
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knowledge acquired from the market as well as from our partners to make process
innovation or modifying our process faster.” - K
“The information we gather around our infrastructure evaluation system and feedback
we collect from our customers can be analyzed internally to give us a better idea about
what they want and how well we are doing. Then we can see how we can address them
by improving and adding innovative aspects to our processes. It is beneficial to have
external knowledge integrated with the internally created knowledge. We can analyze
and compare them. Comparison gives us an overall picture about what aspects we are
strong at and what we are poor at. If the result of this comparison show us that
another company is publishing a better quality data or their publishing process is
shorter and faster than us, we try to adopt it if suits.” - A
“We also use our knowledge management and organizational learning capabilities to
assess and identify new data management tools and processes and adopting a more
efficient process to scrub our data.” - H
“Knowledge is the driver to everything. We always analyze and develop reports from
knowledge created at the internal level. For example, our systematic knowledge
management tells us about a new and more efficient data publishing process; we
should use the knowledge to change and improve our data publishing process we
currently have.” - E
“Internal knowledge and learning developed by different projects and employees in the
organization all together help us to improve our innovation capacities and improve our
processes and to be more efficient with our processes.” - J
B stresses on the importance of the role of knowledge collected form employees and
their experiences in different projects on developing or adopting new data processes.
“Each employee shares their knowledge and experiences, and based on that we can
figure out our capabilities for changing our processes. For example we can come up
with new process model to do data evaluation and data collection. Inside our company
we regularly share experiences and our knowledge so we can use that as an input to
almost everything.” – B
In addition to the statement presented by B, F also emphasizes on the importance of
leveraging organization’s internally created knowledge to identify outdated processes
and adopt more efficient data processes.
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“We should also find a way to leverage our own organizational learning to assess
internal processes and decide what to throw away because they are not anymore
necessary and instead make other parts more efficient.” – F
New areas for improvement can also be identified from the end users. G acknowledges
the value of knowledge created from user’s engagement rate in the product and
highlights that the organization can use this knowledge to investigate the problem and
offer possible solution. As an example, G’s end users find it difficult to enter data about
their blood pressure. This results in dropping users’ engagement rate. The solution G
offers was to develop new data collection process that collects data from other blood
measurement tools.
“The Palate example applies here too. We collect user’s usage rate and we analyze it
until it delivers specific knowledge about our users and problems or challenges they
have with our product. We can then use this knowledge to develop a solution. One
useful solution very much relates to our data collection processes which we decided to
improve it in a way that it collects data from blood measurement tools.” - G
Collaborative Open Data Projects and Learning
Regarding this capability, B recognizes the potentials arise from collaborating with
other business partners in different open data projects and active involvement in the
data ecosystem. B stresses that this capability unlocks new opportunities to
understand what processes other companies use and what can be adopted.
“Our collaboration with business partners and involvement in the ecosystem also help
us get the knowledge and learning we need to change our process innovation
capabilities.” – B
Engage and Participate in Data Ecosystem
I, B, D, A, and F find participating and engaging in data ecosystem a very potential way
of collecting knowledge to be used to improve the internal data processes.
Participation and engagement in different open data events, conferences, and
workshops reported to be the three main channels to acquire knowledge from a bigger
community.
“If we engage with the ecosystem and heavily participate in the open data events,
workshops and etc, we might be able to know other data processes and process
implementation technique.” - I
“Our collaboration with business partners and involvement in the ecosystem also help
us get the knowledge and learning we need to change our process innovation
capabilities.” - B
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“We also go to events and training sessions. We get a lot of information and build
knowledge around open data processes and tools.” - A
“We attend open data related events and workshops. During these events we get to
know new ways of doing things.” - F
The above statement is corroborated by D who adds that the organization tap into the
knowledge that is present in a bigger community. D specifically looks for information
on existing data automated processes.
“Every single knowledge and new learning developed by participating in the data
ecosystem can be used to make our processes more fluent and try to increase the
number of automated processes.” - D
Knowledge Acquisition and Mergers
Knowledge acquisition from business partners is reported to be an essential way of
collecting required knowledge for assessing, reconfiguring, and adopting data
processes. F, I, and K all recognizes the importance of this capability. For example, I
stresses that knowledge gathered from partners and various projects can help them
improve the open data publishing and data visualization processes.
“We acquire knowledge from our partners, users, and especially our competitors.” - F
“If we acquire knowledge from our partners around for example their publication
process or around data analysis and visualization process, we would be able to
innovate our own whenever we think it is necessary. Changing the process might be the
result of working with project and business partners or even the result of knowledge
acquisition.” - I
The above claims are corroborated by K who highlights the need to look for external
knowledge from successful business partners to facilitate and boost process innovation
in the organization.
“One of our key goals is to use the knowledge created in the organization and
knowledge acquired from the market as well as from our partners to make process
innovation or modifying our process faster.” – K
B acknowledges this relationship and adds that components of a process can also be
identified and adopted from projects. This requires that the organization is constantly
updating its knowledge about the recent projects and potential business partners.
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“By being updated at all times - updates from research and network organizations - we
can request and utilize processes and components developed in projects by our
partners.” – B
Startups hardly generate enough internal knowledge hence, knowledge acquisition is
very important to start-ups like G. Different incubators and business partners are the
two essential sources of information and knowledge for G.
“Because we are new, knowledge management capabilities such as the knowledge we
extract from datasets, knowledge we get from the incubator, knowledge acquired from
our Hamburg shareholders, and knowledge from the B2B partners can help us enhance
our food data collection infrastructure. This is very critical for us specially that we want
to operate in other countries and we need massive and complete data of their food and
nutrition.” - G
Knowledge Clustering and Classification
Knowledge collected should be clustered and classified if the organization aims to
maximize its value. In this regard, I emphasizes on the need to cluster and classify
knowledge so that new information is revealed.
“Clustering and classification of the process related knowledge can reveal the processes
we should improve. For example, if there are number of issues recorded regarding our
data aggregation process, the knowledge clustering can revealed that for us. Then we
can look for ways to improve the process.” – I
Knowledge Management Tools
Knowledge management tools represents processes associated with creating,
collecting, maintaining, and for some analyzing knowledge. J and G both appreciate the
presence of knowledge management tools in their organization and stress the
importance of these tools to unleash many useful developments in the organization.
“We do have knowledge management system such as Jira (issue tracking in JIRA),
Confluence (document sharing in Confluence/ create, store, share, search, and view all
documents. We call this a team wiki), Bitbucket and we have all the Atlassian Suite
(integration of all of them together) to unleash the potential every team. Integration of
all these together can significantly impact our process innovation capabilities in a more
agile way.” – J
G adds that developing a knowledge dashboard facilitates them to be informed about
all the new information and knowledge created for the organization. This dashboard
can help G strengthen their data processes.
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“My IT team in Hamburg builds some web tools and dashboards so I can see updated
summary of all the information and knowledge extracted from the data. Having access
to the updated knowledge derived from data can help me identify how best we can
improve our data capturing process and data processing efforts. The kind of knowledge
delivered can also help me identify new opportunities around adding more processing
and more analysis so we can serve our customers better and faster.” - G
Open Data Market Learning
ODOs need to tap into the large pool of knowledge of the open data market and learn
about the market and advanced processes. I, E, and K acknowledge the considerable
value of knowledge available in the market and highlights that on a daily bases, open
data organizations should perform market analysis to obtain recent information from
the market.
“One of the most important capabilities for us is to learn from open data market and
big players and discover best practices so that we can use the knowledge to improve
our own process innovation capabilities.” - I
“Knowledge captured from the open data market around leveraging processes and
around user’s needs, all together can help us improve the way we do things and the
way we develop our software tool.” - E
“On a daily bases, we study data market analysis and extract knowledge from the
market. Market learning is very wealthy and we can improve many things. There are
many new tools and processes being used and we won’t know it until we get the
information from the open data market.” - K
Knowledge Pattern Development and Use
Knowledge patterns can be constructed from the analysed knowledge. G emphasises
on the need to extract patterns from end users to understand user’s health condition.
Patterns allow organizations to improve data products and services that can provide
and recommend smarter advises.
“We can study usage of the G app and the data generated from the users to identify
patterns that can deliver some sort of knowledge. Knowledge around for example
Insulin sensitivity which means different body reacts differently to insulin. We can make
pattern from this information and data and the pattern is about metabolism and the
insulin intake. This knowledge can help us improve our services by identifying new
features. We can use these patterns for a better and smarter data analytics processes.
We can identify new processes and new tools to use this knowledge advantage. We can
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easily generate pattern from our data therefore, we need innovative and efficient
processes to tap into the value of this data and data patterns.” - G
Open Data Offering’s Problem Scope Identification
K highlights that the organization assesses its processes and identify problems that
might exist in the offering.
“We learn what people require and we have small teams that develop and build small
groups of experts that meet on regular bases and go through specific processes to
assess processes and spot problems.” – K
The claim made by K is confirmed by G who stresses the need to identify and transfer
issues and problems to the technical team who can make an attempt to fix the
problems.
“Manager, me, should be capable of understanding and identifying problem in the
company and I should be able to transfer the problem in the right way to the technical
team in Homburg. The decision to have APIs are derived from the knowledge collected
from our test Palate where we noticed that user’s engagement is just 5% because they
had hassle inputting some other levels of measurements into the palate. So this led us
to improve our data collection and data integration process so that we could collect the
data from other providers. My IT team in Hamburg builds some web tools and
dashboards so I can see updated summary of all the information and knowledge
extracted from the data. Having access to the updated knowledge derived from data
can help me identify how best we can improve our data collecting process and data
processing efforts. The kind of knowledge delivered can also help me identify new
opportunities around adding more processing and more analysis so we can serve our
customers better and faster.” - G
Research and Development
Capability of the organization to perform research and development is reported to be
essential in B. Research allows new things to emerge and revels more innovative way
of configuring the data processes.
“Our Research capability is a huge capability for us to get to know new things and the
right time to change the way w do things. For example, if a new research introduces us
to a new data evaluation tools, we would follow so that we could have a more efficient
data collection, validation, and evaluation processes. It also can help us improve our
data integration and data cataloguing processes. We are connected to university,
which is a big advantage as it gets us connected and updated to research works.
Keeping ourselves updated with recent research around what we do is also a big
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influence to increase our learning capacity and capabilities and therefore impacting our
process innovation capabilities.” – B
(R7) Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities
Indirectly Impacting Value Chain Performance
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, all the organizations present in this part stress that
knowledge acquired from internal and external sources does not directly impact the
value chain performance. Respondents from the following organizations see the role of
process innovation capabilities stronger than the role knowledge management and
organizational learning capability plays in improving value chain performance. These
respondents claim that value chain consists of inter-related processes in which process
innovation capabilities can directly influence. As a result, respondents claim that
knowledge management and organizational learning capabilities impact value chain
performance through process innovation capabilities.
“It’s kind of indirect impact. Because knowledge should be used first before we can see
the impact on our open data portal or on the increase of transparency and trust. The
knowledge we get through feedback from our data users and from our community can
help us improve our processes of working and publishing the data in our portal. Then
through that we can improve the value chain performance capabilities and increase
transparency and trust.” - H
“I believe that knowledge management capabilities link to value chain performance
capabilities is weak or indirect. Because, we believe that there is a hierarchy. We first
need resources, tools, infrastructure, models and etc. Then we use knowledge to form
them together. This is what is called a Process. So process is an inter-related activity
that at the end delivers a result specific to that process. The results of one or different
processes can then deliver a product or service. Therefore, in this case, knowledge
management capabilities impact value chain performance using process innovation.” - I
“Generally speaking, processes can directly impact value chain performance and
process capabilities in combination with knowledge management and organizational
learning can together impact value chain performance. We need knowledge and
learning to be able to assess and identify the right processes for working with data.
Knowledge management alone can have indirect impact though. Technically
knowledge can influence everything if used properly. But its importance and value can
be realized if combines with something like processes or infrastructure, or knowledge of
other individuals I different projects.” - A
“It may but not direct. It can do that through process innovation. The knowledge
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impacts process innovation capabilities and good process innovation capabilities can
then impact the performance and value chain performance capabilities.” - B
“A good knowledge management can tell the organization how good they are doing in
their value chain in terms of how well they are performing data collection or data
processing for example.” - C
“I am not so sure if it does have direct impact. Value chain is the chain of processes as I
said before. Our value chain performance capabilities can increase if we have good
process innovation capabilities. Knowledge management for sure can impact process
innovation capabilities and that will impact value chain performance.” - J
“If the knowledge management capabilities could impact the value chain performance
it is mostly done through processes and iterations as well as available infrastructure to
the company (because we focus on data integration therefore right tools,
infrastructure, processes, and also competences all together are very important for our
value chain performance). I would say it’s a weak impact though. Knowledge
management and organizational learning could only directly impact value chain
performance if clients’ non-technical feedback and comments from the previous project
is used to enhance value chain performance. Well, I still think all the non-technical
could also be addressed by process innovation and infrastructure. As I said before, we
collect knowledge and information around user’s experience of working with their
service or product, feedback and their comments in our Confluence system. This
information is available to all in the company. Relying on this information, we can
enhance our processes and infrastructure and also our individual competences
(knowledge management impacting infrastructure, processes, and competences). So
there would almost be no relation or weak relation. So knowledge used in enhancing
processes can impact value chain performance. To get more knowledge, we follow
some experts’ list in the Internet that they communicate around the same area. Being
member of certain European project also help a lot in capturing knowledge and ways to
do things more fluently.” - D
“We can’t examine our value chain performance without creating some learning about
it. We might make innovation about the value chain itself by altering our processes and
what we do and how we work with others. We might still use some knowledge
management capabilities such as collecting knowledge from related research on data
value chain or software development value chain in the open data context, or
knowledge around user’s behaviour around how they use our data and what tools they
seek to use and etc. to improve our value chain performance capabilities. If something
is wrong, we go back to our processes. But, before this, we need prior knowledge.” - E
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“Knowledge management will impact process innovation which impacts value chain
performance. I do not think it will have a direct link because knowledge management
and organizational learning capabilities will impact the processes and improvement in
process innovation capabilities can impact the value chain performance capabilities.” –
K
(R8) Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities
Impacting Individual Competences and Expertise
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, the following respondents stress the importance of
knowledge collected internally from the employees for developing expertise and skills
of the employees.
“Certainly, knowledge and learning capabilities in the department can help the IT team
and our department to know what new expertise is needed and what field people
should be developing more. We can even come up with a new job posting if we do not
have one at the department.” - H
“Knowledge management capabilities can help define what expertise is needed or how
employees should be developing their experiences and expertise.” - B
In addition, F, I, and J emphasis on the need to use internally generated knowledge
regarding individuals’ work in the projects to organize training sessions or workshops
for employees.
“Knowledge is the product of human understanding and insights. This knowledge can
then be used to improve the expertise and train people.” - F
“We give training to individuals. With a good knowledge management we identify
areas that people need training.” - I
“This is something that we need to do at the internal level so, we need to share
knowledge created from our knowledge management systems like JIRA, Confluence
and etc, this knowledge is around agile development, around learning and experiences
collected from different projects, knowledge extracted from large amount of sensor’s
data, all these can impact individual competences and help the manager to identify
new areas for training, maybe we should hire someone, maybe we need to enhance
team work. Specifically knowledge collected from different projects from experiences
and learning can be shared with others so they could also learn about it.” - J
In addition to the importance of internal knowledge, E leverages the acquired
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knowledge from external sources to identify and improve expertise in the organization.
“Yes, what we have learned from open data market, research, knowledge around new
and valuable tools and techniques, our users behavior specifically around how our data
is being used and what data users need and etc. can certainly improve our
competences.” - E
D also raises an interesting point and highlights the importance of providing
knowledge about teamwork and individuals’ performance in the projects to employees
so that they can improve teamwork and skills themselves.
“Hopefully knowledge collected from projects, from different implementation, from the
internal expert groups, from project meetings and also from each individual in the
company can help each team enhance what they are doing and help them develop new
expertise and new knowledge for themselves which in return can be beneficial to them
as well as to the company.” - D
G acknowledges the potential of knowledge collected from incubator as well as
knowledge developed during employees’ weekly meetings to evaluate employees’
skills and performance.
“Yes, we make weekly calls between us and the development team. During these
meetings we discuss things we have learned from other business partners, from
market, from the open data incubator and it helps us evaluate our skills and develop
new competences or even decide to hire new people.” - G
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning capabilities
developed and implemented in these organizations that can directly impact the
Individual Competences of the open data organization (as shown in Table 13).
Assess and Identify Open Data Training Areas
Knowledge should be used to support identifying and developing training areas for the
employees as well as the management. I, A, B, and F are among those responding
organizations that indicate that the new areas for training are identified and organized
to increase competences of the working individuals.
“With a good knowledge management we identify areas that people need training.” - I
“Specially attending conferences and meetings can help us develop new areas of
expertise in our company. We can use this knowledge to also train our employees.” - A
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“We can use this knowledge to give training to our employees regarding how to work
with these infrastructures.” - B
“Sometimes we used the knowledge to identify problem areas and we do organize a
short training sessions for our employees.” - F
All the above statements are corroborated by J and D who indicate that the
organization should recognize the importance of and leverage the full potential of
knowledge created and acquired to improve expertise and competences of the
individuals.
“All the knowledge we gather and manage in JIRA, Confluence and etc, are used to
improve individual competences and help the manager to identify new areas for
training, maybe we need to enhance team work. Specifically knowledge collected from
different projects from experiences and learning can be shared with others so they
could also learn about it.” - J
“Knowledge collected from projects, from different implementation, from the Internet
expert groups, from project meetings and also from each individual in the company can
help each team enhance what they are doing and help them develop new expertise and
new knowledge for themselves which in return can be beneficial to them as well as to
the company.” - D
In addition to the aforementioned assertions, K adds an interesting point and
highlights that knowledge assessment and analysis help the organization to establish a
better understanding about capabilities available to the organization. Following this,
the organization is in a better position to make more informed decision regarding
hiring new employees and initiating new projects.
“We learn what people require and we have small teams that develop and build small
groups of experts that meet on regular bases and go through specific processes to
assess processes and capabilities. This will also help us identify what capabilities people
have and need and we match those with what we want to do and achieve. There would
be a data training and education capabilities approach to develop data skills and
development skills. Knowledge management and organizational learning capabilities
which includes training and knowledge acquisition capabilities can be used to train
individuals in the organization. For example, my knowledge on open data can be
shared through training which improves individual competences. In addition, the team
can also identify what are the areas of expertise and what are the needed individual
capabilities. With the knowledge collected and managed, the team can also decide to
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hire new people or to switch people from team to team or project to project depending
on their capabilities.” – K
Assess, Capture, and Analyze Internal Knowledge
Internal knowledge about how people work, how productive the team work is, and
employees’ project reports which have been previously collected and analyzed by the
knowledge management team can all reveal how resourceful and capable employees
are and can help the management team to make necessary reform. B and J
acknowledge the need to leverage internally generated knowledge to improve
competences and reconfigure team structure.
“People involve in the projects report the knowledge and experiments to the knowledge
management team and based on the reports we identify and assess expertise of our
employees. If we figure out that something is missing we try to identify new experts in
the domain.” - B
“All the knowledge we gather and manage in JIRA, Confluence and etc, are used to
improve individual competences and help the manager to identify new areas for
training, maybe we need to enhance team work. Specifically knowledge collected from
different projects from experiences and learning can be shared with others so they
could also learn about it.” - J
Adding to the above statements, E and G state that not only aforesaid kinds of
knowledge but also, any technical knowledge generated from existing data related
tools, infrastructure and technologies can influence the working individual’
competences in the organization.
“What we have learned from open data market, research, knowledge around new and
valuable tools and techniques, our users behaviour specifically around how our data is
being used and what data users need and etc. can certainly improve our competences.”
-E
“The knowledge that can be captured form our data source can help improve our
competences. For example, if our data source around the use of our Palate tells us that
there is a need to develop APIs so users can use the solution with no hassle, then we
should make sure we have individuals that are cable of developing and implementing
successful APIs.” - G
Collaborative Open Data Projects and Learning
Project meetings and reports are the two source of knowledge for the organizations.
This knowledge that is the result of a joint work of experts in projects can be used to
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improve skills and competences of the working individuals. A and J acknowledge the
value of this knowledge and add that training areas can also be developed to help
individuals in the organization.
“The knowledge collected and processed during our project meetings is used to find
training areas and train ourselves and our employees.” - A
“All the knowledge we gather and manage in JIRA, Confluence and etc, are used to
improve individual competences and help the manager to identify new areas for
training, maybe we need to enhance team work. Specifically knowledge collected from
different projects from experiences and learning can be shared with others so they
could also learn about it.” - J
In addition, knowledge and learning obtained by attending related conferences can
also help knowledge management team to transfer the acquired knowledge to the
employees and management team of the organization. F emphasises on the need to
develop such knowledge that could be useful to the members of the organization.
“When we go for a conference or event or a workshop, we should transfer what we
have learned to other members too.” - F
Involve Individuals in Knowledge Creation Process
Working individuals in the organization are part of the process of knowledge creation
and assimilation. Therefore as highlighted by E, it is very critical to encourage each
individual to engage in knowledge creation and sharing process.
“We make effort to spend knowledge inside the company by keep individuals in the
sharing loop and sharing knowledge from one person to another.” - E
Knowledge Acquisition and Mergers
Knowledge collected from various sources such as conferences, events, project
meetings and etc. and processed in the knowledge management tools can be available
to each individual in the organization. A, J, and G acknowledge the importance of
knowledge acquisition andd mergers on increasing the knowledge and help improving
the competences and capabilities of the working individuals.
“The knowledge collected and processed from different sources of knowledge for
example events, conferences, project meetings, market analysis; knowledge acquired
from companies and from public sector, all together can be used to train ourselves and
our employees.” - A
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“All the knowledge we gather and manage in JIRA, Confluence and etc, are used to
improve individual competences and help the manager to identify new areas for
training, maybe we need to enhance team work. Specifically knowledge collected from
different projects from experiences and learning can be shared with others so they
could also learn about it.” - J
“Yes, we make weekly calls between us and the development team. During these
meetings we discuss things we have learned from other business partners, from
market, from the open data incubator and it helps us evaluate our skills and develop
new competences or even decide to hire new people.” - G
Open Data Market Learning
Studying the market and understanding its potential help reveal new ways of
improving capability and competency. In this regard, A and E stress the need to use
market’s potential to improve individuals’ competences.
“From studying open data market, we can understand what kind of expertise is
required. Then we can see how we can develop new areas or train our employees.” - A
“What we have learned from open data market can certainly improve our
competences.” – E
(R9) Individual Competences and Expertise Impacting Knowledge
Management and Organizational Learning
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, H, I, and B stress the importance of knowledge created by
each working individual in the organization on the knowledge management and
organizational learning capability. These organizations recognize that information
related to for example projects and employees’ experiences should be transferred to
the knowledge management team for optimal use in the organization.
“I believe knowledge has different sources and one of the sources is people and
employees working in the team. They provide knowledge they obtain from different
projects and collaboration. For example, we learn from what we do and we also see
how others do things. We transfer what we learn to our department.” - H
“Who are the providers of this knowledge; it is people, individuals in the organization. I
strongly believe that individual’s data related to their skills, experiences and
capabilities can develop better and stronger knowledge management capabilities.” - I
“First we need individuals in the company. They are the ones generating knowledge
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and impacting the learning capabilities” - B
The above statements are also corroborated by C and J who acknowledge the role of
people in the organization in creating knowledge.
“Knowledge management is also made by harvesting individual competencies.” - C
“Yes, the other way around is also very important because its human that brings all the
knowledge but not machines and systems. They are means but the origin is people.” - J
In addition, not only experienced people but also fresh graduates can be a good source
of knowledge as they can unveil new and innovative ideas. D also highlights the role of
people and graduates in creating knowledge.
“People also have impact on the knowledge management and organizational learning
capabilities. Knowledge comes from people having experiences and even graduates
with fresh ideas.” - D
Moreover, K and F also acknowledge the importance of regular reports made by each
working employee and indicate that knowledge is a product of people.
“This is very important because individuals must regularly report their experiences and
learning to the knowledge management team.” – K
“Knowledge is the product of human understanding and insights.” - F
A different viewpoint is presented by G who emphasizes on the importance of relying
on the externally developed competences. The CEO of G stresses on the importance of
outsourcing competences by other organizations to help strengthening the level of
knowledge created for the organization.
“We are small and new in the market; we do not have big money to pay for salaries.
We have decided to use competences from other companies and make them
shareholder of our company. By this we won’t pay them salary but we still use their
competences for our company.” - G
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Individual Competences developed and implemented in these
organizations that can directly impact the Knowledge Management and Organizational
Learning of the ODOs (as shown in Table 14).
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Regular Reports
Individuals are required to generate report about their day to day project experiences,
challenges, and learning. I and B acknowledge the role of availability and richness of
employees’ reports in the knowledge creation and management in the organization.
“Internally, our employees report to us about what they do every day and what are the
successful things and what are the things we should do more or develop new
capabilities on. So they provide input to the knowledge management team which in our
case is just us the managers. We then see what we should do to overcome the
challenges.” - I
“Employees should regularly report their experiences and learning’s to the knowledge
management team/system. Individuals in our company are one of the potential sources
for creating knowledge in the company. For example, if employees are engaged with
clients they can generate knowledge about new customer’s demand and know for
example what kind of data they look for or what services they need. This is a potential
way for expanding our product and services.” - B
C, J, and K confirm the above statement and add that at the end of each development
project, a complete report about the success and failure of the project should be
created and sent to the knowledge management tools like Confluence and JIRA.
“At the end do each project, each member of the team working on the project is
suppose to report back to the knowledge management function all the documents
generated from the project and knowledge created in the project. The knowledge is
kept by the appropriate team that can utilize this knowledge but not just in the head of
the people all the knowledge created.” - C
“People from different development team report their knowledge and experiences and
learning via Confluence and JIRA. This amount of information if delivered from all
employees can be massive information at the end that delivers knowledge around
different tasks and development.” - J
“All individuals report their experiences and learning to their team manager and all
reports are collected and send to the knowledge management team.” - K
Another point is raised by D who draws attention to knowledge that is created and
transferred between individuals during the organization meeting. Many aspects and
concerns are presented and discussions around them may reveal a new knowledge
about the organization.
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“We have a meeting everyday to know what is going on in the development of different
projects. What went good and bad and what to use and what not to use. During these
meetings, if we come up with a solution that can be captured for the future projects,
that can be captured and maintained by our knowledge management Confluence.
People share their ideas and sometimes new and more effective ways of development
occur. All these things are noted and reported to our Confluence system. We also
include knowledge and learning that happened outside the company. We go to project
meetings and conferences and events, after that the individual who have attended that
event should report back to the company what went wrong and right and what was
new. So externally, the ability to capture knowledge from the open data community
and market-based knowledge are very important.” - D
Prior Open Data Learning and Experiences
Previous experiences and learning of each employee through their own learning
practices is as important as those created inside the organization. B, J and K all stress
the importance of employees’ pervious experiences and knowledge to the
organization. They outline that individual competences are very important specifically
if they are obtained over time and by involvement in different projects.
“Employees expertise in terms of data analysis and data collection and integration can
also help generate new knowledge and learning. Individuals can share their leanings
from utilizing new tools. Employees are resourceful and they are so important so their
experiences and new learning must not be wasted.” - B
“People from different development team share their knowledge and experiences and
learning they gained via Confluence and JIRA. People should engage in confluence and
share and document their experiences good and bad that had during their involvement
in different projects.” - J
“As an individual entity in the organization, each employee can also have his or her
own learning sequence. A good individual competences and communication skills
should result in sharing individual’s knowledge and experiences within the
organization. For example, if employees come up with a new tool or technology that
they feel is more relevant and efficient, they can share it and report it to the knowledge
management and org learning team for further exploration and possible exploitation.
Individuals in the organization also have feedback loop. All will provide feedback and
share knowledge to B and, B share to C, this is how knowledge and capabilities
transferred between the individuals and this will help the organizational learning
capabilities.” - K
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(R10) Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities
impacting the Organization
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, all the following organizations acknowledge the
importance of knowledge management and organizational learning capability in the
organization.
C, J, and K admit that a good knowledge collection and management can reveal new
management structure and setting. It can reveal how people in the team are teamed
up and working together and positive and constructive culture are shared among the
individuals. Such information can assist the management team to improve its overall
organization structure.
“Knowledge management can impact the organization capabilities and how people
work together to achieve the project goal.” – C
“Knowledge collected from all sources can help the top management to develop an
organization structure and teams that are more effective. Because if it’s not done
properly will impact the organization and people negatively.” - J
“Every piece of knowledge created inside the organization and acquired from outside
can influence the way people work together.” - K
In addition to the above statement, the quality and quantity of the knowledge
previously collected by each individual can also indicate what projects best suit the
organization and how these projects should be configures. E and B stress on the
importance of knowledge management capability in maintaining culture of sharing and
openness in the organization.
“We try to maintain culture of sharing and culture of openness in our company. In
terms of how people work together in a form of team and how complete and efficient a
team deliver is mostly applicable to companies that are operating on a project based
because in projects what individual are involved and how people and expertise are
teamed up to maximize results is very important.” - E
“We have a global team and international people in the company. It allows the
organization to build a good culture of sharing and working together.” - B
Nevertheless, in small organizations, knowledge management and organizational
learning capability may not have a significant impact on the organization due to
knowledge being dynamic and organizations’ resources limited to address it. In this
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regard, F stresses on the importance of using insights generated from the knowledge
management systems to change the organizational setting. The CEO of F highlights the
fact that it is not realistic to keep using the knowledge available to the organization to
change the organizations structure or setting. Knowledge grows and changes fast and
adopting every piece of knowledge is not possible for smaller organizations.
“For us as a smaller company this is lesser of an issue or an influence because the
knowledge management and organizational learning grows so fast and it’s so dynamic
that we cannot keep changing our organizational capabilities. Yes it is true that we use
certain insights from knowledge management capabilities and organizational learning
to enhance our organization capabilities but not everything.” - F
In public sector organizations, the use of knowledge management capabilities have a
very influencing impact on how the organization respond to clients needs. H
emphasizes on the need to analyze the knowledge generated form users’ comments
and usage rate to understand how employees in the different departments work
together to fulfill the organizational goal.
“In public sector, organization of people and activities is a bit different. People are
required to respond to any inquiry but some people resist. Having a good way of
understanding how organization and people work and respond to client’s need is
essential. Knowledge management team can use the knowledge collected throughout
the departments to monitor people and activities.” – H
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Individual Competences developed and implemented in these
organizations that can directly impact the Knowledge Management and Organizational
Learning of the open data organization (as shown in Table 15).
Assess and Analyze Acquired Knowledge
Knowledge acquired from external sources such as partners and projects can be
analyzed and used to assist the management team to make more informed decisions
regarding the organizational structure and improving teamwork and efficiency. A and
D acknowledge the importance of this capability in improving teamwork by allocating
the right people in the right team.
“In a smaller company like ours, we can use the knowledge from outside the company
to team up and distribute expertise in a more effective way.” - A
“Knowledge around different projects and around how people work together, what
individuals with what expertise is team up because if individuals are not properly team
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up to work on a project, the outcome might not be that satisfactory.” - D
Assess, Capture, and Analyze Internal Knowledge
Besides the externally collected knowledge, ODOs can also make large amount of
knowledge from their internal resources such as people, projects, infrastructure and
etc. F admits that the quality and quantity of the knowledge created and analyzed at
the internal level is a good indicator of team and project performance. F can identify
areas for improvement by investigating the internally created knowledge.
“If the knowledge created inside the company is poor and limited, then the
management should try to investigate and see how the team work and how the
reporting mechanisms are performing. It might show that team members do not
communicate accordingly. In terms of the whole organizational goal, knowledge
around individual competences, technologies, partnership, product and service value,
user’s feedback and etc. can impact the organizational capabilities as a whole in
addressing organizational mission and goal.” - F
Knowledge Management Tools
Use of knowledge management tools like Confluence and JIRA can help the
management team to understand each employee’s performance. J recognizes the
importance of these tools and emphasises on the use of reports extracted from them
to draw conclusion about team performance, communication, and sharing among
them.
“Knowledge gathered from JIRA and Confluence help the management to identify how
teamwork is done how good different employees and experts work together towards
the goal of the project. Sometimes forming a bad team can have negative impact.
Individuals should be put into a team in smart way so that the organization will get the
most out of each expert and benefit maximum potentials. Increase efficiency and
increase trust and sharing culture.” - J
Knowledge Pattern Development and Use
In a multicultural teams and multi-located organizations, using knowledge to develop
specific patterns is very important. A pattern on people and team performance in
different location is one example. Achieving the goal of each project is not just
dependent on one team but it requires coordination and cooperation of number of
teams. B as one multicultural and multi-located organization stresses on the
importance of teamwork patterns and the different project views from eyes of
different team members to enhance individual’s ability to work together and to
increase the success of projects and reducing risks.
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“Knowledge created internally can be used to develop patterns which is governed and
supported with knowledge. Patterns can help us organize our company in terms of how
people work and behave and how they move towards organizational goals. This would
be very beneficial to companies with multicultural teams.” – B
(R11) Process Innovation Capabilities Impacting Business Development
Strategic Capabilities
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, H, B, C, I, D, and G all confirm the relationship and outline
that reconfiguring existing or adopting new processes can encourage the organization
to evaluate or change business strategic capabilities so that they could recognize the
new reconfiguration.
“We do not have many data related processes but for those we have for example data
collection and data cleaning processes, if something is changes, we need to define new
business strategic capabilities to support them. They could be something related to
getting more quality data and etc.” - H
“Yes it does, because every new process innovation capability needs to be supported by
business strategic capabilities.” - B
“Process innovation enables us to develop more and better and this will impact our
business development strategy. We also need to consider that a business can change
its business development strategy without doing anything. It is mostly the matter of
will than the matter of capabilities.” - C
“Yes, change in our for example data extraction, data processing, and data publication
process can impact our business development strategy for example it allow us identify
new or revise existing growth, differentiation, and market strategies. For example if we
want to change and improve our data extraction or data integration processes, we
need to be able to connect to more scientific data sources and collect larger amount of
data.” - I
“Adopting a new process or a set of processes may impact and encourage the
management to define new business development strategic capabilities.” – D
“The processes we have and the decision to throw out one and build another one will
impact our business development strategies.” - F
“So if we aim to change our processes to a more automated process, this decision will
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impact business strategies in terms of budget and partnership, outsourcing decisions or
building tools in house.” - G
A also verifies the above statements and adds that in A processes are supported by
business strategies and a small change does influence the business strategic
development.
“In a smaller company like ours, when processes change we think about business
development strategies right away but, in corporate and bigger companies, there is a
team of experts dedicated to both and they work in conjunction. Change in processes
can impact strategies.” - A
Also K confirms the relationship but, the organization does not develop many business
strategies related to open data as open data is not monetized in K.
“Yes it would, but because we are not monetizing our data services, so there would be
no open data related business development strategy.” - K
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Process Innovation capabilities developed and implemented in
these organizations that can directly impact the Business Development of the open
data organization (as shown in Table 16).
Alliance-Based Data Processes
The following respondents stress the role of alliance-based process development on
the business development strategies. Both responding organizations confirm that
developing alliance-based processes requires certain condition to enable, monitor, and
support the development of the process. These conditions are the business
development strategies that can support the development process. As an example,
when an organization finds the need to reconfigure one or many of its processes
through alliance-based process improvement, the organization may need to come back
to its differentiation strategy to ensure that the new development can address and
improve the strategy.
“When we decide to outsource a process or form alliance-based process development,
we surely need to work on our strategies around mergers and acquisitions, around
filling the market gap, around our growth strategies and definitely on our
differentiation strategies. A better process may generate more quality data and this
will help us attract more public sectors.” - A
“We have an alliance-based processes where we share processes with the companies in
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our alliance, this will impact our business strategic capabilities for example our
commercialization, pricing, and growth strategies. Changing our processes will impact
our pricing method and strategy. We should be able to come up with a strategy that is
good for us, for our partner companies, and our clients as well. Same issue affects
commercialization also.” - B
Assess and Adopt New Data Processes and Tools
The decision to adopt new open data process or a tool is made in response to
improving existing or developing new data product and service. In this regard, J
indicates that new business strategic capabilities should be developed that can address
the requirements of the data product and service.
“Sometimes we adopt new processes to develop a new service or product; we then
identify strategic capabilities to support that new result and getting the new output to
the market.” - J
Moreover, I, A, and B agree with the statement made by J and they further add that
changing or improving open data processes force the organization to redefine the
business strategic capabilities.
“For example if we want to change and improve our data extraction or data integration
processes, we need to be able to connect to more scientific data sources and collect
larger amount of data. Or if we are changing our data publication process, we should
have a clear understanding of who are our users so that we can target their needs. In
terms of our data integration process, we should know how our data form different
data sources are related and be able to identify relationship between our data, by
doing so, we can provide a unique and different product/data to our clients.” - I
“If we have a series of complicated processes in which we constantly assess and
evaluate, we should then have a new business development strategy. Efficient and
effective processes could directly impact the product and services and the value they
hold. Therefore, this will help us define new differentiation and market strategies.
Better and up to date processes can also help us identify more and better data sources,
and help us leverage the data in a more effective way.” - A
“Whenever we make changes to our data collection or data evaluation process, we
would be collecting a new/different set of IoT data which the changes can impact the
users/clients. These constant changes in the real time data might affect our clients and
market. We should have business strategy/market strategy that can take care of the
situation.” - B
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E presents another example that shows that differentiation strategic capability is
influenced by adopting new tools and processes in the organization.
“In terms of differentiation strategy, we aim to empower data users by providing those
data and the tools they desire to play with data and to get information from them. Our
capabilities around processes and tools we adopt and how fast we can update our
software to include recent data market developments and tools and techniques, can
hugely impact that strategy.” - E
F and G also acknowledge the impact of adopting a new process and tool on business
development strategic capabilities. Assessing and adopting new tools and processes
can encourage the organization to modify or develop new strategic capabilities such as
pricing strategy, growth and differentiation strategies, and partner and market
strategies.
“Assessing our existing data aggregation process and deciding to change or move to a
new process by utilizing a new and more efficient tool will impact differentiation,
growth and probably pricing strategies. If we adopt new process for data aggregation
that is faster and more reliable and accurate, then we are able to increase efficiency
and effectiveness of the data, collect larger scale and more relevant data, connect to
more data sources to aggregate, provide more data to the customers. With more
relevant data, we can then package and sell part of it too and we can also come up
with a product and service that can address market niche because data speaks by itself
and deliver insights about real problems. In terms of pricing, the more efficient process
the less human resources necessary. This might impact the pricing.” - F
“We screen the market for a better processes and better solutions. After identifying
potential solutions and tools in the market, we adopt them. We found two potential
solutions for us to adopt and these two solutions should have been supported with
strategic capabilities. We said that we should be partners with Google and make some
tests with Google Console Flow and same with Market of Computer Services so this is
something we try to build on our own but on the other way we are looking for existing
solutions so we can implement. Our processes and change of tools and iterations can
help us identify how many datasets we need to have so the strategy here in to collect
over 20,000 datasets to gain real value. The decisions for the next iteration depend on
the number of datasets we have. Right now we have about 1600 data points which is
good enough to make decision about the next iteration but to go deeper and be able to
advance our processes around our data, we definitely need more datasets.” - G
Assess and Increase Data Process Efficiency
According to D, efficiency in the open data processes is important for improving data
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products and services. However, other aspects of the business may be affected when
an organization attempts to increase process efficiency. D stresses on the importance
of this capability and outlines that D is cable to collect, integrate, and make available
more data to the clients. These outcomes encourage the organization to develop new
business development strategic capabilities to recognize the potentials arise from
improved process efficiency.
“Availability of efficient and sufficient process capabilities specifically around data
integration can help us integrate more data, respond to more clients, open more
integrated data to public sectors as possible, increase quality of our data, expand our
market segment and go to other sector of the government too.” - D
The above statement is also corroborated by J who adds that improving process
efficiency results in developing new strategic capabilities related to developing a better
business model, adding new revenue streams, expand the market, and identifying and
participating in more national and international level projects.
“For example if we are able to enhance our process innovation capabilities that results
in improved data collection, data processing, data integration processes and etc. it can
help us to collect more data to integrate more data and to publish more data. Being
able to generate massive amount of city data and process them can help us develop a
better business model, develop new revenue streams, develop or participate to new
European projects, expand our market” - J
Moreover, in E, improving process efficiency happens in response to increasing user’s
experience and empowering them to understand and work with the data by providing
more interesting tools. This will encourage the organization to improve or develop new
differentiation strategic capability.
“In terms of differentiation strategy, we aim to empower data users by providing those
data and the tools they desire to play with data and to get information from them. Our
capabilities around processes and tools we adopt and how fast we can update our
software to include recent data market developments and tools and techniques, can
hugely impact that strategic capabilities.” - E
Non-profit organization like K do not monetize open data therefore, they realize
business development strategic capabilities in a different way. K emphasises on the
importance of process efficiency improvement for expanding their funding
opportunities.
“Our process innovation is to support us get funding from other sources and this will
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impact our growth and market strategy.” - K
F acknowledges the importance of this capability and adds that differentiation, growth
and pricing strategic capabilities are affected when the organization changes its for
example data aggregation process. Improving efficiency in data aggregation process
increases the chance to collect and combine more quality data. Use of this data in form
of new data product or service will influence business development strategic
capabilities.
“Assessing our existing data aggregation process and deciding to change or move to a
new process by utilizing a new and more efficient tool will impact differentiation,
growth and probably pricing strategies. If we adopt new process for data aggregation
that is faster and more reliable and accurate, then we are able to increase efficiency
and effectiveness of the data, collect larger scale and more relevant data, connect to
more data sources to aggregate, provide more data to the customers. With more
relevant data, we can then package and sell part of it too and we can also come up
with a product and service that can address market niche because data speaks by itself
and deliver insights about real problems. In terms of pricing, the more efficient process
the less human resources necessary. This might impact the pricing.” - F
Open Data Related Resource Availability and Allocation
Resource availability and allocation push medium to big sized ODOs to develop 5 to 10
years business development strategic capability planning. However, A acknowledges
the importance of this capability and adds that in start-ups the planning and
implementation cycle of strategic capability planning is short due to low availability of
open data resources and limited resource allocation. Still, open data start-ups develop
business development strategic capabilities to some extent and these capabilities are
affected by available resources to the organization.
“Some bigger companies assess their resources and processes then they develop a 5 or
10 years strategic plan and they follow the strategic plan. Smaller companies however
may work differently simply because they are small. Our strategic planning cycle is
short because we always look for new development.” - A
D emphasises on the need to adopt and allocate new resources in order to improve
data products and services. If the organization is not adopting open source tools and
resources, the cost for buying required resources may be high. This will impact the
price of the offering. Offering might be cheaper if open source resources are adopted
and it may be expensive if the organization buys the resource.
“Sometimes resources we adopt for our processes are expensive and the cost goes high
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and sometimes there is a possibility that we adopt open source tools, which makes the
process a bit cheaper. This will impact the pricing strategy.” - D
(R12) Process Innovation Capabilities Impacting Product and Service
Strategic Capabilities
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, organizations report that process innovation capabilities
can impact strategic capabilities related to data product and service quality, flexibility
in design, and faster delivery. For example, improved data evaluation process in B
impacts the quality of the data collected; in J, innovative data generation and data
collection processes improves fast delivery of the data product and service because
the organization has enough data to work with and to publish; in D, innovative data
processes are directly linked to the quality, flexibility and delivery of the data product
and service; and in G, efficiency of processes to collect and analyze the large pool of
data effectively can assist the organization to provide a more accurate health related
information to G clients.
“Yes it does. For example our data evaluation process can definitely impact our data
quality strategic capabilities.” - B
“Yes for sure, for example our data generation and data collection processes if effective
and efficient can impact on our product and service strategies.” - J
“Processes are directly linked to product and service quality, their design flexibility,
delivery and etc.” – D
“The efficiency and effectiveness of our processes to collect and analyze all our 16,000
datasets right now can definitely impact our product and service quality.” - G
The above statements are corroborated by E and F who also acknowledge the impact
of process innovation capabilities to the product and service strategic capabilities.
“Yes, process innovation capabilities will hugely impact the product and service
strategies.” - E
“Processes can impact product and service strategies.” - F
I stresses on the importance of processes on the open data product and service
strategic capabilities the organization defines. This respondent agrees that product and
service strategic capabilities support and realize the process innovation capabilities.
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Being able to improve operational efficiency and quality of the data product and
service are the two strategic capabilities influenced by process innovation capabilities.
“Processes are directly linked to the strategies defined for the product and services. The
output of every process is a form of product or service. When we decide to change a
process, we should have strategies to support the new process. The reason why we
want to change a process is normally because we want to increase operational
efficiency and the quality of our products and services. Strategies help realize
capabilities and increase the value of it.” - I
K emphasizes on the need to identify and develop product and service strategic
capabilities in response to the changes made to open data processes.
“Yes, I could see the relationship between the process of open data publication and the
quality, flexibility, and delivery of product and service we deliver. The changes in the
open data publication process can influence the design and defining quality attributes,
our delivery method, and how fast we publish data and how fast we collect and
respond to user’s stories.” - K
However, the importance of strategic capability development in H as a public
organization is less considered compared to revenue generating organizations.
However, H acknowledges the need to implement product and service strategic
capabilities to some extent to recognize the improvement in the open data processes.
“We do not have many strategies as we are not really competing but there are some
degrees of growth and differentiation strategies. We also look to see how we can
improve our datasets and portal. So there is some degree of product and service
strategies too.” - H
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Individual Competences developed and implemented in these
organizations that can directly impact the Knowledge Management and Organizational
Learning of the open data organization (as shown in Table 17).
Assess and Adopt New Data Processes and Tools
Adoting new open data related processes and tools are impacting the strategic
capabilities an organization develops addressing data products and services. A and E
have both stress the importance of this capability and emphasis on the impact of
improving the data publishing and automatic API generation processes on the product
and service strategic capability. Improvement in these processes enables speedy
delivery of the offering.
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“The innovative data publication process will impact strategies around faster data
publication in our portal. To fulfil all these, we should be capable to assess and renew
or innovate our existing processes.” - A
“The automatic API generation process can fasten the delivery and re-usability of our
data around the world. These capabilities can help us address our product and service
strategies.” - E
B and K admit that adopting new processes can impact the product and service
strategic capabilities in terms of improving data product and service quality, speedier
delivery, and fast response to address client’s needs around adding new features, data,
and tools.
“We want to make sure that our processes are designed in a way that it can enable us
to monitor our data quality and ensuring we are measuring our data quality in a right
way. Sometimes we might want to use part of the process capabilities of our partner
companies so that we can make sure that our data and products are of high quality, we
deliver them on time and that if there is a need by clients that they want to change or
add something we would be able to respond.” - B
“Our delivery, response time, and quality strategic capabilities around our Marine data
are very much influenced by our process innovation capabilities such as how fast and
reliable our processes are. Decision to change a process to something more effective
and faster can significantly impact these strategic areas.” – K
Assess and Increase Data Process Efficiency
D stresses the importance of increasing the efficiency of open data processes for
improving the quality of the data products and services.
“When we do things easier and faster and more efficient or better that can help us in
positioning our products and services in the market and the quality is better.” - D
Moreover, G and B emphasis on the need to strengthen and improve the efficiency of
the data collection processes. Respondents from these organizations confirm that
availability of more data to the organization can increase the chance to deliver more
data and data products and services to the clients. B adds the importance of efficient
data integration process that can integrate larger number of datasets so that the
organization is able to process them and use them to upgrade the data products and
services.
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“Our data collection process can highly impact the strategies regarding strengthening
delivery and data collection channel which is our APIs.” - G
“We want to have more sensors in the city so that we can collect as many data as
possible because more data is better than no/less data. But we should be able to use
them. Our processes and how fast our process work to collect the data can influence
the use of our large pool of data. For example, integration process of 10 datasets
definitely required less integration process capabilities and knowledge and tools but
when we want to integrate big data or 100 datasets then we definitely need to change
our processes by expanding and enhancing our capabilities. Because we deal with large
pool of data, we need to develop certain strategies that can direct and guide us
through the process. We might not need to process all these data but it’s our strategies
that help us find out what to do.” - B
The above statement is corroborated by J who also adds the importance of efficient
data evaluation process to remove false and incorrect data in a very timely manner. J
believes that having such process will reduce unnecessary time spending for validating
the data and therefore, reduces the delivery and response time.
“We want to have a quality data so it is important to have strategies that support data
quality and fast publishing. One strategy is to constantly monitor data quality and
having the right and effective data quality processes can help us achieve the strategic
goal. In terms of data availability, we should provide and deliver quality data in a
timely manner so people can use them to make apps or products and services, if our
data collection, integration, evaluation processes are not efficient, we will delay the
delivery” - J
A also confirms the argument made by J and stresses on the importance of data
evaluation process efficiency for improving the quality of the data products and
services as well as improving data integrity and accuracy. In addition, A outlines the
necessity to speed up the data processing time to address the demand of the public
sector on time.
“One very clear example is the data validation and data quality processes that if
effective and efficient can directly impact the product and service strategies around
data quality, data integrity, and data accuracy. Another two examples are the faster
sector related data processing and cleaning that impact faster data delivery so we can
create and make available the services faster. If we have the data processed, we are
always able to respond faster to the data requests or what you call as response time
from public sector organizations. We are also able to meet the release time/schedule to
release so that we could have a better reputation. In addition, output of one process
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should fit the standard of another process. How we do this? Simply by aligning project’s
need to the processes and strategies.” – A
In addition to the above arguments regarding the importance of efficient data
evaluation process, F also recognizes the potential of this process for improving data
quality by identifying quality attributes and measures and increasing accuracy of the
data used in the offering. Moreover, efficiency of data aggregation process is also
reported to be advantageous for reducing development time and improving faster
delivery of data via APIs.
“Our data validation process if done accordingly and appropriately should allow us to
assess and measure our existing data quality, encourage us to have a predefined data
quality attributes and measures, increase accuracy and data integrity. Therefore, this
one process can influence the data quality and validation strategy. Same processes if
efficient and fit can increase the data aggregation speed and this will result in faster
delivery in form of our APIs and files. Data and results that should be transferred to the
clients can go faster if data preparation time is shorter due to the use of more efficient
and effective processes.” - F
E acknowledges the need to develop this capability to reduce the delivery time. E
states that developing eligible and efficient processes can significantly improve faster
delivery of the data products and services. To accomplish this goal, E develops a new
process - programmable authoring pipeline – that makes the data uploading and
publishing process faster than before.
“If our software development process is not agile and if we are not able to address
user’s requests as quickly as possible, this will impact the quality of our offering as well
as slowing down the delivery of the next version of our software. One very clear
example is the process of uploading data in our software is now faster and easier
because we developed programmable authoring pipeline which makes data uploading
process faster. Having these kinds of eligible and efficient process innovation
capabilities can impact the delivery and even quality strategies.” - E
Open Data Related Resource Availability and Allocation
E stresses the significant importance of resources that can form a process and allow
innovation to happen. E also adds that the quality and value of data products and
services are affected by these resources and processes.
“Availability and maturity of available resources to enable process innovation will
define how the products and services are developed and what our product and service
strategies should be. Because everything related to data products and services are first
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related to data processes.” - E
(R13) Management Function Capabilities Impacting Business Development
Strategic Capabilities
Regarding this relationship, H, I, B and F all acknowledge and stress on the substantial
role of the management in strategic capability development. According to the
respondents from these organizations, the management is a decision maker in the
organization and the agile mindset of the management can encourage and accelerate
strategic capability development and implementation.
“In our department, management is a dynamic thinker. He senses the need and he
decides for the change. We have few business development strategic capabilities
specifically for growth and differentiation” - H
“In general, managers play a critical role in a company. They are in the position to
make decisions. One of these decisions are making strategies and enabling strategy
implementation” - I
“Yes it does. Because it is the management who should decide when change is
necessary and what strategic capabilities can support the changes” - B
“I think management in all level of the operation is the key in the company.
Management function in this block decides for a change that is driven by the changes
in the market needs” - F
A confirms the above arguments and points to the importance of management
technical knowledge and skills. Management should be able to leverage available
resources and capabilities to make more informed decisions that can improve the
business.
“Management skills can impact everything in the company. Management should have
both technical and business knowledge to be able to develop successful business
strategic capabilities” - A
C adds an interesting point and highlights the importance of ‘management will’ as the
first step towards any improvement. This refers to the intention of the management to
change the way business works.
“This one is very important. If there is no management will and recognizing the need to
change the business development strategy, the process innovation will do nothing. So
in this block, management will to change something is enabling the others. The
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management decides they he wants to change business development strategies from
pricing to growth and then because of that intention he rearranges process innovation,
value chain performance and etc. It all starts from someone deciding that the change is
needed.” - C
K argues that identifying the business development strategic capability is the key role
of the management and the management team is in best position to know what more
needs to be done in the organization.
“I do think that this is very important because this is a very critical decision in a
company and should be made by the management team and is dependent on the
management capabilities. If the management see and feel that there is a need to
change something in the organization, they should develop a new strategic document
that can realize those required changes” - K
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Management Function Capabilities developed and implemented in
these organizations that can directly impact the Business Development Strategic
Capability of the open data organization (as shown in Table 18).
Agile Mind-Set
The following responding organizations recognize the importance of management
agile mind-set to understand and analyse different situations and circumstances the
organization is going through and make an attempt to react to the changing demand
and identify strategic capabilities that requires improvement.
“A management with static mind is not helpful because citizen’s problem change and
how we should be addressing them can also change and vary depending on our
internal resources and capabilities and our connection and mergers with external
resources and capabilities. Many business strategic decisions are the direct result of our
top management of the department.” - H
“If we do not have these skills and mind-set to agility, we won’t be able to have good
and working business strategies. Those managers with the ability to think fast and
react fast have a better chance to respond to the market demands.” - I
“I have not had this company as is from the beginning. I was always monitoring the
industry and was prepared for changes. These changes or the agility mind-set derived
many potential strategic decisions which improved the business.” - D
“We promote and we have a agile mind-set and always ready for potential changes in
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the company. A lot of our activities are based on the agility of the leading team.” - E
“10 years ago we were proactive in the area of inspired directive which is the European
data infrastructure and very proactive in marine strategy framework so when open
data became a kind of a community trend in data management we are pretty
innovative in adopting what is needed in terms of data publication and making the
most Ireland marine data open. So our management team turned to be very dynamic in
terms of our capabilities in those areas.” - K
Financial and Investment Assessment
Investment decision and financing the required development is a very important
management capability. J and K stress the importance of this capability and
management decision on the business development strategic capability formation
specifically around funding opportunities.
“Based on the potential possibility to change something in the organization,
management should decide for investment strategies.” - J
“We have to be agile to deal with funding changes and new business partner to
overcome financial crises. Specifically in terms of financial, management should
develop strategies that can on one hand solve the financial troubles and on the other
hand address the changes necessary.” - K
Identify New Areas of Operation
Based on the agility of the market and change in the market demand, the management
should be able to identify new areas of operation. In this regard, new business
development strategic capabilities are needed to support the new operation. D
acknowledges the importance of this capability and points to the management’s
capability to monitor the market to identify market niche so that the new operation
and development line can move towards addressing the niche.
“Before, we have been providing a different service but our management ability to
understand where the market is going and to study market and demand niche and also
management ability to identify new area of operation based on the expertise and tools
we have inside the company make us to be in the open data and open linked data
areas. Our business development strategies evolve overtime following the
management direction, which was the result of market and demand analysis over a
certain timeframe. Management monitors activities and demands in the market
around our expertise and was able to give us direction to go to semantic web and
linked open data direction. If the management feeling and knowledge about what the
market is and what the market wants was wrong we wouldn’t be here now. New areas
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of operation then help us to identify business strategies around what specific sector
and market we want to be active in, what problems do we want to address, what
offering we want to bring to the marketplace.” - D
K also emphasizes on the key role of management in identifying new areas of
operation.
“When open data became a kind of a community trend in data management, we
became pretty innovative in adopting what is needed in terms of data publication and
making the most Ireland marine data open. So we turned to be very dynamic in terms
of our capabilities in those areas. 10 years ago, when I started, we hardly had any
business development strategic capabilities related to open marine data. Thanks’ to
our management team that with efficient strategic capabilities, we are the biggest
provider of marine data in Ireland.” – K
The above statements are corroborated by G who points to the prior experience of the
management regarding understanding and screening the market and its relationship to
the strategic capability development.
“The only impact management function can have is to screen the market for the
changes and availability of new business opportunities. Then it’s all about the prior
strategic experiences of the manager that can aid him to develop the right business
strategic capabilities.” - G
Market and Clients Assessment
To understand and address the agility of the market and client’s need, the
management team should be capable of assessing the market and the clients. The
management team at E, B, and J recognize the need to frequently assessing the
market, competitors, and clients demand and develop strategic plan and identify
strategic capabilities to realize this plan. J points to the management’s ability to tap
into the potentials that may arise during engaging with business partners to evaluate
the market and clients.
“I am able to monitor the market and demand almost every day, I can alter the way we
work and we deliver to our clients.” - E
“I should know and be aware of market and demand changes. I should regularly study
the market and our competitors so that I am aware of what is going on.” - B
“Management should screen the market; engage with the partners to help in
evaluating shared clients. If right strategic capabilities are not implemented,
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management can ruin the business on a blink of an eye.” - J
I acknowledges the need to develop and improve this capability because it allows the
management to assess the market which facilitates his/her to understand new trends
in the market, clients needs and their perception towards using the organization’s
offering, business directions of competitors and the offerings developed by them, new
sources of data, and etc.
“The management function in the dynamic block for us is all about having our eyes
open to what is happening in the market, what are client’s needs, what does impact on
their perception about the product and service we offer, where the open data market is
going to, what companies in our related domain are doing, we should know what is
new in the market and what data is available. Knowing all these kind of information
will help us decide what changes to introduce and what strategies to identify that can
support these changes.” - I
According to A, the management team needs to perform market assessment to have a
better idea about other competitors and their activities. Market assessment allows the
organization to design new business goal and for this, the organization requires new
business development strategic capabilities.
“I should know if there is any competitor so we can redefine our business strategies to
outperform them. If I decide that now it’s time for us to go into a new sector, this
decision will surely impact how we want to do it and how we want to secure long term
operation in that particular sector, these are all strategies that we should have.” - A
D adds an interesting point and highlights the importance of continues market
assessment as the driver to predict the future direction of the business.
“We have started 15 years ago focusing on XML technology but when time goes on, the
management monitors the market and demand during all these years and based on the
changes that was happening in the market, we continually update our business
strategies until now that we are working on open linked data for the Flemish
government.” - D
F acknowledges the need to make this capability stronger because it reveals essential
information about the market, competitors, demands, and existing open data products
and services in the market. This information can be used to develop a plan for strategic
capability development and a roadmap for the business.
“Management function in this block decides for a change that is driven by the changes
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in the market needs. Then they should also influence the business development
strategies. We, on a daily bases, assess other players in the market. We assess our
competitors and the kind of product and value added they offer. We also study clients.
All these aspects need to be well managed by the company and the management team.
If one aspect changes, the change will influence our company as well.” - F
Research
B and J stress the need for management team to be involved in research activities and
community. This allows management to determine what customers need, how
competitors are successful, and what the future may hold for the open data industry.
Using this capability, the management team can plan and develop new strategic
capabilities for business development.
“My involvement in research and collaboration with research communities like yours
can help me in identifying what we should do and what changes are necessary. I am
also learning from experiences and experiments of other people.” - B
“Because we are non-profit and research organization, management team having
research skills and capabilities are very important to identify good practices and good
changes, this will impact our business strategies. Research done in the field can be
studies and more research can be done.” - J
(R14) Management Functions Capabilities
Infrastructure Strategic Capabilities

Impacting

Enterprise

Relationship
Regarding this relationship, the following responding organizations stress the
significant role of management functions and decisions to identify strategic capabilities
related to infrastructures, technologies, tools, and techniques.
“I should know what is happening in the market, what clients need, what kind of data
and with what quality is expected, what tools, infrastructure, applications, and
technologies are out there and what is available to us and if what we have can answer
to the needs of our projects so that I can identify or renew our strategies around
infrastructure and IT.” - A
“If the management is weak and absent, the role of the organization in developing
Infrastructure strategic capability is weak.” - C
“So, if I have an agile mind-set and am able to continually monitor the market and look
for technical advancement or changes we can make to increase the value of our
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software and product, this will make me develop new IT strategies or change some of
the strategies that can help the company address the technical changes.” - E
“When the management see that there is a need to change something in the
organization, new strategic areas should be developed to help realize the change. The
new change and new development need new IT capabilities and strategies. Strategies
that could support IT related tasks and activities.” – K
“I think it’s mostly management functions impacting the IT or infrastructure
strategies.” - F
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Management Functions Capabilities developed and implemented in
these organizations that can directly impact the Enterprise Infrastructure Strategic
Capability of the open data organization (as shown in Table 19).
Financial and Investment Assessment
The finance available to the organization and the investment decisions made by the
management can influence the decisions management make related to improving and
developing strategic capabilities around open data infrastructure. K and G emphasis
on the importance of this capability and outline that assessing organization’s financial
situation and identifying areas for improvement can assist management team to make
a more informed decision about investing in developing or improving infrastructure
strategic capabilities.
“We need to make sure that we invest in a right infrastructure and application and
tools.” - K
“The topic of finance is always up. Therefore, I first should know how much the
requested change might cost first and then I can align the technical changes with how
much finance is available to the company.” - G
Market and Clients Assessment
A and G acknowledge the importance of this capability and stress that assessing the
market and clients can support the management team to understand the existing
technologies, infrastructures, tools, and applications in the market which could be
used to facilitate addressing client’s needs. In addition, G adds that market and clients
assessment can reveal new business opportunities and new ways of developing data
products and services. Therefore, modification to the existing infrastructure strategic
capabilities may be required.
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“I should know what is happening in the market, what clients need, what kind of data
and with what quality is expected, what tools, infrastructure, applications, and
technologies are out there and what is available to us and if what we have can answer
to the needs of our projects so that I can identify or renew our strategies around
infrastructure and IT.” - A
“The only impact management function can have is to screen the market for the
changes and availability of new business opportunities and I can then transfer the
information to the technical team and they are the one who should decide for the
infrastructure or IT strategies. Because our technical team is based in Homburg.” - G
Technical Assessment
Assessing the existing infrastructure and technologies and how different
infrastructures are aligned with the need of the organization is very critical in
identifying advantageous infrastructures and technologies for the organization.
Sometimes the organization should discard some of its technical capabilities and adopt
new ones in response to increasing efficiency in the technical performance. B and E
stress the importance of management’s capability to perform technical assessment.
They further highlight that technical assessment can help align infrastructures with
project’s need which can contribute to increase in value proposition.
“I can align our infrastructure with different project of us.” - B
“Look for technical advancement or changes we can make to increase the value of our
software and product.” - E
D acknowledges the need to assess the technical aspects of the organization so that
the management team can identify new configuration. As an example, D decides to
adopt Cloud-Based Infrastructure which is more secure and cheaper than investing or
buying a new infrastructure for the organization.
“Management function capabilities here would be the management ability to identify
new Cloud-based infrastructure that is more secure and more appropriate and even
cheaper to what we do.” - D
The statement made by D is corroborated by F who also acknowledges the importance
of management’s ability to perform technical assessment in order to identify the most
beneficial infrastructure and technologies for the organization.
“If we realize that there is a better choice that people keep talking and using it, I first
assess that tool to see which one is more beneficial, the Cloud or adopting the new
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tool. Whatever decision my cofounder and I make, can impact the infrastructure
strategies.” - F
(R15) Business Development Strategic Capabilities Impacting Process
Innovation
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, A, D, K, G, and E agree with the relationship and confirm
that business development strategic capabilities are develop in response to market
and clients need and processes are required to address these needs.
“Change in business strategies can also impact processes.” - A
“Yes certainly. Because whatever is planned as business strategy can directly impact
how we should do things. Business strategies can influence everything in the company
but it also influences the process innovation capabilities.” - D
“Yes definitely because processes evolve all the time based on what the market needs
and customer needs are and what kinds of product and services we make and how we
are differentiating.” - K
“Business development strategies around differentiation, market and etc. can impact
the process innovation capabilities.” – G
“Yes, this is strong. Business development strategies can force us to have better process
innovation capabilities because when we set strategies we are obliged to follow them.”
-E
C and J both realize the importance of this relationship and put emphasis on the role of
differentiation, market, and growth strategic capabilities in business innovation.
“I agree with the relationship in a very specific case where the business development
strategy is differentiation strategy, and the element using for the differentiation
strategy is to innovate or change in a process.” - C
“Yes, this is very clear especially for market and growth strategies that will impact
process innovation capabilities” - J
F stresses the importance of this relationship and points to the fact that in F, business
development capability plan is like a roadmap that enables long-range strategic
capability planning and development matching short and long term goals. One of the
goals that is heavily affected by this development is the growth of the business and
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therefore, this plan applies to developing new open data product and service and
innovative processes.
“This is very strong impact because the strategy is like a roadmap. Our strategies tell us
what to do and what to change and probably if strategies are well defined it also tell us
how to do it. For the growth of our business we maybe are developing business
development strategies that are not supported by current processes. Therefore, we
need to reinvent our processes by seizing new processes and building capabilities to
help us build that process.” - F
The above statement is corroborated by I who refers to the business strategic
capability plan as a model identifying what and how the business should be developing
in a near future. Strategic capabilities related to market, growth, and
commercialization can all foster the organization to improve its open data processes.
“A Business strategy for us is a model for what and how we should do and implement
the next business activity. Some business strategy document defines what the company
should do for the next 5 or 10 years. If open data business strategy document is
developed beforehand, there is an impact and link from the business strategic
capabilities to the process innovation. Business strategies for differentiation, growth,
market and commercialization can help us redesign and/or change our processes.” - I
B raises a concern and argues that sometimes it is difficult to persuade our funding
partners that some changes are required to increase the quality and efficiency of the
offering. Business development strategic capability document is considered as a strong
tool to be used to encourage the funding partners and the clients to allow going
forward with the needed changes in the processes.
“Sometimes it is difficult to convince cities/government/clients that the change is
needed. If a good strategy is implemented, we can better convince ourselves and our
clients to change the processes. In addition a good strategy can by itself impact the
process innovation capabilities.” - B
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Business Development Strategic Capabilities developed and
implemented in these organizations that can directly impact the Process Innovation
Capability of the open data organization (as shown in Table 20).
Differentiation
Advanced Integration
D stresses the importance of advanced integration for integrating larger dataset in a
timely manner. This allows the organization to differentiate the organization’s offering
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from what the competitors offer.
“Our strategies around differentiation for example can impact adaptation of innovative
of our data processes. We should be able to integrate in advance level as many data as
possible. This is the strategy that helps us differentiate our services and products. To
meet that strategy, we should have efficient processes and tools.” - D
Analysis of the State of the Art
J emphasises on the need to perform analysis of the state of the art that exist around
open data processes. This can reveal valuable information and knowledge that can
help the organization to improve its processes.
“We want to do more analysis of the state of the art around data processes and
develop more innovative data processes.” - J
Collecting large amount of Data
By collecting larger data, the organization is in a better position to provide a more
comprehensive offering. J and G acknowledge the importance of this capability. J
stresses that this capability enables open data business model innovation that
increases the chance to create new offering. Having more data available encourages
the organization to improve open data processes. In addition, one important strategic
capability identified by G business management team is to collect over 20,000
datasets. This has a significant impact on the process innovation capabilities.
“Collecting as much data as possible is very important because we can develop new
business model on top of data we have. This strategy impacts our data integration and
data processing. It will impact our data quality measurement process because more
data from different data sources obviously requires more processing and perhaps
automated processes. Collecting more data can also increase data validation and data
quality processes because if we collect more data we have a bigger change to integrate
more data for data quality and data validation purposes.” - J
“The strategy here in to collect over 20,000 datasets to gain real value. The decisions
for the next iteration depend on the number of datasets we have. Right now we have
about 1600 data points which is good enough to make decision about the next iteration
but to go deeper and be able to advance our processes around our data, we definitely
need more datasets. Having more datasets allows us to make better decisions on what
tools to use to analyze the data.” - G
Data Relationship Discovery
Understanding relationships between different data is super important to D and yet
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very difficult. This will have a superior effect on the offering because the organization
is able to merge few but complementary datasets together that can generate a unique
value.
“We should be able to find relations between different data from different agencies
better than others. This is the strategy that helps us differentiate our services and
products. To meet that strategy, we should have efficient processes and tools.” - D
Disruptive Data Product Innovation
I emphasises on the need to introduce disruptive product to disrupt the existing
market. This allows new market to be created which is unknown to competitors. This
can eventually displace the established competitors. However, the introducing
organization can benefit from this new market by being the only one in providing that
offering. However, disruptive innovation requires rigorous process innovation.
“We have strategies that tell us to always introduce disruptive innovation and be the
first in what we are doing, and collect, integrate, and process large volume of scientific
data. These strategies inspire and force us to work and enhance our processes so that
we can collect more data, we can integrate data in a more effective ways (the
integrated data should mean something and deliver a unique value and one can
understand something from it) and to have a more efficient data analysis and
publication processes. See, this is how strategy can impact processes.” - I
Identify Good Data Sources
I stresses on the need to constantly searching for and connecting to valuable data
sources.
“As a strategy, we should constantly look for new and valuable data assets and identify
good data sources.” - I
Growth and Commercialization
Engaging in Various Projects
D acknowledge the growth potentials that may arise by engaging and participating in
open data related projects.
“We also have growth strategy which is engaging in related European projects.
Following this strategy, we can identify how other project partners do things, what
their processes are, and what tools are better.” - D
Focus on Principles of Big Data
Focusing and following the big data principles is a critical strategic capability for growth
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of ODOs. It opens many doors for moving into big data and developing requires
processes and infrastructures.
“We focus on principles of big data and we try to see how current processes using
relational data tools can be moved to big data by designing new architecture. So we
always try to update our data architecture and help our clients develop their own data
architecture.” - J
Move from Closed Data to Shared Data
I emphasises on the importance of making organizational data open to all. Sharing data
helps unleash many business opportunities and helps find and connect to capable
businesses.
“Share our own data and move from local data to shared data strategy so that
whenever change is required, beside our own data we also have data available to us
from our partners.” - I
Targeting New Sectors
Expanding to a new sector is reported to be a potential growth strategic capability. A
stresses the significance of this capability and highlights the importance of processes
to address the need of the new sector.
“We decide to track particular projects and we decide to target a new sector within
public sector and based on these strategies, we assess our process innovation
capabilities and try to enhance it so that processes could fulfil the need of the project or
the sector.” - A
Understand and Develop Open Data and Big Data Capabilities
J argues that prior to identifying and developing any open data related capabilities, the
management team of the organization is obliged to understand the context of
capability. J adds that developing more open data and big data capabilities empower
the organization to collect and process more data.
“Another growth strategic capability for us would be to understand and develop more
data and big data capabilities so we can collect and process more data in a very short
period of time. In our case it is important because we deal with real time data which
would be wasted if not evaluated and published quickly due to having no sufficient
processes.” - J
Management
Cost Containing
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D stresses on the need to contain cost of development. To manage and reduces cost, D
employs business process automation.
“We define strategy around business process automation which is the strategy a
business uses to automate processes in order to contain costs.” - D
Resource and Budget Allocation
B acknowledges the need to allocate resource and budget for development activities in
the organization.
“The availability and accessibility of resources and budget is very important. If the
strategy is set to support the process innovation capabilities, then there should be
resources and budget or collaboration in order to make that working.” - B
Understanding Legal Framework within each Sector
Public sector projects are challenging. In this regard, A highlights the importance of
understanding all the legal frameworks associated with working with open data
specifically in public sector.
“Working in public sector is different. There may be some legal frameworks around
how to use their data and etc., we should understand this legal framework within each
sector. All these aspects might impact how our processes should be developed and set
up. Specifically if we get a new project or new sector, the kind of requirement and data
varies. Our processes should be ready to deal with this change.” - A
Market
Find and Provide to a Related Open Data Market
ODOs can maximize the benefit they can get from the market by finding and providing
to other related market. For example, G’s primary market of operation is diabetics
market. G can maximize this benefit by combining the diabetics market to weight loss
market where many common goals can be noticed.
“Another strategy is that we do not just want to be in the diabetics market, we found a
very relative market, which is weight loss market. They both are related. So it’s like, if
someone doesn’t have the disease/diabetes, he/she is still encouraged to use the
product because it helps him/her to lose weight. Having this strategy will impact our
process innovation capabilities because now we should have process that can serve
both users. There are some functions that weight loss users do not need so we should
be flexible in that and our process of developing the app should be adjusted slightly.” G
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New Contracts and Agreements with Data Users
J emphasises on the importance of finding more potential clients and provide them
with the data they need. In this regard, signing contracts and establishing agreements
on the uses of data are very essential.
“We increase agreement with other organizations to provide them with more data for
specific purposes.” - J
Operate in a New Open Data Sector
Growing the market where the organization is active in is a step by step task. One
important capability is to find and operate in a new sector. E confirms that starting to
operate in a new sector makes more data to be available to the organization and
requires assessing and improving data processes to handle this amount of data.
“When we define market strategy, which is encouraging us to go to a new government
sector and use their data, we should have the process capabilities. Our process
capabilities make us change our market to suit what they have. If we are not able to
perform well and change quickly to address the demands, we might need to redefine
our strategies.” - E
Oversee Data Market
A stresses the importance of market oversight to spot market and clients needs before
the competitors. Having effective and up to date processes at all times accelerate the
time to market.
“We should also be able to oversee the market/customers needs around the products
created by the public sector, if we are able to do it, we would be fast in providing
services around that product very quick. To do that, we should always have the
processes in house or have a good process innovation capability.” - A
Targeted Market
D emphasis on the need to devoting considerable effort to operate in a targeted
market and be an expert in what they do. This allows the organization to be
knowledgeable about that specific market.
“When we have a focused market strategy we also develop concentrated and focused
processes and aim at enhancing them so we can be the runner/winner in this specific
need.” - D
Pricing
Product-save-time Pricing
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This method of pricing is introduced by F who points to the amount of time a data
product or service saves. F claims that ODOss look for products and services that can
help them save time and they use this need to offer a product and service that saves
time. Therefore, ‘saving time’ is an indicator that the organization can use to price its
offering.
“Another pricing strategy would be to see how our product saves other
companies/users and then divide it by 2 for example. So companies like to go for costsaving alternatives but if the alternative is saving them a lot. Process innovation helps
us increase process efficiency and therefore we can develop a product which is more
efficient and valuable for our customers who look for time saving.” - F
Resource-based Pricing
Resource-based Pricing is another pricing method introduced by F. Indicator in this
method is the resources used to product or construct the offering. F argues that having
efficient and very effective and fast processes can reduce use of other unnecessary
resources such as human resource.
“In terms of pricing, the more efficient the processes are the less unnecessary and
human resources necessary. This impacts the pricing because we are not paying for
these resources to perform the activity.” - F
Value-based Pricing
Another method of pricing the offering is Value-based Pricing introduced by F who
points to the value proposition embedded in the offering. By comparing existing
similar offerings in the market, the organization can draw a conclusion about whether
the offering provides more value that the competitor’s or not.
“For pricing our product, we simply follow what others are pricing their SaaS data
platforms. We compare it by seeing what value they offer/add and taking this into
account for certain pricing aim or range and then we compare it with the work we need
to do to get the value out to our clients and the value we offer and the kind of problem
we solve. We also follow competitive pricing and quality/value-based pricing method.
This is mainly based on the added value we deliver through our innovative and efficient
processes and value chain. However, it is difficult to know the value add but, if we think
about the amount of work and thinking, we are able to get something.” - F
(R16) Business Development Strategic Capabilities Impacting Enterprise
Infrastructure Strategic Capabilities
Relationship
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Regarding this relationship, C, J, D, and K acknowledge the importance of this
relationship and stress that business development strategic capabilities support and
inform development of infrastructure strategic capabilities. K adds that business
development strategic capabilities are at the higher level compared to the
infrastructure strategic capabilities therefore, the first supports forming and revising
the latter.
“I agree because business development strategic capabilities can impact and change
the infrastructure strategic capabilities.” - C
“In our organization, they always go together because we develop our infrastructure
strategies based on the business strategies.” - J
“There is no doubt that business development specifically around differentiation,
pricing, and growth could somehow impact infrastructure strategies.” - D
“Business development strategies are at a higher level in compared to the
Infrastructure strategies. New business development strategy can include and impact
formation or revision of the infrastructure strategies.” - K
I also confirms the relationship and points to the importance of business strategic
capabilities on defining and developing infrastructure strategic capabilities.
“Yes, business strategies are the mother of all other strategies because they are at the
highest level of strategic setting. This strategy will define other strategies. We need
infrastructure to implement business strategies and we need infrastructure strategies
to have efficient infrastructure in the company. Business development strategies we
have should define infrastructure strategies.” - I
A also acknowledges the impact of business development strategic capabilities on
formation and development of infrastructure strategic capabilities. A presents an
example that informs the business to develop more infrastructure strategic capabilities
in response to expanding the A’s market.
“They are so related to each other. For example business development strategies for
differentiating our data and our data services or strategies for market and expanding
our market by for exampling going to a new sector can impact our IT and infrastructure
strategies because IT and infrastructure are the means and support business
strategies.” - A
E also confirms the relationship and adds few more examples related to the role of
business development strategic capabilities in improving the infrastructure strategic
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capabilities.
“Identifying new business development strategies such as going to a new sector, using
service tools that can be used by all type of people, collecting and getting more data for
our software, increase automated services, increase more data processing tools in our
software, all these will directly impact IT strategies because we need IT and
technologies to make business strategies work.” - E
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Individual Competences developed and implemented in these
organizations that can directly impact the Knowledge Management and Organizational
Learning of the open data organization (as shown in Table 21).
Differentiation
Intelligent Data Models
D highlights that by being able to implement intelligent data models as part of business
development strategic capability, the organization can better identify the required
tools and infrastructure that are required to produce the offering.
“Using intelligent data models can definitely impact the choices of us in terms of what
cloud services and infrastructure to use.” - D
Operational Efficiency
B acknowledges the need for the organization to increase ability to maximize
operational efficiency in the organization. This capability will inform what
infrastructure to develop and how to align technical resources so that the operational
efficiency is maximized.
“To be different, it’s not always about new and expensive tools and infrastructure; we
can also increase our operational efficiencies by understanding our resources and
expertise very well and allocating them in the right project in a right time.” - B
Products Usable by All
Part of E’s business development strategic capability is making sure that the product E
offers can be usable by majority but not only by minority. This advises the organization
to use a range of tools that interest larger group of consumers.
“Clients are valuable and how they use and perceive our product important too. To
make them happy and make ourselves different than our competitors, we should use
service tools that can be used by all type of clients. This seems to be easy but it is
challenging to do.” - E
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More Automated Data Services
In addition to the above strategic capability, E acknowledges the importance of having
the ability to develop and use more automated data services. As a result, selection of
tools and systems should be done carefully and tools should be aligned in a way that it
can help increase the performance of the automated services.
“As part of our strategic capability, we opt for increasing our automated services.
Automated services require special tools and techniques so that the service is always
available.” - E
Collecting large amount of Data
One business development strategic capability which was highly mentioned is the
ability of the ODOs to collect as much data as possible and have large amount of data
available to the organization. The larger the amount of data is the more
comprehensive tools and infrastructure the organization requires unleashing the value
of the data. According to I and B, the organization’s ability to collect more data informs
that the organization should think about identifying and adopting applicable technical
strategic capabilities in order to realize the value of the data. Both organizations
emphasis on the importance of investment planning that are required to support
putting necessary infrastructure tools up.
“Our business strategy allows us to collect as much scientific data as possible. This will
inform us to look for and adopt infrastructure, data related tools for data collection,
invest in infrastructure that can be put into use and etc.” - I
“One of our strategic capabilities is to generate a lot of quality data, this requires
investment and have access to infrastructures like sensors, assessing what is available
to us and identifying what more we can take in and if those new ones are aligned with
the needs of our projects.” - B
J stresses on the importance of collecting massive amount of data from the City of
Barcelona. For this, the organization needs more inclusive data infrastructures such as
sensors to be located in the right location in the city.
“We should always be able to measure the quality of our sensors as well as validate
data generated from the sensors (data validity and evaluation process) so we can
always collect massive amount of quality data. A Business strategy is to collect massive
city data so to do that, we need to expand our city infrastructure/sensors, we need to
invest in infrastructure and tools and techniques, and etc.”- J
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E and G also acknowledge the importance and confirm the impact of this capability on
the infrastructure strategic capabilities and G further adds that the amount of data
collected and available to the organization will assist the technical and development
team to better understand the size and potentials in the market and plan the technical
strategic capabilities accordingly.
“Collecting and getting more data for our software.” - E
“It’s a more matter of the amount of data we are collecting so that our development
and IT team would know how big the market is and how to develop IT strategies
around that.” - G
Growth and Commercialization
Open to try new Data Tools and Infrastructure
I points to the effect of ability of the organization in trying new data models and data
tools on the formation of new infrastructure strategic capability.
“We should be open to try new tools, infrastructure, and data models.” - I
Publish all the Data
A stresses on the importance of publishing all the data free of charge. A believes that
this capability will contribute to the growth of the organization. However, publishing
data on a regular base requires organization having the right publishing tools and data
management system. This should be planned carefully so that the organization can tap
into the vast potentials of data.
“when we identify a strategy to publish all our data openly to all from our portal will
impact the IT strategies in terms of what infrastructures are available to us and if the
existing infrastructure support that goal and if not should we rely on cloud hosted
infrastructure or should we develop it ourselves, or do we also want to use visualization
in our portal if yes do we have the visualization tool available or not, and if we want to
provide all our data in our portal do we have a good data management infrastructure,
should we publish all our data in one format or should we follow for example W3C best
practices around data standards or should we follow open data guidelines. So all these
strategies affect each other.” - A
Moving into Business Intelligence and IoT
Planning to add new business operation domain such as business intelligence and IoT
can enormously influence the strategic capabilities the organization makes in terms of
tools, techniques, applications, and infrastructure.
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“In our organization, we are looking at IoT and Business Intelligence, these strategies
can definitely identify new areas of IT and infrastructure development.” – K
Targeting New Sectors
Targeting a new sector and initiating a new project in a new sector requires that the
business development and technical teams understand the scope of the project and
the potentials and desire of the new sector. A and E both emphasis on the importance
of this capability and state that the aforementioned activities need proper planning
that allocates technical resources and aligns them with the need of the new sector and
project.
“To set strategies for getting a new projects or entering a new sector we must know
what infrastructure resources we have and we should carefully align available
resources, capabilities, and infrastructure to the needs of that particular project.” - A
“Going to a new sector will deal with new demands. To address the demand we need to
match the need with the infrastructure we have” - E
Management
Tailor and Fit-to-use Existing Tools
The decision to whether to invest and buy a new tools or not is significant to B. B is
aginst investing and buying new tools and agrees with altering the existing ones to
make them usable for other projects.
“We do not necessarily need to invest in new tools, we can tailor the existing one to fit
to our needs but if not possible we have a choice to go for open source tools.” - B
More Open Source
Another capability reported by I is the ability to identify and adopt more open source
tools to help reduce investing in buying tools and applications.
“We should also discover more open source integration tools. As much as possible open
source so we won’t need to invest in buying or making our own.” - I
Market
Operate in a New Open Data Sector
A emphasises on the importance of organization’s ability to operate in a new data
sector. There are much potential in different open data sectors. ODOs should carefully
select and align technical resources so that the organization embraces potentials from
the new sector.
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“To set strategies for getting a new projects or entering a new sector we must know
what infrastructure resources we have and we should carefully align available
resources, capabilities, and infrastructure to the needs of that particular project.” - A
Open all for all
Another market strategic capability is to open all data to all possible data users. In this
regard, A acknowledges the importance of this capability and adds that selection of
right tools, applications, and infrastructures are very valuable for this purpose.
“When we identify a strategy to publish all our data openly to all from our portal will
impact the IT strategic capabilities in terms of what infrastructures are available to us
and if the existing infrastructure support that goal and if not should we rely on Cloud
hosted infrastructure or should we develop it ourselves, or do we also want to use
visualization in our portal? if yes, do we have the visualization tool available or not, and
if we want to provide all our data in our portal, do we have a good data management
infrastructure, should we publish all our data in one format or should we follow for
example W3C best practices around data standards or should we follow open data
guidelines. So all these strategies affect each other.” - A
Collect more Data and Expand the Market
K confirms the importance of collecting more and more data because the respondent
agrees that this capability will help expanding the market where the organization is
providing to. However, K points to the importance of available infrastructure and tools
and highlights that the organization should be able to expand the data management
tools and infrastructure to transform the collected data into a more reliable and
understandable data for use.
“We would like to be able to increase the amount of data we collect so we can expand
our market and users, for this we need to invest in new infrastructure and sensors, we
probably need to be able to assess and expand our data management tools and
infrastructure, and we should be able to transform these data into a more reliable and
understandable data, and we should be able to expand and provide means for easier
access to our published data, we should also decide if we want to buy or build analytics
tools for our large pool of data or how we want to validate our real time data.” – K
(R17) Relational Rent Capabilities Impacting Value Chain Performance
Capability
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, C, F, and K acknowledge the importance of this
relationship and add that effective relational rents can help improve the value chain
performance. C points to the importance of rent in the network of partners to ensure
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continues data supply. K also points to the importance of rents developed during
collaboration with other organizations and potentials of the generated rents for
improving resources and value chain capabilities.
“I think relational rent strategies could impact value chain performance capabilities.” F
“This is true because my value chain and its performance capabilities are dependent on
my supplies and these supplies are coming from the network of partners.” - C
“Yes, there is a relationship, because whatever we do in terms of collaboration or
relational rent can make us use capabilities and resources from other organizations
that we can use to enhance our value chain performance capabilities.” – K
I also confirms the relationship and argues that strong rent can help the organization
to increase the quality of its offering. I also adds that rents should be available to all
stages of the value chain to improve the value chain performance capability.
“Yes, I believe if this strategy is defined correctly can impact and enhance each stage of
the chain and eventually increase value chain performance capabilities. Because we
can increase and develop a better product and service and respond to the changes the
value chain needs if we have a strategic collaboration with other organizations and
companies.” - I
B acknowledges the importance of rents on improving value chain performance and
presents a different yet an interesting viewpoint. B argues that to maximize benefits
that can be obtained from rents, ODOs should “focus on complementary efforts rather
than a competition”.
“Entities can benefit from each other and they all can grow together, but I believe this
might confuse the market. To benefit from the relational rent and to be able to
enhance our value chain performance, I believe it is better to focus on complementary
efforts rather than a competition. Relational rent can better help companies if done by
plan of complementing some other work or be an added value to another company’s
value chain not only for the good of the company initiating the rent. I call this building
and strengthening the ecosystem.” - B
G supports the comment made by B and emphasizes on the role relational rent
capabilities play in improving value chain performance specifically in healthcare sector.
G rises a concern regarding lack of proper access to health-related data and APIs and
that this obstacle can abandon many valuable opportunities. G adds that developing
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complementary relational rent can help organizations in the sector to work effectively
and peacefully.
“Yes, because especially if you think about health related data, most of them are not
easily accessible. But much easier to give our data away to others so they would also
start giving their data to us. We already know that this data has a lot of value to third
party organizations.” - G
Unlike above organizations, in the case of H, relational rent strategic capabilities help
improve transparency, trust and accountability.
“In our case, relational rent strategies could help us increase transparency and trust
and increase usability, performance, and effectiveness of our open data portal.”- H
Open Data Capabilities

Below, we present Individual Competences developed and implemented in these
organizations that can directly impact the Knowledge Management and Organizational
Learning of the open data organization (as shown in Table 22).
Business Strategic Capabilities
Provide as Open Source
Providing as open source increases the chance to generate rent and receive rent. I
stresses that the organization provides part of its services as open source. Through
this, more users and clients get engage and use the services and this engagement can
increase the amount of data generated by the service users. This data can be collected
and analysed by the organization to identify ways for improvement.
“We believe in open source tools so we also try to provide part of our tools and services
as open source. We can collect data and information about how good we did develop
the tool. We can identify problems and challenges customers have and we can improve
our product development value chain because the problem is definitely related to
activities in our value chain.” - I
Open your Data to Other Companies
The following organizations acknowledge the importance of this capability for
generating and receiving rents. All the following responding organizations stress that
opening data to other companies and organizations assist them in evaluating the
potentials of their data and identify areas for improvement.
I points to the importance of feedback and comments that can be collected from the
bigger community about their data on evaluating and improving the quality and value
of the data.
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“When we look for different data sources we also connect to them and tell them what
we do and what data we have, if they are interested in our data and they use our data,
we have a chance to see the potential of our data and get more feedback from a bigger
community. Receiving feedback from the actual users is very important for us.
Feedback can be further analyzed and used to improve our product and service and our
value chain performance.” - I
A emphasises on the role of private sector companies in unleashing the value of the A’s
data (public sector data). Private sector companies can make new applications from
these data and therefore A and public sector organizations can evaluate their data and
data value chain and its impact.
“Companies can also use our data to probably make new applications and in such case,
we would easily track the impact of the data (public sector data) on the private sector
and if the impact is substantial, will encourage public sector to provide more data and
more public products. This will also make more data to be available to us. For an open
data company, having large amount of data is essential because our whole value chain
is dependent on the data available to us.” - A
J opens its data to others and invite other companies to engage in data exploitation
process to help identify potentials of the data.
“We are ready to provide our data to other companies so that they can show interest
and join our product exploitation process. During product exploitation, we evaluate our
value chain activities.” - J
K stresses the importance of opening and publishing more marine data to other
companies and agencies so that more products and services are developed. This
makes the developing organizations to depend on K’s data to continue improving the
existing data products and services. The rent generated for K is the chance to track the
potential of marine data.
“More open data we publish, more agencies use our data and more products and
services will be created. This will make the utilizing organizations to keep coming back
to us to use our data. This will generate more opportunities for us to know how our
data is being used and what we could do to make it better. Instead of using our own
resources to identify the issues, other organizations will do that for us. This is a direct
impact to our value chain.” - K
F evaluates the value added to their data by opening the data to other companies.
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“By opening up our data with the added value, we aim to see how the data and the
value added is being realized by the community. This will enable us to enhance our
value chain performance as well as weak processes. If the outcome is not satisfactory
we need to work towards changing and improving our value chain performance and
our processes as well.” - F
G stresses the importance of rents and highlights that opening data to other
companies can benefit the organization itself first as the organization can better
understand the impact of the data and how it is used. G generates and provides data
and knowledge patterns to other companies in which they can create many related
applications. These applications when used can generate valuable data in which G can
use to complement its offering.
“We can easily generate pattern from our data. For example pattern around the
metabolisms and insulin intake. Such patterns can be so much of value to other
companies. We can provide these data to them so that they can make a new app and
then we can connect to their app and get their data via APIs. After all, most of the data
in health domain are much related. We can complement our own data with the data
they generate. Having access to different data and integration of different data will
improve our value chain and how we present our product. We can also develop new
features for our product.” - G
Merging with Other Companies
I emphasises on the importance of connecting and merging with other organizations in
both public and private sector. This allows the organization to access to data from
other companies.
“Merging with other companies and organizations will increase our chance of using
their scientific data. The more scientific data we have the better our product is because
when users search for specific scientific data, we can provide more concrete data that
match their criteria. This is the exact thing we want from our value chain and product
performance.” - I
External Data Warehouse
C acknowledges the need to establish a external data warehouse that can make data
available to external entities. This helps other companies to establish trust and initiate
data exchange with the organization.
“Establishing data warehouse can be one of these capabilities so when potential arise,
we share the data. But before opening up, we need to make sure other do the same so
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we can advantage from their data and improve our value chain. Because our
competitors may leverage potential generated by us but not us.” - C
Partner Strategic Capabilities
Share of Resources and Capabilities
J admits that by sharing organizational resources and capabilities, other organizations
and business partners are urge to do the same.
“We also form a team with the City of Barcelona and we use their infrastructure
resources and we tell them that if they do so we can help them publish city data. City
owns advanced data infrastructure and if we can use these infrastructure we can
improve our data products development value chain.” - J
The above statement is corroborated by K who also confirms that by sharing and
receiving resources and capabilities, ODOs have the opportunity to improve their
products and services.
“We work with other organizations and companies and we use their linked data
capabilities. We are able to change the way our product and services work and increase
its performance.” - K
F acknowledges the importance of this capability for improving value chain
performance and points to the need to working with data science-driven organizations
because they have the innovative resources and capabilities.
“Another example for us is that we are working together with a more data sciencedriven company in a mutual agreement of course and we use them as a provider of
data and we also use them as consultants. For example, we need to know how to
categorize companies in certain taxonomy and the aim for that is to be completely
automatic through machine learning. All this add in one or another way to our value
chain capabilities and somehow to our process innovation capabilities.” - F
Customer Strategic Capabilities
External Data Warehouse
It is also essential to open and make data available to customers. J stresses that the
organization sees the potential of constructing external data warehouse to provide all
the data open for use. Customers and data users can reuse these data to make
innovative products and services.
“We integrate and publish data via Symphony so that people and developers and
companies can use this data to build apps and products, and these apps can also
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generate data that in return can be helpful to us.” - J
Build Example from your Data and Linked Data
Providing an example of the data offering is reported to be an essential capability in D.
Building such example can inform potential clients about the organization’s ability to
make data offering. D believes that making example from data available to the
organization can help clients understand the potential of different datasets.
“We have built some examples of linked open data sites based on publicly available
data to just inform people and public sector who are our customer what linked open
data is and how it can help solve many problems in different departments and help
save considerable amount of time in responding to citizen’s need. We wanted them to
realize the potential of what we are planning to do and also we wanted to understand
how people and public sector react and behave and what kinds of feedback and
questions we get. All these things help us develop solutions and improve our value
chain performance. After years of being active in this area, that site is still open and
free so that it can attract customer and help us find potentials.” - D
Develop Testable Prototype for Customers
ODOs can make testable prototype of the offering for their clients. Clients can test and
work with the offering and provide feedback and give comments which are all valuable
and constructive. Thus, the organization can fulfill requirements and address client’s
needs.
“We engage clients in the development and we ask for their feedback and we ask them
work with the solution so that we can know what they thing about our offering before
its final stage. We aim to address their feedback before final delivery. This feedback is
one way of enhancing our value chain performance and increasing the performance of
the offering.” - D
Open your Data and Tools to Customers to Investigate Value and Needs
E emphasises on the importance of making data and data tools open and available to
customers to use. This facilitates the organization to develop understanding about the
value of the data and tools and also explore and discover customer’s needs. As the
result, open data organization can develop new offering that can address client’s
needs.
“We provide more data and tools to our data users so we can identify what are the
value datasets for our users, what kinds of usage or knowledge our users look for when
they use our data, what datasets are integrated and what we can do to increase the
value of the integrated data for example, what additional dataset we can put there so
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that when integrated can provide more insights. With answers to these questions, we
go back to our value chain and evaluate it and identify new processes that can provide
what is required.” - E
Collect Data User's Stories
K highlights the need to collect more data stories. Data stories help the organization to
better understand how the data products and services serve the needs of the clients
and look for possible ways for improvement.
“We publish our data and we collect user’s stories, this user’s stories help us identify
what we do wring and what we do right, what are the areas we should work more on.”
–K
Intra-Firm Strategic Capabilities
Team Collaboration and Sharing
Rents can be generated at the internal level too. In this regard, I emphasises on the
importance of collaboration and sharing for generating rents within the organization
and among team members. This facilitates new and innovative ideas and solutions to
emerge that can be beneficial to the organization.
“I must increase the collaboration between the team members and force them to
provide to each others. By opening up and sharing at the intra-organizational level,
team will develop new solutions and propose areas for improvement in which will allow
the organization to improve the value chain and its performance.” - I
Internal Data Warehouse
Establishing data warehouse for internal use reported to be an essential relational rent
strategic capability implemented in J. Internal data warehouse allows team members
to access to and use different data generated inside the organization. This encourages
individuals to be creative and develop innovative solutions and ideas.
“At the internal level we also develop data warehouse that employees use to explore
existing data and we hope that new ideas and solution could emerge that can improve
our value chain.” - J
(R18) IT and Technological Infrastructure
Management and Data Governance Capability*

Capabilities

Impacting

Relationship
Regarding this relationship, C acknowledges this relationship and points to the role of
IT and technological infrastructure in the management and data governance effort.
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“A good IT and data technological infrastructure enables a good management and
governance capabilities. For example, office for national statistics in UK which is a main
government body to manage statistical and research data. They are a great but a very
old organization. Recently they understand that they are lacking flexibility. Every time
they wanted to change something it would take those months to create a new
infrastructure to manage their data and they depend a lot on the 3rd party integrators.
So the management got used to this kind of slow system that they stopped even
evaluating other options or considering other opportunities. This is a good example of
how infrastructure could impact and damage the management and governance
capabilities. Just two weeks ago, they launched a new sub-organization named data
science campus https://www.ons.gov.uk/aboutus/whatwedo/datasciencecampus)
where they can do things freely and not under the umbrella of rules of the office for
national statistics. They then implement a flexible infrastructure that could help them
do things faster. They did this perhaps to show to the government and even themselves
that by being open and flexible, they can run better and more efficiently.” - C
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities developed and
implemented in C that can directly impact the Management and Data Governance of
the open data organization (as shown in Table 23).
Data Processing
Analytics Tools
C stresses that the existing tools, data infrastructure, and technologies are used to help
manage data management and governance activities.
“There are set of tools that we usually use in our firm. Some of them like tools for data
analytics and some others are related to models and checklists. These tools can be used
to reform data governance and management. Most of the knowledge we have is
captures in these tools.” - C
(R19) Relational Rent Capabilities Impacting Process Innovation*
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, C, I, D, and H report that rents generated from and for the
organization can support organizations in improving open data processes.
C argues that innovation in open data processes does not happen in isolation and an
open data organization is required to develop ways to enable innovation. Rents
generated from partners are one of the potential ways to improve process innovation.
“I strongly believe that there is a relationship from the relational rent to process
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innovation capabilities. Innovation is not something that depends on your own and
area of control. I depend on my partners.” - C
I confirms the argument made by C and emphasises on the role of rents generated by
business partners through projects and collaboration.
“Changing the process might be the result of working with project and business
partners or even the result of knowledge acquisition, in this case, we should have a
strategy to expand the network or partners and identify potential projects that can
utilize our processes and outputs.” - I
D agrees with the relationship and points to the importance of developing an activity
that can generate rent when used by clients. D implements an open linked data site
that provides a means for the organization to collect data around product performance
and desire of the clients.
“This activity (open linked data site) also helped us identify what public sector’s needs
are and what processes and tools we should adopt to address the need. So this strategy
can also impact process innovation capabilities. We do not have many of these
strategies.” - D
In H, relational rent plays an important role in improving open data portal. Respondent
from the city office argues that their activities and performance are very much
dependent on open data related processes and having a sufficient relational rent can
help the city provide more data in the portal.
“This may be a bit more valuable to us as our results or outputs are highly dependent
on processes. To fulfil the need of both public and private organizations, I would say
that process innovation and relational rent capabilities can also impact each other.” - H
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Relational Rent Capabilities developed and implemented in these
organizations that can directly impact Process Innovation of the open data
organization (as shown in Table 24).
Partner Strategic Capabilities
Open and Provide Data to Others
H recognizes the need to generate and use rents. The city provides city data to their
business partners in order to receive process capabilities.
“In our department, when we should improve one or more of our processes, we may
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want to come up with one or a set of partner strategy that can support this change. For
example having a good relational rent with Stanford University so that they can
provide us their technical and research capabilities and we provide them the access to
City data. Making changes in tough in public sector. Collecting and providing more city
data to them needs more data collection processes.” - H
Customer Strategic Capabilities
Develop Open Data Site
D indicates that developing an activity that assists the organization to receive rent is
very important. In D, rent is generated through an open linked data site designed and
implemented by D to receive rent from clients and potential users through the use of
this site by these users and data generated by them.
“This activity (open linked data site) also helped us identify what public sector’s needs
are and what processes and tools we should adopt to address the need.” - D
(R20) Product and Service Strategic Capabilities Impacting Process
Innovation*
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, F, B, and I acknowledge the relationship. I indicates that
product and service strategic capabilities can inform the organization of the current
product and service situation and help organization identify and develop innovative
processes.
“I also think there is a bidirectional relation between these two.” - F
“I do think that the product and service strategic capabilities can impact the process
innovation capabilities.” - B
“Product and service strategies also impact the process innovation. Strategic
capabilities are our roadmap; it allows us to understand our product and service better
and to have a clearer path to what they want should do and how.” - I
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Product and Service Strategic Capabilities developed and
implemented in these organizations that can directly impact the Process Innovation of
the open data organization (as shown in Table 25).
Quality Strategic Capabilities
Data Quality Continuous Monitoring
I emphasises on the importance of data quality and indicates that to monitor data
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quality, an open data organization should improve data evaluation and validation
processes.
“We continuously monitor the effectiveness and quality of our software and data it
returns to our users. For this we need to enhance our data evaluation and validation
processes.” - I
Constantly Increase Data Quality
In addition to the above comment, I indicates that to be able to constantly increase
data quality, an open data organization is required to change and improve open data
processes.
“The reason why we want to change our processes is normally because we want to
constantly increase the quality of our data and data products and services. Strategies
help realize capabilities and increase the value of it. We continuously monitor the
effectiveness and quality of our software and data it returns to our users.” - I
Data Quality Attribute and Measurement
Quality attributes are very importance for measuring data quality. ODOs are required
to identify quality attributes and measure them on regular bases. Quality attributes
can help identify process parameters which can be used to improve processes.
“We have a set of data quality attributes and measures that are aligned with the
nature of our data and the value users look for. Quality attributes are a good indicators
of process development.” - I
Support Data with Metadata
I stresses the need to use metadata to describe the data. Furthermore, I emphasises
on the importance of this capability for minimizing process development effort and
time.
“We support our data with metadata and follow standards for example metadata
standards because it reduces process development effort and is known by everybody.” I
Data Quality Evaluation
By evaluating data quality, ODOs can also evaluate their quality attributes. I stresses
that the organization uses clients and data users’ feedback to improve data quality
evaluation capability.
“From time to time, by receiving feedback, we attempt to evaluate our data quality
measures and prioritize the quality attributes so that we can evaluate our processes
too and address the needs of the clients.” - I
Using Data Quality Assessment Tools
Data quality assessment tools can be used to assist in evaluating and monitoring
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quality of the data generated by the organization. B acknowledges the need to use a
comprehensive assessment tool that can inform the organization about the technical
issues related to data so that data processes can be executed across the data. A good
tool allows capability building and process innovation in particular.
“We define data quality attributes, measurement, and trying to use a good data quality
assessment tools, these all will notify us if there are any problems. This will impact
process innovation capabilities for sure.” - B
Delivery Strategic Capabilities
Fast and Efficient Delivery through APIs
B recognizes the need to be able to develop APIs that can provide data fast and in an
efficient way. B indicates that this capability urges that the organization improves its
data processes.
“When we say we want to enhance our delivery method or our APIs, this will make us
to change our processes in order to be able to have a better and more effective delivery
or our data and city level services we make.” - B
Flexibility Strategic Capabilities
Flexible Design for Data Service Expansion
ODOs should be prepared to add features or requested data to their product and
service. I points to the need to increase their ability to access as many scientific data as
possible so that they can make a quicker move when they need to add more data or
feature to their data application.
“In terms of flexibility in our design, we try to access as many as scientific data and
data sources as possible so we can always have enough amounts of data to expand our
services.” - I
Response Time
Criteria Search-based Quick Response
I confirms the need to reduce the time it takes to react to clients request and need. I
does this by providing data search engine within their data product so that clients can
request for data that suits their criteria.
“People/our users search for the kind of scientific data they want from our software,
we should also make sure that we provide and deliver in a very short period of time
relevant data that meets their criteria.” - I
Update-based Quick Response
Another way to improve the ability to respond to clients is by providing an
environment where clients can request for updated data. B acknowledges fast
response to clients through availability of updated data.
“If there is a need by clients that they want a change and update to our data, we would
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be able to respond. We need to maximize our effort in data collection processes and
data processing so that we have what they need when they request.” - B
(R21) Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities Impacting Knowledge
Management and Organizational Learning*
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, A draws attention to the role of relational rent strategic
capabilities in knowledge management and organizational learning and points to the
knowledge that can be created through generating and receiving rents.
“All these kind of strategic relations can generate knowledge and increase the amount
of knowledge we have about our data, about how our data are used, about what data
users need. Some part of this knowledge can also be transferred to the public sector
too.” - A
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Relational Rent Strategic Capabilities developed and implemented
in A that can directly impact the Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning
of the open data organization (as shown in Table 26).
Business Strategic Capabilities
Open your Data to Other Companies
A stresses that opening up data to companies in private sector provides an opportunity
for A to understand how private sector uses the data and what products and services
are developed. In addition, opening our data to companies can encourage private
sector to share and open part or all of their data with us and this allows new products
and services to emerge that combines data from both public and private sector. A
believes that huge amount of valuable knowledge is created that can reveal many facts
about the market, product and service, and possible partnership or collaboration.
“When private companies do access our data we also have a chance to access their
data in such case, we may want to introduce new product or service that is created in
combination of both private and public sector data. All these things will influence and
increase our knowledge management capabilities because all these kind of strategic
relations can generate knowledge and increase the amount of knowledge we have
about our data, about how our data are used, about what data users need. Some part
of this knowledge can also be transferred to the public sector too.” - A
Customer Strategic Capabilities
Open your Data through Open Data Portal
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A highlights the need to open A data via the portal. Availability and accessibility of A
data by data users and general public can provide a better understanding about the
different potential uses of data and can provide evidence for maximizing effort in
making available more data. This knowledge can be used by A to attract more public
sector clients.
“We make our own open data portal to republish the open data we receive from public
sector to our customers and even general public so that the data can generate new
knowledge. When new information and knowledge is created, we can attract more
clients to our data and understand the potential of our data better.” - A
(R22) Process Innovation Capabilities Impacting Relational Rent*
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, H and C acknowledge the impact of process innovation
capabilities on creating and receiving rents. Process innovation does not happen in
isolation therefore, any change and improvement needs to be supported by strategic
relationship.
“When we should improve one or more of our processes, we may want to come up with
one or a set of partner strategy that can support this change.” - H
“Innovation is not something that depends on your own and area of control. It depends
on my partners. I have many technical business partners that I work with. The solutions
I offer and changes I make to my client’s business depend on my knowledge which is
mostly obtained from the network.” - C
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Process Innovation Capabilities developed and implemented in
these organizations that can directly impact the Relational Rent Strategic Capability of
the open data organization (as shown in Table 27).
Adopting 3rd Party Vendor’s Data Processes
To adopt 3rd party data processes, H decides to develop incentives and programs to
encourage third party organizations to provide their data to the City. By adopting new
processes, new opportunities for exchanging rent will be available.
“We also try to come up with a new process that we get the data from the third party
vendors in a more effective manner and faster instead of going there and get the data
from them manually. We are thinking to develop some kind of incentive for them so
that they see they can also advantage from our portal if they provide their data too.” H
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Alliance-Based Data Processes
C stresses that in order to form alliance-based processes with capable organizations,
an open data organization should first open their data and processes to the targeted
organizations so that their real potentials can be known. This will motivate other
organizations to work with and contribute to the alliance. Through this process, rents
are generated.
“When we decide to open up a new data and to form alliance-based processes, we
expose ourselves to others so that others can exploit our data and offerings. It is also
important to find an agreement with business partners or businesses in the network or
forming a consortium so that we all can benefit from the potentials created by others.”
-C
Assess and Adopt New Data Processes and Tools
Adopting new processes and tools require connection to and relation with other
organizations in the open data industry. C argues that innovation does not happen in
isolation. C further stresses that, to survive and to be able to identify and implement
new and valuable processes, developing rent with other organizations is essential.
“Any organization that claims to be in open data must have a very good level of
process innovation capabilities because there is nothing that can be done without
innovation. Organizations should be ready to establish new relational rent strategy
with other organizations. In this market, no one can survive alone. Open data is open
and free and a good relational rent capability can allow everyone in this market to
benefit from the data.” - C
(R23) Business Development Strategic Capabilities Impacting Product and
Service Strategic Capability*
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, E confirms the relationship and adds that many business
development strategic capabilities such as market capability can impact the strategic
capabilities the organization develops for its products and services.
“Business development strategy can also impact product and service strategy because
we develop product and services based on the market and sector we want to operate
in. The need and value in different market and sector is different.” - E
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Business Development Strategic Capability developed and
implemented in E that can directly impact the Product and Service Strategic Capability
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of the open data organization (as shown in Table 28).
Market Strategic Capabilities
Operate in a New Open Data Sector and Targeted Market
Market can influence the organization’s offering. The market or the sector can
influence the kind of value that clients and potential users are looking for in a given
open data product and service. E points to the difference that exists in value
proposition of every offering in private sector and public sector. In public sector, value
refers to more transparency, time and cost saving, and accountability while in private
sector, value embedded in an offering should generate acceptable revenue. Operation
in these two markets varies and market strategic capabilities can significantly impact
the product and service an organization offers.
“We develop product and services based on the market and sector we want to operate
in. The need and value in different market and sector is different. For example in public
sector, value is mostly about time, cost saving, and transparency and being able to
respond to citizen’s need faster. But in private sector, value would be something totally
different and monetary value speaks out. Operating in these two markets is different
and the kind of product and service offered is also different. Therefore, product and
service strategies are affected by business development strategies.” - E

(R24) Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capabilities
Impacting Relationship Infrastructure*
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Knowledge Management and Organizational Learning Capability
developed and implemented in these four ODOs that can directly impact the
Relationship Infrastructure Capability of the open data organization (as shown in Table
29).
Collaborative Open Data Projects and Learning
Collaboration in different open data projects can help organizations identify potential
organizations to develop further relation with. C emphasises on the importance of
collaboration with big players in the market. This allows the organization to connect to
their large network and develop strong relationship.
“In terms of relationship infrastructure, a lot of our relationship infrastructure comes
through collaboration with larger organizations such as Open Data Institute, Deloitte,
and two other consultancy firms working in London. They have a very large network
and by working with them I can develop new relation with organizations in their
network.” - C
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Engage and Participate in Data Ecosystem
I acknowledges the importance of this capability on developing and enhancing
relationship infrastructure and outlines that active participation in data ecosystem is
another possible way to identify potential and capable organizations.
“We should actively engage in open data and open data research ecosystem so that
when the need arises, we can identify potential business partners.” - I
The above statement is corroborated by B.
“We participate in many events. By keeping communicating with other firms, we are
able to identify a good partner.” - B
Open Data Offering’s Problem Scope Identification
Recognizing and spotting the open data related problems in City can inform areas that
require attention and further consideration. Based on the issues and problems, H
identifies potential organizations and universities that can help the City overcome
these issues.
“We use the knowledge and reports created to first assess the areas we must develop
more but we lack expertise and resources, then based on the gaps, we identify partners
or potential collaborators.” - H
(R25) IT and Technological Infrastructure Capabilities Impacting Enterprise
Infrastructure Strategic Capability*
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present IT and Technological Infrastructure Capability developed and
implemented in A that can indirectly impact the Relationship Infrastructure Capability
of the open data organization (as shown in Table 30).
Data Infrastructure Performance Monitoring System
Running a monitoring system for data infrastructure performance helps ODOs to
understand data infrastructure efficiency. This system can also notify the organization
of any issue that may arise. Information and data generated from this system can be
used for developing mechanisms or strategic capabilities.
“We use monitoring systems for our data infrastructure because we want to see how
well and efficient our infrastructure works. This specific system collects series of data
around infrastructure efficiency and performance so if there is any problem and issues
we are notified right away. The outcome of this system will make us develop
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mechanisms to address the problems. These mechanisms can be infrastructure related
strategic capabilities. This monitoring system can track user’s behaviour and our portal
traffic as well. We use this system from time to time to analyze our infrastructure
capabilities in order to make strategic technical decision.” - A
(R26) Individual Competences and
Technological Infrastructure Capability*

Expertise

Impacting

IT

and

Open Data Capability
Below, we present Individual Competences and Expertise developed and implemented
in F that can indirectly impact the IT and Technological Infrastructure of the open data
organization (as shown in Table 31).
Prior Open Data Learning and Experiences
F emphasises on the importance of prior experiences of each working individual in the
organization on the data infrastructure and technology selection, setting, and
alignment.
“At the beginning, our previous experience, learning, and our knowledge of open data
play a critical role in picking the right tools and data infrastructure and working with
them.” - F
(R27) Process Innovation Impacting Open Data Processes Capability*
Relationship
Regarding this relationship, all the responding organizations acknowledged the
importance of process innovation capabilities on the improvement and enhancement
of open data processes.
H, I and A stress on the importance of alliance-based processes.
“Working with other organizations help us improve our data related processes
internally” – H
“We can assess our current processes and adopt new ones from our business partners”
–I
“We can improve our existing processes by forming a team with other organizations” –
A
F emphasises on the use of existing best practices to improve the processes for value
generation form open data.
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“Yes, for example, following data process best practices can help us change our existing
processe” – F
Moreover, J recognizes the need to improve efficiency of existing processes by actively
screening the market for potential processes.
“Improving process efficiency is very important. Screening and assessing the existing
sufficient processes is beneficial to improving our processes” – J
E, B and D acknowledged the need to find, allocate and acquire tools and processes in
order to improve their existing open data processes such as data integration and
transformation processes.
“Knowing where we can find a good process to acquire is important to us” – E
“We should know the existing processes and tools in the market we can use them to
improve our for example data integration as we are integrating large amounts of data”
–B
“We need to make our data transformation and integration process faster and more
reliable, therefore, we should actively look for solutions and alternatives from the
market” – D
K, G and C recognize the importance of process innovation capabilities in the
organizations using open data. These organizations strongly believe that open data
processes are main part of organizational capabilities for value generation for clients.
Therefore, it is vital to develop more sophisticated process innovation capabilities.
“Process innovation is critical to improve our data cataloguing process” – K
“Yes, as we are still trying to collect more data from different data sources, process
innovation capabilities play a significant role in improving our data collection process” G
“Processes are one key capability for companies using open or linked data” - C
Open Data Capabilities
Below, we present Process Innovation capabilities developed and implemented in
these organizations that can indirectly impact the Open Data Processes of the open
data organization (as shown in Table 32).
Adopting 3rd Party Vendor’s Data Processes
To improve existing processes, H acknowledged the importance of acquiring 3rd party’s
data processes in order to collect City data more effectively.
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“We also try to come up with a process that we get the data from the third party
vendors in a more effective manner and faster.” – H
Moreover, A stresses that identifying potential vendors and adopting part of their data
processes is important for the organization. A adds that acquiring techniques can also
be very beneficial.
“There exist number of vendors we work with in terms of merging processes and also
using some of their techniques and process as well.” - A
Alliance-Based Data Processes
H claims that forming an alliance with other organizations is very important to improve
their data collection processes.
“We do most of our data related processes internally. But, we also form alliances with
other universities and organizations for data collection processes.” – H
I and A put emphasis on the role of alliance-based data processes in improving open
data processes. This can be done by forming an alliance with potential organizations
and using part of their processes.
“We can assess our current processes and adopt new ones from our business partners.
Yes, this is what you call as the alliance-based data related process innovation.” – I
“Part of the process could be acquired from our business partners only those parts that
we are still making capabilities around.” - A
Assess and Adopt Data Process Best Practices
F and E confirm that adopting best practices related to data processes is an essential
capability to improve open data processes. Moreover, F specifies that best practices
can help in conducting data process assessment. E also acknowledged the importance
of adopting re-usable data upload pipelines as one best practice for improving data
transformation process.
“Following existing best practices can also help us change and innovate. For example
the existing best practices around data quality and data format allow us to assess our
processes and to change it in a way that it can follow the best practices.” – F
“One supporting and proven to be our best practice for our processes is the re-usable
data upload pipelines that automatically transform and clean data before to be used by
users.” - E
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Assess and Adopt New Data Processes and Tools
I stresses on the importance of assessing and adopting new processes and tools to
improve value generation for clients. Assessment is needed to establish understanding
of weak processes and when necessary, the organization is required to adopt new
processes.
“We are able to assess our existing data extraction and data processing processes and
tools.” I further claims that: “We also assess how we transform research data to
Semantic syntax and always try to find something new as this is one of our core
services. A good and fast visualization process and data classification and
categorization process can help us to produce more valuable scientific data.” – I
The above statement is corroborated by A who claims that innovative data processes
can significantly improvement value generation from open data. A’s main clients are
from public sector organizations who are interested in high quality and clean data.
Therefore, A is required to adopt new process and tools to address client’s needs.
“Having innovative data cleaning process is super important for us because our
consumers are public bodies and they like clean and quality data.” A adds that: “We
double-check and assess our publication process.” We are also trying to improve
process around making and providing open data portal by seeking other existing
approaches and processes so that we can identify and use the most appropriate
process of creating the portal.” - A
B collects real-time sensor data therefore; having an innovative data evaluation
process is vital. In this regard, B stresses on the need to assess and adopting data
processes
“We have a data evaluation process. It is important to keep renewing this process
because we do not want to collect a bad quality data. Therefore, we also want to make
sure that our processes are designed in a way that it can enable us to monitor data
quality.” – B
The above statement is corroborated by D who acknowledged the importance of
assessing and adopting new and innovative data processes for example, data
validation process.
“Sometimes we do data validation because we want to make sure that the data
includes all the necessary information and the quality is good. If there is a need to
change any of our processes, we should do so as soon as possible because by not doing
might negatively impact the value chain and might kill the opportunity to address to
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client’s need and requirements.” - D
Moreover, K recognizes the need to assess and adopt new tools and processes. This
allows the organization to collect and analyze more users’ stories.
“We should know what tools to use to generate as much users’ stories as possible. We
should also adopt a process that gets these stories quickly.” – K
F asserts that assessing and adopting new processes is important for scaling up the
data-driven products and services.
“When we have small-scale project and then we want to scale up that project, new
processes need to be introduced” – F
G adds that adopting new data processes and tools such as data collection process and
data analysis processes are very critical to the organization.
“One very important capability for us is to be able to get more related data to what we
have. The data collection process and tools we use is very important. We want to get
data from other data sources. Therefore, identifying other existing data collection
processes can help us adopt the one that is more relevant to us. Another is the data
analysis process. One value we add to all the 2000 existing apps is our massive and
complete data analysis so we can provide a better result to our users.” – G
In addition to the above statements, C put emphasis on the significance of process
innovation and the role this capability plays in the organizations utilizing open data.
Any organization that claims to be in open data market must have process innovation
capabilities because there is nothing that can be done without innovation. – C
D stresses on the importance of process innovation capabilities on improving open
data processes and claims that the organization will quickly respond to the needs
necessary to improve processes in particular data validation process.
“Sometimes we do data validation too because we want to make sure that the data
includes all the necessary information and the quality is good. If there is a need to
change a process, we should do so as soon as possible because by not doing might
negatively impact the value chain and might kill the opportunity to address to client’s
need and requirements.” – D
E also acknowledged the importance of this capability on improving automatic API
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generation process.
“The automatic API generation process.” - E
Assess and Increase Data Process Efficiency
The existing processes needs to be regularly assessed and their efficiency needs to be
increased. In this regard, A stresses on the importance of assessing and increasing
process efficiency on the improvement of organization’s offerings.
“If data validation and data quality processes are effective and efficient can directly
impact the product and service faster sector related data processing and cleaning.”
Derilinks adds that: “Output of one process should fit the standard of another process.”
-A
B recognizes the need to assess and increase data process efficiency in order to tap
into the potential of the large amounts of data collected from sensors. In addition, B
claims that, with a more efficient data integration processes, the organization is able to
integrate more data in a shorter period of time.
“Our processes and how fast our process capabilities work can influence the use of our
large pool of data. For example, integration process of 10 datasets definitely required
less integration process capabilities and knowledge and tools but when we want to
integrate big data or 100 datasets then we definitely need to change our processes.” –
B
J stresses on the need to constantly assess and increase process efficiency as this
capability can significantly improve the data processes in the organization – data
processes such as data collection, data processing, data integration processes.
“We are able to enhance our process innovation capabilities that results in improved
data collection, data processing, data integration processes and etc.” – J
According to D, things need to be done fast and in an efficient way. D stresses on the
need to actively assess and improve efficiency of their open data processes for
example, data transformation process and quality assurance process.
“If the process of transforming and integrating the raw datasets to integrated data and
linked data can be done faster and more fluently, we are able to deliver offering faster
to the clients. Another example is the quality assurance process which monitors and
maintains the quality of our integrated data.” - D
E recognizes the role this capability plays in improving existing processes. According to
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E, if the existing processes are not well developed and designed, they can negatively
impact the value generation form open data for the clients. D highlights the need to
assess and improve efficiency of the data service process – a process to develop data
services.
“One of the very important processes for us is the design of data service process where
we design steps for our data service. If the design is not sufficient, data users get
confused when using our different datasets to know something. This process is very
critical because it helps and makes it easier for data users to manage their data better
so we moving our company to do less consultancy services and having more process
capabilities so we can give more opportunity to users to try and manage data in the
way they want and easier. Our development process should make it very easy for users
to search, browse, query, filter, and drill down to select the data they want to see.” - E
Moreover, K emphasizes on the importance of this capability on improvement of data
cataloguing process.
“We should improve our data cataloguing process so that we can better and more
efficiently catalogue and develop user’s stories.” – K
F stresses on the need to increase efficiency of their existing processes in particular
data aggregation and data validation processes.
“On a daily bases, we assess our data aggregator and data validation process because
we want to make sure we get and aggregate the right data.” – F
G also claims that this capability is very essential to the organization as it allows G to
develop a process that can effectively collect more data from different data sources.
“Have a proper process and system to collect more data from other data sources.” - G
Open Data Related Resource Availability and Allocation
I emphasises on the importance of open data related resource availability and
allocation capability to improve existing open data processes. I claims that it is vital for
the organization to successfully identify resources such as tools and techniques
required for the change in the open data processes to take place. In addition, being
able to allocate these resources is equally important.
“To innovate we should also have the resources necessary. We should know what is
needed, what are the resources that could be aligned together so they perform the
overall task. We should also be able to assess and search for new process related
resources. We should also know the source of the resource required for the change.
Some organizations have that internally and some smaller ones need to access them
through their partners.” - I
D adds and interesting point and claims that resource allocation for improving open
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data processes should be aligned with the needs of the organization and its projects.
“We can use tools and processes that are more relevant to the goal of individual
projects.” – D
F stresses on the importance of this capability on improving existing open data
processes and highlights that experienced data scientists are one of the potential
resource an organization can acquire in order to improve their existing processes.
These experts deliver knowledge which can be used to improve the processes.
“In terms of process innovation capabilities, we try to get data scientist on board that is
coming with a good experience of new processes for data integration and data
validation. These new people may know some other tools and data models that can
help us change our processes.” - F
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